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social history. Understanding its intellectual tradition and the way the
intelligentsia have shaped the nation is crucial to understanding the
Russia of today. This new history examines important intellectual and
cultural currents (the Enlightenment, nationalism, nihilism and reli-
gious revival) and key themes (conceptions of the West and East, the
common people and attitudes to capitalism and natural science) in
Russian intellectual history. Concentrating on the Golden Age of
Russian thought in the mid-nineteenth century, the contributors
also look back to its eighteenth-century origins in the flowering of
culture following the reign of Peter the Great and forward to the
continuing vitality of Russia’s classical intellectual tradition in the
Soviet and post-Soviet eras. With brief biographical details of over
fifty key thinkers and an extensive bibliography, this book provides a
fresh, comprehensive overview of Russian intellectual history.
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Preface

Savrasov’s famous painting The Rooks have Returned, which appears on the
cover of this volume, was felt by the painter’s contemporaries to convey an
authentic, quintessential Russianness. Kramskoy, leader of the so-called
peredvizhniki, a group of painters who chose subject-matter that they
perceived to be of national significance, singled the painting out for special
praise when it was displayed in 1871 at the group’s first exhibition, on
account of its possession of ‘soul’ (dusha). The birches in the foreground,
to which the rooks have returned to build their nests as snow melts and
nature’s annual renewal begins; the as yet bleak landscape stretching into a
boundless distance under the weak sun of early spring; the meandering
river; the ramshackle signs of human habitation in the rural vastness,
including the wooden hut from which a wisp of smoke is rising; and – at
the painting’s centre – the symbols of the Russian people’s religiosity, the
church’s belfry and the onion-shaped domes: these images depict Russia’s
heartland with a simple lyricism that seemed peculiarly appropriate to a
section of the cultural elite at that juncture in her history. They poignantly
evoked one aspect of a nation that was reappraising its position in the
contemporary world and striving to define its distinctive character.

And yet it was a far cry, as every educated viewer of the painting would
have been aware, from a village near Kostroma in the Golden Ring of
ancient towns around Moscow, where Savrasov’s landscape was located,
to the Baroque and Classical splendour of the modern capital city,
St Petersburg. Founded at the beginning of the eighteenth century by the
iron-willed ruler, Peter the Great (Peter I), who turned Russia’s gaze
towards Europe, subjugated church to state and embarked on the creation
of an empire, St Petersburg was a counterweight to introspective, Orthodox
Moscow. It looked towards the West and modernity. The clash of the
civilisations represented by these two aspects of nineteenth-century Russia –
rural and urban, traditional and modern, religious and secular, inward-
looking and outward-looking – proved magnificently productive, especially
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in music and literature, as well as in painting, and in the corpus of thought
on which it is the purpose of this volume to offer a new perspective.

The corpus of modern Russian thought has its origins no earlier than the
eighteenth century, for it was only with Peter’s rapid westernisation of the
administration and nobility in the first quarter of that century that firm
foundations were laid for the creation of a secular intellectual culture. The
classical period of Russian thought, its Golden Age, which coincided with
the most luxuriant flowering of Russian imaginative literature, was in the
middle quarters of the nineteenth century. That is therefore where the
centre of gravity of this volume lies. After a period of relative decline towards
the end of the nineteenth century, when the utopian dreams of the Golden
Age collapsed, it underwent a renaissance in the so-called Silver Age, in the
first quarter of the twentieth century. By then, though, a more rigorous
philosophical tradition had become established alongside the tradition of
impassioned aesthetic, moral, social and political speculation which we
characterise as ‘thought’ and on which this volume chiefly focuses. After
the October Revolution – the philosophical and cultural ground for which
had been thoroughly prepared by the radical thinkers of the nineteenth
century – the more oppressive political conditions served first to restrict the
area within which independent thinking could take place and then, in the
Stalinist period, effectively to suppress such thinking. And yet ideas with
which thinkers had grappled in the classical age continued to have reso-
nance in the 1920s and early 1930s and then again from the early 1960s, and
they developed in new directions.

We have not attempted in this volume to produce a history of Russian
thought that is strictly chronological and more or less comprehensive, after
the manner of the magisterial volume published some thirty years ago by
Andrzej Walicki on the period from the Enlightenment to Marxism. Nor
have we sought to privilege any of the individual thinkers who are usually
deemed to be of exceptional importance or who have achieved particular
prominence in historiography as a result of admiring treatment by Soviet or
western scholars. In any case much has already been written on most of
these thinkers (for example, Bakunin, Belinsky, Chaadaev, Chernyshevsky,
Herzen, Karamzin, Khomiakov, Ivan Kireevsky and Radishchev). Instead
we have aimed to provide, in Parts II and III of the volume, a fresh,
sweeping characterisation of Russian thought by reference to some of its
main intellectual currents and key themes and constructs. We then seek, in
Part IV, to draw out the continuing vitality and significance of this intel-
lectual tradition, in new circumstances, in the post-revolutionary era. We
hope in the process to show that Russian thought has presciently addressed
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questions of contemporary and universal interest, such as the dilemmas of
modernisation in backward nations, the importance to peoples of a sense of
community and distinctive identity, the effects of crises of faith and the
attractions and dangers inherent in systems of thought that offer compre-
hensive explanations of human experience.
In order to fill in the potential lacunae left by an approach that eschews

strict chronology, the sustained intellectual biography of individuals and
exhaustive enumeration of the representatives of each intellectual current,
we have provided separately at the end of the volume concise information
on some fifty major Russian thinkers. We also provide information there on
a few of the leading classical writers, since their work was of cardinal
importance to many thinkers (indeed, they themselves often ventured
into the territory of ‘thought’) and since they may be unfamiliar to non-
specialist readers, to whom the volume is intended to be accessible. Ten of
the biographical entries have been written by Ruth Coates.
We have attempted to root the thought examined in the volume in a

broad political, social and cultural context. For we believe that the subject
cannot be properly understood without awareness of such factors as the late
survival of absolutism, the retention by government of repressive powers
that were falling away elsewhere in Europe, the survival of serfdom until
1861, Russia’s associated political, social and economic backwardness and
the growing tension between the state and an emergent public opinion. To
this end, two contributors have furnished surveys, of the political and social
order and of the history and nature of the intelligentsia respectively. These
surveys follow our introductory overview of the subject in Part I. Further
appropriate contextual material has been included within several of the
individual chapters in Parts II, III and IV. The extensive bibliography refers
readers to secondary sources that will furnish themwith further information
on political, social, economic, scientific, literary and other cultural contexts
as well as to sources on Russian thought itself.
We do not mean, by taking this essentially historicist approach, to imply

that we see no merit in the argument that texts yield various – some would
say infinitely numerous – meanings to individual readers living at different
times and in different places. Indeed, Part IV of the volume, in so far as it
deals with the reception of classical Russian thought in post-revolutionary
times, addresses the question of the evolving meaning of that body of
thought. Nor do we suggest that the non-fictional texts that serve as vehicles
for Russian thought should invariably be read as examples of pure intellec-
tual enquiry. (Here the distinction that we have made between ‘thought’
and ‘philosophy’ might again be borne in mind.) On the contrary, many
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texts should be understood as highly subjective and polemical. They con-
stituted the engagé journalism (publitsistika) with which the so-called ‘thick’
journals that played such an important part in nineteenth-century Russian
intellectual life were packed. Such texts, no less than fictional texts, could be
shaped by generic expectations, and they exhibited not a little literary craft.
It is worth mentioning in this connection that many Russian thinkers
and writers – Chernyshevsky, Dostoevsky, Gogol, Herzen, Karamzin,
Khomiakov, Ivan Kireevsky, Pogodin, Pushkin, Radishchev, Shcherbatov,
Tolstoy and Tiutchev are examples –moved easily back and forth across the
boundaries between art, on the one hand, and non-fictional forms of
writing, including publitsistika, on the other.

We take this opportunity, finally, to offer our warmest thanks to Linda
Bree for her support of this project from its inception to completion and to
Maartje Scheltens for her advice and assistance in the later stages of its
production, to Christopher Feeney for his meticulous copy-editing of our
manuscript and to Gareth Griffith for his assistance with compilation of the
index.

william leatherbarrow

derek offord
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Note on dates, transliteration
and other conventions

In 1700 Peter the Great adopted the Julian calendar, which was eleven days
behind the Gregorian calendar in the eighteenth century, twelve days
behind in the nineteenth and thirteen days behind in the twentieth. The
Gregorian calendar, which western states had begun to adopt in preference
to the Julian calendar in 1582, was not adopted in Russia until 1918. In this
book dates are given in the Old Style (OS; i.e. according to the Julian
calendar) when the event to which reference is made takes place in pre-
revolutionary Russia and in the New Style (NS; i.e. according to the
Gregorian calendar) when it takes place outside Russia.
Dates in parentheses after the titles of works mentioned in the text are,

unless otherwise stated, the dates of first publication, not dates of composition.
We have in most respects followed the system of transliteration used in

The Slavonic and East European Review. The Russian letter ё has everywhere
been transliterated as e. Russian surnames ending in -ский have been
rendered by the commonly accepted English form -sky (e.g. Dostoevsky),
except in citations and transliterated titles in the notes and bibliography.
We have also used the common English form Yeltsin. The letter -й and the
combination -ий at the end of Russian forenames have been rendered by -y,
e.g. ‘Aleksey’, ‘Vasily’, rather than ‘Aleksei’, ‘Vasilii’ respectively, except in
transliterated titles in the notes and bibliography. The Russian soft sign has
not been transliterated at all except in common nouns that are left in their
Russian form in the text and, again, in titles of Russian works in the notes
and bibliography, in which cases it is rendered by an apostrophe, e.g. artel’,
Gogol’. Russian words printed in pre-revolutionary orthography (e.g. the
titles of eighteenth- and nineteenth-century journals) have been transliter-
ated from their modernised form.
We have preferred transliterated forenames (e.g. Aleksandr, Pavel, Petr)

to translated ones (Alexander, Paul, Peter), except in the case of monarchs
and other members of the Russian royal family, who are familiar to the
English-speaking reader from the translated form.
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Places are referred to by the name that was in use in Russia at the time of
the work or event in question (thus Tiflis, in pre-revolutionary times,
instead of Tbilisi). The modern place-name, where it differs from the
name used in the text, is given in brackets.

The Russian title of each journal, newspaper or almanac mentioned in
the text is given in the list of journal titles on pp. xviii–xix.
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Dates (OS) of reigns in eighteenth-, nineteenth- and
early twentieth-century Russia

Peter I (i.e. Peter the Great) 1672–1725, son of Tsar Alexis (ruled
1645–76); co-ruled with his half-brother Ivan V 1689–96
and sole ruler 1696–1725

Catherine I 1684–1727, Lithuanian peasant taken captive by the
Russians in 1702; consort of Peter I from 1703 and his
wife from 1712; reigned 1725–7

Peter II 1715–30, infant son of Prince Alexis (1690–1718), who
was the son of Peter I; reigned 1727–30

Anna 1693–1740, daughter of Ivan V; reigned 1730–40
Elizabeth 1709–61, daughter of Peter I and Catherine I; reigned

1741–61
Peter III 1728–62, son of a daughter of Peter I and of Charles

Frederick, Duke of Holstein-Gottorp; reigned 1761–2
Catherine II (i.e. Catherine the Great) 1729–96, German princess

who came to Russia as fiancée of the future Peter III;
reigned 1762–96

Paul 1754–1801, son of Peter III and Catherine II; reigned
1796–1801

Alexander I 1777–1825, son of Paul; reigned 1801–25
Nicholas I 1796–1855, son of Paul and younger brother of Alexander I;

reigned 1825–55
Alexander II 1818–81, son of Nicholas I; reigned 1855–81
Alexander III 1845–94, son of Alexander II; reigned 1881–94
Nicholas II 1868–1918, son of Alexander III; reigned 1894–1917
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and miscellanies
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Context





chapter 1

Introduction
William Leatherbarrow and Derek Offord

In chapter 2 of this volume David Saunders comments on how in the 1950s
and 1960s ‘Russian thought used to be fashionable’, occupying centre stage
in English-language historical writing. This association of ‘Russian thought’
with historical scholarship implicitly raises the question of what precisely is
the subject we are attempting to address in this volume. Not all scholars
would necessarily embrace the view that it is primarily a mode of Russian
historical study, although all surely would acknowledge the close association
between ‘history’ and ‘thought’. The approaches (and even the titles) of
some of the major English-language works on the subject betray this
uncertainty. While the works of Nicholas Riasanovsky, Martin Malia,
Marc Raeff and Richard Pipes, for example, consistently seek to locate
Russian thought primarily within the context of social and political history,
the three-volume anthology edited in the 1960s by James M. Edie, James P.
Scanlan, Mary-Barbara Zeldin and George L. Kline suggests a much
broader understanding in its title Russian Philosophy. It sets out to be the
first historical anthology of ‘Russian philosophical thought’, and alongside
examples of socio-political thought it includes metaphysical philosophy by
thinkers such as Berdiaev, Shestov, Frank and Lossky, as well as the work of
ecclesiastical and religious thinkers like the ‘Russian Socrates’ Skovoroda
and the pre-revolutionary ‘theologians’ Fedorov and Solovev – figures who
do not always find their way into other treatments of Russian thought.
Nevertheless, the editors of Russian Philosophy do concede the important
point that Russian speculation, even when apparently at its most abstract,
has always been ‘man-centred’ and, unlike its western counterpart, non-
professional and non-academic.1 Its practitioners have emerged to a strik-
ingly large degree from the literary world, rather than from the academic
disciplines of philosophy or history, and their involvement with ‘philoso-
phy’ has rarely been pure (in the sense of objective or non-committed).
Although, as Galin Tihanov shows in chapter 14, a more mature philosoph-
ical tradition did emerge in the twentieth century, by and large Russian
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thinkers have wielded ideas not as keys to remote and abstruse truths, but as
weapons in the struggle for moral, social, historical or political justice, a
struggle that has motivated their entire quest for the meaning of life, nature
and history and imbued it with personal commitment along with what
Edie, Scanlan, Zeldin and Kline call ‘a special intensity and an impatience
with moderation’.2

A similar recognition of the ‘close association’ between philosophy and
social thought informs Andrzej Walicki’s seminal work A History of Russian
Thought from the Enlightenment to Marxism (first English edition 1979).
Walicki argues that philosophy failed to establish itself as an autonomous
discipline partly because of its comparatively late appearance in a Russia
where independent thought was strictly controlled, but also because grow-
ing awareness of pressing social problems ‘distracted attention from issues
not immediately related to social practice’.3 Indeed, he goes further, assert-
ing that any study of Russian thought that confined itself to pure philoso-
phy (i.e. ‘professional’, ‘formalistic’ or ‘academic’ speculation) would ‘give
an impoverished picture of the history of Russian ideas’ because of the lack
of originality of such thought and its dependence on western European
models: ‘[Russian thought’s] striking originality can only be perceived when
we examine it in the context of Russian intellectual history, i.e. from the
point of view of the issues that were closest to the hearts of educated
Russians, and felt by them to be the most relevant to the future of their
country.’4

This notion of Russian thought as ‘intellectual history’ is taken up in the
very title of Raeff’s anthology (1966), which sets out to illustrate ‘the
writings and ideas that have helped to shape the social and political
consciousness of modern Russia’.5 Raeff’s volume contains an illuminating
introduction in which Isaiah Berlin (who did so much to promote aware-
ness of and respect for Russian thought in the English-speaking world in the
1950s and 1960s) explores more fully the concept of intellectual history in its
Russian context. Berlin argues that ‘intellectual history’ is not a clear or self-
explanatory concept and that it lacks the precision of histories of ideas in
more specific or technical disciplines such as political, economic, social,
scientific, philosophical or mathematical thought. Instead, intellectual his-
tory deals with ‘general ideas’ that are in the air at a given moment and form
the ‘intellectual background’ or ‘climate of opinion’ – ‘beliefs, attitudes, and
mental and emotional habits, some of which are vague and undefined,
others of which have become crystallized into religious, legal, or political
systems, moral doctrines, social outlooks, psychological dispositions, and so
forth’.6 In Russia such general ideas became the province of an emerging
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and increasingly isolated educated class (although ‘class’, with its implica-
tions of a distinct socio-economic layer, is the wrong word here) that seized
upon the realm of thought as a means to articulate deep concerns that were
denied expression in any other way. Such Russian practitioners of what has
become known as ‘social thought’ (obshchestvennaia mysl’) were for the most
part truly amateurs in whatever intellectual fields – politics, economics,
religion, law, philosophy, etc. – they inhabited, but they brought to those
fields an intensity, immediacy, practicality and commitment unknown to
the specialist, along with a willingness to apply their ideas to the solution of
the most pressing problems of the age. As a result, according to Berlin, ideas
‘played a greater and more peculiar role in Russian history than anywhere
else’, and the study of Russian thought can thus explain muchmore than we
might expect about Russian behaviour.7

It may be argued, therefore, that the present volume is concerned less
with ideas than with how those ideas were wielded by an intellectual
minority that by the 1860s had become known as the Russian intelligentsia,
but which had its origins much earlier in the Russian Enlightenment and
the serving nobility of the eighteenth century. As Berlin has observed, the
most striking characteristic of that minority was not the intellectual inven-
tiveness of its members, but the seriousness with which it took the ideas of
others and transformed them through the intensity of its own sense of
mission: ‘it surrendered itself to what it believed to be true with a lifelong
singleness of purpose seldom known outside of religious life in the West’.8

Elsewhere Berlin evocatively develops this analogy, writing that the concept
of intelligentsia ‘must not be confused with the notion of intellectuals. Its
members thought of themselves as united by something more than mere
interest in ideas; they conceived themselves as being a dedicated order,
almost a secular priesthood, devoted to the spreading of a specific attitude to
life, something like a gospel.’9 A similar view is offered by Annenkov, who
moved easily among the leading westernised intellectuals of the 1830s and
1840s and left in his memoirs an account of a gathering at the village of
Sokolovo in the summer of 1845, a gathering that included Herzen and
Granovsky and which Annenkov compared to ‘a militant order of knights,
which had no written charter’, but which ‘stood athwart the whole current
of contemporary life’.10 Likewise, the later observer of Russian intellectual
life Mikhail Gershenzon also identified this dedicated, self-effacing, quix-
otic characteristic in the Russian intelligentsia:

When you picture in your mind the nature of the average Russian intelligent one
typical feature immediately strikes you: that here is a person who above all else has
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from his earliest years been living outside himself, in a quite literal sense; that is to
say, acknowledging as the only object worthy of his interest and concern something
lying beyond his personality – the people, society or the state. Nowhere in the
world does social opinion reign as despotically as among us, and for two-thirds of a
century our social opinion has been founded upon acknowledgement of the
supreme principle that to think about one’s personality is egoism and somehow
indecent. The only true man is he who ponders upon social matters, takes an
interest in social questions, and works for the common good.11

G.M.Hamburg deals in detail with the complex andmultifaceted nature
of the Russian intellectual minority and the multiple meanings of the term
‘intelligentsia’ in chapter 3, where he brings lucidity to a confusing topic by
carefully plotting the interaction of the different social venues in which
various Russian intelligentsias operated from the eighteenth century
onwards. This approach sheds new and welcome light on the shape of
pre-revolutionary Russian cultural life, and it helps us to avoid traditional
oversimplifications both in how we define the intelligentsia and in the
qualities we ascribe to it. It is tempting here, though, to speculate further
on what might have created the chivalric, cabalistic and dedicated qualities
identified in the Russian intelligentsia (in the broadest sense of the term) by
Annenkov, Gershenzon, Berlin and many others. Certainly, youth and a
love of intrigue, along with a sense of the inadequacy of contemporary social
and political life, must have drawn many into the clandestine discussion
groups of the 1830s and 1840s, just as those same qualities had drawn a
previous generation into the masonic lodges, where exclusivity and ritual
stimulated the heady sense of being an elect with a mission. A clear, albeit
fictional instance of the latter is to be found in Pierre Bezukhov in Tolstoy’s
War and Peace. The masonic lodges and political circles of the first four
decades of the nineteenth century thus fulfilled, as Philip Pomper observes,
a variety of complex social and psychological needs.12 Moreover, many
members of the eighteenth-century educated nobility and the nineteenth-
century Russian intelligentsia must have been at least aware of their
isolation as a social group, notwithstanding Hamburg’s argument that
sociability was a key factor in the spread of ideas and that alienation should
not be seen as the sole motor of the intelligentsia’s evolution. The spread of
enlightenment among members of the nobility in the wake of western-
isation had created a small educated elite and thus added a further layer to
the estrangement of that class from those below. Such alienation from ‘the
masses’ is, of course, an inevitable consequence of socially selective educa-
tion, and it has been experienced by the intellectual minorities of other
nations. What made the eighteenth-century educated Russian nobleman so
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different, along with his descendants among the nineteenth-century intelli-
gentsia, was the completeness of their isolation. As well as being cut off from
below (which almost certainly did not bother them), they were also to a
certain extent estranged from above – denied a fully meaningful participa-
tion in Russian political life by the autocracy’s insistence upon the indi-
visibility of monarchical power. What is more, government and educated
public were eventually to part company in Russia, each becoming suspi-
cious of and hostile to the aspirations of the other.13 Saunders’s account of
the relationship between the Russian educated public and the key formal
institutions of the state – authoritarianism and autocracy, the agencies of
state repression, censorship, legal institutions and penalties, social and
economic policy, education and official ideology and so forth – provides
an illuminating perspective on that process.
The result of all this was the emergence of a peculiarly self-enclosed and

self-conscious intellectual minority, acutely aware of the social and moral
obligations imposed upon it by the privilege of enlightenment. Yet in any
attempt to explain the deep sense of obligation shared by members of that
minority, due account must be taken of a view argued by many (though not
all) commentators – that the nineteenth-century Russian intelligent was, in
Gershenzon’s words, ‘the direct descendant and heir of the Voltairean serf-
owner’.14 Raeff goes yet further, arguing that ‘a straight line of spiritual and
psychological filiation connects the servicemen of Peter the Great to the
revolutionaries of the nineteenth century’.15 In other words, the origins of
the Russian intelligentsia and its cast of mind must be sought in the
enlightened nobility of the eighteenth century, a class of people whose
original raison d’être had been state service (the term ‘servicemen’ – sluzhilye
liudi – was used to describe them), but who had gradually been emanci-
pated from their service obligations to the state during the eighteenth
century – a process significantly coterminous with the spread of enlighten-
ment within that class.
The social composition of the Russian educated minority indeed

changed significantly as it developed from the service nobility of the eight-
eenth century to the middle-class revolutionaries (raznochintsy) of the nine-
teenth.16 Yet it would appear that the eighteenth-century nobleman’s sense
of an obligation to serve survived within that minority, evolving from a
sense of duty to the state, through an engagement with more abstract
concepts such as self-improvement, the common good (obshchee blago),
patriotism, truth and justice, before finally settling into an awareness of, and
commitment to, the Russian people. This process of discovery of the narod
by a peculiarly obligated intellectual minority probably began with the
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return of noblemen to their estates following their emancipation from state
service, and it was certainly accelerated by the spread of Enlightenment
ideas on the rights of man and by the subsequent impact of Sentimentalism
and Romanticism, with their preoccupation with the commonman. But, as
Derek Offord shows in chapter 11, it developed apace in the nineteenth
century as Russian intellectuals constructed their own images of the Russian
narod in their attempts to clarify their vision of the Russian nation and of
their own role within it. From the Slavophiles’ utopian vision of the people
as the heart of an apolitical moral organism and the essence of Russia’s
national distinctiveness, via the Westernisers’ assessment of the people as
the potential beneficiaries of humanitarian improvement and emancipation
on the basis of western ideas (and, ultimately, as the bearers of ‘Russian
socialism’), through to the near-worship of the common folk during the
Populist movement of the 1870s – the Russian narod consistently lay at the
heart of the Russian intelligentsia’s efforts to refine its understanding of
itself and its mission.

A variety of key ideas and concepts litters the path of the Russian
intelligentsia’s intellectual evolution, but to a large extent these all have
their origins in the processes of westernisation and enlightenment that
accompanied the emergence of a Russian educated elite. The cultural
westernisation that marked the reign of Catherine the Great not only
fostered the development of an educated, Europeanised elite who came to
question the principles on which their native Russia had historically rested,
but also provided an intellectual framework for that questioning. The key
philosophical principles of the Age of Reason rested on a belief that the laws
of nature underpinning the physical world were ultimately knowable and
that man’s increasing enlightenment would enable him first to understand
and then to control the world he inhabited. Such faith in the power of
reason and the perfectibility of man in turn coloured Enlightenment views
on man’s relationship to society, and it fostered the belief that societies were
perfectible if based upon rational social relations and an enlightened code of
law. The ‘irrationality’ and inhumanity of such traditional Russian institu-
tions as autocracy and serfdom became all too apparent to those Catherine
had sent to study abroad, and this contributed more than anything to
political disaffection and the emergence of critical social thought. In chapter
4 of this volume Gareth Jones traces the processes of westernisation and
enlightenment in Russia from the reforms of Peter the Great, relating them
to the ‘norms’ of the European Age of Reason and showing how they
penetrated all areas of Russian cultural life. Initially, educated society sought
to propagate Enlightenment values in cooperation with the state, in the
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form of the ‘enlightened despot’ Catherine had initially appeared to be. But
her response to the French Revolution and subsequent treatment of
Radishchev for his criticisms of autocracy and serfdom in A Journey from
St Petersburg to Moscow (1790) demonstrated clearly the limitations of
autocracy’s ability to reform itself and marked the beginning of ‘the parting
of ways’ of government and educated public.
Jones recognises that although its central core ‘was the urge to modify the

way that men and women had traditionally thought and behaved’,
Enlightenment thought was kaleidoscopic in nature, even assuming con-
servative and religious forms. This reminds us that there has traditionally
been a tendency in both English-language and Russian scholarship on
Russian social thought to emphasise its liberal and radical manifestations.
Although the increasing identification of the Russian nineteenth-century
intelligentsia with reformist and revolutionary aims means that this empha-
sis is understandable (and, indeed, it is reinforced in this volume), there has
been a tendency (in spite of the work of a number of scholars, most of them
North American) to play down the extent and strength of Russian con-
servative thought in the classical period. Moreover, there is little justifica-
tion for dismissing Russian conservative thought as mere obscurantism. In
chapter 5 William Leatherbarrow attempts to restore some balance by
addressing the nature of conservative thought between the Enlightenment
and the Great Reforms of the 1860s. In arguing that Russian conservatism
was much more than mere resistance to change, he seeks to identify its
nature through consideration of the philosophy of history implicitly or
explicitly expressed by key conservative thinkers of the period, as well as
in their attempts to construct a unique cultural identity for Russia that
would stand in opposition to the philosophical absolutes and universal
concepts of social progress characteristic of the Enlightenment.
Conservative emphasis on a specifically Russian way that would confront

and resist the processes of westernisation gained much support from
Russia’s triumph over Napoleon and the subsequent march on Paris.
Russian national consciousness, already stimulated by the growth of
Russian historical study (in particular, the work of Karamzin), was rein-
forced by the fact that Russia now found herself a major power at the heart
of Europe and no longer merely a junior partner hungry for the crumbs
from Europe’s technological and cultural feast. Moreover, it was not only
conservative thinkers who found themselves swept up in a tide of Romantic
nationalism. The development of Russian Romanticism and the displace-
ment of Enlightenment rationalism by metaphysical idealism in the course
of the 1820s marked a major shift in the entire direction of Russian thought.
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The nature of Russia and her relationship with theWest, which had been an
issue since the reign of Peter the Great, now came to dominate Russian
social and historical thought. What was most striking was the way in which
Russian thinkers of the period, Slavophiles as well as the so-called
Westernisers, sought to refine their understanding of Russia against the
templates they had constructed of the West. Indeed, as Vera Tolz argues in
chapter 9, ‘the West (zapad) had become the most important ingredient of
modern Russian identity’. In her essay Tolz carefully traces the various
spatial, cultural, political and economic images of the West constructed by
Russian intellectuals as they developed their ‘reactive nationalism’ of
national cultural and historical difference, a form of nationalism that was
to become a model for national leaders in the colonial and post-colonial age.

The Russian intellectual’s preoccupation with images of Europe should
not be allowed to obscure the fact that at this time Russia was an imperial
power with a history of expansion into both the south and the east. In a
compelling image from his first ‘Philosophical Letter’, Chaadaev presented
Russia as a sleeping giant suspended ‘between the two great divisions of the
world, between East and West, with one elbow resting on China and the
other on Germany’, a nation that should have united in its history ‘the two
principles of intellectual life, imagination and reason, and brought together
in [its] civilisation the history of the entire globe’.17Chaadaev’s image, along
with his warning that Russia had so far failed to find any meaningful
identity or role in the great drama of world history (a warning that was in
many respects to set the agenda for Russian thought from that point on),
remind us that Asia was also a lure for the Russian mind. David
Schimmelpenninck van der Oye’s essay clearly demonstrates how identi-
fication with the East became a further way of articulating distance from the
West and of refining the sense of national character and place in the world.
Ironically, the imperialist adventure also allowed Russia to qualify as part of
Europe, in that having an empire strengthened her credentials as a
European nation. Indeed, while many Russian thinkers sought to distance
themselves fromwesterners, the very act of looking towards Asia made them
feel very much European. Schimmelpenninck not only traces the impact of
Eurasianism on Russian thinkers of the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, but also shows how its resurgence in the post-communist period
has contributed to a profound disillusionment with the West and to many
Russians agreeing with the view of the film-director Mikhalkov that their
nation is not Europe’s backyard, but ‘Asia’s front door’.

From the point when the failure of the Decembrist Revolt in 1825
appeared to expose the limitations of Enlightenment thought and its faith
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in perfectibility on the basis of rational and legalistic principles, the Russian
intellectual landscape was to be dominated for a generation by attempts to
come to terms with the implications of German metaphysical idealism for
Russian social reality. The ideas of Schelling, Fichte and, after 1837, Hegel
underpinned the evolution of both westernising and Slavophile tendencies
in the intelligentsia. Slavophiles, despite their increasing antipathy to west-
ern culture as a model for their own land, drew upon the organicism of such
thought in order to articulate their vision of the Russian social order, a
vision described in this volume in the essays by Leatherbarrow, Tolz and
Offord. Less straightforward were the ways in which representatives of the
westernising intelligentsia engaged with German idealism. Initially drawn
to metaphysics as an escape from the depressing reality of post-Decembrist
Russia, the Westernisers increasingly came to see the thought of Hegel in
particular as a way of defining and justifying their relationship to that
reality. The process is illustrated in the intellectual trajectory of Belinsky:
detached from social and political realities by his discovery of Schelling, he
initially saw those realities as the shortcomings of an imperfect and insub-
stantial physical world best forsaken for the world of the ideal as disclosed by
aestheticism and art. Subsequently, on the basis of his understanding of
Hegel, to whose ideas he was introduced by Bakunin, Belinsky endured a
painful discovery of reality. At first, Belinsky found solace in the notion that
history was the logical outcome of a supreme Idea evolving dialectically
towards an absolute, for at a stroke it accounted for the negative aspects of
reality and indicated the attitude that a rational man should adopt towards
that reality – one of philosophical reconciliation. The result of this was an
eccentric period in the life of one who was in due course to achieve lasting
fame as a critic of reality: in the late 1830s Belinsky wrote several articles
in which he called upon the individual to submit to the rationality of
reality – even to such distasteful manifestations of it as Russian tsarist
autocracy – or risk being crushed ‘under the leaden weight of its gigantic
palm’.18 Such conservatism, however, went against the grain of Belinsky’s
proud and independent nature, and by 1840 he was beginning to manifest a
growing distaste for reconciliation, repudiating his ‘Hegelian’ passivity and
turning to the writings of European socialist thinkers in order to articulate
an impassioned criticism of the reality he had tried so earnestly to vindicate.
In a letter to Botkin of 11December 1840 Belinsky conceded that the flaw

in his reading of Hegel had been his failure to develop ‘the idea of negation
as a no less sacred historical right, without which the history of mankind
would become a stagnant, stinking swamp’.19 Herzen, too, was soon to
recognise the importance of negation, arguing that Hegel’s thought was not
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a justification for passivity in the face of historical reality, but was in its
dialectical nature the very ‘algebra of revolution’,20 an idea that, as Daniel
Todes and Nikolai Krementsov show in chapter 15, gained renewed sig-
nificance with the advent of Marxism and ‘dialectical materialism’. Such
recognition of the importance of negation reflects a general evolution of the
westernised intelligentsia of the 1840s and 1850s away from bootless meta-
physical abstractions and towards an increasing radicalism based upon
recognition of the need for action and the repudiation of tsarist reality.
This process came to a head in the so-called ‘nihilism’ of the late 1850s and
1860s, when, as Richard Peace shows in chapter 6, a younger generation of
thinkers led by Chernyshevsky, Dobroliubov and Pisarev disowned the
inactivity of their ‘fathers’, the men of the 1840s, and espoused an unsenti-
mental ‘scientific’ materialism as the basis for their rejection of the Russian
status quo. The growth of nihilism was indissolubly linked to the processes
of reform undertaken in post-Nicholaevan Russia, but intellectually it
marked a firm rejection of the metaphysical idealism that had shaped so
much Russian thought since the Decembrist Revolt and a return to the
rationalism of the Enlightenment. Indeed, the ‘men of the sixties’ became
known as ‘enlighteners’ (prosvetiteli), and their social thought is profoundly
indebted to the materialist underpinnings of the Age of Reason and, in
particular, to the utilitarianism of the British social philosophers Bentham
and Mill.

As Peace argues, nihilism not only fed into the Russian revolutionary
movement in obvious ways such as Bakunin’s ‘lust for destruction’, but it
also helped to shape the way in which Marxism was received in Russia (and
not just by providing an earlier model of materialism as the basis for social
change). Chernyshevsky’s argument that Russia might be able to proceed
directly to socialism from its current semi-feudal position, thus avoiding the
European experience of industrialisation and capitalism, might well have
reflected the broad conclusions of Herzen’s ‘Russian Socialism’, but it also
ran counter to the classical Marxist analysis of capitalism as a precondition
of the transition to socialism. This in turn prompted a new phase in the by
now familiar argument that Russia’s historical social and cultural differences
would ensure a future path of development different from that of the West.
Wayne Dowler’s essay carefully traces the ‘controversy over capitalism’21

that animated the Russian intelligentsia for much of the nineteenth century,
showing how capitalism was seen not only as an economic system that had
played a beneficial role in overcoming absolutist regimes in Europe and as
the key to theWest’s material superiority, but also as a social formation that
threatened to disrupt traditional Russian social arrangements and further
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pauperise the masses. From Herzen’s Letters from the Avenue Marigny in
1847 through to the Russian Populism of the 1870s, capitalism afforded
many Russian thinkers the means to argue that western conceptions of
political economy afforded no basis for life in Russia, a view that was to
bring them into conflict not only with Russian Marxists, but also with the
reality of capitalist growth in their native land.
The resurgence of materialism that accompanied industrial development

and the rise of capitalism in Europe was based upon a renewed respect for
the achievements of science. The writings of Chernyshevsky reflect this by
setting out to show that the rational scientific method was applicable not
only to the world of nature, but also to that of man, and he identified
‘rational egoism’ as the basis of both individual behaviour and rational social
development. To be sure, Chernyshevsky took the scientific method to
absurd lengths in his attempts to explain the determinist nature of even the
simplest human action, such as getting out of bed; but such absurdities
should not blind us to the importance of ‘science’ in nineteenth-century
Russian intellectual life. Charles Ellis traces the process of scientific enquiry
in Russia from its relatively late beginnings in the reign of Peter the Great,
when it served the drive for modernisation, through to its apotheosis in the
1860s, when, thanks largely to the impact of Darwinism, science came of age
in Russian intellectual life and took its place alongside the anti-rationalist
tradition in any proper understanding of the full development of Russian
thought. Whereas in the eighteenth century scientific debate had been
conducted in isolation from social and political debate, by the 1860s, as
Ellis shows, it had become ‘the leading factor in the re-examination of long-
held religious, political and sociological assumptions’ and, for many, the key
to validating the fruits of all forms of speculation.
But not for all: just as the rational confidence of the Enlightenment had

earlier given way to the anti-rationalist reaction of Romanticism, so many
Russian intellectuals in the later decades of the nineteenth century came to
feel disappointment at what they saw as the limitations of the scientific
method. In part this fed into the ‘subjective sociology’ of Populists like
Lavrov and Mikhailovsky, who sought to reconcile the objective truths
disclosed by science with the subjective ideals for social improvement
constructed by ‘critically thinking’ individuals possessed of a moral purpose.
But after the failure of the Populists to win social and economic improve-
ments for the masses or political concessions for themselves by any of the
methods they employed, such disappointment also fed a revival of interest
in metaphysical and religious speculation and a turn away from the ‘heroic
materialism’ that had accompanied the technological confidence of
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European culture in the nineteenth century. Ruth Coates’s essay concen-
trates on the cultural conditions and intellectual backdrop that made
possible the religious renaissance in Russia between the end of the nine-
teenth century and the advent of militant atheism following the Bolshevik
Revolution. Drawing on Christopher Read’s distinction between ‘aca-
demic’ and ‘artistic’ schools within this renaissance, Coates shows how
Russian thinkers reacted to what she terms the ‘ideological exhaustion’
represented by a politically compromised Orthodox Church on the one
hand and, on the other, a radical intelligentsia defeated by the failure of the
Populist movement and the political reaction fostered by the regimes of
Alexander III and Nicholas II. Those representatives of the religious ren-
aissance who went on to survive the hostility of the Bolshevik regime
formed part of the first wave of intellectual emigration. The émigré com-
munities they established in the West served as a basis for the continuation
of Russian religious thought in the twentieth century, a tradition that is now
being rediscovered in post-Soviet Russia.

In his illuminating discussion of the relationship between the radical
intelligentsia and a counter-tradition represented by some of the pillars of
nineteenth-century Russian literature, Gary Saul Morson explores other
ways in which Russian culture responded to what came to be seen as the
limitations of radical Russian thought and practice. Whereas the radicals of
the mid-nineteenth century onwards had come to espouse a sense of
identity characterised by ideological orthodoxy, rationality, exclusivity,
immoderate fervour and extremism in both behaviour and political aspira-
tions, so the works of Turgenev, Tolstoy, Dostoevsky and Chekhov pro-
vided models designed to show that life was too complex to be embraced by
the ‘moral Newtonianism’ of radical theory and practice. In the course of
this antagonistic dialogue the literary counter-tradition developed a set of
alternatives that emphasised anti-theoretism, open-endedness, sensitivity to
particular cases and renewed respect for the wisdom of ordinary human
practices. Russian literature’s traditional preoccupation with ‘the accursed
questions’ and its alertness to the polemics of the day has led some of its
readers to the conclusion that it is a literature of ideas and, in many respects,
a branch of Russian thought. While this is true to an extent – and our
Preface suggests how many Russian writers moved easily between the world
of fiction and that of social thought – it is also facile. Morson’s chapter
provides a much more complex and nuanced understanding of the dynamic
relationship between Russian literature and thought in the ‘Golden Age’.

The Golden Age of classical Russian thought has generally been held by
scholars to be the period between the Enlightenment and the advent of
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Marxism, a period in which Russia’s burgeoning national consciousness
along with the twin processes of westernisation and modernisation gave rise
to vigorous debates about her social and political nature and her historical
destiny. It might be expected that the translation of Marxism into the
official ideology of the Soviet state would have brought about the end of
such debates, along with the suppression of non-Marxist thought and the
diminution of the intellectual heritage. To a certain extent this is indeed
what happened, but the essay by Galin Tihanov demonstrates that the
interaction of Marxist ideology with Russian intellectual life was by no
means straightforward. His treatment of how Soviet Marxism responded to
classical Russian thought and how the latter survived and was modified
during the Soviet period, both in the Soviet Union and in émigré com-
munities in the West, is one that is alert to nuances and transitions. In its
conclusions it revisits the prevailing consensus that has assumed a total
rupture with the Russian intellectual tradition during the post-
revolutionary period. The treatment of dialectical materialism and Soviet
science by Todes and Krementsov further demonstrates how, despite the
changed nature of both state and intelligentsia in the Soviet period, ideas
and ideologies continued to offer a cultural resource to be exploited in
different ways by the parties concerned. In the post-Soviet period, as James
Scanlan demonstrates in the Afterword to this volume, those same elements
of continuity are further reinforced as contemporary Russia seeks to address
the questions associated with national identity and purpose by reaching
back to the very same debates that animated the intelligentsia during the
classical period of Russian thought. Russian thought indeed ‘used to be
fashionable’, but now it is fashionable again for those who seek to under-
stand the Russia of today.
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chapter 2

The political and social order
David Saunders

The history of Russian thought used to be fashionable. Indeed, in the 1950s
and early 1960s it occupied centre stage in English-language writing about
Russian history.While Isaiah Berlin popularised it in Britain,1 in the United
States Nicholas Riasanovsky published on Slavophiles, Leopold Haimson
on the ideological origins of Bolshevism,Marc Raeff on the ideas of the early
nineteenth-century bureaucrat Speransky, Richard Pipes on the conserva-
tive Karamzin and Martin Malia on the liberal and proto-socialist Herzen.2

Then, from the end of the 1950s, new academic exchange programmes
permitted a few western scholars to study in the Soviet Union.3 Those
among them who gained admission to Soviet archives no longer had to
confine their attention to the printed works of individual thinkers. When
the studies of this new generation of scholars began to appear in print, the
history of ideas began to take a back seat. Institutions and social groups, the
prime concern of state archives, became a more frequent subject of anglo-
phone monographs on Russian history than the intellectuals who had
previously been in the ascendant. After the fall of the Soviet Union, when
Russian archives came to be much more readily accessible to non-Russian
scholars, concern for the history of ideas diminished still further. Thus
anglophone work on Russian history since the Second World War may be
said to consist of a phase of concentration on Russian thought followed by a
phase of concentration on Russian politics and society. Although not every
anglophone historian of Russia studied the history of ideas in the 1950s,4

and although not all of them worked on majorities even when it became
relatively easy to study in Russian archives,5 intellectuals and the contexts in
which they arose have, for the most part, been investigated serially rather
than in parallel. Not a great deal of work has been done on the relationship
between them.6

This chapter centres on that relationship. It suggests interactions
between, on the one hand, Russia’s political and social order in the eight-
eenth, nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (with some reference to
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earlier and later periods), and, on the other, ‘thought’ as defined by the
editors in the Introduction to this book and as broken down chronologically
and thematically in the chapters which follow. Unless one holds that texts
can be read independently of the circumstances in which they are created
(not a view taken here), it is reasonable to suppose that the perspectives of
Russian thinkers constituted responses of one kind or another to the
political and social order in which they arose. This chapter proposes three
simple responses: conservatives tended to admire the world in which they
found themselves, liberals sought to tinker with it and radicals were repelled
by it. It tries to explain where these three sorts of thinker came from and
how they found outlets for their views.

gov ernment in s t i tu t i on s

All Russian thinkers have grown up under political systems whose most
striking feature was authoritarianism, or, to use the word most frequently
employed in the Russian case, ‘autocracy’. The Russian word for autocracy
(samoderzhavie) did not originally imply overbearing power. In the six-
teenth century, its principal connotation was independence from an
external overlord. When Catherine the Great stated, in her instructions
to the Legislative Commission of 1767–8, that ‘[t]he sovereign is auto-
cratic [samoderzhavnyi]’,7 she probably meant only that she did not
have to defer to any institutions below the throne. Not until the nine-
teenth century did autocracy come to be synonymous with oppression.8

Nonetheless, after their final escape from Mongol tutelage towards the
end of the fifteenth century Russia’s rulers gave many indications that they
would not willingly accept any further checks on their power. Changes in
their official title encapsulated the growth in their confidence. Until the
sixteenth century, they were Grand Princes. At his coronation in 1547,
Ivan IV (the Terrible) formally became a ‘tsar’ (Caesar). At the end of the
Great Northern War in 1721, Peter the Great declared Muscovy an empire
and himself an emperor (imperator). The many succession crises of the
years 1730–1825 demonstrated that people who aspired to influence policy
in Russia knew they had to control the throne if they were to satisfy their
ambitions. When Nicholas II took personal charge of Russia’s armed
forces at the height of the First World War in August 1915, he asserted a
right to unmediated personal authority which no comparable monarch in
Europe sought to exercise. Thus tsars continued to insist on their power
until the end of the imperial period in February 1917. Surrogate tsars –
General Secretaries of the Communist Party, Presidents of the Russian
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Federation – often seemed to exert comparable degrees of power in the
Soviet and post-Soviet periods.
It would not be true, of course, to say that Russian rulers have been deaf

to advice. On the contrary, they have often permitted and sometimes
encouraged advisory institutions. Discursive co-ordination of executive
authority took place in the Boyar Duma in seventeenth-century Muscovy,
in the Senate established by Peter the Great in 1711, in the State Council
established by Alexander I in 1801 (to which he gave greater authority in
1810), in the Committee and Council of Ministers and various departments
of the tsar’s personal chancellery in nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
Russia, in Unions of Towns and Zemstvos and a number of ‘Special
Councils’ in the First World War and in the Politburo in the Soviet period.
Russian history has even witnessed instances of election. The country had

intermittent ‘Assemblies of the Land’ in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, a representative Legislative Commission in 1767–8, ‘Marshals of
Nobility’ elected by their peers at provincial and district level from 1775,
urban corporations of a kind from 1785, forty-six provincial committees of
noblemen elected in 1858 for the discussion of the abolition of serfdom,
provincial and urban self-government from 1864 and 1870 respectively, an
indirectly elected national Duma between 1906 and 1917, a genuinely and
broadly representative ‘Constituent Assembly’ in January 1918 and a net-
work of elected Soviet and Communist Party organisations below the level
of the Politburo in which debate sometimes took place behind closed doors
in the years 1917–91.
None of these subordinate agencies, however, significantly challenged

the power of the key central authority. All of them were either manipulated
by elements above them in the political hierarchy, or elected on narrow
franchises, or short-lived or stillborn. ‘Public opinion’ (obshchestvennost’)
has had few dependable state-sanctioned political outlets in Russia. Until
Gorbachev established the late Soviet ‘Congress of People’s Deputies’ in
1989, Russia had no influential, potentially long-standing, central, all-class
representative organs (and the promise of 1989 does not look so promising
today).
Apart from permitting only infrequent exchanges of views at the highest

executive level and usually denying the need for consensus in the prepara-
tion of legislative initiatives, Russian rulers have also been good at devising
and maintaining powerful instruments for the implementation of their
edicts. At the centre, they employed chanceries (prikazy) in the seventeenth
century, colleges of government in the eighteenth century, ministries
between 1802 and 1917 and, in the Soviet period, people’s commissariats
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(which in due course became ministries again). In the provinces, they had
military governors (voevody) in the seventeenth century, civilian governors
(in the main) from the eighteenth century to 1917, regional and district
secretaries of the Communist Party in the Soviet period and, since 1991, and
after a brief period of election, centrally appointed regional governors.

Much of the enforcement of the autocrats’ wishes, furthermore, has been
the work not merely of bureaucrats but also of more or less openly repressive
agencies and instruments: the armed forces, the secret police, censorship,
prisons and a panoply of judicial and extra-judicial penalties.

Examples of the value of the armed forces to the regime in the main-
tenance of its conception of domestic order include the suppression of the
revolt of the military colonists at Chuguev in eastern Ukraine in 1819, the
Bezdna affair in the province of Kazan at the time of the abolition of
serfdom in 1861, ‘Bloody Sunday’ in St Petersburg in January 1905, the
massacre of workers on the Lena Goldfields in Siberia in April 1912 and the
suppression of the strike in Novocherkassk in 1962.9

Russia’s police agencies date back to Ivan the Terrible’s sixteenth-century
oprichniki, Fedor Romodanovsky’s ‘Preobrazhensky prikaz’ in the early eight-
eenth century and Alexander I’s ephemeral Ministry of Police (1811–19).
Their continuous history, however, dates from 1826, whenNicholas I created
the ‘Third Department’ of his personal chancellery, which in 1880 gave way
to the Department of Police in the Ministry of Internal Affairs (the
‘Okhranka’, 1880–1917). Recent documentary publications make clear the
range of Russian policemen’s activities in the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries.10 Highlights of their work included breaking up the Ukrainian
‘Kirillo-Methodian Society’ in 1847, suppressing the Petrashevsky Circle in
1849, rounding up the associates of Karakozov after his attempt to assassinate
Alexander II in April 1866, infiltrating virtually every Russian revolutionary
organisation from the 1880s to the end of the tsarist period and forging The
Protocols of the Elders of Zion. The secret police of the Soviet and post-Soviet
periods – Lenin’s Cheka, Beria’s NKVD, the late Soviet KGB and post-
Soviet FSB – are notorious enough not to need special discussion, though it
may be worth emphasising that the title of Orlando Figes’s book The
Whisperers captures very well a feature of Soviet society – whispering – for
which they bear the principal responsibility.11

When publications were relatively few in number and issuedmainly from
government printing presses, the tsarist authorities did not require an
elaborate system of censorship. To monitor literature, they needed only
to keep their eye on private printing presses and prevent the importation of
unwelcome material from abroad. Catherine the Great devoted more of her
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time to promoting the development of Russian literary life than to imped-
ing it. After the outbreak of the French Revolution, however, she took
fright. In 1790 she sent Radishchev to Siberia for publishing A Journey from
St Petersburg to Moscow, an indictment of Russian social conditions. In 1792
she consigned the editor, publisher and writer Novikov to the Schlüsselburg
Fortress near St Petersburg. In September 1796 she closed down all private
printing presses and assigned the systematic monitoring of publications
from abroad to the Senate in St Petersburg and Moscow and various local
government agencies on the empire’s Baltic, Polish and Black Sea fron-
tiers.12 Although Alexander I lifted Catherine’s ban on private presses in
March 1801, he decreed in July 1804 that ‘no book or composition may be
printed or put on sale in the Russian Empire without having been previ-
ously scrutinised by the censorship’.13 This decree marked the start of the
continuous history of censorship in Russia.
Relatively mild at first, the state’s scrutiny of potential publications became

much more severe in the reign of Nicholas I. Nicholas believed that the
Decembrist Revolt of 1825 with which his reign began had stemmed partly
from the failure of the regime to prevent the free circulation of opinion.
Accordingly, he promulgated the so-called ‘Iron’ censorship statute of June
1826, which, had it remained in force, would have closed down literary life
more or less for good. The decree of April 1828 which replaced it was only a
little less forbidding. It brought into being the long-lived ‘Main Censorship
Administration’ (Glavnoe upravlenie tsenzury), an agency of the Ministry
of Education which was responsible for local censorship committees in
St Petersburg, Moscow, Riga, Vilna (Vilnius), Kiev, Odessa and Tiflis
(Tbilisi) (as well as the Foreign Censorship Committee in St Petersburg,
which scrutinised imports). Many other government agencies – the
Ministries of Internal and Foreign Affairs, the Finance and War Ministries,
the Second and Third Departments of the tsar’s personal chancellery – had
responsibility for censorship in their particular fields of competence. Thus,
under Nicholas, censorship was well-nigh ubiquitous. The tsar even created a
body whose sole purpose was to monitor images of the ruler and his family.
Censorship peaked, under Nicholas, in the last and most benighted part of
the reign, the period of the ‘Buturlin Committee’ (1848–55), an additional
body created by the tsar in the wake of the European revolutions of 1848 to
ensure that the other censorship agencies were being strict enough.14

Under Alexander II, conditions for writers became a little easier.
Although overall control of censorship was taken out of the hands of the
Ministry of Education and given to the Ministry of Internal Affairs in 1863
(a move which the Minister of Education thought would lead to greater
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severity), new rules of April 1865 freed the editors of newspapers (in
St Petersburg and Moscow) and the authors of certain sorts of book (the
longer ones) from the need to submit their works to the censor prior to
publication. What had once been the Main Censorship Administration
now became the softer-sounding Main Press Administration (Glavnoe
upravlenie po delam pechati). Editors, however, could still be notified by
the authorities that their newspapers were running the risk of being shut
down (three warnings led to closure), and books could still be prosecuted
after publication. Substantial press freedom arrived in Russia only as a result
of the revolution of 1905 (by virtue of edicts enacted in November 1905 and
March and April 1906).15 Even then the regime’s relationship with writers
remained uneasy, and military censorship supervened during the First
WorldWar.16The Provisional Government abolished censorship altogether
in April 1917, but in October the Bolsheviks made clear where they stood on
the subject when they closed down opposition newspapers within two days
of taking power. Between then and 1991 the Soviet regime relaxed its hold
on publications only intermittently and exceptionally.17

Thus for most of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries Russian thinkers
had to bear in mind the probable difficulty of finding outlets for their views.
Admittedly, Russian regimes have not necessarily been hostile to education
(which requires printed matter), and attempts to suppress publications
sometimes have the effect of stimulating them. When, however, it was
illegal to criticise the dynasty (as it was in tsarist times), when a professor at
Moscow University could lose his job for indirect involvement in the
publication in 1848 of a critical late sixteenth-century English account of
Muscovy,18 when the Russian Empire’s second most widely spoken lan-
guage, Ukrainian, could be banned as a medium of publication (as it was
between 1863 and 1905),19 and when Akhmatova and Pasternak were unable
to publish poetry under Stalin, it is reasonable to conclude that educated
inhabitants of the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union had to think hard
before contemplating lives in literature.

Penalties for thinking incorrectly could be severe. Although the Empress
Elizabeth abolished capital punishment in Russia in 1754, her edict soon
went by the board (in the cases, for example, of the people whomurdered the
Metropolitan of Moscow in 1771 and of the peasant rebel Pugachev in 1775).
It did not survive Speransky’s codification of Russian law in the early 1830s.
Some ostensibly milder punishments – the lash, running the gauntlet –
could lead to death anyway. Some penalties – lengthy periods of solitary
confinement, Siberian exile with or without hard labour – could almost be
said to have been worse than death. The first Siberian exile in Russian history
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is supposed to have been the bell at Uglich which Boris Godunov con-
demned in 1591 for trying to warn the inhabitants of the town that his
minions were about to murder Crown Prince Dmitry. Novikov was so
chastened by his experience of confinement in the Schlüsselburg Fortress
in the 1790s that, after his release, he spent the last twenty years of his life
more or less wholly on his estate. One of the reasons that Radishchev
committed suicide in 1802 was probably that the Minister of Education
had hinted to him, perhaps in jest, that the radicalism of a memorandum he
had just submitted might get him sent to Siberia again. Although, by the
standards of the time and in view of their demonstrable treason, it may not
have been surprising that Nicholas I executed five of the Decembrists in 1826
and sent a hundred more to Siberia, the subjection of Dostoevsky (in 1849)
and Chernyshevsky (in 1864) to mock public executions prior to lengthy
periods of exile smacked of vindictiveness. The sentences which followed the
‘Trial of the 193’ in St Petersburg in 1877–8 and themany round-ups of Social
Democrats in the mid-1890s were some of the highlights of later tsarist
persecution. Pressure to conform was an even more strongly marked feature
of the Soviet period. The show trials of 1936–8, the prosecution of the writers
Siniavsky and Daniel in 1966, the expulsion of Solzhenitsyn from the Soviet
Union in 1974 and the confinement of Academician Sakharov to Nizhnii
Novgorod between January 1980 and December 1986 demonstrate that
penalties for freedom of thought tended to be at least as far-reaching in
twentieth-century Russia as they had been under the tsars.

s oc i a l po l i c y

Apart from taking a firmly authoritarian view of politics, Russian rulers have
also discouraged movement in society. Peasants were the overwhelming
majority of their subjects until well into the twentieth century (between
69.8 per cent and 91.4 per cent of the total population in the tsarist census of
January 1897, depending on who precisely is being counted).20 They began
losing their right of departure from the estates on which they worked in the
middle of the fifteenth century, when edicts allowed them to leave only in a
brief period either side of St George’s Day (in November). They probably
lost the right of departure altogether in 1592 or 1593, although the text of the
relevant edict has never come to light.21 Formalised in the Law Code of
1649, serfdom intensified in the following century and a half. Catherine the
Great took over the estates of the monasteries in 1764 and extended serfdom
to the Ukraine in 1783. Lords acquired the right to despatch recalcitrant
peasants to Siberia in 1765. The various government pronouncements of the
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first half of the nineteenth century which appeared to promise amelioration of
the peasants’ lot were permissive rather than obligatory and bore little fruit.

Even the tsars’ eventual abolitions of serfdom left a great deal to be
desired. The first, in the Baltic part of the empire between 1816 and 1819,
reduced peasants to indigence by failing to make land available to them.
The general abolition of February 1861 created almost as many problems as
it solved. Although this time the government did make land available to
peasants, the ‘statutory charters’ which defined the new boundaries tended
to favour the former owners. Nor did peasants receive their land allocations
free of charge. They had to make ‘redemption payments’, an arrangement
which saddled them with debt. Peasants did not receive their land alloca-
tions, moreover, as individuals or families. Ownership was vested in the
peasant commune (mir or obshchina), which meant that it continued to be
in strips in open fields rather than in the form of consolidated holdings. It
remained subject to communal decisions about times of sowing and har-
vesting, and also in some cases to periodic repartitioning in accordance with
changes in family size. Finally, peasants did not have recourse on peasant
matters to the new courts which the regime established shortly after the 1861
abolition. Dealt with in courts of their own (volost’ courts), peasants
remained, in law as in economic matters, less than wholly independent
actors.

Peasant ‘collective responsibility’ (krugovaia poruka) was abolished in
1903 and the peasants’ redemption payments in November 1905 (with full
effect from 1 January 1907). The ‘Stolypin reforms’ of November 1906made
it possible for peasants to leave their communes and consolidate their
holdings in integrated farms. The government also promised additional
land to peasants who were willing to contemplate resettlement in Siberia or
the Far East. Peasant courts were abolished in 1912. These changes of the late
tsarist period were still taking effect when revolution broke out. Although,
in and just after 1917, peasants took over the estates of the gentry, they did
not convert them into multiple individual smallholdings. Perhaps because
the reforms of the previous decade had not had time to make their mark,
they applied traditional methods. As a result, 96 per cent of all rural families
were in communes in 1920.22 At least twice in the 1920s (in 1923–4 and
1927–8), the young Soviet regime experienced crises of food supply because
the countryside would not part with its produce. Cities were not producing
industrial goods in sufficient quantities and at prices to suit the peasantry.
Centuries of mismanagement had fostered peasant recalcitrance.

Stalin, therefore, intervened decisively against the peasantry. In the
‘collectivisation’ process of the First Five-Year Plan (1928–32), he abolished
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their communes (in 1930) and brought their landholdings under state
control. In so doing, he put an end to whatever incipient liberation peasants
had experienced since the abolition of serfdom in 1861. Russian peasants
were probably little better off in the collective farms of Soviet times than
they had been under serfdom. For most of the Soviet period they were not
really full citizens. They were not granted internal passports, for example, at
the point when the rest of the population was obliged to acquire them in
November 1932. When they did finally receive them, in 1974, the reform
was presented as a significant concession.23

Although Russia’s other social groups have been less constrained than the
peasantry, none of them has been wholly free from interference on the part
of the state. Noblemen were probably as well placed as they were ever to be
at the end of the sixteenth and beginning of the seventeenth centuries, when
the extinction of the Moscow branch of the Riurikid dynasty created a
power vacuum. Two boyars, Boris Godunov and Vasily Shuisky, held the
throne for a few years at that time before a third, Michael Romanov,
established the new dynasty. The rivalry of the Miloslavsky and
Naryshkin clans after the death of Tsar Alexis Mikhailovich in 1676 gave
the impression that prominent nobles were still the dominant force in the
administration of the country, but the complex system of precedent (mest-
nichestvo) on which senior noblemen relied to keep out their inferiors was
abolished in 1682, and Peter the Great’s ascent to undivided authority in
1696 heralded an era in which service to the state came to be the principal
feature of Russian nobility. Peter went far beyond his famous insistence on
the shaving of beards and replacement of Muscovite by European clothing.
In 1722 he made civil, military or court service obligatory and assigned all
positions in these three branches of service a place on a new fourteen-point
‘Table of Ranks’. Because the bottom six of the fourteen points conferred
personal and the top eight hereditary nobility, the new system combined the
stick and the carrot.
Whether the rewards that Peter’s system offered were sufficiently attrac-

tive to offset the compulsion it entailed has been a matter of debate. When
the tsar’s grandson, Peter III, relieved nobles of the obligation to serve the
state in 1762, many of them retired to their estates to enjoy what has been
called ‘the golden age of the Russian nobility’ (the period between 1762 and
the abolition of serfdom in 1861). When Catherine the Great incorporated
nobles as an estate of the realm in her ‘Charter to the Nobility’ of 1785, it
appeared that they had gained not only independence from the state, but
also its respect. If, however, the retirements and the new legally defined
rights of the later eighteenth century give the impression that Russian
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nobles were justified in feeling that they could do without the state, the
impression needs to be modified. Who was ditching whom in 1762 is
unclear.24 Because many nobles needed the material rewards of government
employment, the state could lift the obligation on them to serve (many of
them would take jobs anyway). Because significant numbers of servitors
were beginning to emerge from outside the ranks of the long-established
nobility, landed noblemen who left government employ ran the risk of
being supplanted by a new category of landless noble whose interests would
be at odds with their own (a phenomenon which almost certainly played its
part in the process which brought about the abolition of serfdom in 1861).
Some noblemen who chose not to serve, furthermore, appear simply to have
found the life of leisure frustrating, a phenomenon which may be embodied
in the personality of the early nineteenth-century dissident Chaadaev and
certainly finds expression in nineteenth-century fictional characters such as
Turgenev’s ‘superfluous man’ of 1851 and the hero of Goncharov’s novel
Oblomov of 1859. It should not be a surprise, therefore, that the nobles’
‘golden age’ ended badly, from their point of view, with the loss of their serfs
in 1861. The state had been undermining them for decades. They did not
adjust well to life without serfs. Having owned some 30.8 per cent of the
land of European Russia just before the abolition of serfdom, they owned
only 19.4 per cent in 1877, 13.7 per cent in 1905 and 10.2 per cent at the end
of 1914.25 Thus it can be argued that, slowly at first, then rather rapidly, they
were in decline throughout the period on which this book concentrates.
The Russian state brought them to heel.

Lest it seem, however, that in bringing pressure to bear on nobles the tsars
were trying to reduce privilege, remove social barriers and encourage talent,
it needs to be emphasised that these were not their concerns. Their interest
lay in control. Just as peasants had to be kept in their place even after the
abolition of serfdom, so nobles had to be kept in their place even when, as
serf-owners, they were the crown’s principal agents in the countryside.
When Catherine the Great incorporated the gentry as an estate of the
realm in 1785, she was not trying to liberate them, but rather to pin them
down. Whereas until then they had enjoyed a certain licence, henceforward
their rights and duties were to be defined. The empress issued a comparable
charter to Russia’s towns on the same day. She seems to have contemplated
a further charter to the peasantry. Her goal in these edicts and potential
edicts was to define the rights and duties of all her subjects by assigning all of
them to specific categories. She had in mind an estate-based, as opposed to a
class-based, society. Juridical definitions, not economic inter-connections,
were to shape the world towards which she was moving.26
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In western Europe, estate-based societies were undermined for good
when the French Estates General agreed to vote by head rather than by
estate in the summer of 1789. In the minds of Russian rulers, however, the
vision of clearly delineated estates lived on into the nineteenth and twen-
tieth centuries. Alexander I tried to legislate for the creation of an estate of
‘free agriculturalists’ in 1803. Nicholas I created the category of urban
‘honoured citizen’ in 1832 and legislated for the potential emergence of a
category of ‘obligated peasants’ in 1842. Pre-revolutionary Russia hardly ever
enacted social legislation which applied to everybody. One of the main
reasons why the introduction of universal military conscription was con-
troversial in 1874 was the very fact of its universality. The poll tax, paid only
by peasants, survived until the mid-1880s. Income tax arrived in Russia only
at the height of the First World War in 1916. At the end of the nineteenth
and in the early twentieth centuries, Russia’s last tsars were probably trying
harder than ever to fit the population of the empire into the Procrustean bed
of an estate-based rather than a class-based society.27 The votes which
brought the First Duma into being in 1906 were not equally weighted.
When neither the First nor the Second Duma behaved in a manner accept-
able to the regime, Prime Minister Stolypin rendered votes more unequal
still by changing the electoral law. Estates of the realm were formally
abolished only on 11 November 1917, two weeks after the Bolsheviks came
to power. Even after that Stalin may have been trying, in the 1930s, to
reintroduce something akin to them.28 Russian governments have almost
invariably sought to control not merely individuals, but society in the
round.

o f f i c i a l i d eo log i e s

Apart from embodying their authoritarianism in government institutions
and social policies, Russian rulers have also striven to impose ideologies on
their subjects. Perhaps their most striking achievement in this regard was to
turn to their advantage the hierarchy of the Russian Orthodox Church. The
church–state tension which figures so prominently in the history of other
European countries is barely discernible in Russia. The closest the country
came to it was Alexis Mikhailovich’s dispute with Patriarch Nikon in the
1660s, which ended with the consignment of the patriarch to an island in the
White Sea and, in effect, the transfer of the church’s ideological resources to
the secular authority. Alexis made it possible for Russian rulers to turn their
autocracy into a quasi-theocracy. In 1700 Peter the Great dispensed with
patriarchs altogether, replacing them in 1721 with a state-controlled ‘Holy
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Synod’ which ran the Orthodox Church until 1917. Although Orthodoxy
remained a quintessential aspect of Russian identity, most of its priests and
monks were mouthpieces of the monarchy (literally, in so far as priests read
out tsarist edicts in church). The Justice of the Monarch’s Will, the paper of
1722 in which Peter the Great’s principal churchman, Feofan Prokopovich,
justified the tsar’s right to name his own heir, was essentially a Russian version
of the argument for the divine right of kings. At her coronation in 1742, the
Empress Elizabeth emphasised the crown’s view of the relative priority of state
and church by taking the crown from the hands of an archbishop and
crowning herself (an action which all future tsars replicated).

In the nineteenth century, Nicholas I was perhaps the tsar who made
most use of Orthodoxy as an ideological device. In 1833 his Minister of
Education, Uvarov, circulated the key text of the doctrine which historians
later dubbed ‘Official Nationality’. ‘Our general duty’, it averred, ‘consists
of this: that the education of the people be conducted in conformity with
the supreme intention of our august monarch in the united spirit of
Orthodoxy, autocracy, and nationality.’29 Analysts have made much of
the words ‘autocracy’ and ‘nationality’ in this statement without always
placing sufficient emphasis on the fact that ‘Orthodoxy’ preceded them. In
March 1848, at a time of revolutionary upheaval in Europe, Nicholas I
issued a violent tirade counterposing ‘our Holy Rus’ to the revolutionary
countries of western and central Europe and affirming that ‘our ancient cry,
Faith, Tsar and Fatherland, will show us the way to victory even now’.30

‘Faith, Tsar and Fatherland’ in this pronouncement were synonyms for the
three key words in the circular of 1833. A year later Nicholas spoke in
comparable terms when sending his armies into Hungary.31 When he
declared war on the Ottoman Empire in 1853 and on Britain and France
in 1854, he once more set himself against ‘the revolutionists of all countries’
and declared that Russia was fighting ‘for the Christian faith, and for the
defence of her co-religionists oppressed by implacable enemies’.32

Thus Nicholas relied heavily on religious motifs in his ideological decla-
rations. Because Alexis Mikhailovich had won his battles with Patriarch
Nikon nearly two centuries earlier, nineteenth-century tsars could be sure
that they and the Russian Orthodox Church were of one mind. It is true
that Nicholas’s elder brother and predecessor, Alexander I, toyed with the
idea of religious renewal, but the initiative proved to be short-lived.33 The
fact that the Orthodox Church was not an organisation which encouraged
its adherents to think for themselves is perhaps best illustrated by its failure
to publish a complete one-volume bible in modern Russian until 1876.34

The publication of bibles in vernacular languages had been one of the most
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striking achievements of the sixteenth-century central and west European
Reformations. That so much time had to elapse before an officially
approved bible appeared in modern Russian was an indication of the extent
to which the Orthodox Church had lost whatever capacity it once possessed
for ideological leadership.
Tsars after Nicholas I usually made plain their commitment to authori-

tarianism less sanctimoniously than he. Indeed, when Karakozov fired on
Alexander II in April 1866, the tsar’s reaction was almost entirely practical:
he abolished the governor-generalship of St Petersburg, dismissed his
Minister of Education, appointed a much more dynamic police chief and
promulgated an edict which greatly increased the power of his provincial
governors.35 When, nonetheless, The People’s Will succeeded in assassinat-
ing him fifteen years later, his son Alexander III was a little more pompous.
He made a public profession of ‘faith in the strength and verity of autocratic
power, which we have been called upon to maintain and defend, for the
good of the people, against all encroachments upon it’.36 Like his father,
however, Alexander III soon turned to practicalities. In August 1881 he
issued the ‘Law on Reinforced Safeguard’, a statute which marked the
establishment of a police state whose key features survived until the end
of the tsarist regime, and which, in the opinion of Richard Pipes, informed
the authoritarianism of the Soviet Union.37 In January 1895, three months
after ascending the throne, Nicholas II told delegates from Russia’s elected
organs of local government that his response to their ‘senseless dreams’
about becoming involved in the domestic administration of the country was
to ‘[L]et everyone know that whilst I shall dedicate all my powers to the
well-being of the people, I shall maintain the principles of autocracy as
firmly and unbendingly as my late never-to-be-forgotten father.’38The new,
supposedly more liberal edition of the Fundamental Laws of the Russian
EmpirewhichNicholas was nonetheless obliged to promulgate in April 1906
(as a result of the revolution of 1905) still opened with the resounding
statement that ‘the Russian State is one and indivisible’ (which disappointed
some of the majority non-Russian population of the empire), specified that
legislative initiative belonged to the tsar (clause 8) and reserved to the tsar
the right to circumvent the country’s new parliament by legislating when it
was not in session (clause 87).39

Thus tsars repeatedly made clear, sometimes in religious terms, some-
times not, that their ideology was strongly and avowedly directive. Few if
any of them were non-interventionist, pragmatic, empirically inclined or
detached. None gave the population much room for manoeuvre. In this, as
in other respects, their Soviet successors imitated them; Martin Malia and
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David Priestland are just two recent authors who have emphasised the
importance to the Soviet regime of firm ideological commitment.40

r e s pon s e s

In the light of the foregoing, it ought to be easy to see why there were
conservative thinkers in eighteenth-, nineteenth- and early twentieth-
century Russia. They were the intellectuals who respected strong institu-
tions, welcomed social control and deplored ideological dissidence. Two of
them, Feofan Prokopovich and Uvarov, appeared in passing in the last
section. Others will appear later in this book (notably in chapter 5). The
present writer thinks first of the conservative ‘statist school’ in nineteenth-
and early twentieth-century Russian-language historiography, a series of
intellectuals from Karamzin to Kliuchevsky who, by contrast with ‘populist’
historians such as Shchapov, Kostomarov and Semevsky, put the state
machine at the centre of the Russian historical process.41 Various branches
and representatives of Russian conservatism have been attracting scholarly
interest in recent years.42

In theory, it is also not difficult to imagine why there were people in
Russia who, on the one hand, wanted to tinker with the regime (liberals) or,
on the other, sought to overthrow it (radicals). Not everyone, after all,
values subordination and deference. A moment’s reflection, however,
brings to mind a conundrum in respect of liberals and radicals. In view of
the fact that Russia’s political and social structures both appear to have been
strongly anti-libertarian, how did non-conservatives ever come into exis-
tence there? And how, having fallen prey to dissident ideas, did they manage
to communicate them to others?

These questions need answering, for it can be argued that the thought of
liberals and radicals has played a greater part in bringing about change in
Russia than the revolutionary upheavals on which commentators usually
concentrate. Mass disturbances have troubled Russia’s rulers only occasion-
ally. Although historians make much of Russia’s four major peasant rebel-
lions of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, of what Soviet scholars
used to call the ‘revolutionary situations’ of 1859–61 and 1879–81 (times of
great crisis which embodied many but not all of the prerequisites for
revolution), of the revolutions of 1905 and 1917 and of the events which
culminated in the collapse of the Soviet Union at the end of 1991, it is worth
pointing out that there were no large-scale uprisings against the tsars
between the execution of Pugachev in 1775 and the St Petersburg textile
strikes of 1896–7, and none in the Soviet Union between the horrors of
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collectivisation in the early 1930s and the Gorbachev years of the late 1980s.
For the most part, in other words, Russia has been upheaval-free. Ideological
resistance on the part of liberals and radicals, however, has been more or less
continuous there. It is hard to think of a time when rulers did not have their
intellectual opponents. Even Stalin probably succeeded in closing down only
the most overt signs of dissent.43 Dissident Russian thought needs to be
explained. How did it arise, and how did it find outlets?

educa t i on

A major answer to the first of these questions lies in education. Russian
rulers needed educated servants to exploit and run their domains, but
education enables people to reflect critically on the world around them.
Regimes could not guarantee that their servants would accept their values.
At first, Russia met her educational needs by importing trained foreign-

ers. Tsar Alexis Mikhailovich formalised the pre-existing foreigners’ quarter
of Moscow, the nemetskaia sloboda, in 1652. General Patrick Gordon is only
the best known of the early foreign advisers of the young Peter the Great.
After Peter visited western Europe in 1697–8, the flow of foreigners into his
homeland turned from a trickle into a stream.Many recent studies testify to
the importance of foreigners in eighteenth-century Russia.44 In its early
days the Imperial Academy of Sciences, founded in 1724, was a sort of
German fiefdom. The long-running ‘Normanist controversy’ in Russian
historiography (a debate about the part played by Vikings in Russia’s
origins) was inaugurated in 1736 by Gottlieb Bayer, a German at the
Russian Academy. The prolific Swiss mathematician Leonhard Euler
spent a total of about thirty years in eighteenth-century St Petersburg.
The Scotsman Samuel Greig was the most famous foreign sailor to serve
Catherine the Great. The careers of Karl von Nesselrode, Minister of
Foreign Affairs between 1816 and 1856, and of Egor Kankrin and Mikhail
Reitern, Ministers of Finance under Nicholas I and Alexander II, testify to
the fact that native German-speakers (from Germany proper as well as the
Baltic provinces of the Russian Empire) continued to occupy significant
positions in the Russian civil service in the nineteenth century. Vladimir
Dal, the greatest of Russian lexicographers, was the son of a Dane. Even in
the second half of the nineteenth century, when the tsarist regime was
becoming more self-reliant, foreign engineers and industrialists figured
prominently in Russian economic life. Charles Mitchell, an Aberdonian,
built the first dedicated iron shipbuilding yard in St Petersburg in the early
1860s. John Hughes, a Welsh iron-founder, initiated coal-mining in the
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Donbass in 1869. The Metro-Vickers trial of 1933 demonstrated among
other things that foreigners were still significant in early Soviet industrial
development. The tribulations of Shell and BP in the Russia of President
Putin remind us that foreigners have played a significant part in the trans-
formation of post-Soviet Russia.

Russia also sent natives abroad to receive the education they could not get
at home. Boris Godunov, in 1602, may have been the first Russian ruler to
send Russian students to foreign parts. In the eighteenth century, Russians of
independentmeans enrolled at many of the universities of central andwestern
Europe.45 Catherine the Great systematised the practice of sending Russian
sailors to learn their craft on British ships at the very beginning of her reign in
1762. Acting on a proposal of 1827 from Professor E. I. Parrot of Dorpat,
Nicholas I initiated the nineteenth-century Russian government’s practice of
supporting Russian graduate students in lengthy periods of foreign study in
order to prepare them for professorships at home. Although this practice
peaked in the first half of the 1860s, it was still operational in 1915.46 In the
1890s the chemist Mendeleev came to Britain on more than one occasion at
Russian government expense to keep up with British scientific develop-
ments.47 As we saw in the opening paragraph of the present essay, even the
basically autarkic Soviet Union agreed to exchange a few students with
western countries at the end of the 1950s.

Since virtually all the foreigners who entered Russian employ were more
enlightened in their political opinions than their Russian masters, and since
Russians who were educated in central and western Europe could pick up
ideas there which were at odds with those which motivated their masters at
home, there was an element of risk, from the point of view of challenges to
Russian authoritarianism, in Russia’s first two ways of procuring well-
trained servants. On the other hand, neither the number of foreigners in
Russia nor the number of Russians who have studied outside the country
has ever been enormous. If Russia had been able to meet its need for
educated people solely by importing the people it needed or sending
Russians abroad, its regimes might have been able to keep in check whatever
ideological challenges arose among the educated inhabitants of the country.
Unfortunately, from the point of view of political and social stability, the
country’s need for educated people could not be satisfied so easily.

Gradually, therefore, Russia set up an educational network of her own. It
is true that the tsars always fought shy of compulsory mass primary
education, and that, according to the imperial census of 1897, literacy
stood at a mere 21.1 per cent,48 but even that small percentage meant that
in a population of just over 125 million more than 25 million people were
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literate, and most of them were young, male and urban, the sort of people
likeliest to pose problems for the regime. Higher education, furthermore,
had developed more rapidly than primary schools. When Russia took over
eastern Ukraine in the seventeenth century, it acquired the Kiev Academy,
the largest educational establishment in tsarist hands prior to the early
nineteenth century. The Empress Elizabeth founded Moscow University
in 1755. After setting up new universities in Kharkov and Kazan in 1804 and
revamping the originally non-Russian universities of Dorpat (Tartu) in
Estonia and Vilna (Vilnius) in Lithuania, Alexander I set up St Petersburg
University in 1819. Additional universities came into being elsewhere in the
Russian Empire between the early nineteenth century and 1917.

Russian regimes would no doubt have been happy to educate their
subjects to the highest possible standard if they could have been sure that,
for example, Lobachevsky would confine his attention to mathematics,
Pirogov to medicine, Mendeleev to chemistry, Pavlov to physiology and
Vernadsky to geology (and, in the Soviet period, Sakharov to physics). It
was never likely, however, that university-educated people would confine
themselves to their specialisms. The 2,000 city-based Russian university
students who spent the summer of 1874 ‘going to the people’ in order to
discover the condition of the Russian countryside a decade after the aboli-
tion of serfdom were only one of the most striking examples of the
phenomenon of educated people turning from their fields of study to the
wider problems of their society. University students were to be significant in
all the revolutionary parties which came into being in the last years of
tsarism.49

a chang ing world

If education gave potential liberals and radicals the means of expressing their
thoughts, the changing world of the Russian Empire continually gave them
pressing new problems to think about. The description of government
institutions, social policies and ideologies with which this essay began was
deceptive in so far as it gave the impression that Russian rulers had no
interest other than maintaining the status quo. On the contrary, they also
wanted to expand the frontiers of the state and make clear to neighbouring
powers that they were a force to be reckoned with. These ambitions
required barely controllable experimentation and modernisation. Russian
thinkers were often responding not merely to their rulers’ authoritarianism
tout court, but to the effects of a combination of authoritarianism and
expansionism.
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Muscovy began conquering large numbers of non-Slavs in the sixteenth
century, when Ivan the Terrible defeated the Tatars on the Volga. His
successors acquired part of the Ukraine and the whole of Siberia in the
seventeenth century; the southern shore of the eastern Baltic, the eastern
half of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth and the Crimea in the
eighteenth century; Transcaucasia, Finland, Moldavia, the eastern coastline
of the Black Sea and Central Asia in the nineteenth century; and in 1945 a
surrogate empire in eastern Europe. Only after eastern Europe broke away
from Moscow’s tutelage in 1989 and the Soviet Union fell apart in 1991 did
Russia revert to something like its seventeenth-century boundaries.

Some of the problems generated by empire were different in kind from
the problems Russia was used to. Empire involved greater religious and
ethnic variety. Until the mid-seventeenth century, Russia was a predom-
inantly Slavonic and Orthodox country. By the end of the tsarist regime,
Russians were in a minority in the population, the state contained as many
Muslims as the Ottoman Empire and the Jews of the former Polish–
Lithuanian Commonwealth had become a focus of Russian racism and
were complicating relations between Russia and the USA.

In addition, the military requirements of empire had social and economic
implications for the imperial heartland which would have strained any
regime. Scholars have argued, for example, that both the sixteenth- and
seventeenth-century origins and the nineteenth-century abolition of serf-
dom, the key distinguishing feature of the social structure of the tsarist
empire, ought to be explained principally with reference to military mat-
ters.50 These arguments run as follows. In the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, peasants could not be allowed to forsake the estates of the
regime’s lesser servitors for those of grandees because the regime needed
both sorts of landowner to staff its growing army. Therefore, peasants had to
be tied down permanently. In the nineteenth century, on the other hand,
removing more than a certain number of peasants from the land to serve in
the army was impossible because of the highly labour-intensive nature of
Russian peasant farming, and returning peasants to the land after short
periods of service (then taking others and so in time giving the entire
peasantry military training) was also impossible, because peasants with
military training might be capable of overthrowing serfdom. Therefore,
serfdom had to be abolished. The first of these arguments has been received
more warmly than the second, but no one denies connections of one kind or
another between serfdom and tsarist militarism.

In becoming an empire, finally, Russia put itself in competition with
the rest of the world’s Great Powers. The closer the contact, the more
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account Russian regimes had to take of foreign ideas and foreign realities,
for only by understanding them could they compete with them. Foreign
ideas and realities, however, could not be controlled to the extent that
Russian regimes controlled domestic ideas and realities. They changed,
sometimes dramatically – in the wake of the late eighteenth-century
French Revolution, for example, and especially in the second half of the
nineteenth century, when Britain’s industrial revolution was replicated in
a number of mainland European countries. Russia had to respond to these
developments in order to keep up with her international competitors.
This meant accepting some unwelcome phenomena: upwardly mobile
peasants, downwardly mobile nobles, the emergence of an urban prole-
tariat and, in Soviet times, a bureaucratic ‘new class’. Many chapters of
this book show Russian thinkers grappling with the changing world which
Russian rulers were unable wholly to avoid.

out l e t s

Although education and the stimulus of changes in the world around them
may help to explain how liberals and radicals arose in Russia (for liberals and
radicals were likeliest to put the two together and act on the mix), they do
not explain how these nonconformists found ways of conveying their
opinions to others. If Russian regimes were as authoritarian as the first
part of this chapter made out, how did dissident intellectuals ever find
outlets for their views?
An obvious answer to this question is that the rulers’ methods of control

left much to be desired. Although the number of bureaucrats per head of the
population went up nearly sevenfold in Russia between 1796 and 1897,51 it was
never sufficiently high to enact the rulers’ wishes in full. Nor were the tsars’
servants always effective in their pursuit of their masters’ goals. The censors,
for example, blundered when they let through Chaadaev’s first ‘Philosophical
Letter’ in 1836, Chernyshevsky’s subversive novelWhat is to be Done? in 1863
(at a time when its author was already in prison) and the Russian translation
of volume one of Marx’s Capital in 1872. The secret police probably did more
to promote than to hinder the revolutionary movement at the beginning of
the twentieth century when one of their agents, Zubatov, fostered trade
unions (in the forlorn hope of controlling urban workers), and another,
Azef, organised political assassinations (in order, he hoped, to win the con-
fidence of assassins in the Socialist Revolutionary Party).
Mistakes, however, go only part of the way to explaining how liberals

and radicals found ways of expressing themselves in Russia. Perhaps out
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of self-confidence, some tsars betrayed a willingness to enter the ideo-
logical fray themselves. They permitted the expression of a wider range of
views than the ones they held themselves in order to win the ensuing
battles of ideas. But engaging with a range of ideas could have the effect of
opening Pandora’s Box. When Catherine the Great corresponded with
Voltaire, Diderot and Grimm, it was not unreasonable of the thinkers
whom she was to prosecute, Novikov and Radishchev, to believe that
they, too, could discuss Enlightenment ideas. If Nicholas I ‘felt it as part
of the mission of enlightened absolutism, which he had taken upon
himself, to encourage the flourishing of letters’,52 he may have done so
because, like Catherine, he hoped to turn literary ideas to his advantage.
I have argued elsewhere that this is precisely what he was trying to do
when, through Uvarov, he made the neologism narodnost’ (nationality)
the third part of his policy platform of 1833 (‘Orthodoxy, Autocracy,
Nationality’).53 If, however, he was indeed trying to draw the sting of a
word which had originated on the liberal end of the political spectrum, he
probably succeeded only in rendering the word more subversive than it
had been in the first place.54

Even rulers who had only a tenuous interest in ideology themselves
sometimes permitted liberals to voice their opinions because they realised
that they needed new ideas to revamp the management of their domains.
Thus Alexander I permitted Speransky, the ‘Russian Montesquieu’, to draw
up seminal papers on the reorganisation of Russian government in the years
of the Franco-Russian Alliance of 1807–12; and thus, after defeat in the
CrimeanWar, Alexander II allowed a senior official in the Finance Ministry
to ask how long the government intended to go on resisting the develop-
ment of the industrial forces of the people,55 and backed an entire cohort of
‘enlightened bureaucrats’ in legislating for the abolition of serfdom against
the wishes of virtually the entire Russian nobility.56

Outlets of the kind outlined so far, however, were available only to
moderates, the people whom, for convenience, I have collectively christened
‘liberals’. No tsar, except perhaps in the brief period between the 1905
revolution and the First World War, and no Soviet leader from the point
when Stalin established his pre-eminence at the end of the 1920s, allowed
people with whom he or she disagreed strongly – the people whom, for
convenience, I dub ‘radicals’ – to express themselves freely. How, then, did
even these find outlets for their views? Broadly speaking, in one of two ways:
abroad (and therefore, up to a point, beyond the reach of Russia’s repressive
agencies), and at home by risking everything (establishing oral networks,
publishing illegally, addressing the regime directly).
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The history of Russian dissent outside Russia dates back at least to Prince
Kurbsky in sixteenth-century Lithuania (who addressed vitriolic letters to
Ivan the Terrible) and Kotoshikhin in seventeenth-century Sweden (who
indicted the ceremonial of the court of Alexis Mikhailovich), but in the
modern period it begins with Golovin’s Russia under the Autocrat Nicholas
the First, which came out in France and England in 1846, and Nikolay
Turgenev’s Russia and the Russians, a three-volume study of the Russia of
Alexander I, which came out in France in 1847. Thereafter, to give only a
few examples of the many that could be cited, Herzen ran The Bell, the
most successful of all anti-tsarist periodicals, in London in the 1850s and
1860s; the Populist Stepniak-Kravchinsky published extensive indict-
ments of the tsarist regime in London in the 1880s and 1890s; the Social
Democrats published The Spark in Munich and other places in western
Europe between 1900 and 1905; and, in the Soviet period, Boris
Bazhanov, Walter Krivitsky and Viktor Kravchenko exposed the regime
of Stalin in France, Britain and the United States before and after the
SecondWorld War. By the late Soviet period dissidents had coined a new
word, tamizdat (‘publication over there’), to describe the by then well-
developed practice of smuggling manuscripts out of Russia for publica-
tion abroad.
Riskier even than tamizdat was its prototype samizdat (‘self-publishing’),

the phenomenon of uncensored publication inside Russia. In a pamphlet
which his associates printed illegally and released in St Petersburg to
coincide with his assassination of the tsar’s chief of police in the summer
of 1878, Stepniak-Kravchinsky declared that the socialist members of his
party demanded ‘the complete cessation of all prosecutions for the expres-
sion of any convictions whatever’, ‘the complete elimination of all arbitrary
administrative behaviour’ and ‘a full amnesty for all political convicts’: ‘Do
not infringe our human rights – that is all we want from you.’57Nothing so
forthright could have appeared in print in late imperial Russia (or in Russia
at many other points in its history) unless a few educated Russians had been
prepared to throw caution to the winds. The revolutionaries of the late
1870s included a significant number of such people. In May 1878, for
example, a few months before Stepniak-Kravchinsky’s démarche, twenty-
four of those who had just been found guilty in ‘The Trial of the 193’
declared in a letter to the authorities that, despite the lengthy sentences
which awaited them, they remained ‘enemies of Russia’s prevailing system,
which constitutes the misfortune and shame of our country, because in
respect of economics it exploits the principle of labour in the interests of
rapacious sponging and depravity and in respect of politics it sacrifices the
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labour, property, freedom, life and honour of every citizen to the whim of
“personal discretion”’.58 Boat-burning of this magnitude demonstrated that
it was impossible to deny some thinking Russians a voice even when the
regime might have thought that it had humiliated them completely.

conclu s i on

The broad conclusion that arises from this survey is that Russian rulers
have failed to solve the quandary of maintaining political and social control
while continuing to develop their material resources.Whether the quandary
has been of their own making is debatable. Perhaps, in an expanse of
territory so vast, in difficult climatic conditions, when soil is poor and
population density low, it is essential to create a strong central authority
for developmental purposes. Whatever the reason, however, there can be no
doubt that Russian rulers have invariably endeavoured to maintain their
control while increasing the size of their domains, competing with other
Great Powers and responding to the new social and economic challenges
which the pursuit of the other goals has entailed. The upshot, so far as
‘thought’ is concerned, has been the cultivation, on the one hand, of state-
orientated ideologists, but also the emergence of potentially non-state-
orientated people with the intellectual tools to question both the outlook
of their rulers and the structures they have tried to impart to government
and society.
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chapter 3

Russian intelligentsias
G.M. Hamburg

The word intelligentsiia appeared in the Russian language in the early
eighteenth century, carrying the meaning ‘alliance’, ‘compact’ or ‘agree-
ment’.1 By the 1730s, however, the poet Trediakovsky had associated the
word root with the Latin word intelligentia, a word he translated into
Russian as razumnost’ (rationality). According to the linguist Viktor
Vinogradov, Trediakovsky helped fix the basic semantic sense of the term
intelligentsiia thereafter: that is, the word became associated with ‘reason’,
‘rationality’ and ‘education’. In the mid-eighteenth century the freemason
Johann Georg Schwartz often used intelligentsiia to connote the ‘highest
capacity of human beings as sentient creatures’. In the early nineteenth
century the philosopher Galich incorporated it into his History of
Philosophical Systems with the meaning ‘rational spirit’.2 In 1836 the term
appeared in a diary entry by Zhukovsky, as a collective noun connoting
members of Russia’s educated Europeanised elite. According to the histor-
ian Sigurd Shmidt, Zhukovsky’s concept of the intelligentsia connoted ‘not
only belonging to a certain socio-cultural milieu and having a European
education, but also a certain moral outlook and behaviour – that is,
intelligentnost’ in the later meaning of the term’.3 Still, so far as we know,
uses of intelligentsiia as a collective noun remained infrequent until the
1860s: the first edition of Dal’s comprehensive Russian dictionary (pub-
lished 1863–8) contained no reference to the word.4

In the 1860s the word intelligentsiia established itself firmly in the literary
and political lexicon. The liberal novelist Boborykin used it as a synonym of
‘culture’ or ‘intelligence’ in an 1866 essay in The Russian Herald.5 Tolstoy
employed it as a collective noun in War and Peace (1865–9) to denote the
educated, Europeanised portion of Russian high society. The instructional
fictional context of his use of the term was the famous opening scene in
Anna Scherer’s salon, wherein Pierre Bezukhov, recently returned from
France, thrilled to the thought that ‘here was gathered the entire intelli-
gentsia of Petersburg’.6 Tolstoy’s cultural authority reinforced the term’s
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currency, such that the second edition of Dal’s dictionary (1880–2) defined
it, ‘used in the collective sense’, as ‘rational, educated, the intellectually
developed portion of the populace’.7 Thenceforth, the collective noun
intelligentsiia retained that meaning through the turn of the century: in
1902 Mikhelson repeated Dal’s 1881 definition verbatim.8

Meanwhile, the word intelligentsiia acquired a political colouration. As
Nathaniel Knight has shown, in 1864 the censor Nikitenko compared
Polish insurgents to Russian nihilists: ‘Their intelligentsia is the same filth
as ours – theirs is worse in fact, with its extra dose of Catholicism.’9 In the
1870s the conservative journalist Katkov contrasted the simple, politically
healthy Russian narod (people, nation) to the subversive, Europeanised
intelligentsiia, a contrast that probably led him to assume in 1879, when
the young Aleksandr Solovev tried to kill the tsar, that the assassin was
‘an intelligent in a foreign top hat’.10 In 1880, in his famous speech at the
Pushkin monument in Moscow, Dostoevsky juxtaposed the common
Russian narod, their intrinsic beauty and spirit, with the ‘rootless’ intelli-
gentsiia, a purportedly alien and destructive element in national life. He
accused the intelligentsia of ‘not believing in the native soil, or in its innate
strength, in Russia or in itself’.11 As sometimes happens in politics when a
certain group attaches a label to its opponents, Russian radicals did not
initially use the word intelligentsiia as a self-description. Thus, the linguist
Iury Sorokin has asserted that the words intelligentsiia and intelligent are not
encountered in the works of Chernyshevsky, Dobroliubov and Pisarev.12

Only in the 1870s did leading Populists such as Mikhailovsky and Tkachev
proudly declare their membership in the intelligentsiia.13

In the twentieth century the term intelligentsiia continued to have the
basic meaning of the educated or cultured part of the populace, but
gradually the word was also associated with membership in the professions,
with jobs that carried ‘white collar’ status. Ushakov’s 1935 dictionary defined
intelligentsiia as ‘the social stratum of intellectual workers, of educated
people’.14 In the twentieth century intelligentsiia was also a contested
political term. In the Landmarks anthology of 1909, disillusioned former
radicals led by Struve and Berdiaev attacked the intelligentsia for its atheism,
political maximalism, hostility to the state, lack of proportion and opposi-
tion to the rule of law.15 In effect, Landmarks was a self-criticism of the
intelligentsiia by several intelligenty. Between 1903 and 1940 the leadership of
the Bolshevik party sought to define its relationship to the intelligentsia,
with very uncertain results: on the one hand, party leaders happily embraced
the intelligentsia to the degree that its members accepted Marxism and
Soviet power; on the other hand, the party defined non-Bolshevik
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intelligenty as ‘enemies of the people’. Thus, in 1922 Lenin ordered the exile
from Russia of non-Bolshevik intellectuals.16 Soviet newspapers of the late
1920s and early 1930s sometimes differentiated between the ‘new’ intelli-
gentsia and the ‘old’ intelligentsia: the former consisted of loyal, Soviet-
educated professionals, the latter of professionals educated in pre-Soviet
schools who had held jobs under the old regime – that is, of ‘former
people’.17 By 1935 Ushakov’s dictionary carried a secondary definition of
intelligent reflecting the Soviet regime’s suspicion of independent thinkers:
‘a person whose social behaviour is characterised by lack of will, by hesi-
tations, by doubts’.18

i n t e l l i g ent s i a s

Confusion over the origin of the Russian word intelligentsiia, over its
multiple meanings and its strategic place in the pre-1917 and post-1917
political lexicons has complicated the task of scholars trying to analyse
the actual history of the intelligentsia. At times, scholars have opted to
accept the basic definition of the term – ‘the educated portion of the
populace’ – and therefore have asserted that the origins of the intelligentsia
can be traced to the eighteenth century, when large numbers of the landed
nobility received European educations.19 Other scholars have chosen to
define intelligentsiia more narrowly, in terms of its political orientation.
They have posited that intelligenty were critical of the Russian social system,
of the Orthodox Church and of the tsarist government. Although Russian
scholars have usually claimed that the intelligentsia, in this narrower sense,
came into being at some time in the eighteenth century,20 many western
historians have argued that the intelligentsia came into existence only in the
1840s or 1860s, when intellectuals articulated sharp attacks on the existing
order.21 Sometimes scholars have equated the intelligentsia with the revolu-
tionary movement. According to this narrowest of definitions, intelligenty
not only criticised the old order, they took up weapons against it or at least
urged others to do so. As Boris Kolonitsky has pointedly observed, ‘partic-
ipants in the many discussions about the intelligentsia resemble a crowd
engaged in a game where each player persists in playing according to his own
rules’.22

In a short essay, one cannot hope to analyse the vast scholarship on the
Russian intelligentsia, to sort out the numerous points of contention in the
literature or to propose a new, ‘definitive’ approach to the intelligentsia’s
origins and turbulent history. The very attempt would force one to play in
Kolonitsky’s irrational game of multiple rules, and thus would properly
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invite ridicule: for if all players win the game as soon as they state their
definition of intelligentsiia, what is the point of playing? Instead, I propose
here a different ‘game’ in which one takes with equal seriousness all previous
definitions of the intelligentsia, the broadest as well as the narrowest. The
object of the game is to identify the social venues in which Russian
intellectuals operated, and thereby to understand how one intellectual
group defined as intelligentsia related to others. Once this picture of
Russian cultural realities is complete, we may also grasp more clearly how
ideas circulated in the empire.
For heuristic purposes, let us agree to speak of an ‘early intelligentsia’

which came into existence in the eighteenth century as a by-product of state
reformism and the spread of European education; a ‘classical intelligentsia’
which originated in the nineteenth century at some point between 1815 and
1860, and which adopted a systematically critical attitude towards some
aspect(s) of the Russian social order; a ‘revolutionary intelligentsia’ which
was a subset of the classical intelligentsia advocating the overthrow of the
tsarist government; a ‘zemstvo intelligentsia’ (zemskaia intelligentsiia) gen-
erated between 1864 and 1900 by the hiring of experts whose task was to
serve rural society and transform Russian life through gradual amelioration
of social injustice; a ‘professional intelligentsia’ which encompassed the
zemstvo intelligentsia, urban professionals hired by elected city councils
and privately employed professionals; a pre-1861 ‘serf intelligentsia’ (krepost-
naia intelligentsiia) consisting of serfs trained as sophisticated artisans or as
traders licensed to carry out commercial activity under the supervision of
their lords; a post-1861 ‘village intelligentsia’ (sel’skaia intelligentsiia) com-
posed of literate peasants, such as village scribes, local school trustees and
village priests; a post-1900 ‘intelligentsia from the people’ (narodnaia intel-
ligentsiia) connected to Russia’s burgeoning book trade; and a ‘new’ or
‘religious intelligentsia’ which appeared in the late 1890s/first decade of the
twentieth century and which repudiated the irreligion of some members of
the ‘classical intelligentsia’. Our enterprise, then, treats not so much the
history of the Russian intelligentsia as the history of Russian intelligentsias.

the e i ght e enth - c entur y i n t e l l i g ent s i a

The origins of the early Russian intelligentsia had at least three precondi-
tions. The first was the ongoing process of cultural interaction between
Russia and the West, a process through which the Russian state sought to
acquire knowledge of western science, to import into Russia useful military
technology and to co-opt foreign ‘experts’ into Russian service. A parallel
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but also in some ways related component of the Russian–western interac-
tion was Russian scrutiny and assimilation of western theology, a process
accelerated by the importation into Russia of students from Ukrainian
theological academies where the western scholastic tradition had been
studied since the mid-seventeenth century.23 The initial consequence of
this complex cultural interaction was not the secularisation of Muscovite
Rus, but rather the dynamic intermingling within Russian culture of west-
ern and eastern, secular and religious elements. Early Russian intelligenty
internalised the tensions between different theological traditions and
between lay and secular approaches to the world.

The second precondition for the origin of the early intelligentsia was the
appearance and growth of print culture. The number of Russian books in
print increased from a handful in the sixteenth century to 500 titles in 1689,
to nearly 10,000 titles a century later. Gary Marker has argued that the
struggle of the literary elites for access to print and of the political establish-
ment to control that access ‘established the institutional parameters for the
evolution of Russian intellectual life as a whole in the eighteenth century’.24

We might add that access to print was crucial for early intelligenty who
sought to recruit allies through their publications, sometimes at risk to their
own freedom.

The third precondition for the growth of the early intelligentsia was the
existence of a dirigiste political culture that allowed intellectuals to believe that,
once they had gained the ears of government leaders or had secured for
themselves a high position in the official bureaucracy, they might influence
state policy. Such a conviction did not have much purchase in
seventeenth-century Muscovy, because the political system, dominated by
the tsar and by boyar families, was less accessible to gentry intellectuals than
was the Petrine system, which opened channels of influence to a broader
portion of the country’s educated elite.25 The Petrine Table of Ranks system,
as Iury Lotman has noted, tended to validate the prestige of high officials, just as
the serf system encouraged among serf-owners ‘a certain independence from
the [central] political authorities’.26 The result, by the time the eighteenth
century came to a close, was that intelligenty began to pass their judgements
with ever greater assertiveness, especially if they held high ranks in the bureau-
cracy but also if their positions as serf-owners had inculcated in them the habits
of command. Of course, no one living in eighteenth-century Russia imagined
himself or herself free from interference by the state, for there were no firm
guarantees of individual rights. Still, among the educated elites the lack of
juridical rights was moderated by a growing sense of personal prestige, social
entitlement and relative autonomy.
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The eighteenth century afforded educated Russians various venues of
self-expression. Among the most precarious of these venues were circles of
friends, of political functionaries, of like-minded intelligenty and, late in the
century, of university students. Examples of such circles include the
short-lived Learned Watch or ‘scholarly retinue’ (uchenaia druzhina) con-
sisting of the historian Tatishchev, the satirist Kantemir and the churchman
Prokopovich; the circle of Volynsky, which appeared in St Petersburg in the
late 1730s; the circle of Novikov that appeared in 1767 on the staff of the
imperial Legislative Commission; and the student group that crystallised in
Leipzig in 1767 around Ushakov and Radishchev. None of these circles
opposed the autocracy, but they all criticised some aspect of the existing
political order. In 1730, the Learned Watch demanded an autocratic
arrangement with greater power invested in the middling gentry, not in
the more ‘aristocratic’ Supreme Privy Council.27 Later that decade,
Volynsky criticised political tyranny and defended religious toleration in
the empire. In the 1760s the Novikov circle discussed how to improve
peasants’ living conditions, while the Ushakov–Radishchev circle rejected
the petty despotism of the Russian educational inspector in Leipzig.28 Each
of these circles manifested one or more traits usually associated with the
classical intelligentsia of the nineteenth century, but none stood far outside
the penumbra of the government. Their members were usually political
insiders who accepted the general direction of the Petrine reforms while
disagreeing with some aspect of the reforms’ implementation.
A second venue of intellectual self-expression in the eighteenth century

was the noble country house. These domiciles, constructed in large num-
bers in central Russia following Peter’s westernisation campaign, sometimes
served as havens for historians and belletrists.29Thus, Tatishchev completed
his history of Russia at the Boldino estate in Moscow province. At another
estate Shcherbatov wrote his own Russian history and finished his attack on
Russian modernisation, On the Corruption of Morals in Russia. Country
houses were also the principal sites of Russian theatre in the provinces, and
thus were places where intelligenty could produce and consume ideas.
Eighteenth-century Russian plays, as Elise Wirtschafter has shown,
emphasised the importance of civic and moral virtue, condemned injustice
and sought to reconcile progressive ethical views with the existing social
hierarchy.30 Their message was perfectly calibrated by and for intellectuals
embedded in the social hierarchy yet able to see its deficiencies.
Russian country houses were also the main work sites for the so-called

‘serf intelligentsia’ – the stratum of trained artisans who built furniture, fired
porcelain, wove lace, loomed carpets, carved wood, fabricated jewellery and
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painted portraits for the pleasure of the serf-owning class. Although
most Russian serfs laboured their entire lives on a single estate, some of
them – like the portraitist Tropinin – developed a wide reputation for their
art and were eventually freed from serf status. One serf artist, Soroka, dared
in a painting of the Spasskoe estate in the 1840s to dramatise the social
divide between the world of peasant fieldworkers and their landowner.31

Given the social chasm between lord and peasant in Russia, the overlap
between the early intelligentsia and serf intelligentsia was small, but both
groups shared involvement in estate theatres: the elite intelligenty as writers
and principal audience for the theatre, the serf intelligenty as actors,
stage-hands, designers and the like.

A third venue of self-expression for eighteenth-century intelligenty was the
masonic lodge. From the early eighteenth century to 1796 perhaps 3,000
people, mainly wealthy nobles, joined the freemasons in Russia. In the
brotherhood they sought friendship, religious enlightenment and a life of
virtue; lodge members often joined together in philanthropic activity such as
supporting orphanages or engaging in famine relief.32 Masonic societies
weirdly combined strict hierarchy of organisation with an egalitarian ethos,
arcane secrecy with public visibility. This exotic combination of traits made
freemasonry an incubator of autonomous activity, independent-mindedness
and secrecy, and thus a perceived threat to the state. Masonic lodges, with
their commitment to social progress, were peculiarly receptive to utopian
literature. Two of Kheraskov’s utopian stories and Shcherbatov’s Journey to
the Land of Ophir were written under the influence of masonic doctrines of
virtue.

Additional venues of self-expression for eighteenth-century intellectuals
were learned societies and higher educational institutions, including the
nascent Academy of Sciences and Moscow University. By mid-century the
Academy had begun to promote ethnically Russian scholars such as
Lomonosov to positions of prominence on its staff. The Academy spon-
sored the writing of Russian history, and it supported study trips abroad by
Russian students in the sciences.33 Moscow University, founded in 1755,
attracted many of its students from elite noble families, but it also became a
cultural space in which the values of early intelligenty were propagated. By
the century’s end it was known for its literary circles, translation groups,
theatre and university press. The press, directed from 1779 to 1789 by
Novikov, printed the newspaperMoscow News for nearly 4,000 subscribers.
It also published roughly fifty academic titles a year and distributed them for
sale in the city and provinces.34 In spite of its elite student body, the
university was a place ‘where people of different Estates gathered under
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one roof’.35 The university’s intellectual energy, enlightened outreach and
‘democratic’ ethos helped shape not only the early intelligentsia but also its
nineteenth-century successors.
Together these venues of eighteenth-century self-expression – circles,

country houses and theatres, masonic lodges, academic institutions
and learned societies – constituted much of what some historians have
christened ‘Russian civil society’. On the broadest definition of intelligent-
siia – ‘the learned portion of society’ – the early intelligentsia was substan-
tially identical to civil society. Its membership must have numbered in the
high hundreds or low thousands. If we were to count serf artisans as
intelligenty, the intelligentsia’s membership in the late eighteenth century
must have run to several thousand individuals. Paradoxically, however, few
serf artisans could be considered part of civil society, for they were generally
not to be regarded as ‘free subjects’ and did not usually operate outside the
tight boundaries of their masters’ estates. Narrower definitions of the
intelligentsia that demand of intelligenty principled criticism of existing
social, political and religious arrangements reduce the intelligentsia to a
handful of members and to an insignificant fraction of civil society. Only on
the narrower definition of intelligentsiia does it make sense to think of
intelligenty as somehow ‘alienated’ from the existing order. Even then, the
postulate of their alienation can scarcely be taken seriously, since they were
connected in so many ways to other members of society. Virtually all
important early intelligenty were churchmen or state officials of some
kind. Few of them renounced Christianity, whatever criticisms they may
have made of the Orthodox Church; even freemasons like Novikov
regarded masonry as consistent with Orthodoxy. Still fewer intelligenty
wished to eliminate the autocracy. In general, the early intelligentsia was
not an ‘alien’ body transplanted on to Russian soil, but an organic product
of a culture in which native traditions and elements of western thinking
were in dynamic interplay. If we take the broad definition of intelligentsiia,
we can argue that its dramatic growth over the century was not a product of
collective alienation from native ways, but of elite sociability.

the n in e t e enth - c entur y i n t e l l i g ent s i a

In the first half of the nineteenth century the intelligentsia, broadly defined
as the educated public, gained many thousands of members. Meanwhile,
between 1815 and the mid-1860s, there appeared several hundred members
of the so-called ‘classical intelligentsia’ – that is, intelligenty who adopted a
more-or-less systematically critical attitude towards some aspect of the
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existing order. Among these latter were a small number of radicals deter-
mined to overthrow the regime. These committed revolutionaries were the
first members of the ‘revolutionary intelligentsia’, a group that grew quickly
after 1815: from it came the Decembrist conspiracy, the radical Westernisers,
the nihilists and Populists, and ultimately the left-wing political parties that
in the early twentieth century challenged the autocracy. As we observed
above, historians have sometimes reduced the history of the intelligentsia to
the development of the revolutionary intelligentsia – a logical fallacy that
substitutes pars pro toto. Here we shall focus both on the general evolution of
educated society in the nineteenth century and on the social locations in
which particular elements of that society expressed themselves. The over-
arching argument is that during the late imperial period the size of the
educated public dramatically increased; the classical intelligentsia grew
partly as a concomitant of the sheer vitality of the educated sector of society
but also partly in response to the perceived deficiencies of the tsarist order.
Late in the century, the classical intelligentsia, especially its revolutionary
wing, divided itself into contending political parties. Thus, the very success
of the classical intelligentsia was the precondition for its ultimate disintegra-
tion. Meanwhile, changing social conditions and the reforms of the 1860s
created fertile ground for the appearance of new groups within the educated
public: the so-called ‘zemstvo’ and ‘technical’ intelligentsias, the ‘intelli-
gentsia from the people’ and also the ‘new’ or ‘religious intelligentsia’.

In the nineteenth century intellectual self-expression continued to occur
in the old venues. Many intellectual circles that appeared after 1815 played
important roles in the history of the classical intelligentsia. To name only a
handful, there were: in the 1810s and early 1820s the military circles and
unofficial societies that served as foci for the future Decembrists; in the
1830s the circle of Nikolay Stankevich, which helped introduce Hegelian
idealism to Bakunin, Granovsky, Belinsky and others; in the 1840s the
circles of Westernisers and Slavophiles, which debated the proper founda-
tions for a prospective new Russia; in the late 1840s the Petrashevsky circle,
which developed a critique of serfdom and discussed plans for a democratic,
socialist society; in the 1850s the circle of Aleksandr Stankevich, which
helped generate Russian liberalism; in the 1870s the Chaikovsky and
Fritsche circles, which inspired men and women to join the Populist move-
ment; in the 1880s the Priiutino Brotherhood, which combined the ‘cult of
small deeds’ and Tolstoy’s ethical outlook to produce the incremental
liberalism of Shakhovskoy and Vernadsky; and in the late 1890s the
Beseda (Colloquy) circle, which acted as the organisational focus for gentry
liberalism. The size of nineteenth-century circles varied from a handful of
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members (the two Stankevich circles, the Priiutino Brotherhood) to dozens
of members (the Northern and Southern Societies, the Petrashevsky circle,
the Beseda circle). One has the impression that the higher the social status of
the participants, the easier it was for them to form larger circles, although
size of membership was constrained by the need for secrecy in operations,
by the desire of founding members to preserve social exclusivity or by the
founders’ high intellectual and/or ethical demands on members. On bal-
ance, nineteenth-century circles tended to be larger than eighteenth-century
circles had been.
In the nineteenth century the noble country house continued to be an

important seedbed of the intelligentsia. Herzen was radicalised by his
domestic education, so that, at the age of thirteen, he swore an oath to
uphold the Decembrists’ legacy.36 On the Priamukhino estate in Tver
province, the future anarchist Bakunin developed a fierce sense of individual
dignity, political autonomy and self-determination.37 In Tambov province,
Chicherin, the future Russian liberal, grew up in an intellectually engaged
household, which emphasised the importance of personal virtue and social
responsibility – two key components of his liberal outlook.38 The
Slavophiles Konstantin and Ivan Aksakov were raised on a country estate
by a father who stressed the family’s duties towards and dependence on the
local peasantry.39 In all these cases, estate life left a strong impression on the
world-views of the intelligenty raised there. Several of these estates were
significant sites of intellectual production: for example, several of
Chicherin’s philosophical tracts were written in the library of his Karaul
estate.
Of course, not every estate was comfortable for the noble children

educated there. Turgenev’s mother, Varvara, persecuted her children, espe-
cially the future writer.40Dostoevsky’s relationship with his father, after the
family purchased the small Darovoe estate outside Moscow, was famously
tense. In Turgenev’s case, the family situation produced disgust at the serf
order and for petty tyranny of any sort, though it did not make him
antagonistic towards the Russian nobility or turn him into a social recluse.
For Dostoevsky, who never fully identified himself as a Russian noble, brief
exposure to estate life triggered alternating feelings of aversion towards the
nobility and desire for social recognition by it. There were many estates,
many family patterns and thus multiple links between estate life and the
intelligentsia.
In the second half of the century, estates continued to be venues of

self-expression for the nobility. Daniel Brower has shown that the majority
of Russian nihilists were not raznochintsy, but nobles.41 One of the key
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social constituents of Russian Populism was the ‘repentant nobleman’
(kaiushchiisia dvorianin) who, breaking with the social injustice of the serf
era, ‘went to the people’ in 1873–4 to assuage feelings of moral culpability
over serfdom.42 At the height of Populism, the landed estate even became a
laboratory for studying the peasantry and learning to live in harmony with
peasants.43 Throughout the emancipation era Tolstoy’s experiments in
popular education and his publishing projects in popular literature were
centred at his Iasnaia Poliana estate; indeed, these enterprises would have
been unthinkable outside its context. Later in the century, zemstvo liberal-
ism, the Priiutino Brotherhood, the Beseda circle and the Kadet party all
grew in part out of gentry perceptions of estate life.

In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, freemasonry played a
role as venue for intellectual self-expression at two moments: before the
Decembrist uprising and before the Russian Revolution of 1917. Militsa
Nechkina has observed that nine members of the Union of Salvation were
freemasons. She has also noted that in several respects (codes of secrecy,
oaths of allegiance and hierarchical organisation) the Statutes of the Union
of Salvation were patterned on the rules of a masonic lodge. In her opinion,
the ethos of freemasonry therefore animated the Union of Salvation, even
though a majority of the Union’s members were not themselves masons.44

The problem of the intelligentsia, freemasonry and the Russian
Revolution of 1917 has been little understood as well as heavily politicised.
At least one respected scholar has argued that turn-of-the-century Russian
freemasonry had nothing to do with left-wing politics, with plots to over-
throw the monarchy or with the Revolution.45 On the other hand, con-
servative Russian historians have estimated that, c. 1910, there were a
hundred politically active masons in Russia; these historians have insisted
that several masons participated in the 1916 conspiracy to arrest
Nicholas II.46 At the extreme are those who view the Russian Revolution
as a consequence of western, Jewish, masonic plotting against crown and
nation. Probably the soundest opinions in this debate belong to Boris
Nikolaevsky and Vitaly Startsev, both of whom have suggested that, from
1912 to 1917, a Supreme Council of the Peoples of Russia, consisting of a
dozen or so prominent liberal and left-wing politicians with masonic con-
nections, periodically discussed national politics and the co-ordination of
Duma tactics. In 1916 several members of the Council involved themselves
in an effort to arrest Nicholas II, but, according to Nikolaevsky and Startsev,
there is little evidence to suggest that in doing so they acted as masons or
under the direction of the Supreme Council. Indeed, Russian freemasons
generally opposed their lodges’ involvement in revolutionary politics. Thus,
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Nikolaevsky and Startsev have agreed that freemasonry played at least a
minor political role in the decade before 1917, but neither of them has
considered this role as decisive in the making of the Revolution.47 A recent
historiographical review has underlined the wisdom of scepticism about
masonic involvement in the Revolution.48

The relevance of the debate about freemasonry and revolution to the
history of Russian intelligentsias is straightforward: apparently, masonic
lodges were clandestine sites where, between 1906 and 1916, left-wing
intelligenty occasionally met to discuss political issues outside the normal
scrutiny of their political factions. Freemasonry was not a central directory
of revolutionary acts for the revolutionary intelligentsia, but rather a safe
haven within the factionalised political sphere where opinions could be
exchanged among intelligenty and co-ordination of political tactics might be
explored.
Throughout the late imperial period, Russian universities were crucial

sites for the intelligentsia. Nechkina has established that thirty-seven future
Decembrists studied at Moscow University.49 A generation later, as Herzen
recalled in his memoirs, Moscow University was a place that ‘raised stu-
dents’ civic-mindedness’.50 In the 1850s and 1860s universities served
Russian nihilists as staging points, where students gathered to discuss the
injustices of the social order, the shortcomings of the government’s reform
programme and the possibilities of communal life; at the two universities in
the capitals they elaborated the codes of behaviour and dress that came to
constitute external signs of political radicalism.51 In the 1870s hundreds of
university students took part in the ‘going to the people’ (khozhdenie v
narod).52 In the 1880s and 1890s universities provided much of the leader-
ship of the future Constitutional Democratic Party: Terence Emmons has
shown that in 1905 twenty-one of forty members of the Kadet Central
Committee were either professors or ex-professors.53 In the protests pre-
cipitated by the February 1899 beating of St Petersburg University students,
thousands of students across Russia took to the streets to express opposition
to the government’s heavy-handedness.54 As the liberal professor of history
Aleksandr Kizevetter noted, the university demonstrations surrounding the
death of Tolstoy in 1910 and the disputed appointment of Kasso as Minister
of Education in 1911 ‘did much to facilitate the shattering of the govern-
ment’s prestige’.55 Thus, universities from early in the century onward were
recruiting grounds for the revolutionary intelligentsia. That said, we must
also remember that, in the first decade of the twentieth century, many
students who joined anti-governmental protests at moments of political
crisis looked anxiously forward to employment in the professions. Their
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political militancy was perhaps more a rite de passage than a lifetime
commitment to the revolutionary movement: they regarded universities
pre-eminently as institutions of higher learning where professional skills and
accreditation might be acquired.56 Thus, Russian universities and
post-secondary technical and pedagogical institutes were crucial sites both
for the revolutionary and the technical intelligentsias.

new venue s o f s e l f - e x p r e s s i on i n the l a t e

n i n e t e enth and ea r l y twent i e th c entur i e s

By the end of the nineteenth century, traditional venues of intellectual
self-expression had been augmented by new ones. Perhaps chief among
these were institutions of local self-government – the zemstvos and city
councils – established by the reforms of 1864 and 1870; new professional
organisations; a freer press and much expanded print culture; new religious
and philosophical societies; and, finally, political parties. Although it is
impossible to discuss these developments in detail here, one may never-
theless mention their connections to the history of the intelligentsia.

Within zemstvos and city councils, Russian intelligenty, broadly defined,
participated in the kind of practical politics that had been off-limits to
preceding generations. The zemstvos raised taxes and planned for improve-
ments to the local infrastructure (building roads and bridges), to commun-
ity life (constructing and staffing schools and hospitals) and to agriculture
(through the employment of agronomists and statisticians). City councils
shouldered comparable duties with respect to urban infrastructures and
communities, but they also co-ordinated city activities with the central
government by quartering troops for the army, keeping public order in
difficult conditions and helping develop industry. Sometimes, when the
cooperative ethos broke down, there was conflict between local
self-governments and the central government. Natalia Pirumova has calcu-
lated that, between 1890 and 1902, over 240 zemstvo figures participated in
liberal protests against central government policies.57 Meanwhile, in
Moscow between 1883 and 1913 two elected mayors were removed from
office by the central government – actions that led to protests by the city
council and by independent intelligenty.58 In 1911, when a hundred profes-
sors left Moscow University in protest against the central government’s
educational policies, they moved to the city-supported open university.59 In
effect, by hiring the protesting professors, the city council indirectly sup-
ported a collective protest by intelligenty against the crown – an act almost
unthinkable even fifty years earlier.
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Zemstvos and city councils were also among Russia’s chief employers of
teachers, doctors, nurses, paramedics, engineers, lawyers, statisticians and
agronomists. In the zemstvo, such public servants were called the ‘third
element’ but were also labelled the ‘zemstvo intelligentsia’. Some of these
employees occasionally collaborated with zemstvo boards on a common
liberal platform, but, especially after 1905, they tended to pursue their own,
more radical, political aims.60 If politically active members of zemstvo
boards were mostly centrists (that is, moderate conservatives or moderate
liberals), the zemstvo intelligentsia included many left liberals, Populists
and, more rarely, revolutionary radicals.61

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries the number
of professionals in Russia, including those employed by local
self-governmental institutions and by other agencies, grew rapidly. The
1897 census counted roughly 17,000 doctors; by 1914 the Ministry of
Internal Affairs had recorded licences for nearly 43,000 doctors. In addi-
tion, in 1914 there were 28,500 trained paramedics in the empire.62

Between the early 1890s and 1914 the number of lawyers grew from
2,900 to 5,400; by 1916, if one counts lawyers and trained paralegals, the
number of professionals licensed to practise before the bar reached
11,800.63 Russian universities, polytechnical academies and professional
schools trained thousands of engineers every year. In 1913–14, according to
Vera Leikina-Svirskaia, state-supported post-secondary schools enrolled
27,000 engineers of various sorts.64 By far the largest number of specialists
worked in the field of education. According to Ben Eklof, the number of
rural schoolteachers increased from about 24,000 in 1880 to 126,500 in
1911. If one adds primary schoolteachers from the cities, there were nearly
150,000 teachers in Russia in 1911.65

As one might expect, historians have disagreed about the appropriate
classification for primary schoolteachers. Were they really professionals or
not? Did they belong to the intelligentsia or not? According to Eklof,
primary schoolteachers were generally competent to teach the rudiments
of reading and writing, although, as the school system expanded in the
countryside, so did the number of teachers with minimal qualifications.
Eklof has labelled these teachers ‘mere craftsmen’.66 Scott Seregny has
suggested that many teachers, not having an ‘esoteric knowledge base’,
were nothing more than ‘semi-professionals’.67 However, Christine
Ruane, an expert on urban primary schools, has insisted that urban teachers
were part of Russia’s professional intelligentsia.68 Ruane’s classification
matches Russian scholarly parlance. In her 1986 book on the ‘third element’,
Pirumova included teachers in the zemstvo intelligentsia. Leikina-Svirskaia,
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the most authoritative Russian scholar on the history of the professional
intelligentsia, also included schoolteachers in that category.69

In the last decades of the old regime, Russian professionals struggled to
organise themselves in professional societies and unions. In the second half
of the nineteenth century, for example, doctors established and joined
seventy societies, the largest of which were the Pirogov Society and the
Russian Society for the Preservation of Popular Health. Russian paramedics
(fel’dshery) organised their own societies, such as the All-Russian Union of
Societies of Physicians’ Assistants.70 Lawyers established local bar associa-
tions and, in 1905, the Union of Lawyers. Engineers formed the Union of
Engineers and Technicians in 1904. Although before 1905 the central
government prohibited teachers from holding empire-wide congresses,
this prohibition was ignored in 1896 and 1902, when teachers met illegally
to discuss their common problems. In 1905, teachers established the Union
of Public Schoolteachers, an organisation that by 1906 had over 13,000
members.71 All these groups – doctors, paramedics, lawyers, engineers and
teachers – had their own professional journals in which members expressed
grievances as professionals and sometimes as imperial subjects. For example,
paramedics demanded equal treatment with doctors, while teachers
struggled for a living wage, but also for a rationalisation of the entire
Russian school system. Yet all groups joined the Union of Unions in
1905, an organisation that demanded a genuinely representative system of
government in the empire.72

The implications of this professional and political activity for the history
of Russian intelligenty should be clear. Professional organisations, being
committed to the spread of learning and to raising the popular standard
of living, implemented in their own sphere of work one of the goals of the
‘classical’ intelligentsia: the social transformation of Russia. The political
activity of these organisations in 1905 was aimed at dismantling traditional
barriers to progress, including the autocracy. Again, the efforts of the
professional intelligentsia seemed to grow organically out of the programme
of the ‘classical’ intelligentsia. Yet this general picture of continuity masked
sharp disagreements among professional groups and among the different
intelligentsias of Russia. If we take the example of primary schoolteachers,
we discover the unpleasant reality that, in many villages, teachers were
objects of scorn by zemstvo doctors and by the ‘village intelligentsia’ (the
local priest, scribes working for the village or volost’ assembly, the local
school trustee).73 In 1902, many teachers had Populist sympathies – that is,
they accepted Lavrov’s ideal that the educated must serve the people; but
teachers en masse still shied away from an open confrontation with the
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autocracy, either because they felt themselves vulnerable to governmental
reprisal or because they feared the local peasants might attack them for their
radicalism. Teachers’ practical grievances – low salaries, for example – did
not necessarily translate into larger political grievances.74 The teachers’
radicalism in 1905 was a momentary phenomenon brought about by the
accumulation of their professional grievances, by pressures from the local
peasants to change an unbearable social system and by encouragement from
zemstvo radicals to confront the regime.75

The Russian press at the end of the old regime was freer than at any time
in Russian history. This situation was the result of several factors, among
them a decades-long struggle by the intelligentsia against censorship and the
partial victory of revolutionary groups in securing civil liberties in 1905.
However, two other factors stand out as well: the growth of literacy in the
country and the sheer size of the publishing industry.
The spread of literacy was perhaps the most significant development in

Russian cultural history. In 1847 roughly 10 per cent of peasants and 30 per
cent of city dwellers were able to read. By 1917, 36 per cent of peasants and
64 per cent of city dwellers were literate.76 The degree of literacy was higher
among males and also higher among the young than the old. The 1920
census showed that 71 per cent of boys and 52 per cent of girls from twelve to
sixteen years old were literate.77 Increased literacy rates were correlated to
the imperial investment in education – between 1879 and 1914 the number
of rural primary schools increased from 22,700 to 108,280 – and owedmuch
to the efforts of teachers described above.78 But literacy rates were also
driven up because Russian peasants came to believe that at least minimal
competency in reading was an essential skill, especially for males.79 Over
time, as the mass of literate Russians increased, so did the demand for books
to entertain, edify and enlighten them.
As Jeffrey Brooks has shown, much popular literature fell under the

rubric of lubochnaia literatura, a Russian variant of European popular
broadsides and chapbooks. Such books were short, simple to produce and
relatively straightforward to distribute. They were written by authors mostly
from the lower classes, including the peasantry, and were marketed by
itinerant pedlars or petty merchants. The themes of this popular literature
were various. Sometimes they unmasked superstitions or conveyed rudi-
mentary scientific information: in such cases, they disseminated a
world-view congenial to the ‘classical’ intelligentsia. More often, popular
literature retold fairy tales, narrated fictional or real-life adventures or
explained how to succeed in life. Not infrequently, lubochnaia literatura
upheld the existing spiritual and political order and during wartime affirmed
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Russian patriotism.80 As Brooks has noted, there was an uneasy relationship
between the ‘classical’ intelligentsia and the writers of popular literature.
Certain popular writers recognised their debts to the ‘classical’ intelligentsia,
yet sought to maintain their literary independence from it. On the other
hand, classical intelligenty eyed popular authors nervously, seeing that
lubochnaia literatura was often frivolous or delivered the ‘wrong’
(i.e. conservative) message.81 Meanwhile, the audience that consumed
such popular literature often thought of itself as an ‘intelligentsia from the
people’ – still another category of intelligentsia to appear before 1917.82

By the last decades of the old regime the rate of growth of the publishing
industry was remarkable. In 1900 there were 1,000 periodical publications in
the Russian language; by 1915, that number had more than doubled. In 1897
there were 60 daily newspapers in the Russian language; by 1915, that number
had increased to 569. Book production increased from 10,000 new titles in
1901 to 26,000 by 1913.83 Since many members of the ‘classical’ intelligentsia
contributed to these publications, one can justly claim that publishing venues
of different types enabled them to reach a wider audience than ever before.
However, as Louise McReynolds has shown in her study of Russia’s mass
circulation press, newspaper editors self-consciously vied with the intelligent-
sia for control over civil society. The commercial press –with its reports about
crime, scandal, business affairs and entertainment – had purposes different
from those of the ‘classical’ intelligentsia.84 Occasionally, as in 1905, papers
like The Russian Word took nationalist positions at odds with those of the
‘classical’ intelligentsia. Even if we agree that, after 1900, intelligenty enjoyed
more freedom to publish than ever before, that freedom did not always
translate to greater authority in the widened public sphere. Put another
way, the intelligentsia (or intelligentsias) controlled part of civil society, but
not all of it.

For a time in the middle of the nineteenth century, many leading
intelligenty had identified themselves as irreligious. By the early twentieth
century, however, this aspect of their identity was no longer secure. As Jutta
Scherrer has shown, in the 1890s in St Petersburg a certain portion of the
intelligentsia turned from the irreligion of the 1860s towards a new religious
consciousness. The turn occurred under the influence of literary symbolists
such as Merezhkovsky, Gippius, Blok and Bely, but also at the urging of
those Russian philosophers (Struve, Berdiaev, Sergey Bulgakov, Frank) who
abandoned Marxism for philosophical idealism. The result was the estab-
lishment in the capital of the St Petersburg Religious–Philosophical
Meetings and the Religious–Philosophical Society.85 A parallel process
occurred in Moscow under the aegis of religious philosophers such as
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Solovev, Grot, Troitsky and Chicherin. These thinkers established the
Moscow Psychological Society; later, their descendants staffed the
Vladimir Solovev Religious–Philosophical Society.86 Since Scherrer defined
intelligenty with respect to their function in society, she regarded the turn to
a new religious consciousness as a process that occurredwithin the ‘classical’
intelligentsia: in her view, only values were transposed, not the social
function of intelligenty.87 Yet Scherrer has conceded that contemporaries
saw the contradictions between the new religious consciousness and other
groups in the intelligentsia as ‘unbridgeable’.88 For this reason, it may make
sense to see intellectuals’ turn to religion as the beginning of a ‘new’,
religiously orientated intelligentsia distinct from the ‘classical’ intelligentsia
of the nineteenth century.
The process of the development of political parties in Russia is now

relatively well understood. However, the relationship between the intelli-
gentsia(s) and the parties of the centre-left and left is a matter in serious
dispute. As we have seen, university professors and university-trained cadres
constituted a significant element of the Kadet leadership, but the Kadets
also numbered in their leadership property owners of various sorts. Were
they therefore a ‘bourgeois’ party, a party of progressive landowners and
factory owners, or a party of intellectuals who ultimately betrayed proper-
tied interests for socialism?89 Meanwhile, some Russian historians have
argued over whether the Menshevik party had been defined by the intelli-
gentsia.90 The role of the intelligentsia in shaping the Bolshevik party has
also been bitterly contested, beginning with the Bolsheviks themselves.91 In
What is to be Done? Lenin made only passing references to the intelligentsia,
but, according to Lars Lih, his general views of it were ‘unflattering’. On the
other hand, the French historian Alain Besançon has asserted that Bolshevik
leadership emerged more or less in its entirety out of the intelligentsia ethos.
According to Besançon, the ‘core’ of the Russian intelligentsia ‘organised
itself into a party’. Lenin’s hatred of the intelligentsia was little more than a
kind of self-loathing, analogous to the intelligentsia’s purported loathing of
civil society: ‘they [intelligentsia and civil society] had become identical [in
Lenin’s mind], and liable in consequence to the same treachery’.92

Besançon’s position was simply a restatement of the general western histor-
iographical approach linking the intelligentsia teleologically to Red
October.
On the whole, the evidence suggests, radical parties offered intelligenty

additional venues to convey their views to others and the possibility, under
the right circumstances, to put those views into practice. In none of the
major political factions were members from the intelligentsia and party
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membership entirely identical; within given party leadership groups intelli-
genty played more or less prominent roles, but they were not necessarily the
dominant players in the party. If we look across the spectrum of left-centre
and left political parties, we can discern a few common convictions stem-
ming from the creed of the ‘classical’ intelligentsia: opposition to social
injustice and a desire to change society in a more humane direction;
opposition to arbitrary rule and the hope of a more just system of govern-
ment. Yet the existence of separate political parties entailed the danger that
these remnants of the ‘classical’ intelligentsia would fight one another over
their tactical and strategic differences in the pursuit of social justice. Thus,
party organisations simultaneously represented for the ‘classical’ intelligent-
sia a way forward but also a dead end and disintegration.

conclu s i on

By taking seriously both broader and narrower definitions of the Russian
term intelligentsiia, historians may understand more clearly the contours of
imperial Russia’s cultural life. From Peter’s time onwards, Russian intellec-
tuals operated in the social venues open to them: informal circles, noble
country houses, masonic lodges and academic societies. Intelligenty used
these sites to express and refine their ideas; when possible, they published
these ideas in the nascent press. The early intelligentsia played a large role in
Russia’s emergent civil society, although it should not be thought that
intelligentsia and civil society were identical. A by-product of the early
intelligentsia and of country-estate life more generally was the appearance of
the serf intelligentsia, trained artisans who, by virtue of their humble social
origins and of restrictions on their movement, stood almost wholly outside
of civil society. In the nineteenth century, the broadly defined intelligentsia
engendered the classical and revolutionary intelligentsias. These groups
operated in the older venues for intellectual self-expression listed above,
but also, by the late nineteenth century, in new venues – self-governing
institutions, professional societies, the mass-circulation media and popular
press, religious circles and political parties. Perhaps inevitably, the expan-
sion of educated society and the search by groups of intelligenty for
self-definition led to the appearance of other intelligentsias: the zemstvo
intelligentsia, the technical intelligentsia, the village intelligentsia, the
‘intelligentsia from the people’ and the ‘new’ religious intelligentsia. By
the end of the imperial period, the classical and revolutionary intelligentsias
were in the process of disintegrating into rival political currents.
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By grasping the chronological, social, political and cultural relationships
among these various Russian intelligentsias, scholars may avoid oversimpli-
fying the very complex process of Russia’s cultural development. For
example, we shall be less likely to treat the revolutionary intelligentsia as
Russia’s only intelligentsia; we shall be less likely to posit psychological
alienation as the social motor of the intelligentsia’s evolution and more
likely to see the importance of sociability in the spread of intellectual
currents across the empire; and we shall be less likely to interpret the history
of the intelligentia(s) exclusively through a political lens. If we are alert, we
shall be neither confused nor daunted by the conflicting connotations of the
Russian word intelligentsiia or by early twentieth-century partisan disputes
over the significance of the intelligentsia(s) in Russian life. Instead, we shall
more easily accept the term’s nuances and also the disputes over its appli-
cation as semantic reflections of Russia’s remarkably rich, variegated, if
occasionally controversial and self-contradictory, cultural passage into
modernity.
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part i i

Intellectual currents





chapter 4

Russia’s eighteenth-century Enlightenment
W.Gareth Jones

The view once commonly held that the Enlightenment was a unified,
bourgeois, anti-clerical and inherently revolutionary movement radiating
out from its centre in Paris has given way to a kaleidoscopic picture of
national varieties in which the continuous importance of religion and an
array of political ideas and social attitudes are discerned. There could even
be conservative and religious forms of Enlightenment. Its central core,
however, was the urge to modify the way that men and women had tradi-
tionally thought and behaved, and to reform church and state institutions
with the aim of bettering the human condition.

the p e t r i n e ag e

For Russians the eighteenth century dawned with a calendar reform dem-
onstrating that times had changed. Hitherto Muscovy had followed the
traditional Byzantine way of counting years from the supposed creation of
the world in 5509/8 BC. The year 7208 was for them the last to be officially
recorded in this way. Henceforward, Peter the Great decreed, official
records would adopt calendar years Anno Domini following the custom of
the countries – Prussia, Holland and England – through which he travelled
in 1697 on a journey that has been recognised as one of the key moments in
a ‘Chronology of the Enlightenment’.1However, it was not Peter I’s journey
that first allowed Russians, by absorbing western European influences, to
participate in the process of the early Enlightenment. Throughout the
seventeenth century, when rationalism, empiricism and experimental
knowledge developed in an age of outstanding thinkers, including Bacon,
Hobbes, Locke, Spinoza and Leibniz, western Europeans had made their
way to Muscovy. Moreover, the young Peter had spent considerable time in
Moscow’s nemetskaia sloboda, a quarter set aside for foreign residents, where
he gained firsthand experience of western technical expertise and a new
outlook on social interactions. It is significant that these expatriates were in
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the main from the Protestant lands of northern Europe, and it was their
homelands that prompted the course of Peter’s journey in 1697. The fact
that it was Protestant Europe that mediated the new ways of thought into
Russia, it has been suggested by Marc Raeff, ‘was to have a lasting effect’.2

Peter’s mind had a practical rather than a philosophical bent, and he was
unlikely to find prominent thinkers amongMoscow’s expatriate community,
although the ideas that underpinned the latest western technology were
present in the intellectual atmosphere permeating the foreigners’ public
consciousness. However, the Grand Embassy that left Moscow in 1697 was
intended to garner advanced ideas as much as practical know-how. What
Peter witnessed with his own eyes in the Dutch Republic and England was a
flourishing merchant class, benefiting from a free exchange of ideas in the
press and in public debate. In England, where he stayed from 10 January to
22 April 1698, he demonstrated his intellectual curiosity by visiting the Royal
Observatory and the Royal Society, and by attending Anglican services and a
Quaker meeting. He also went to the theatre and Parliament, institutions
with which he was less impressed. He came to see more starkly what he had
glimpsed in Moscow’s foreign quarter: the degree to which Russians lagged
behind the advanced economies and societies of western countries.

Inspired by his travel experiences, Peter decided to plunge his country
into the process of general enlightenment that was spreading across Europe.
On the periphery, including the Russian lands, that process had been one of
slow seepage. It now became a flood at Peter’s instigation. Peter did not
merely decree a renumbering of the calendar on the western pattern.
New Year’s Day 1700 was to be marked in flamboyant style with a public
firework display on Moscow’s Red Square.3 The spectacle was to be accom-
panied by rockets and salvoes from the muskets of the wealthier classes on
Peter’s orders. Lower orders were enjoined to cooperate in the festivities by
providing flares and beacons. The contrast between this new, secular
celebration and the traditional religious processions and pious homilies of
previous Russian New Year’s Days held on 1 September was manifest. This
was an excellent example of the kind of visual show – statues, pictures and
stage-sets were as effective as fireworks – that transmitted a new outlook on
the world alongside the written word.4 Peter certainly transformed the
external appearance of Russian society by obliging the nobility to dress in
western clothes and to become clean-shaven. Social graces were fostered
among the youth by the inclusion of dancing, fencing and drawing in the
curriculum of the Naval Academy. And the built environment was utterly
changed as an elegant new capital with broad streets and squares, designed
with the aid of western architects, arose in St Petersburg.
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With his autocratic powers, Peter was the prime mover in this. And the
expectation that any reform could be directed only from the top remained
an enduring belief that would complicate the development of Russian social
thought long into the future. The next step was to establish the mechanisms
for the spreading of enlightenment. Peter’s recruitment of foreign industri-
alists, military and naval experts and craftsmen might appear to have had a
purely utilitarian purpose. But their advanced specialisms often depended
on theoretical knowledge derived from the scientific revolution of the
seventeenth century. As well as direct recruitment, Peter sought to train
native Russians in the new way of thinking. This was achieved by despatch-
ing students abroad and, more importantly, by setting up training establish-
ments at home staffed by foreign tutors. Among these expatriates were three
British teachers of mathematical navigation: Henry Farquharson, Liddel
mathematical tutor at Marischal College in Aberdeen, and Stephen Gwyn
and Richard Grice, both students of the Royal Mathematical School
attached to Christ’s Hospital. An imperial ukase in January 1701 appointed
Farquharson (1675–1739) head of the newly established Moscow
Mathematics and Navigation School which was the forerunner of the
Naval Academy (1716), where Farquharson was to become Professor of
Mathematics at ‘Russia’s first serious scientific centre’5 and where Iakov
Brius (James Bruce) – claimed to be Russia’s first Newtonian – established
the country’s first observatory. Both institutions initiated scientific publish-
ing and inspired many technical and scientific enterprises in the early
eighteenth century, as well as producing several generations of Russian
explorers, cartographers, mathematicians, surveyors, engineers and naval
experts, all essential for the spread of modernity.
Beyond the practical naval sphere, however, British influence was not

widespread. The empiricism of English thinkers such as Bacon and Locke
did not dominate the realm of ideas in Russia. For philosophical guidance
Peter turned to Leibniz, with whom he corresponded, and it was he and
Christian Wolff who were the tsar’s most influential advisers on academic
matters. They recommended for Russian service their personal pupils, who
imported their own system of thought; the latter were the main conduit of
Cartesian rationalism and natural law expounded by their teachers,
Pufendorf and others. It has been argued that Russians were more receptive
to Cartesianism, as presented to them, since it was not in conflict with
traditional Christian teaching and its cosmology with its acceptance of the
duality of mind and matter.6 The Germans’ ascendancy was marked in the
foundation of the Academy of Sciences in 1725. Until the close of the
century the Academy was dominated by Germans trained in German
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universities. Most Russian-based scientists and scholars with an interna-
tional reputation, Müller, Euler, Schlözer, Pallas and Stählin, were con-
nected with the Academy. Their work was not confined to the Academy’s
narrow scholarly interests; they received government commissions and
crucially supported the work of other scientific and educational institutions,
most notably the Cadet Corps (Kadetskii korpus), established in 1732 for the
training of young noblemen.

the l e a rn ed watch

The chief ideologist of the new outlook within the traditional sphere of
Russian Orthodoxy was an outstanding Greek-Russian Orthodox cleric, the
Ukrainian Feofan Prokopovich, a close collaborator of Peter I’s. He has
been seen as ‘the first authentic voice in Russia of the Early
Enlightenment’.7 He was partially influenced by the western rationalism
propagated by Leibniz and Christian Wolff,8 and there is evidence that he
was also acquainted with the works of Erasmus and Luther, of Buddeus and
Bellarmine, of Descartes, of Galileo, Kepler, Bacon, Machiavelli, Grotius
and Pufendorf, of Guicciardini, Hobbes and Locke.9 The western influence
was especially revealed in his Justice of the Monarch’s Will (1722), which,
while acknowledging divine right, sanctified by Scripture and Byzantine
authorities, as the cornerstone of monarchical power, also reflected modern
European natural law theory.10 So Prokopovich stressed that the general will
of the people (vsenarodnaia volia) endowed their ruler with power for the
sake of the common good, thus forming a binding contract between the
people and their ruler. The latter was beholden to God alone and did not
require the church as intermediary. It has been suggested that Prokopovich
may have been guided by Locke’s view that the concerns of church and
secular government should be separate. Prokopovich was in agreement with
the view that the church’s role should be limited to salvation by means of
liturgy, ritual and dogma; education and social welfare should be the busi-
ness of government. ‘To maintain their subjects in felicity and to formulate
for them every kind of good instruction for piety, and also for honest living’:
this for Prokopovich was the duty of tsars.11

Prokopovich’s enlightened view of the separation of ecclesiastical and
state powers was made manifest in the Ecclesiastical Regulation that estab-
lished Peter the Great’s church reform promulgated on 25 January 1721. It
abolished the patriarchate, thus removing the figure of the patriarch as a
possible rival to the tsar in gaining the affection of the Russian people, and
replaced it with an ‘Ecclesiastical College’ soon renamed the Most Holy
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All-Ruling Synod. As well as outlining a new form of governance for the
church that subordinated it to the tsar, much emphasis was placed on the
need for a new network of church schools in which secular learning,
represented by the study of ‘ancient andmodern philosophers, astronomers,
rhetoricians, historians, etc.’, stood alongside that of the church fathers.12 It
was a document that embodied Peter’s church reform, which in its recasting
of a deeply rooted Russian institution may be considered the most radical in
signalling a clean break with the past.13 Most other reforms were imported
additions to Russian society.
Prokopovich, who survived Peter the Great by a decade, resolutely

defended the Petrine reforms and the tsar’s reputation after his death,
when Peter’s legacy was in peril in the lackadaisical, often reactionary,
short reigns of his successors Catherine I (1725–7) and Peter II (1727–30).
Content to be a self-effacing interpreter of Peter’s views during the tsar’s
lifetime, Prokopovich now used his position as a church dignitary to
maintain the impetus of the Petrine enlightenment. He sought allies to
assist him in this task and found them in the self-conscious grouping of the
‘LearnedWatch’ (uchenaia druzhina), a grouping whose suggestive title was
devised by him in 1730. Historically, druzhina designated a prince’s armed
force recruited as volunteers from the citizenry. The import of
Prokopovich’s phrase was unmistakable. He sought to enrol a like-minded
group of men such as the poet-diplomat Kantemir (1708–44) and the
historian-administrator Tatishchev (1686–1750), equipped not with arms
but with pens, who would defend the memory of a prince to whom they
owed allegiance and whose new vision for Russia was under attack from
conservatives. It was Kantemir’s first satire in 1729 that had prompted
Prokopovich to use the phrase ‘Learned Watch’. Directed against the
‘disparagers of learning’, it was a barbed denunciation of those who bridled
at the enlightenment, the western sciences and church reforms that Peter
had rooted in their society. Prokopovich responded with enthusiasm to the
satire, circulating it widely with praise for its composer.14 Four vivid
characters served as the butt of Kantemir’s satire. First is the cleric who
sees enlightenment as the root cause of heresy and a threat to the church’s
wealth and authority. Second stands the representative of the gentry back-
woodsmen who view the pursuit of new-fangled philosophy, physics,
chemistry and medicine as a waste of time that could be better employed
on exploiting one’s estate; for him traditional lore was sufficient knowledge.
The third sketch is of the sociable drunkard and the fourth of a giddy-
headed fop, neither of whom sees any personal benefit in the new learning.
The pen portraits were followed by a discourse on the perverted mores of
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the age when for so many in the church and the law there was a disdain for
intellectual rigour and inner virtue, external trimmings being considered
sufficient to exercise their calling. The satire is significant in that it indicates
those spheres of Russian life that had been reformed by Russia’s incipient
Enlightenment, as well as revealing the nature and extent of the continuing
opposition that had been emboldened by the removal of Peter’s
guiding hand.

It is worth noting that both Prokopovich and Kantemir had benefited
from a western education. In 1698 Prokopovich, as an exceptionally gifted
pupil in the Kiev Academy, was sent to pursue his studies at Jesuit colleges
in Polish territory where he was obliged to become a Uniate and take
Catholic orders. To complete his education he was sent to Rome, remaining
there until his return to Kiev in 1702 where he reverted to Orthodoxy.
During his three years in Rome he had been exposed to humanism with its
rationalistic scepticism towards Roman Catholicism and to the works of the
Reformation. He was a product of the ‘Slavonic Renaissance’, an amalgam
of Polish–Latin and Russian elements that had flourished in Kiev in the
seventeenth century and had seeped into Russian society after Kiev was
incorporated into Muscovy in 1667. This has been seen as the fount of
western Enlightenment on which Moscow first drew. Kantemir, born in
Constantinople in 1708, was the son of Dmitry Kantemir, who as viceroy of
Moldavia agreed to its annexation to Russia in 1711, following which the
family moved to Russia, eventually taking up residence in the new capital of
St Petersburg in 1719. Kantemir was nurtured in a family that spoke Greek
and Italian and learnt Russian and Latin from tutors. In St Petersburg he
received a broad education in mathematics, physics, philosophy and history
from professors recruited from the West by Peter. Prokopovich and
Kantemir, therefore, shared the distinction of being outsiders with a western
education, attributes that they shared with the poet-academician
Trediakovsky (1703–69), who had been born on the periphery, in
Astrakhan, where his initial education was entrusted to Capuchin monks.
After a period in Moscow’s Slav-Greek-Latin Academy, he travelled west-
wards in 1723 to spend two years studying at The Hague and a further
extensive period (1726–30) at the Sorbonne in Paris as a student of math-
ematics, philosophy and languages.

The ‘Learned Watch’ might be seen as a grouping of autonomous,
like-minded individuals who had come together to exert their personal
influence on society. However, it has been stressed that the outstanding
personalities of the Enlightenment in Russia rarely accepted the spirit of
western individualism and the political conclusions that flowed from it.15
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The value and dignity of the educated citizen might be acknowledged by
them, but in general (and this is seen in the case of Prokopovich’s and
Kantemir’s ‘Watch’) there would be no advocacy of legal guarantees of
individual rights, determined not by social privilege but by the simple
possession of humanity, as the French philosophes argued. Again it was the
German influence, Pietism and Aufklärung rather than the Lumières, that
steered Russian thinking into a conception of individualism as ‘enabling the
person to enter into direct rapport with the sovereign autocrat without the
mediation of juridically constituted, corporate bodies, as was the case in
western and central Europe’.16 Just as significant for the development of
their enlightening ideas was the fact that they were all influential servants of
the state. This close identification of such writers with state interests was a
marked feature of Russian literary life until the close of the century.
The elevation of the virtues of civic duty, service and social responsibility

over individual rights, inspired by German Pietists, was reinforced through
the Academy of Sciences. It was dominated by products of the universities
of Halle, Marburg and Leipzig, all centres of Pietism that continued to have
a dramatic effect on society and government in Germany.17 Originally
Pietism was a religious revival that had swept through Lutheran Germany
following the Thirty Years War. Its mission was to reform not only the
Lutheran Church, but also the world. Frederick-William I of Prussia
(1688–1740), Peter the Great’s contemporary, had harnessed the move-
ment’s reformist enthusiasm for serving the poor and state welfare. It was
Pietism that helped to convert the Prussian nobility into a bureaucracy at
the service of the court. Its adherents, imbued with missionary zeal, saw
Russia as a fertile field for proselytising, and the political stance that they
had embraced in Prussia was in concord with the Petrine vision for the
modernisation and development of his empire.

lomono sov

A striking example of the product of the German connection was that of
Lomonosov (1711–65), a native genius who towered over Russian intellec-
tual life in themid-century in both literary and scientific fields. Again he was
an outsider of humble origins, born on the Russian periphery in a fishing
community near the White Sea. In 1731 Lomonosov enrolled at Moscow’s
Slav-Greek-Latin Academy and was transferred for a brief period to the
St Petersburg Academy of Sciences before being sent in 1736 to further his
education in Marburg, where his intellectual horizons were established
under Christian Wolff, the philosophic luminary of German Pietism. In
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moving from a humble provincial background to be trained as one of the
new Russian meritocracy, Lomonosov was the most illustrious intellectual
beneficiary of the westernisation policy. He was to remain in Marburg until
1741 with an interlude in Freiburg as a student of mining. Upon his return
to St Petersburg he was appointed an assistant in the Academy of Sciences,
where he established the Academy’s first chemistry laboratory in 1748,
following his appointment as Professor of Chemistry in 1745. From 1750
he enjoyed the patronage of Count Shuvalov, with whom he founded
Moscow University in 1755. His most significant contribution to interna-
tional science was his proof of the existence of an atmosphere on Venus,
deduced from his observations of the transit of Venus in 1761.

His reputation in his lifetime, however, rested more on his contribution
to Russian literature and the development of the Russian language. The
spreading of enlightenment depended on the linguistic resources of its
proponents; a rich vocabulary and a supple syntax were required for the
expression of new ideas. Peter the Great had sensed the need for linguistic
reform with his introduction of a new ‘civic’ typography in 1708–10, but no
attempt was made to codify a register of Russian for secular use. Writers
before Lomonosov had attempted to bring order into a Russian literary
language in a state of flux, as elements from the traditional Church Slavonic,
practical officialese and colloquial language coexisted uneasily. Kantemir
had tried to free his language from the clunking fetters of Church Slavonic,
but with only partial success. Trediakovsky, a timid innovator, also grappled
with the problem of combining the colloquial with the traditional Slavonic.
Lomonosov put forward a powerful argument in favour of a generally
acceptable, coherent solution to the problem in his Rhetoric (1748),
Russian Grammar (1755) and his essay ‘Preface on the Value of Church
Books in the Russian Language’ (1757). His proposed doctrine recognised
three ‘styles’, or registers: high, middle and low styles were defined by their
relationship to church Slavonic, which predominated in the high style and
was absent from the low style. The middle style allowed an amalgam of the
vernacular with a discreet choice of Slavonicisms. The ‘theory of the three
styles’, although rooted in the current conventional linguistic theory of
France, was distinguished by its skilful adaptation to the Russian situation.
Lomonosov’s arguments were enthusiastically accepted, as numerous edi-
tions of the relevant works attest,18 and would enable writers in the second
half of the eighteenth century to employ a neutral, middle style sanctioned
by a firm theoretical definition.

Earlier, while a student at Freiburg, Lomonosov had made a seminal
contribution to the establishment of a reformed Russian system of
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syllabo-tonic versification that has lasted to this day. His ‘Letter on the
Rules of Russian Versification’ was sent home to the Academy of Sciences
together with his ‘Ode on the Capture of Khotin’, patterned on Boileau’s
‘Ode on the Taking of Namur’, but also bearing the deep imprint, in its use
of the accentual iambic tetrameter, of Johann Christian Günther’s German
ode on the peace of Passowitz between the Austrian and Ottoman Empires
in 1718. Lomonosov used his new prosody not only for laudatory odes, but
also for topics in natural philosophy and technology, such as his ‘Evening
Meditation on God’s Greatness’, expressing the scientist’s sense of awe at
observing the Northern Lights, and ‘Epistle on the Value of Glass’.

Lomonosov’s admiration for German scholarship, particularly for Wolff,
whose influential textbook on physics appeared in his pupil’s Russian
version in 1746, was on the whole beneficial for the development of
Russian thought. However, in one respect the deference to Wolff proved
detrimental to the emergence of original Russian ideas. As early as 1739, a
dissertation submitted to the St Petersburg Academy as proof of his progress
in Marburg demonstrated Lomonosov’s independence of mind. It outlined
his ‘corpuscular philosophy’, or molecular theory, that sought to explain the
nature of bodies by the properties of the ‘corpuscles’ that combined in their
formation. He distanced himself from the belief in immaterial forces that
informed Wolff’s cosmology by claiming that the ‘corpuscles’ were solely
physical and material entities defined by ‘mass and shape’. Lomonosov’s
molecular materialism lay at the base of his philosophy. It inspired many of
his intuitive scientific works, such as that on the conservation of matter and
energy that anticipated Lavoisier. Yet Lomonosov, as a mark of his enor-
mous respect for his mentor, refused even in the 1750s to promote his
atomic theories by arguing against Wolff’s monadism, although he was
privately convinced that his proofs would refute the German’s ‘mystical
teaching’. His forbearance and the continuing dominance of Wolffian
influence meant that his insights had little immediate impact. Only late
in the nineteenth century didMoscow University come to acknowledge the
scope of its founder’s intuitive scientific genius.

other cu l tur a l a c t i v i t i e s

It was not only the cerebral work of writers and scientists that contributed to
the Enlightenment, but also collective cultural activities that fostered a sense
of shared values among groups whose self-image was that of enlighteners of
their society. It has been stressed that the personification of the state in
Russia’s rulers exerted immense influence on the development of Russian
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culture.19 That influence was manifest and manifold in the case of Peter the
Great.With his successors the scope and pace of the imperial drive may have
waned. However, the increase in opportunities for social interaction on the
European pattern introduced by Peter with his compulsory assemblies
(assamblei) for nobles, training grounds to exercise proper etiquette, con-
tinued apace in the reigns of the three empresses, Anna (1730–40), Elizabeth
(1741–61) and Catherine II (1762–96).
Under Anna national music institutions, such as the Winter Palace

Opera House and music printing by the Academy of Sciences, were
established. The placing of Italian opera at the centre of Russian court life
was an indication of Anna’s intention to westernise musical culture. For
direction she turned away from the German musicians favoured by Peter to
Italy, identified as one of the several ‘Europes’ adopted by Russia in its
Enlightenment.20 Francesco Araja was appointed as the first Italian
Kapellmeister and a stream of Italian musicians were to follow in his foot-
steps throughout the century, with talented young Russians being sent to
further their studies in Italy. What is remarkable is the degree of the Italians’
acculturation as they took advantage of the richness of the Russian choral
tradition in their contributions to the Orthodox liturgy.21

This happy melding of native and European traditions in musical life was
not typical of the interaction between Russian and alien by the mid-century.
Other cultural spheres lacked the foundation of a sturdy Russian heritage
that music had been able to build upon. The dramatic theatre, for example,
was in comparison late to make any impact on court life. Traditional theatre
amounted to no more than crude fairground entertainments, often vilified
by the church, and there was virtually no European-style theatre, apart from
performances by foreign troupes, until Empress Elizabeth inaugurated the
first public theatre in St Petersburg in 1756 under the direction of the poet
and playwright Sumarokov (1718–77). The theatre flourished under
Catherine II, who was herself a skilful playwright; she founded the
Hermitage gallery with munificent purchases of complete western art
collections and was an enthusiastic developer of parks and gardens in the
English style.

Meanwhile, the unease of the nobility at the poverty of Russian high
culture quickened the development of their national consciousness.
Lomonosov gave vehement expression to this growing sense of the distinc-
tiveness of being Russian, apparent in his determination to establish a
Russian literary language and a distinct Russian prosody and in his role in
the founding of a university in the old capital of Moscow, as well as in his
fractious personal dealings with fellow German academicians. His fervent
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nationalism flared up in 1749 in a controversy on the origins of the Russian
nation. Academician Müller traced the lineage of the first Russian rulers
back to the Varangian princes, the Vikings who in the ninth century had
been invited, according to the Primary Chronicle, to impose order on the
strife-torn Russian lands. Lomonosov and others fiercely opposed this
‘Normanist’ theory of history; the discovery that the Scandinavians had
created their first political organism ‘came as a severe shock to their Russian
self respect’.22 Lomonosov sought historical compensation in eulogies of
Peter the Great, such as his panegyric to him in 1755 to commemorate the
coronation of Elizabeth. This has been seen as an important step in the
process of mythologising Peter’s reign. The myth became even more
important than Peter’s real achievement for subsequent Russian thought.
The extolling of Peter’s personal attributes by Lomonosov was crucial in
reinforcing a political tradition of personal, goal-driven leadership. Even
well into the nineteenth century Peter’s innovations became a focal point in
discussions on the nature of Russian society. ‘Anyone who has wished to
cast any philosophical glance on our past’, wrote Kliuchevsky, ‘has consid-
ered it an imperative of scholarly decency to express his judgement on
Peter’s activities.’23

en l i ght enment i n the r e i gn

o f c a ther i n e the gr e a t

Catherine the Great, with whom for some authorities the Russian
Enlightenment really began,24 expressed her admiration for Peter in her
1766 plan for a bronze equestrian statue of the tsar. A sense of continuity
and parity, if not a hint of pre-eminence, was conveyed in a poetic response
to it that appeared in her 1769 moral weekly All Sorts: ‘Peter gave us being,
Catherine a soul.’25 It was echoed in Kheraskov’s line that ‘Peter gave
Russians bodies, Catherine – souls’, used by Kliuchevsky to illustrate the
difference between them as reformers.26

By the early years of Catherine’s reign, as Wolffian influence began to
wane, the ideas of the French philosophes had made their impact. It was seen
in Kozelsky’s Philosophic Propositions, published in 1768 at the Senate Press
and described as ‘the first systematic exposition of philosophical ideas by a
Russian author’.27 The ‘propositions’ were culled from Voltaire, Helvétius,
Montesquieu, Rousseau andDiderot’s reworking of Shaftesbury. No organ-
ised system emerged from the various propositions and no project for the
reform of government. In concord with the general tenor of the French
Enlighteners, Kozelsky appeared to be a rationalist supporter of natural law,
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a deist who did not see religion as the fount of morality, but maintained that
social conduct and politics should be based on ethical principles.
Meanwhile, Catherine engaged in spirited correspondence with the
French encyclopédistes Diderot and Voltaire, and with Melchior Grimm.
An important step in bringing the Lumières of France to Russia was the
composition of her ‘Instruction’, or Nakaz, to the Legislative Commission
that she convened in 1767. In the years between her arrival in Russia from
Prussia in 1744, as bride for the GrandDuke Peter, and her accession in 1762
Catherine claimed to have read voraciously.28 Political works that were a
staple of her reading formed the basis of her ‘Instruction’. Her most
important source was Montesquieu’s Spirit of the Laws, which supplied
294 articles out of the 526 in Part I of the ‘Instruction’. A further 108 were
drawn from Beccaria’s On Crimes and Punishments. Other sources were the
encyclopédistes, including d’Alembert, François Quesnay’s Natural Law and
even, albeit indirectly through Desnitsky, Adam Smith according to some,
although this is disputed.29 However, she did not retain their views uncriti-
cally, modifying them to suit her particular circumstances. One crucial
point of variance was that while Montesquieu considered a noble class,
defined by birth and a shared sense of honour, as a necessary intermediary
between the ruler and the ruled in a balanced monarchical constitution,
Catherine saw that intermediary role as the province of a service class, a
bureaucracy serving the interests of the sovereign legislator. For support
Catherine turned to the ‘police science’, or Polizeiwissenschaft, propounded
by such writers as Bielfeld in his Political Institutions, and Justi, who wrote
in the tradition of Christian Wolff’s ‘philosophic cameralism’.30 ‘Police’
must not be understood in its modern, narrow sense; Catherine, in her
heading to chapter 21 of the ‘Instruction’, equated it with ‘Good Order’,
which embraced urban planning, public decency, health, consumer protec-
tion, employment legislation and general welfare.31 There have been many
conflicting views on the true nature of the ‘Instruction’ and of the
Legislative Commission that it was designed to ‘instruct’, many prompted
by the particular viewpoint of contemporaries and subsequent inter-
preters.32 However, the deep impress of Enlightenment ideas must not be
underestimated.

Neither must one undervalue the significance of the presentation of these
ideas. The title ‘Instruction’ has misled commentators into perceiving the
work as primarily a manual designed to provide an agenda for the Legislative
Commission. But it was not merely a political manifesto. It was also the first
substantial literary work by Catherine in a fruitful writing career. Literature
for Europeans in the early eighteenth century was not limited to imaginative
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writing but embraced a broad field of discourses including divinity, history,
philosophy and science.33 It was not confined to the reader’s private study
but functioned as a social activity. A crucial audience for Montesquieu’s
works had been the Parisian salons presided over by influential hostesses,
where works were read out, listened to and discussed in a social gathering.
Significantly, the first critical response to the Spirit of Laws had been by
Madame de Tencin, literary hostess to the luminaries of the Enlightenment,
who recognised the belletristic character of the work.34

There was no equivalent in Russia to the Parisian literary salons, but
Catherine seems to have been well aware that literature should be a social
activity. Her early drafts of the ‘Instruction’were read out to ‘several persons
of widely differing views … Debates then ensued on every item.’35 This
initial introduction of the work to an elite group was a prelude to its
presentation to the wide-ranging gathering of deputies from across the
Russian Empire. The Commission consisted of over 500 representatives of
the various estates. Once a month they listened to the ‘Instruction’ being
read out in its entirety. Furthermore, fifty-four copies were distributed to
various offices, and in 1768 the Senate decreed that in each office the
‘Instruction’ should be read out three times a year.36

The purpose of these public readings was to encourage debate among a
broadened spectrum of society. Enlightenment was no longer the province of
a tiny, beleaguered elite wedged close to the throne as Prokopovich’s ‘Learned
Watch’ had been. The awareness grew that progress not only depended on a
stock of knowledge, but prospered through communication networks that
dispensed, distributed and debated that knowledge. The publishing and
reading of books, moral weeklies and journals, masonic lodges and travel all
constituted enlightened sociability in Europe; Russia, encouraged by
Catherine, was about to share fully in this enlightened sociability.
Western European literature provided most of the secular books pub-

lished in Russian in Catherine’s reign, as she sponsored an ambitious
programme of translations that followed the publication of her
‘Instruction’, with the establishment in November 1768 of a Society for
the Translation of Foreign Books headed by her literary secretary, Kozitsky.
Generous subsidies were provided for the venture, which required profession-
al, salaried translators. It remained in being until it was superseded by the
Russian Academy of Letters in 1783. Within its first four years of existence
the Society had published over forty titles including extracts from the
Encyclopédie and works of Montesquieu and Voltaire.
Hard on the heels of the Society, Catherine, again with the aid of

Kozitsky as editor, launched the first Russian moral weekly, All Sorts,
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modelled on Addison and Steele’s Spectator, which had long been imitated
across Europe. Isolated Spectator essays, mostly didactic in nature, had been
translated into a variety of Russian publications from the 1720s onwards,
but All Sorts was the first to reflect the Spectator model in which a fictional
character presided as editor. In the case of All Sorts it was Babushka, or
Granny. The nature of the material included in the weekly varied from the
purely didactic to entertaining satirical sketches of coarse social manners
and morals that required correction. The journal has been seen as another
manifestation of Catherine’s policy of ‘official enlightenment’37 or ‘enlight-
ened liberalism’38 that sought to modify and mould public attitudes. It
attempted to disabuse her subjects of the notion that the cause of social
failings could be ascribed to the system or government; they were the
consequence of perverted morals.39 Her initiative was to be an invitation
to other Russian writers to join with her in this new enterprise. ‘I see an
infinite posterity for All Sorts’, wrote Granny in the first issue. ‘I see it being
followed by legitimate and illegitimate children.’ Immediately it spawned a
cluster of imitators.

By far the most successful was Novikov’s Drone. Novikov (1744–1818),
one of the early students at the Moscow University Gymnasium, had been
drafted to serve in the Legislative Commission as a minute-taker for the
committee formed to consider ‘the middling sort of men’. The knowledge
of the social issues gleaned there obviously served him well as social
commentator in the new type of moral weekly. The appearance of a
group of like-minded journals had signalled a widening of the constituency
of arbitrators of social thought, and the closing numbers of The Drone in
1769, with a variety of vivid, thumbnail sketches under the heading ‘Who
Are My Readers?’, hinted at an expanded reception for its message.
However, the vagaries of an underdeveloped publishing system did not
allow the moral weeklies to prosper, and they were short-lived. Novikov
tried again in 1772 with a new moral weekly, The Painter. At the outset, he
demonstrated his alignment with Catherine’s own policies by identifying
his efforts with the author of a new comedy, Oh, Times!, supposedly
anonymous but generally ascribed to the empress herself. Oh, Times!
ridiculed the obscurantist, vulgar provincial gentry resistant to the progres-
sive measures of the new regime, and Novikov’s Painter (significantly the
editorial persona was now an honest craftsman rather than a nobleman)
joined in the mocking. The introductory paper to the second part of The
Painter reinforced the point that its editor was a committed supporter of the
empress’s policies. A tribute to Catherine from a naval chaplain recently
returned from the Mediterranean expedition was followed by an extract
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from Frederick the Great’s Matinées royales in which he explained how
necessary writers were to a sovereign, confirming the power contemporary
writers had newly acquired in becoming adjuncts to enlightened rulers.
The ideal projected by Novikov’s moral journals was that of a caring

monarchy intent on uniting all estates in a common endeavour to advance
their society. Opposition came from provincial obscurantists, who had to
be unmasked. The model citizen supported the monarch in exchange for
the latter’s care, and the ‘truly noble nobleman’ was he who had the total
welfare of his serfs at heart. Conventional Russian thinking, as reflected
by Novikov, had little truck with the bourgeois ideologies of western
European Enlightenment advocating social relationships based on rational,
impersonal legislation. Such views may have been advanced by the most
original Russian thinkers of the time such as Desnitsky, but their arguments
fell on deaf ears among their fellow citizens.40 Although there was no
hint of xenophobia in Novikov’s writings, his moral weeklies counselled
readers, as Russian patriots, to be discriminating in their acceptance of
foreign influences, however beneficial. He derided the absurdities of
unthinking Gallomania as much as did Fonvizin in his stage comedies
The Brigadier (completed 1769) and The Minor (1782). A further indication
of a growing confidence in Russia’s sense of identity was Novikov’s
publication of two works, the Essay at an Historical Dictionary of Russian
Writers, which included as many as fifty-four pre-Petrine writers, and the
collection of historical archival documents in his Ancient Russian Library.
He was recommended for the latter task by Prince Shcherbatov, who
had been granted access to the State Archives in January 1770 in order to
write a history of Russia. Shcherbatov, inspired by his researches into
pre-Petrine Russia, was able to set Peter’s achievements into a broad
historical context, raising the question that was central to Russian thinkers
in future years, namely whether indiscriminate, superficial aping of
European manners, an unintended consequence of Peter’s reforms, had
led to a corruption of traditional virtues.41

How were the moral ills to be cured and a general sense of ethical
responsibility to be restored? One way was to project the positive image
of the ‘true son of the fatherland’ or the ‘truly noble nobleman’. Forming
such paragons was the aim of influential educational institutions such as the
Cadet Corps and the Smolny Institute, where young ladies were groomed in
the role of suitable partners for ‘sons of the fatherland’. The portrayal of the
latter in Novikov’s introduction to his journal The Bag (1774) was based on
the French Encyclopédie article ‘Patriote’, echoing its affirmation that ‘to
serve one’s fatherland is not a fanciful duty, but an actual obligation’ and
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suggesting that Russia’s ‘son of the fatherland’ was a local variant of a
pattern elaborated at the centre of the European Enlightenment.

However, the Encyclopédie’s secular ‘patriot’was soon to be significantly
modified. ‘The Christian Patriot’ was the title of the second half of a
treatise, Warheit der Religion, by a Baltic German pastor, Gotthard
Friedrich Stender (1714–96), directed against deists and ‘Voltaireans’
and published in a Russian translation in 1785 as True Religion.42 An
underlying trend in the purification of morals was the long-established
and persisting influence of German Pietism, intent on reforming the
individual on the basis of the seventeenth-century hermetic, mystical
intellectual currents, termed the ‘Rosicrucian Enlightenment’ by
Frances Yates, that found expression in the works of Johann Arndt and
Jacob Böhme. The Pietism that made its way into Russia was not at odds
with the Russian Orthodox Church. Indeed, its spirit of service and
personal sentiment was most effectively spread by ecclesiastical schools.
Furthermore, the Russian translators of German religious works were
careful to select those that were free of dogmatic theology.

A crucial moment was Novikov’s recruitment into freemasonry in
St Petersburg in 1775. The lodge he was invited to join was presided over
by Elagin, one of Catherine’s most trusted advisers, and was aligned with
the English variant of freemasonry imbued with a secular and rationalistic
outlook that was in the mainstream of the approved philosophe
Enlightenment. When obliged to explain his involvement with the craft
during his interrogation after his arrest for subversion in 1792, Novikov
stressed that in 1775 the masonic gatherings were tantamount to public,
social occasions for prominent, principal noblemen and members of the
educated service class committed to Catherine’s reforms. No sooner had
English masonry taken root in St Petersburg than its Russian adherents felt
dissatisfied with its apparent superficiality. Elagin himself turned to a
parallel system demanding a moral commitment and strict moral discipline
from its members established by Baron Reichel, an expatriate German.
Novikov embraced with enthusiasm this alternative to the convivial
‘English’ lodges. As he explained at his interrogation: ‘We understood
true masonry to be what led the way to moral correction by the shortest
means in the path of Christian moral teaching.’43 From now on he devoted
his editorial and organisational energies to the masonic cause without ever
thinking that his activities were in conflict with Catherine’s reform policies.
In 1777 Novikov published a masonic, philosophical journal, Morning
Light, which enjoyed support from the church hierarchy and was intended
to support charity schools.
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A second important date was April 1779, when Novikov transferred his
activities from St Petersburg to the old capital of Moscow. Here, with
Catherine’s approval, he was granted a ten-year lease of the ailing university
press. Moscow, with a population twice that of St Petersburg and much less
beholden to foreign influence, represented the old Russia and proved a
fertile ground for Novikov’s venture into publishing. In 1784 he took
advantage of the decree on the setting-up of private presses to found the
Typographical Company with the financial support of wealthy fellow
masons. In the 1780s about a third of all Russian publications, and the
most profitable, were those of an educational or historical nature.
Collections by leading Russian writers appeared, as well as a variety of
translations ranging from Bacon, Diderot, Locke, Rousseau and Voltaire
to modern classics such as Corneille, Fielding, Klopstock, Lessing, Milton,
Racine, Shakespeare and Sterne. Writers favoured by the masons such as
Arndt and Böhme appeared but did not monopolise the output. In his
choice of material Novikov showed that he had a broad rather than sectarian
understanding of Russia’s Enlightenment, and his Moscow Monthly
Publication, established in 1781 and advertised as a continuation of
Morning Light, also trod the middle ground, guarding against assaults
from obscurantists on the one hand and extreme free-thinkers on the other.
Apart from literature, Novikov inspired joint social endeavours that have

been seen as the beginnings of an autonomous civil society in Russia. The
pietistic tradition of service persisting within Russian freemasonry was
apparent in charitable educational groups alongside the reinvigorated uni-
versity press. A Pedagogical Seminar was set up, funded by the Urals
industrialist Demidov, which by 1782 supported thirty funded teachers
under training. In 1781 a Society of University Alumni was formed whose
aims were to practise personal responsibilities for society and pursue moral
virtue. The following year a Translation Seminar was established with the
aim of rendering moral works into Russian; six students were transferred
from church seminaries. The same year saw them merged into the Friendly
Learned Society, formally opened in November with the approval of the
Moscow Governor-General and Archbishop Plato. Its benefactors were the
same masons who had invested in the Typographical Company. One policy
of the Friendly Learned Society was to have a vital bearing on the subse-
quent development of Russian literature and thought. Believing in the
beneficial effect of travel, it sent gifted young graduates of the university
to Europe at its expense. One of these was Karamzin, whose Letters of a
Russian Traveller (1797–1801), based on a journey into Europe in 1789,
proved to be a remarkable demonstration of the benefit of travel in
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broadening mental horizons. Karamzin was also given the opportunity to
practise as a writer in the Society’s Children’s Reading for Heart and Mind,
Russia’s first educative magazine for children. There were also plans for a
public apothecary and hospital, and provisions were made for large-scale
famine relief following the drought of 1787. If these group initiatives
indicated the stirrings of an autonomous civil society in Russia, it did not
follow that participants were interested in establishing any independent
political structures. They did not countenance freeing themselves from the
patronage and tutelage of their sovereign.

It was Catherine who eventually distanced herself from their activities.
She had little sympathy for freemasonry, treating it with amused disdain, as
was evident in her three anti-masonic comedies, The Deceiver (1785), The
Siberian Shaman (1786) and The Deluded (1786). Her displeasure with
private initiatives became evident after 1784, when Novikov was charged
with breaking copyright by reprinting for Moscow schools textbooks issued
by the Imperial National Schools Commission. In December 1785
Catherine ordered an inventory of Novikov’s publications to be made on
the grounds that his presses were reputed to have printed ‘many strange
books’.44 Archbishop Plato was ordered to examine Novikov’s beliefs and
the books for any signs that they concealed ideas ‘not in concord with the
plain and pure rules of our Orthodox faith and civil obligations’.45 The
campaign against freemasonry, now labelled the ‘new dissent’, continued
until the lodges were closed in 1786. Catherine would have been alarmed at
their close links with influential German Rosicrucians under Johann
Christoph Wöllner, a high official in the reign of Frederick William II of
Prussia, and their courting of her son and heir, Paul. It has also been argued
that by demonstrating her antipathy to the ‘new dissent’, she also sought to
reaffirm her support for the Orthodox Church, whose cooperation she had
always assiduously cultivated.46 Such cooperation was vital in the aftermath
of the French Revolution, whose consequences forced Catherine to show a
steel hand. In 1791 Novikov was arrested, interrogated and incarcerated
in the Schlüsselburg Fortress. Catherine’s waning trust in the
Enlightenment was extinguished in 1792 with the arrest and condemnation
to death of Radishchev, a sentence commuted to Siberian exile. The
reason for the repression was her fury at his A Journey from St Petersburg to
Moscow. Radishchev was in many ways a typical product of the Russian
Enlightenment. From 1767–71, as one of an elite group of young Russians, he
had studied law at Leipzig, where he came to know the works of Leibniz and
Wolff and was enthused by French philosophes such as Helvétius, Rousseau
andMably. On his return to St Petersburg he translatedMably’sObservations
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on the History of Greece, published for Catherine’s Society for the Translation
of Foreign Books in 1773 despite its evident republican sympathies. Prompted
by the unveiling of Falconet’s statue to Peter the Great in 1782, he wrote his
‘Letter to a Friend in Tobolsk’, the local Director of Economic Affairs, who
had been a fellow student in Leipzig. Although fully supportive of Peter’s
reforms and without questioning his greatness, the ‘Letter’ did identify
weaknesses in Peter’s failure to safeguard individual liberty within a frame-
work of civic law. Published in 1789, it caused Catherine to expostulate during
Radishchev’s interrogation that it was proof that he was a foremost supporter
of the French Revolution. In fact Radishchev expressed bitter regret in his
Journey that the Revolutionary National Assembly in France ‘had violated the
principles of freedom of speech’.47 Freedom of the individual for Radishchev
was derived from a social contract, defined by juridical relations based on
rationality and self-interest. This belief in the abstract principles of
Enlightenment thought permeated the Journey and the traveller’s firsthand
account of the social evils so evident in the Russian staging posts strung out
between the two capital cities. Its faith in the spirit and efficiency of just laws
recalled Catherine’s ownNakaz. However, the Journey also reflected the other
strand in Russian thinking: the belief in the efficacy of personal moral
perfectibility. Radishchev had been an enthusiastic freemason and remained
a bosom friend of Kutuzov, a fellow student in Leipzig and a leading light in
Novikov’s Moscow circle; the Journeywas dedicated to Kutuzov. The effusive
dedication was from a sentimental traveller, prey to the slightest tinge of
emotional response to the iniquities of Russian reality encountered on his
passage. The sentimental traveller was the true ‘son of the fatherland’ already
depicted by Radishchev in his ‘Discourse on What It Means To Be a Son of
the Fatherland’. This had appeared in a short-lived 1789monthly,The Citizen
in Conversation, dedicated to ‘The dearest, most beloved Fatherland of Russia’
and with an epigraph taken from Catherine’s Nakaz (chapter 6, ‘On Laws in
General’, paragraph 57): ‘We always act best when we do so willingly, freely
and according to our Natural Inclination.’ The image of the ‘son of the
fatherland’, the ‘truly noble nobleman’, abjuring selfish and brutish behav-
iour, striving for moral perfection and dedicated to serving his society, had
been impressed into Russian consciousness by the moral periodicals and
dramas, but in the Journey it acquired a solipsistic intensity. The Journey
was a disturbing, baffling mélange of rational, legalistic arguments and
sentimental responses. It accounts for Pushkin’s cool appraisal of
Radishchev in 1836: ‘Radishchev reflected the whole of French philosophy
in his time: Voltaire’s scepticism, Rousseau’s philanthropy, the political
cynicism of Diderot and Raynal, but all in a clumsy, misshapen form, as
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everything is twisted in the reflection of a distorting mirror. He is indeed the
true representative of semi-enlightenment.’48

conclu s i on

‘Semi-enlightenment’may be too harsh a judgement. Russians had endeav-
oured to adapt new ways of thought to the reality of their society. The
essential Enlightenment faith in reason and man’s innate capability for
perfecting social relationships and his individual moral behaviour was
generally accepted. German science, philosophy, Pietism and masonic
theory and practice had proved to be as compelling as the array of works
by the French philosophes. There had been, from the days of Prokopovich’s
embattled ‘Learned Watch’, a steady expansion of the sector of society that
saw itself as upholding and propagating the complex of Enlightenment
values; its inclination was to do so in close cooperation with the state,
present in the person of an enlightened sovereign. The French Revolution
sundered this intimate relationship. The memory of Catherine’s rejection
of the supportive public sphere deepened its negative response to future
tsars, particularly Paul I and Nicholas I, who were wary of an independent-
minded citizenry. However, the concepts of the Enlightenment, if eclipsed,
lay dormant within the educated service class, and the self-conscious elite of
‘sons of the fatherland’, if shunned, retained the potential of forming an
active force in the shaping of Russian society.
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chapter 5

Conservatism in the age of Alexander I
and Nicholas I

William Leatherbarrow

In addressing the question of conservatism in Russia and in seeking to
establish the nature of any Russian conservative ‘tradition’, the initial prob-
lem, as ever, is one of defining terms. Was ‘conservatism’ in nineteenth-
century Russia simply, as its opponents might have argued, the expression of
unwillingness on the part of those representing a historically privileged class to
accommodate any changes that might diminish that class’s advantages (espe-
cially those offered by land ownership and the institution of serfdom)?Was it
hostility to any manifestation of political liberalism or radicalism that might
unleash destructive social consequences, a sort of reversion to the safety of
tradition in order to head off the spread of revolution in the wake of 1789 or
the Decembrist Revolt of 1825? Was it inevitably associated with the tradition
of autocracy, or was it – as Richard Pipes asserts – more broadly based?1

Indeed, was it merely an inherited and unquestioning sense of the inviol-
ability of what Shcherbatov, that eighteenth-century apologist of the old
nobility, termed ‘strict ancestral rules’?2

Or was Russian conservatism an altogether more positive phenomenon,
securely grounded in a set of principles that were in turn rooted in the
conviction that continuity was more important than change, that cultural
and historical differences peculiar to individual nations were significant, and
that only those circumstances and institutions validated by native tradition
were truly justified and appropriate to Russia? In this regard, and as part of
his argument that Russian conservatism should be seen not primarily as a
reactive and reactionary political philosophy, but as an intellectual move-
ment in its own right, Pipes establishes the following key principle:

Conservatism was by its very nature more diversified than liberalism. The liberals,
who espoused the ideals of the Enlightenment, wished to change society in accord
with certain principles which all of them held in common; liberty, equality,
fraternity meant much the same thing in Greece and Spain, Russia and
Germany, at least programmatically. Liberalism was international, cosmopolitan,
and its adherents regarded the triumph of liberal ideals anywhere in the world as a
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personal triumph. Not so the conservatives. The conservatives did have in common
certain basic attitudes, for their movements developed in reaction to the same set of
circumstances; but their attention was focused on local, particular factors. The
search for traditions, for roots, naturally took a different course in every country,
depending on its conditions.3

Pipes’s identification of a sense of historical difference as a key determinant
of conservative thought suggests that one way of seeking to understand the
conservative ‘tradition’ in Russia might be through the philosophy of history
implicitly or explicitly expressed by representatives of that tradition. The
enduring legacy of the Petrine reforms and the penetration of Enlightenment
ideas into Russian intellectual life in the reign of Catherine the Great were the
most significant factors in the emergence of history as a legitimate subject for
theoretical debate among Russian thinkers of the late eighteenth century.
They brought out into the open an implicit contradiction between views of
Russia’s development that broadly were either ‘historicist’ or ‘ahistoricist’ in
their approach. The former privileged the importance of historical continuity
and tradition in the evolution of a nation’s specific and indigenous cultural
and social features, while the latter emphasised universalism and rationalism
and sought to reconceptualise and reconfigure Russia’s historical path on the
basis of alien institutions and philosophic principles which, although con-
ceived on totally different historical and cultural soils, were deemed by virtue
of their demonstrable rationality to be commonly applicable (and therefore of
a higher order).4 Peter the Great’s willingness to sacrifice long-established
Russian traditions and institutions in favour of western-inspired innovations
that might better serve his modernising drive were matched by Catherine’s
initial belief that the ideas of the European Age of Reason might be trans-
plantable to Russia with only beneficial consequences for Russian social and
political life. Indeed, it is from the Age of Reason that the idea emerges that
the concept of universality might be applicable not only to the objective laws
of the material world, on the basis of which Peter sought to refine Russian
technology, but also to the ‘laws’ governing mankind’s social, political and
cultural development.

Catherine’s conviction that western European ideas might be applied to
Russia from above by a strong and enlightened monarch was encouraged by
the view, expressed by Diderot among others, that the Petrine reforms had
cleared the ground by weakening any indigenous cultural and historical
traditions that might interfere with such a revolution. Russia was thus in a
privileged position to enact the spirit of the Enlightenment in a way that
might prove difficult in lands where the power of tradition was undimin-
ished. With Catherine’s encouragement the progressive nobility of her time
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espoused ideas that were as diverse as the European thinkers whose works
they read: Voltaire, Montesquieu, Beccaria, Rousseau, Mably, Priestley,
Locke and the French encyclopédistes stand out among many others. Yet the
various strands of Enlightenment thought shared a common belief that the
laws of nature, upon which the physical world was erected, were ultimately
knowable, and that man’s increasing enlightenment would permit him first
to understand and then to control the world around him. This faith in the
power of reason and its role in the discoverability of underlying laws also
coloured Enlightenment views of society and history and of man’s relation-
ship to them; and it fostered a universalist juridical world-view according to
which societies were perfectible if based upon objectively rational social
relations and an enlightened code of law. The potentially revolutionary
implications of such ideas for societies based on local, traditional but ‘irra-
tional’ social and political structures are all too clear, and by the end of her
reign, fearful of the revolutionary consequences of the Age of Reason in
Europe and the threat to her own position posed by the Pugachev revolt,
Catherine had in some regards retreated into a conservative nationalism that
emphasised not only the survival, but also the superiority, of the sort of
Russian historical and cultural tradition characteristic of the pre-Petrine era.
In this way she set both the terms and the opposing extremes of subsequent
historical debate in Russia. Some, like Novikov, would reflect the ambiguity
of Catherine’s position by tempering their own advocacy of progressive
European ideas with a keen sense of Russian patriotism and thus find
themselves caught between universalism and national tradition. Others,
such as Shcherbatov in his On the Corruption of Morals in Russia (not
published until 1858), while steeped in Enlightenment ideals and supportive
of the role of Peter the Great in Russian history, came to reject many
innovations of the post-Petrine era and to affirm the superiority of tradi-
tional Russian institutions in terms that in many ways anticipated the ideas
of Karamzin, ideas to be considered more fully later in this chapter.5On the
other hand, the later part of Catherine’s reign also saw in the work of
Radishchev a full expression of the rationalistic universalism implicit in
Enlightenment thought and neatly expressed in Hume’s assertion that
‘mankind are so much the same, in all times and places, that history informs
us of nothing new or strange in this particular. Its chief use is only to
discover the constant and universal principles of human nature.’6 Although
he occasionally appeared to pay lip-service to the role of national tradition in
works such as ‘A Discourse on What It Means To Be a Son of the
Fatherland’ (1789) and elsewhere,7 Radishchev’s world-view was rooted in
the conviction that nature, virtue and society were founded upon abstract
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laws that had been revealed by reason and were immutable, universally valid
and not subordinate to the specific historical quirks of any single nation. As
Andrzej Walicki succinctly puts it: ‘Although attempts have been made to
discover elements of historicism in his world-view, these do not seem con-
vincing. Radishchev boldly pitted an idealized Reason and Virtue against real
history; his moral absolutism permitted no historical justification for stupidity
or crime, no understanding of historical relativity.’8 The indictment of
Russian serfdom and autocracy in his Journey from St Petersburg to Moscow
(1790) flows directly from the ahistoricism of Radishchev’s thought, in which
the western spirit of legalism, enshrined in the concepts of personal rights and
natural and civil law, provided a yardstick for questioning the legality of such
native institutions and their appropriateness in an age of reason.

k ar amz in

Radishchev was not only a critic of the conditions of Catherine’s reign, but
also a product of those conditions. As a Russian nobleman he was acutely
sensitive to the dangers inherent in the revolutionary overthrow from below
of traditional institutions. He feared popular revolt and conceived the
Journey not as a call to revolution, but as a warning to the Russian ruling
classes that they must enact reforms and erect Russian society on rational
foundations before they were swept away by the bursting dam of popular
discontent. The work of Karamzin, on the other hand, served to emphasise
the limits and dangers of reform from the point of view of a thinker keenly
sensitive to Russian historical tradition and alert to national differences. His
credentials in those respects were established by his writings on historical
matters, culminating in a twelve-volume History of the Russian State that
began to appear from 1818, and by his official role of government historian
during the reign of Alexander I. His conservative nationalism was rooted,
though, in the enduring horror provoked in him by the later stages of the
French Revolution and the Jacobin terror, and it was formulated to reflect
his alarm at the reforming processes initiated during the early years
of Alexander’s reign. Although to some extent a response to the anti-
traditionalism of European Enlightenment philosophy, Karamzin’s conser-
vatism lacked a firm philosophical basis of its own. Instead, it sought to
revalidate specific national social traditions and institutions at a time when
they were under siege not only from Enlightenment insistence that they
should demonstrate their appropriateness and rationality, but also from the
reforms planned by Alexander’s adviser Speransky. In this regard Pipes is
right to argue that Karamzin represents Russian conservatism as a social,
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rather than intellectual or philosophical, phenomenon.9 It is only from the
advent of Romantic nationalism at the end of Alexander’s reign that Russian
conservatism can truly be said to have acquired a philosophical basis; and it
took the Slavophiles’ grounding in German idealism and Orthodox spiri-
tuality to raise Karamzin’s reactive and pragmatic defence of the established
order to the level of true historiosophy.
In his Memoir on Ancient and Modern Russia (1811) Karamzin took issue

with the proposals emanating from Speransky’s commission, arguing that
they contained ‘not a single idea derived from observation of the peculiar
social complexion of Russia’ and implying that the commission had failed to
acknowledge ‘that the laws of a nation must be an outgrowth of its own
ideas, customs, habits, and special circumstances’.10 In arguing that ‘an old
nation has no need of new laws’11 and that Russia should seek instead to
define its own social principles, Karamzin’s Memoir sought to do the latter
on the basis of the interdependence throughout Russian history of the
institutions of autocracy, the nobility and serfdom. Much of the Memoir
is given over to a vigorous defence of autocracy as the form of government
most appropriate to Russia and of the nobility and serfdom as essential
supports for that form. Karamzin’s advocacy of autocracy as ‘the Palladium
of Russia’ that has ‘founded and resuscitated’ the nation is based first on the
initial premise of the Memoir, which asserts that ‘[t]he present is a conse-
quence of the past. To judge the former one must recollect the latter.’12

Historically, strong monarchical government has proved itself adept at
holding together the diverse and extensive lands that comprise the
Russian nation, whereas attempts to weaken such centralised control have
led, as in the appanage period of Kievan Rus, to national disaster. Now, with
Alexander I poised to sanction reforms designed to limit autocracy in
Russia, Karamzin is quick to warn him of the lack of wisdom of such a
move and its likely consequences:

If Alexander, inspired by generous hatred for the abuses of autocracy should lift a
pen and prescribe himself laws other than those of God and of his conscience, then
the true, virtuous citizen of Russia would presume to stop his hand, and to say:
‘Sire! You exceed the limits of your authority. Russia, taught by long disasters,
vested before the holy altar the power of autocracy in your ancestor, asking him that
he rule her supremely, indivisibly. This covenant is the foundation of your author-
ity, you have no other. You may do everything, but you may not limit your
authority by law!’13

Nomatter how enlightened Alexander’s support for the modernisation of
Russia might be, the fact remains that ‘it is dangerous to tamper with
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ancient political structures’, and ‘[o]nly those laws are salutary which have
for long been desired by the best minds of the country, and of which, so to
say, the people have had a premonition’.14 Traditional and patriarchal
monarchical authority, unlimited by anything other than tradition, the
monarch’s own sense of virtue and responsibility and respect for public
opinion, is what has always guaranteed social stability in Russia, and that
authority asserts itself through the twin requirements of fear and reward.
Rewards flow to those who provide loyal service to the tsar, but equally a
‘salutary fear’ of punishment is required in order to ensure public order.
Indeed, an absence of fear is one of the most significant political evils of an
age in which abstract legality and an emphasis upon citizens’ rights has
displaced fear of the sovereign.

Such views betray Karamzin’s origins as a member of the gentry class that
had historically benefited most from the rewards granted in return for
loyalty. He is quick to assert that the gentry are an hereditary estate,
whose role is to serve and provide support for the monarch and whose
reward for such service is the right to own land and serfs: ‘The people
labour, the merchants trade, and the gentry serve, for which they are
rewarded with distinctions and benefits, respect and comfort.’ The gentry
thus have traditionally played a major, but supportive role in Russian
political life: ‘The rights of the well-born are not something apart from
monarchical authority – they are its principal and indispensable instrumen-
tality by means of which the body politic is kept in motion.’ Karamzin is
scornful of the ‘many-headed hydra of aristocracy’, which would see the
gentry’s traditional relationship with the sovereign compromised by the
aspiration to acquire political power for itself, but equally he is dismissive of
the attempts of Peter the Great to break the traditional alliance between
monarch and hereditary nobility through the creation of the Table of Ranks
and the promotion of men of low birth to high office: ‘Noble status should
not depend on rank, but rank on noble status.’15 Only the hereditary
nobility have had time over the centuries to develop the appropriate sense
of noblesse oblige that guarantees not only the inviolability of the sovereign’s
position, but also the well-being of the Russian serf.

Land and serf-ownership were seen by Karamzin as appropriate rewards for
the gentry’s loyal service, and in this regard his views are based on ‘local’
conditions that run counter to ahistoricist Enlightenment ideals concerning
the rights of man. But Karamzin is not insensitive to the injustices of serfdom
in practice, and he is quick to condemn those ‘monstrous landowners’ who
have inhumanly trafficked in the serfs they own. However, he is insistent in
his argument that the institution of serfdom, when humanely managed, has
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traditionally served the interests of all, providing economic benefits for the
state and discipline and security for the agricultural worker. New plans for
emancipation, while giving the peasants paper rights, would in reality plunge
them into moral and economic chaos once freed from seigniorial discipline
and work on the land ‘which – and this is incontrovertible – belongs to the
gentry’.16 Once again, it is hard to overlook the class interests underpinning
Karamzin’s views, but it is only too easy to condemn his stance out of hand.
We must always remember that he is not writing about autocracy, nobility
and serfdom in principle. He might quote Montesquieu, whose works he
studied, but his own views on those institutions are rooted in an admittedly
idealised vision of how they have emerged and developed in Russian con-
ditions. For Karamzin, as for other conservative Russian thinkers, those
institutions have developed in response to the patriarchal principle that has
historically supported Russian political and social structures.17 For such
thinkers, autocracy in Russia never arose from the seizure of political power
by a tyrannical ruler, but was a responsibility handed to the autocrat by his
people in moments of political crisis, such as the invitation to Riurik
described in the primary chronicles and the election of Michael Romanov
at the end of the Time of Troubles. The nobility evolved not as a jealous
alternative to autocratic power, but as a class of loyal servitors whose role was
to support the tsar in the discharge of his duties as father of the nation. And
the common people, too, formed part of this organic family unity, as reflected
in their adoption of the term of endearment batiushka (little father) to
describe the tsar.
It is thus important to emphasise that Karamzin was no apologist for

either the sort of despotism exercised by Alexander’s predecessor, Paul, or
the sort of reactionary obscurantism advocated by his successor, Nicholas I.
Instead, he saw autocracy as undivided, rather than unlimited, power. It
should not be weakened by being shared with unnecessary constitutional
institutions, but neither should it be allowed to justify inhumane behaviour
on the part of the autocrat, who must rule wisely and justly, remaining
sensitive to public opinion and the need to maintain the personal freedom
of the gentry. Nor would it be correct to conclude that, in spite of his
advocacy of specifically Russian forms, Karamzin was anti-western in the
way that many later conservative thinkers were (and here one might think of
the Slavophiles’ disparagement of the very principles of European culture).
Indeed, as Pipes points out, until the later 1790s, when he turned to
historical study and became aware of the importance of national differences,
Karamzin had attributed such differences solely to the fact that nations were
at different points on a single path of development towards universal goals.18
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His study of history taught him the importance of Russia’s adoption of the
benefits offered by the West, but only in order the better to develop a
uniquely national culture. As he wrote in an essay of 1802, ‘On the Love of
the Fatherland and on National Pride’: ‘A Patriot hastens to adapt to his
fatherland all that is beneficial and useful, but he rejects slavish imitation in
trivialities, offensive to national pride. One needs and one ought to learn:
but woe to both the nation and the man who remain eternal pupils.’19

romant i c na t i ona l i sm

Between the writing of Karamzin’s Memoir and the accession of Nicholas I
several factors emerged that were to impact significantly on the future
complexion of Russian conservative thought. The first of these was the
defeat of Napoleon and the subsequent growth of national self-
consciousness, confidence and pride; the second was the flowering of
Romanticism in Russia with its emphasis upon tradition, nationhood and
the folk at the expense of the ahistoric universality of Enlightenment
philosophy; and the third was the discovery of German idealist philosophy
by Russian intellectuals. All these contributed to the emergence of what
Walicki has termed ‘anti-enlightenment trends’ in early nineteenth-century
Russia. The defeat of Napoleon led to a sense of Russian superiority and
national messianism not only in Alexander himself (who retreated from his
earlier enlightened reformism into a mystical nationalism that hardened
into reaction, Christian fervour and the Holy Alliance with Prussia and
Austria in 1815), but also among those thinkers who sought to emphasise
Russia’s distinctiveness from the rest of Europe and the sacredness of her
mission as the defender of traditional and religious values.20 The growth of
Russian mysticism during this period (most notably in the form of mystical
freemasonry and religious revival) reflects not only the above, but also a
developing disenchantment with what increasingly came to be perceived as
the limitations of western rationalism and its universal laws. To a certain
extent this was a consequence of the general European Romantic revolt
against the principles of eighteenth-century neo-classicism and the Age of
Reason, but in Russia it also reflected the growing interest in German
idealism that fostered a particular form of Romantic nationalism grounded
in the Naturphilosophie of Schelling. It is best illustrated by the intellectual
activities of a small group of thinkers known as the ‘Wisdom-Lovers’
(liubomudry), who emerged during the closing years of Alexander’s reign
and who helped set the agenda for Russian conservative thought for a
generation to come.
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The Society of Wisdom-Lovers was founded in 1823. Its key member was
Odoevsky, best known for his work Russian Nights (1844), but it also
contained the Romantic poet Venevitinov and the later Slavophile Ivan
Kireevsky, among others. The poet Tiutchev, while not a member of the
group, would certainly have been aware of its intellectual complexion
through his mentor Raich, and many of his later poems give full and
eloquent expression to the idealist world-view espoused by the Wisdom-
Lovers. That world-view articulated a holistic vision of nature and the
material world as merely an insubstantial veil concealing the world of
the spirit, as well as implying a retreat from Enlightenment confidence in
the universal applicability of rational analysis in favour of synthesis, the
intuitive and the metaphysical.21 This in turn fostered an entirely different
approach to the understanding of history, which was no longer seen as a
mechanism subject to discoverable rational laws and amenable to rational
intervention. Instead, it was regarded as a living organism developing from
potential to actuality and governed by a metaphysical principle (or ‘spirit’).
Man was thus no longer the enlightened architect of destiny, turning to his
own ends the rational mechanics of nature and history; rather, he was an
agent of historical development, a means for the realisation not of his own
designs, but of those of the divine principle that animated all creation.
The view of the nation-state was similarly transformed in the Wisdom-

Lovers’ philosophy of nature and history. Whereas in Enlightenment
aspirations the nation-state had been, in the words of the Decembrist
Pestel, ‘the totality or mass of the people’,22merely a mechanical construct
consisting of autonomous individuals held together by laws designed to
protect the integrity of the individual while allowing the realisation of
aims held in common, in the philosophy of theWisdom-Lovers the nation
was an organic whole, irreducible and much more than the sum of its
parts. The individual was like a cell in that organism, at one with the
common purpose and lacking meaning outside that purpose. Similarly,
nations themselves formed part of a yet larger organism, that of history, in
which each played its own distinctive role and made its own unique
contribution. Such a view is clearly at odds with the rational universalism
of Enlightenment thought, and it provides a ‘cosmological’ basis for
the sort of historicism and celebration of national difference previously
advocated on a more pragmatic basis by Karamzin and others. Moreover,
while they are not intrinsically ‘conservative’ in any political sense, ideas
such as those advocated by the Wisdom-Lovers are clearly capable of
providing a rich philosophical medium for the cultivation of reactionary
ideologies by others. Venevitinov’s view that Russian culture had become
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imitative and that Russia should turn its back on Europe in order to
develop a specifically national culture, along with Odoevsky’s critique of
western materialism and sense of Russia’s mission to regenerate a spiritu-
ally bankrupt Europe, would find echoes not only among the later
Slavophiles, but also among the architects of Official Nationality during
the reign of Nicholas I.

o f f i c i a l n a t i ona l i t y

The ‘Theory of Official Nationality’, as it later became known, was in the
words of Nicholas Riasanovsky ‘a ramshackle affair’.23 Designed to combat
cosmopolitan Enlightenment ideas that had translated into revolution in
Europe and the abortive Decembrist Revolt in Russia, the ‘Theory’ was a
rearguard attempt to intellectualise reaction and restoration and proclaim
the superiority of all things Russian. Apart from Nicholas himself, the main
ideologists of Official Nationality were Nicholas’s Minister of Education,
Uvarov, and the nationalist thinkers Pogodin and Shevyrev, both professors
at Moscow University. The theory was formally articulated as an official
ideology by Uvarov in 1833, when he clearly signalled its central tenets as
being ‘Orthodoxy (pravoslavie), autocracy (samoderzhavie) and nationality
(narodnost’)’. These were to be the three pillars of all state education and
propaganda, and they were subsequently taken up and disseminated by
such conservative periodicals as The Beacon, The Muscovite and The
Northern Bee, as well as by individual writers and journalists such as
Senkovsky (who wrote under the pseudonym Baron Brambeus), Grech
and Bulgarin. Indeed, as late as 1847 they were to form the basis of Gogol’s
infamous Selected Passages from Correspondence with Friends, seen by
Belinsky as little more than a reactionary rant. They were identified by
Uvarov as being the principles that not only defined and fortified Russian
life, but also separated it from that of the West:

In the midst of the rapid collapse in Europe of religious and civil institutions, at the
time of a general spread of destructive ideas, at the sight of grievous phenomena
surrounding us on all sides, it was necessary to establish our fatherland on firm
foundations upon which are based the well-being, strength, and life of a people; it
was necessary to find the principles which form the distinctive character of Russia,
and which belong only to Russia; it was necessary to gather into one whole the
sacred remnants of Russian nationality and to fasten to them the anchor of our
salvation.24

The appeal of Orthodoxy, autocracy and nationality for those anxious
to construct an ideology of reaction and isolation is self-evident. The
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Orthodox Church had provided a firm buttress to autocracy throughout
much of Russian history, and Orthodoxy itself represented the spiritual
separation of Russia from Catholic Europe. Moreover, the church’s empha-
sis on ritual and worship, at the expense of cerebration and analysis, offered
a welcome antidote to the Age of Reason and its destructive consequences.
Similarly, Russian autocracy, in the idealised, patriarchal form already
described by Karamzin (and reaffirmed in the hierarchical nature of creation
implied in church teachings), was now advocated by Shevyrev and others as
a unique and harmonious form of political life that allowed an unbroken
unity of tsar and people, thus avoiding the dissension that had led in the
West first to tyranny and then to revolt against that tyranny.25 The tsar’s
authority derived from God, whereas that claimed by alternative forms of
government derived from human, not divine, reason. The third principle,
nationality (narodnost’), is deeply ambiguous, not least because the Russian
term narod may signify both the Russian nation (and thus imply conven-
tional nationalism and chauvinism) and the Russian people (and thus reflect
the preoccupation with the common folk characteristic of Romanticism). In
practice, and despite the efforts of scholars such as Pogodin and Shevyrev to
understand its true nature,26 Official Nationality simply hijacked the latter
aspect of the term in favour of the former, and narodnost’ eventually came to
mean little more than an excuse for the glorification of all things Russian
and a means for bolstering autocracy, defending serfdom and propagandis-
ing the status quo. It offered nothing in terms of new insights into the
nature and role of the Russian people (whom it regarded merely as com-
pliant material for the support of the Russian state), and it would be left to
the major Slavophile thinkers to explore the philosophical richness of
Romantic nationalism and tease out its full implications for Russia.
Of all the apologists of Official Nationality, Pogodin perhaps came

closest to investing the term with some intellectual and moral depth, and
in some respects he reflected the concerns of Slavophilism. His attachment
to the ways of Russia did not blind him to the achievements of the West;
nor did it prevent him from challenging gentry privilege and the institution
of serfdom.27 In an important essay on Peter the Great he managed the
difficult task of recognising the achievements of Peter and of the processes of
westernisation he had encouraged, while simultaneously seeking to identify
the distinctive national principles that defined Russia, separated her from
the West and justified the autocratic form of government she had adop-
ted.28 Pogodin’s view of Russian history was informed by the organicism of
German Romantic thought and he sought the distinctive features of the
Russian nation not primarily to affirm their superiority, but in order to
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understand more fully Russia’s role in the world historical order. In terms
that anticipated ideas to be developed more challengingly by Slavophiles
such as Khomiakov and Ivan Kireevsky, Pogodin saw the Russians as an
essentially peace-loving and submissive people, whose history since the
‘invitation to rule’ extended to the Varangians had been characterised by a
willingness to surrender political authority to others. This was in sharp
contrast to the nations of Europe, which had been shaped by aggression,
warfare, conquest, internecine struggle and now revolution. Although he
was emphatic in his belief that the violent principles of western civilisation
were inimical to those of Russia, Pogodin nevertheless viewed the reign of
Peter the Great as a positive and natural stage in Russian history, rather than
as a catastrophic shift that had forced Russian development along alien lines.
Peter, he argued, had been right to seek to impose upon his subjects those
western benefits that would secure Russia’s future; otherwise the nation
risked backwardness and marginalisation. Equally, the Russian people –
obedient to their submissive nature – had been right to entrust their destiny
once again to a powerful autocratic authority. This does not, though, imply
slavish imitation or unqualified worship of the West, nor the ascendancy of
foreign principles over those native to Russia. Indeed, in Pogodin’s view, the
questioning of European values following the defeat of Napoleon, the
failure of the Decembrist Revolt and the adoption of Official Nationality
marked the start of a new and higher stage for Russia. This stage would
allow her to construct a richer national culture, grafting what had been
newly learnt from Europe on to the rootstock of tradition, a tradition that
had itself evolved through the assimilation of outside influences such as
those of the Varangians and the Mongols.29

The most emphatic refutation of ideas such as these, as well as of the
general sense of national superiority established by Official Nationality, came
in the form of Chaadaev’s first ‘Philosophical Letter’, written in 1829 and first
published in the journal Telescope in 1836. Chaadaev’s ideas on Russia’s
historical nature and relationship with the West can hardly be considered as
representative of conservative Russian thought; but they did have a major
effect on the subsequent development of conservative nationalism in Russia
and must be considered briefly here. In his philosophy of history, elaborated
on the same organicist basis of Romantic thought, the inherently ‘submissive’
nature of Russia identified by Pogodin and her capacity for the ‘assimilation’
of external cultural achievements were given a negative inflection; they were
reconfigured as nothing more than the ‘puerile frivolity’ of an infant who
reaches out for every new bauble offered by others. Moreover, far from being
a uniquely harmonious nation whose cultural, social and political life
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should be glorified over that of the West, Russia represented ‘a lacuna in the
intellectual order’ and was consigned in Chaadaev’s analysis to the dustbin of
history, as a nation that had failed to develop its own role and make its own
contribution to the history of the world.

This is the natural consequence of a culture based wholly upon borrowing and
imitation. With us there is no inner development, no natural progression: new
ideas sweep away the old ones because they don’t derive from them, but come to us
from who knows where… You would think, looking at us, that the general law of
humanity has been revoked in our case. Alone in the world, we have given nothing
to the world, taught the world nothing; we have not added a single idea to the fund
of human ideas; we have contributed nothing to the progress of the human spirit,
and we have disfigured everything we have taken of that progress. From the first
instant of our social existence nothing has emanated from us for the common good
of humanity; no useful idea has sprouted on the sterile soil of our fatherland; not a
single great truth has sprung from our midst. We have never taken the trouble to
invent anything ourselves, while from the inventions of others we have adopted
only the deceptive appearances and useless luxuries.30

In a clear challenge to one of the central tenets of Official Nationality,
Chaadaev blamed Russia’s historical bankruptcy and isolation squarely on
the fact that it had taken its religion from ‘miserable, despised Byzantium’.
This had condemned Russia’s subsequent cultural evolution to one of
isolation from the ‘vivifying principle of unity’ which, in the form of
western Christianity, had animated the entire intellectual and moral devel-
opment of European civilisation and made possible its great achievements:
‘Thus, despite all that is incomplete, vicious and culpable in European
society as it stands today, it is nonetheless true that the reign of God is
realised in it in some way, because it contains the principle of indefinite
progress and possesses the seeds and elements of all that is needed for this
reign to be one day finally established on earth.’31 In Chaadaev’s philosophy
of history Christianity is not merely a moral system ‘conceived in the
perishable forms of the human mind’; it also possesses a ‘purely historical
aspect’, acting as a divine, eternal and universal power that leads humanity
to convergence in the pursuit of a single purpose. Russia must seek to rectify
its historical alienation from such universal reason not through further
isolation and the misplaced national pride advocated by Official
Nationality, but by the rejection of schism and recognition of its role in
the European Christian order: ‘We must repeat in our country the educa-
tion of mankind from the very beginning.’32

This wholly negative view of Russian history was significantly modified
in Chaadaev’s ‘Apologia of a Madman’, written in 1837, a year after the
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‘Philosophical Letter’ had brought down a hail of criticism, both official and
unofficial, upon its author’s head. It is tempting to see the ‘Apologia’ as a
form of recantation in the face of that criticism, but it represented in reality
a rethinking of Russia’s history in the full light of the reign of Peter the
Great. According to Chaadaev, Peter had seen Russia as a blank sheet of
paper on which he wrote ‘Europe and the West’. This had allowed Russia
not only to join the historical process from which she had been isolated, but
also to benefit from a past unencumbered by historical baggage. Russia’s
distinctive contribution lay not in her past, but in her future: ‘History is no
longer ours, it is true … we could not begin the whole work of humanity
again, but we can participate in its latest works. The past is no longer within
our power, but the future belongs to us.’33 The historiosophical basis of the
first ‘Philosophical Letter’, with its emphasis on the divine underpinnings of
history, together with the ‘Apologia’’s confident assertion that Russia’s past
isolation from Europe offered the key to her glorious future, were to form
the starting-point for the thought of the major Slavophiles. True, they
would reject Chaadaev’s idea of universal reason unfolding through a
process centred upon western civilisation, along with his admiration for
Peter the Great and dismissal of Orthodoxy in favour of Catholicism. But in
his view of the centrality of religion to the historical process the Slavophiles
found the powerhouse of a Romantic nationalism far more sophisticated
than any espoused by earlier conservative thinkers.

s l a vo ph i l i sm

Described by Riasanovsky as ‘the fullest and most authentic expression of
Romantic thought in Russia’,34 Slavophilism came to dominate the Russian
conservative outlook for the rest of the Nicholaevan period. Its core vision, as
well as its strengths and weaknesses, were revealed primarily in the writings
of Khomiakov, Ivan Kireevsky and Konstantin Aksakov. Between them
these three thinkers formulated a largely coherent body of doctrine embrac-
ing (albeit with varying degrees of success) personality, history, the relation-
ship of Russia to the West, the processes of cognition and the nature of
Russian society and culture. An essentially spiritual world-view structured on
Orthodox Christianity lay at the heart of that doctrine, and it stood in
opposition to the agnostic rationalism and materialism displayed by so many
liberal pro-western thinkers. It was the Orthodox theologian Khomiakov
who formulated the fundamental principles of the Slavophile theory of
history, although Kireevsky and Aksakov contributed more to an explan-
ation of how those principles impacted upon Russia’s relationship with
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Europe and upon the nature of her civil society. For Khomiakov, the differ-
ences between Russia and Europe were contemporary reflections of a histor-
ical dichotomy that had informed the entire evolution of the world. In his
Notes on Universal History, a large but fragmentary work written over much of
his career but published in three volumes only after his death, he wrote that
‘freedom and necessity constitute the hidden principle around which all
human thought is in various ways concentrated’.35 Human history, and
especially the history of its religions, thus illustrated the opposition of those
principles, in that some nations and religions were founded on and embodied
the principle of necessity, others the principle of freedom. Khomiakov termed
the principle of necessity ‘Kushite’ (referring to Kush, the biblical name for
present-day Ethiopia), while the principle of freedom was described as
the ‘Iranian’ principle. Conceived by him initially as a way of categorising
religious and cultural differences within the historical process, the contrast
between Kushite and Iranian principles came to offer Khomiakov and his
fellow Slavophiles a convenient basis on which to condemn western
European culture and affirm that of Russia.36 In Khomiakov’s distinction
Kushite nations, in thrall to the principle of necessity, expressed themselves
through organisation, rationalism, materialism, analysis, the visual arts and
the construction of imposing extraneous forms (e.g. sculpture and architec-
ture); the Iranian principle of freedom, on the other hand, manifested itself in
nations who prized free association, spontaneous creativity, spirituality, syn-
thesis and the expression of inner meaning through poetry and song.
In Khomiakov’s analysis the ancient Kushite principle of necessity,

originating in the civilisations of Africa, Babylon and parts of Asia, had
migrated into western European culture via the pagan Roman state and the
Roman Church, with its preference for rationalism over spirituality. The
Slav nations, on the other hand, headed by Russia and sustained by
Orthodoxy, represented the most complete embodiment in the modern
world of the Iranian principle of freedom. This allows us to reconfigure the
Kushite/Iranian dichotomy in more revealing and more contemporary
terms, and to understand it in relation to the contradiction between the
rational universalism of the European Enlightenment and the Romantic
nationalism that had manifested itself in Russian conservative thought since
the end of Alexander’s reign. For Khomiakov, as for other Slavophile
thinkers who embraced his analysis, the Kushite nations of the West
achieved social cohesion only through ‘necessity’ and submission to external
force. This could be political force or the force of juridical law, but in either
case it remained a force requiring the submission of the individual. Such
societies were thus artificial constructs, mechanisms that attempted to
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balance the freedom of the individual with the requirement for social
harmony. Russia, though, represented an Iranian nation whose social
cohesion illustrated the principle of freedom. Order in Russia arose sponta-
neously and freely from within, and it reflected a shared vision of moral law
rather than obedience to external necessity or contract. Russian society was
thus an organic whole reflecting a natural harmony. Whereas in the West,
especially in the wake of the Enlightenment, social theory had been domi-
nated by the concept of the autonomous individual, with his rights and
freedoms that had to be reconciled with those of other autonomous indi-
viduals and accommodated within an artificial construct called society,
Khomiakov’s ‘social theory’ was dominated by the concept of sobornost’.
This is a word whose full meaning is difficult to replicate effectively in
English. Khomiakov insisted that it was a rendition of the true meaning of
the word ‘catholic’, which derived from the Greek kata (throughout) and
holos (the whole) and thus meant ‘according to all’. It also contains the
Russian word sobor, meaning both ‘gathering’ and ‘cathedral’, and for
Khomiakov Russian society, like the Russian church, ‘is not a multitude
of persons in their separate individuality, but a unity in the grace of God,
living in a multitude of rational creatures, submitting themselves willingly
to grace’.37 In the Russian Orthodox Church ‘man does not discover …
something alien to himself. He discovers himself in it, but a self which is not
powerless in its spiritual solitude, but strong in its candid spiritual unity
with its brethren and its Saviour’, and the same was true of Russian society
as a whole.38 There was thus no contradiction in either the Russian church
or Russian society between the aspirations of the individual and those of the
whole; all were united in a single organism vivified by the spirit of God.

Just as such harmony was impossible in the mechanistic societies of the
West, so it was absent from western churches. According to Khomiakov,
Catholicism prioritised the will of the pope over individual freedom and
thus offered unity without freedom, whereas the Protestant churches, those
rebellious offspring of Catholicism, could offer only freedom without unity:

The grain of sand draws no new life from the heap into which it is cast by chance:
such is the situation of man under Protestantism. The brick laid in the wall in no way
changes or improves as a result of the place allotted it by the bricklayer’s bevel: such is
man’s situation in the Roman Church. But each particle of matter assimilated in a
living body becomes an inalienable part of the organism and acquires in the process
new meaning and new life: such is man in the [Russian Orthodox] Church.39

The loss of organic unity and consequent atomisation of western European
nations is more fully accounted for in the work of Ivan Kireevsky, who
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attributed it to the West’s historical bases in the Roman Empire and Roman
Christianity, in the primitive barbarian world that destroyed the Roman
Empire and in ancient, pagan, classical civilisation. These had fostered, in
his view, a culture based upon ‘the triumph of rationalism over the tradition
of immediate wisdom and inner, spiritual intelligence’.40 This had priori-
tised individual reason, analysis and abstract intelligence over faith or any
other form of shared synthesising wisdom, which in turn had led to the
fragmentation of the societal ‘unit’ into autonomous and antagonistic
individuals. Social atomisation was thus indissolubly linked to the fragmen-
tation of personality and cognition. Conversely, the apprehension and
achievement of a truly integrated reality was possible only on the basis of
an integral personality and holistic cognition (tsel’noe poznanie). For
Kireevsky such a capacity for integration and wholeness (tsel’nost’) was
what marked out ancient Russian society from that of the West, and at its
heart stood the historical tendency of that society to organise itself on a
communal basis sustained by the shared values of the Orthodox Church.
Kireevsky’s view of Russian society as a network of communes founded
upon ‘firm, unanimous and universal tradition’, and within which the
individual led an integrated and harmonious existence, is clearly an idealised
one, and it owed much to Romanticism in its affirmation of wholeness and
synthesis over individualisation and analysis. It is in some respects ironic
that a vision emphasising Russia’s difference from the West should be, in
Walicki’s words, ‘only an interesting offshoot of European conservative
romanticism’.41 It is important, though, to establish the true nature of
Slavophile conservatism and to differentiate it from the reactionary con-
servatism of Official Nationality. Apart from its somewhat more secure
philosophical grounding, Slavophilism engendered a significantly different
political programme. Whereas Official Nationality sought to justify and
preserve the social and political status quo in Russia, Slavophilism sought
change and was in many respects hostile to the post-Petrine Russia over
which Nicholas presided. In Walicki’s opinion, it was not so much a
defence of the present as ‘conservative utopianism’ and ‘romantic nostalgia
for a lost ideal’, and in that regard it could be argued that it posed no less
significant a threat than Westernism to Nicholas’s regime and its resistance
to change.42

The utopian nature of Slavophile thought emerges in the work of
Konstantin Aksakov, and especially in his memorandum on the internal
state of Russia (written on the accession of Alexander II in 1855). The entire
thrust of this document is regressive rather than conservative, in that
Aksakov argues for the restoration of an idealised Russia that was lost as a
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consequence of Peter the Great’s reforms. Insisting that the aspiration to
political power on the part of the people is symptomatic of a nation’s
spiritual bankruptcy, he tries to show that events such as the Decembrist
Revolt were the consequence of the infection of a Europeanised elite by
principles alien to the true national spirit of pre-Petrine Russia. His account
of that Russia is of a never-never land where freedom is freedom from, rather
than through, politics, where monarchy is the only system that can guaran-
tee the people such freedom (for all other political forms involve the
people’s participation to a greater or lesser extent), where the people leave
state matters to the tsar and reserve unlimited spiritual freedom for them-
selves, where the monarch rules not despotically but as a benign, paternal-
istic custodian and where the relationship between ruler and people is based
on the principle of mutual non-interference in each other’s spheres. All this
had been lost when Peter’s westernising reforms began to encroach upon
the people, and, once the principle of mutual non-interference had been
ruptured, it was only a matter of time before the people sought to encroach
upon the realm of the ruler and demand political participation. The only
way to repair the ancient understanding between state and land, tsar and
people, was to undo the effects of the Petrine period and return to the true
principles of ancient Russia.43

conclu s i on

Aksakov’s memorandum does much to explain the subsequent disintegra-
tion of Slavophilism in the reign of Alexander II, since it showed how the
movement’s social basis in the gentry class and its Romantic theological,
historiosophical and epistemological roots could translate only into the
most naïve and backward-looking political solutions at a time when
Russia cried out for modernisation and reform. The national backwardness
revealed by Russia’s defeat in the Crimean War and the processes of reform
introduced by Alexander II posed questions in the 1860s that Slavophilism
in particular and conservatism in general failed to confront adequately. The
intellectual initiative passed to the Westernisers and in particular to a new
generation of radicals that sought to strip out all untested traditions in the
name of rational utilitarianism and wholesale social and political change.
The Crimean campaign had also increased awareness among educated
Russians of the plight of the southern Slav nations under Turkish occupa-
tion. This allowed classical Slavophilism to develop further emphasis on
Slavic solidarity and facilitated its eventual evolution into Pan-Slavism and
belief in Russia’s mission to liberate and unite the Slavs in a process that
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would bring the ‘light from the East’ to illuminate and revive a moribund
West. Another form of Romantic nationalism survived in the pochvenni-
chestvo (native-soil conservatism) of Grigorev, Strakhov and Dostoevsky in
the mid-1860s. Conceived partly in reaction against the ‘nihilism’ of
Chernyshevsky and his fellow ‘enlighteners’, pochvennichestvo retained the
Romantic emphasis on organicism, immediacy and intuition. It also
retained, especially in the writings of Dostoevsky, the Slavophile critique
of western European atomisation and over-reliance on pure reason. In his
Notes from Underground (1864) Dostoevsky provided a compelling illustra-
tion of the corrosive effects of reason and individualism on both the person-
ality and social harmony; in his account of his travels in Europe, Winter
Notes on Summer Impressions (1863), he offered a telling analysis of the
spiritual disintegration of the West; in his Diary of a Writer, written
intermittently between 1873 and his death in 1881, he argued the case for
Russian nationalism and Pan-Slavism; in his major novels he attempted to
show that the moral and spiritual decline of Russia’s westernised classes
could be arrested only by a return to native tradition and Orthodoxy; while
in the figure of Stavrogin (The Devils, 1872) he illustrated the tragedy of the
obshchechelovek, the ahistoric ‘universal man’ stripped of national identity
and thus of meaning. In the process Dostoevsky took the historical concerns
of Russian conservatism to heights of intellectual and artistic sophistication
unimagined by his predecessors; and as a result of the status he acquired in
Russian intellectual life, as well as through his friendship with prominent
establishment figures such as Pobedonostsev, he paved the way for a
resurgence of conservative thought in the 1870s and beyond.
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chapter 6

Nihilism
Richard Peace

Following the collapse of the repressive regime of Nicholas I and the debacle
of the Crimean War it became clear that the time for mere reflection was
over and that action was required to address the problems of Russia’s
backwardness in comparison with the countries of western Europe. At an
official level there was much soul-searching as to the path Russia should now
take. The new tsar, Alexander II, was intent on bringing the social structure
of his country more into line with that of other European countries, and he
embarked upon a programme of major modernisation and reform.
However, his chief reform – the liberation of the serfs – was not without
significant social costs. For a start it would lead to the decline of the hitherto
powerful gentry class and weaken its cultural hegemony. Moreover, the
harsh financial burden placed on the peasants, and their disillusionment
with the land allocated to them, sparked disturbances in the countryside.
Perhaps even more significantly, the unsatisfactory conditions of the eman-
cipation had the effect of splitting the reform movement in the Russian
intelligentsia. Liberals (who were mainly of gentry origin) were largely
appeased, arguing that the emancipation was evidence of the government’s
good intentions and that any shortcomings could be addressed through a
process of subsequent reform. A significant section of the intelligentsia was,
however, radicalised by what they saw as the government’s inability to
make effective change, and it came to see the future as one of working
against, rather than with, the regime in order to achieve progress. For these
radicals – largely drawn from the middle-class raznochintsy and thus without
a vested interest in the social status quo – the well-meaning idealism of the
liberal gentry of the 1840s was an obstacle to progress that had to be swept
aside in favour of a hard-headed and unsentimental realism that would
affirm action rather than abstraction. Convictions needed to be verified in
the crucible of scientific truth, and any that failed to measure up should be
discarded. Much of this is reflected in Turgenev’s novel Fathers and
Children, and after the novel’s publication in 1862 the terms ‘nihilist’ and
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‘nihilism’ came into general use as pejorative descriptions of the ‘new
people’ and their radical rejection of tradition and principles held merely
on trust.
That a novel should be important for the development of Russian

thought is not surprising, for, whereas philosophy ruled in nineteenth-
century German universities, the regime of Nicholas I abolished university
chairs of philosophy, replacing them with chairs in theology. Ideas went
into unofficial debating circles or were diverted into literature and literary
criticism, so that the critic Belinsky could claim a literary journal to be the
equal of a university chair (zhurnal stoit kafedry).1

There was an even greater irony in Nicholas’s attempt to substitute
theology for philosophy; for it was precisely in this area, the theological
schools and seminaries, that nihilism was born. Even later in the century
these establishments were producing revolutionaries such as the future
Stalin, and the ‘new people’ who came to the fore in the 1860s were nearly
all seminary trained: Chernyshevsky, Dobroliubov, Pomialovsky and many
more. This fact was so noticeable that the very word ‘seminarist’ became
synonymous with ‘nihilist’. Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov ousted the
so-called ‘gentlemen’s party’ from the pages of the influential journal The
Contemporary and made it their ‘chair’. Its proprietor and chief editor
jokingly referred to his editorial board as his ‘consistory’.2

Why the ecclesiastical schools and seminaries turned out nihilists and
revolutionaries may be seen in Pomialovsky’s Bursa Sketches (1862–3). The
bursa was the lower theological school and here the brutal beatings, filthy
physical conditions and cynical teaching by rote of formulaic concepts, as
described by Pomialovsky, led to a rebellious state of mind and a rejection of
authoritarian, meaningless abstractions imposed as received wisdom.3

At the same time the brighter pupils often had access to contraband
literature – particularly Feuerbach’s Essence of Christianity (the Russian
version of which was actually dedicated to Russian seminarists).4 This
subversive work taught that man had surrendered his own godhead to
some mythical creature beyond the skies, whereas man himself was god
(homo homini deus) and should assume his true status. It was a doctrine in
which practical reality ousted authoritarian abstractions. In the writings of
Chernyshevsky the ideas of Feuerbach, in order to avoid censorship, would
later be referred to as ‘the anthropological principle’.5

After the Crimean War the question of education was very much to the
fore. Back in the eighteenth century the development of schools had been an
essential element in the establishment of Peter I’s navy, and now, after a
military defeat that had come from the sea, the navy’s own official journal,
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The Maritime Miscellany, led the educational debate; the ‘nihilists’ could
follow in their wake. Dobroliubov used the pages of The Contemporary to
put forwardmore liberal and practically orientated concepts of education, in
particular fulminating against the use of corporal punishment. His colleague
Chernyshevsky regarded literature itself as a form of education, arguing that
it should be ‘a textbook of life’.6 Anxious that education should not remain
in the abstract, Pomialovsky and others became involved in a Sunday school
movement to teach lower-class children and adults the principles of liter-
acy.7 Dobroliubov regarded education and tyranny as polar opposites8 and
had the tyrannical teaching of the seminaries in his sights. In ‘The Organic
Development of Man in Connection with his Mental and Moral Activities’
(1859) he attacked the dogma of the dualism of the body and the soul,
asserting that the achievements of the natural sciences had shown the
material unity of man. In this he was following German materialist
thought – particularly the work of Moleschott and Vogt.

cherny sh e v s k y and ra t i ona l ego i sm

The materialist argument was further advanced by Chernyshevsky in his
article ‘The Anthropological Principle in Philosophy’ (1860). Here again the
argument is that science has replaced religion, and even ‘gaps remaining in
the scientific explanation of natural phenomena’ do not justify ‘the reten-
tion of remnants of a fantastic view of the world’.9 Chernyshevsky argues
against all idealistic concepts of reality. The world around us is exactly what
everyone sees. Thus if you look into the eye of a person observing a tree,
you will see reflected in that eye the very same image of the tree that you
yourself see in reality. Moreover, psychological phenomena are merely
another manifestation of matter. Just as water can exist in other physical
states – ice and steam – but still remain H2O, so what appear as different
categories of state in man are, in effect, different functions of matter. It is
this material nature of man which determines his actions, so that appearing
to want to do something is merely a subjective impression accompanying an
action dictated by material considerations. Chernyshevsky uses a banal
analogy as illustration: in getting out of bed the leg to be put out first will
be dictated not by will but by physical convenience. If, however, the subject
puts out the other foot: ‘here a simple substitution of one cause (physio-
logical convenience) has replaced another (the thought of proving one’s
independence)’.10

Such arguments appear to deny free will, yet the material imperative of
what is physically convenient may, as it were, pass from ‘water’ to ‘steam’:
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material considerations of the ‘will’ may then be driven by what is in the
subject’s actual material interest. Reason itself is but a higher form of
material processes, and it is at this point that the concept of rational egoism
comes into play; for the short-term interest of the individual may not be to
his or her ultimate advantage. Later, in Chernyshevsky’s novelWhat is to be
Done?, the two faces of egoism, rational versus non-rational, are skilfully
juggled by Lopukhov, as he explains the realities of life to the receptive
heroine Vera Pavlovna, while at the same time the ambiguity of his argu-
ments can win the approval of her self-seeking, narrow-minded mother
Maria Alekseevna.11

Perhaps ‘rational egoism’ has ambiguity at its very core. It derives from
the ‘enlightened self-interest’ of the English utilitarian philosophers
Bentham andMill, but in its English interpretation it formed the ideological
bulwark for free trade and amoral underpinning for capitalism. As a political
doctrine it was first promoted by nineteenth-century liberals, but survives to
the present day as a conservative mantra. However, in its Russian manifes-
tation as ‘rational egoism’, it was interpreted in a radically different way: it
became for Chernyshevsky and his followers the doctrine underpinning the
ideal socialist society. In England the second element of the formula – ‘self-
interest’ – was stressed. In the Russian version of ‘rational egoism’ it was the
first, and so much so that rationality appeared to change the very nature of
egoism itself and convert it into altruism. In Chernyshevsky’s novel self-
abnegation rules; for it is argued that man’s true self-interest lies in taking
into account the self-interest of others. It is on this basis that the truly
communal self-interest of the perfect society is possible.

ut i l i t a r i an i sm and a e s the t i c s

Chernyshevsky took a keen interest in the writings of Mill. He translated,
and commented on, his Principles of Political Economy and took the utili-
tarian yardstick of ‘what is useful’ as his own measure of what was ‘good’.12

Utilitarian values also influenced the attitude to art of Chernyshevsky and
his colleague Dobroliubov. The problems of aesthetics play a dominant role
in the writings of both. When Chernyshevsky was initially contemplating
an academic career, aesthetics was the chosen field for his master’s thesis
‘The Aesthetic Relations of Art to Reality’ (published in 1855). Typically,
Chernyshevsky’s approach stresses reality; it concentrates on the concrete at
the expense of the abstract, and his famous dictum ‘beauty is life’ led him to
assert that the creations of art are on a lower aesthetic level than the creations
of the real world.13 Aesthetically, life is always superior to art. Thus the
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pictorial representation of an apple cannot approach the beauty of a real
apple. This dethroning of idealism (now in an aesthetic sense) again owes
much to Feuerbach. An ideal, abstract depiction of beauty cannot be an
adequate substitute for the beauty of reality itself – the world of things and
matter. At the same time, if beauty is ‘life’, art must not merely reproduce it
in its own inadequate way – it must interpret life. Art must not be content
with its inadequate aesthetic face; it must go deeper and have ethical
content. Here again we see the surfacing of rational values – an emphasis
on understanding and analysis. Accordingly, Chernyshevsky tended to
value literature above such art forms as painting, architecture and music.
It is in this context that he could view a work of literature as ‘a textbook of
life’ and here, in the propagandistic view of art, the emphasis on reality and
the need to interpret it, we have the foundation of the doctrine of Socialist
Realism, which in the following century would so dominate Soviet
aesthetics.

From 1857 Dobroliubov was in charge of literary criticism at The
Contemporary. His output was enormous, and he used his long reviews to
advance his own ideas and those of Chernyshevsky. In ‘What is
Oblomovism?’, his critique of Goncharov’s novel Oblomov, Dobroliubov
attacks the aesthetic of ‘art for art’s sake’: ‘We shall never agree that a poet
wasting his talent on faultless depictions of charming little leaves and
streams can have the same significance as one who, with equal talent, is
capable of reproducing, for example, aspects of social life.’14 Such statements
seem merely to echo Chernyshevsky’s view that a work of art should have
content. Nevertheless, in a later essay, ‘A Ray of Light in the Kingdom of
Darkness’ – his review ofOstrovsky’s playThe Thunderstorm –Dobroliubov
clarifies his own philosophy as a critic. He distinguishes between two
approaches to art: what he calls ‘synthetic’ criticism as opposed to ‘analytic’
criticism. The former sets out with a rigid set of norms, to be applied to
every work under examination. It is, says Dobroliubov, the method of the
recruiting sergeant, measuring peasant conscripts by a rule and pronouncing
them fit or unfit.15 In contemporary terms he sees belief in such artistic
norms as typical of Slavophile critics, who demand the depiction of virtue in
the Russian hero and values rooted in the old way of life. The Westernisers,
on the other hand, are looking for an attack on superstition and on this same
old way of life. Then there are critics of the ‘art for art’s sake’ school, who
measure a work by what they see as ‘the eternal and universal demands of
aesthetics’.16 Similarly, there are also the widely divergent norms of
Classicism and Romanticism. All such criticism, in Dobroliubov’s terms,
is ‘synthetic’ in that it attempts to build the bricks of a theory into a work of
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art, at the same time condemning anything that falls foul of the theory.
There are very real dangers here:

It amazes us how revered people can consider accepting such a worthless, such a
demeaning role for criticism. For restricting it by the application of ‘eternal and
general’ laws of art to things which are particular and transient, by this very fact
they condemn art to stagnation and impart to criticism a policing and bureaucratic
sense.

In the Russian context this last statement has a very ominous ring, but
Dobroliubov goes further:

Otherwise, how can one not see the difference between a critic and a judge? People
are dragged into a court on suspicion of some misdeed or crime, and it is the judge’s
job to decide whether the accused is innocent or guilty; but surely a writer is not
being accused of anything, when he is subjected to criticism? One thought that
those times had already long gone, when being engaged with books was considered
heresy and a crime.17

In pursuing this analogy with a court of law, Dobroliubov asserts that the
critic should not be a judge passing sentence, but an advocate explaining the
details of the case to the readers. In this role critics may use any means they
see fit ‘as long as they do not distort the essence of the matter’.18 It is
synthetic criticism, Dobroliubov claims, that is responsible for the contin-
ued existence of ignorance and credulity: ‘Everywhere and in all things the
synthesis reigns.’ His own method, by contrast, is ‘analytic’:

We group together the data, consider the general sense of the work, indicate how it
relates to the real world in which we live, come to our conclusion and attempt to
present it in the best possible manner, but at the same time we always try to
conduct ourselves in such a way that the reader may unconstrainedly judge between
us and the author.19

Unfortunately, Dobroliubov himself did not always conform to these high
standards in his own criticism.
Dobroliubov’s views on practical criticism have been dwelt on at some

length, not only because aesthetics is a central preoccupation of the so-called
‘nihilists’ and is entirely consonant with their mistrust of ‘principles’ in
general, but also because his attack on aesthetic norms feeds into Pisarev’s
later, and more radical, ‘demolition’ of aesthetics as a science.20 Yet there
is also something positive in Dobroliubov’s approach. Whereas
Chernyshevsky’s promotion of reality over art could be seen as laying the
foundation for a later synthetic school of criticism, the doctrine of Socialist
Realism, Dobroliubov’s championship of analytic criticism could provide a
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countervailing approach. Thus in 1964, after Solzhenitsyn’s story ‘One Day
in the Life of Ivan Denisovich’ had been attacked in the Soviet press, the
critic Vladimir Lakshin was able to follow in the shadow of Dobroliubov
and launch a counter-attack on ‘normative’ (i.e. synthetic) criticism.21

l i t e r a r y r e f l e c t i on s o f n ih i l i sm

Dobroliubov was not merely in charge of the literary criticism section ofThe
Contemporary. From 1859 he was also responsible for a supplement which
did much to foster the impression of the journal’s negativity. The Whistler
was a miscellany of prose and verse which mocked and pilloried rival
journals and contemporary figures and events. Its many contributors
wrote under pseudonyms, but Dobroliubov had overall charge. Very soon
the epithet ‘whistler’ was to become synonymous with the later term
‘nihilist’. Turgenev, who had been a regular contributor to The
Contemporary, became increasingly disturbed at the new turn the journal
was taking. Matters came to a head with the publication of Dobroliubov’s
review of his novel On the Eve under the title ‘When Then Will the Real
Day Come?’ The review read as a thinly disguised call to revolution, which
implicated Turgenev himself in the revolutionary message: ‘For us, what the
author wished to say is not as important as what was actually said by him,
even unintentionally, simply as a consequence of reproducing the factuality
of life truthfully.’22 The critical approach of peering behind authorial
intention may seem surprisingly modern for its time, but the intention it
really hides is that of the critic himself. Turgenev used his influence with the
journal’s proprietor Nekrasov to try to have the review suppressed, or at
least altered, but to no avail (although the official censor took his toll).
Turgenev broke with the journal and, as others left, The Contemporary
became more and more identified with the ‘new people’.

To replace the lost literary talent Nekrasov turned to such plebeian
writers as Pomialovsky, whose first novel Bourgeois Happiness (1860) was
favourably compared to Turgenev’s prose fiction and whose heroes were
seen by some members of the younger generation as more acceptable than
Bazarov in Fathers and Children.23 The later novels of Pomialovsky, how-
ever, would portray the corrosive rationality of truly nihilistic heroes.
Cherevanin, in Molotov (1861), is prey to a reductive ratiocination which
leads him to find emptiness in every word. This is what he calls his ‘grave-
yard philosophy’ (kladbishchenstvo) and it brings him to the awareness that
there are ‘terrible thoughts in the realm of ideas’. Ultimately, it is only
conscience that prevents him from putting such ‘terrible thoughts’ into
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practice. However, Potesin in Pomialovsky’s next novel, the unfinished
Brother and Sister (1862; first published 1864), has no such scruples. He
thinks he has found a rational weapon against conscience and can therefore
act. In the development of nihilism the novels of Pomialovsky form an
essential link between Turgenev’s Bazarov and Dostoevsky’s Raskolnikov in
Crime and Punishment.24

Given Turgenev’s hostility towards Dobroliubov, Bazarov was widely
seen as a portrait of the young radical – particularly embarrassing for
Turgenev as the much venerated critic had died in 1861, and, although
Turgenev may not have invented the word ‘nihilist’, his novel had given the
term a meaning and a life it had never had before. He was criticised on all
sides: whereas those on the left, by and large, were incensed by the portrait
of Bazarov, those on the right thought he had caricatured the older
generation and presented Bazarov too sympathetically.25 Nevertheless,
Turgenev’s portrayal of nihilism is seminal and in his own terms quite
accurate. The key moment of definition comes in chapter 5 when, in
response to his uncle’s question as to who exactly Bazarov is, Arkady replies
that his mentor is a nihilist. Arkady’s father observes that the term must
come from the Latin nihil and perhaps denotes someone who does not
acknowledge anything. His uncle prefers the definition of someone who
does not respect anything, but Arkady corrects them both: it is someone
‘who regards everything from a critical viewpoint’, and he then adds:
‘A nihilist is a person who does not bow down before authorities of any
kind, who does not accept a single principle on faith, however much respect
surrounds such a principle.’26

Arkady’s definition goes to the heart of the matter, and as we see Bazarov
in action throughout the novel we understand the importance of science in
underpinning this critical attitude to ‘principles’ in general. Bazarov, like
Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov, values science, certainly its experimental
side, but unlike them he has actually taken a university course in the natural
sciences and intends to become a doctor. On the Kirsanov estate he devotes
much time to the dissection of frogs in order, as he tells a peasant boy, to
understand the physical workings of the human body. The mumbo-jumbo
theories of humours, herbs and minerals associated with traditional medi-
cine and inherited from the ancients he dismisses with contempt, favouring
facts which can be proved through experiment and scientific observation.
Yet Bazarov goes further: his attitude to handed-down principles extends
more generally beyondmedicine. The world is seen as entirely one of matter,
as it was for Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov; all theories, all received
wisdom must be subjected to rational analysis and put to the test of reality.
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This is the philosophical basis for nihilism, but there is a practical step
beyond this. In the argument between the generations in chapter 5 of the
novel Bazarov talks of ‘clearing the ground’.27 Arkady’s uncle asks a pointed
question about action: ‘Yes, acting, breaking things, but what sort of
breaking is it when you don’t even know why?’ To this his nephew replies:
‘We break, because we are a force.’28 It is noticeable that in these discussions
Bazarov himself is reticent about the need for destructive force, whereas his
acolyte Arkady is not. This is suggestive of the development of nihilism
itself: its ideologues, Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov, were not directly
implicated in violence, unlike those who succeeded them. Nevertheless, it
was Turgenev’s novel which gave the term its destructive image in the
popular mind. In his article ‘Apropos of Fathers and Children’ Turgenev
records that, when in May 1862 fires broke out in a poor market area of
St Petersburg, he was accosted on the street with the words ‘Look at what
your nihilists are doing! They are burning St Petersburg!’29 From this
moment Turgenev’s coining of the term became associated with the
destructive violence of revolutionary terrorism. At the same time, it seems
that Turgenev himself had such implications in mind. In a letter to a
representative of the younger generation, Sluchevsky, he said of Bazarov:
‘If he is called a nihilist, then one must read revolutionary.’30

It may be significant that Turgenev shared a common source of inspira-
tion with Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov. He, like them, owed a debt to
the literary critic Belinsky. Indeed, Fathers and Children is dedicated to his
memory, and there is perhaps more than a hint of Belinsky himself in the
portrait of Bazarov, who like the famous critic is the son of a retired military
doctor. In his attitude to life and literature Belinsky went through many
ideological shifts, but it was his last phase, in which he stressed reality and
realism in literature, that could appeal both to Turgenev and to the ‘nihil-
ists’, though in different ways. Bazarov’s famous rejection of working for
future generations seems like an echo of a nihilistic moment in Belinsky:
‘What is it to me that all will be well for my children or yours, if I find things
so awful and through no fault of my own?’ Even more significantly, during
this last period of his life and thought Belinsky had pronounced negation to
be his god.31

It was because of events of the previous year, namely the appearance of
revolutionary pamphlets and student unrest, that the St Petersburg fires of
May 1862 could be ascribed to ‘nihilists’. The fires themselves split public
opinion – were they the work of ‘nihilists’ or government agents provoca-
teurs? At the same time, the government’s quest for the origin of the
pamphlets seemed to lead to The Contemporary. In July 1862 the journal
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was suspended for eight months, Chernyshevsky was arrested and the
Sunday schools were closed down. Because of the lack of any real evidence
against Chernyshevsky it was two years before he was brought to trial.
During that period in the Peter and Paul Fortress in St Petersburg he
wrote his extremely influential novel What is to be Done?, which because
of bureaucratic incompetence was allowed out of the prison (as papers not
relevant to the case) and immediately published in 1863 in the newly
reopened Contemporary. The novel is Chernyshevsky’s reply to Fathers
and Children. The names of the two principal male characters, Kirsanov
and Lopukhov, refer (one directly, the other indirectly) to the main char-
acters of Turgenev’s novel. Both are materialists and doctors who, like
Bazarov, are more concerned with experimental science than with curing
people. As Chernyshevsky comments: ‘They are terribly keen to curse
medicine… they cut up frogs and every year perform autopsies on hundreds
of corpses.’32 Unlike Bazarov, whom many in the younger generation
accused of egotistic pride, Chernyshevsky’s heroes are followers of the
doctrine of rational egoism. In the name Lopukhov there is an ironic
reference to Bazarov’s rejection of working for future generations – a time,
he says, when lopukh (burdocks) will grow on his own grave.33 Yet rational
egoism encourages working for others, and the novel presents a picture of
the perfect society of the future. Nevertheless, this society hardly suggests
realistic comfort. It is housed in a glass palace, of which the Crystal Palace in
London provides merely a hint, and is located, of all places, in the Arabian
desert! It is the ultimate form of the commune, whose rational principles for
the organisation of work and living are proclaimed throughout the novel.
The central figure ofWhat is to be Done? is not a hero but a heroine, Vera

Pavlovna. Through this figure Chernyshevsky projects a prime preoccupa-
tion of the nihilists – the emancipation of women, the so-called ‘female
question’. It is she who sets up a commune for exploited women on purely
rational lines, yet on a non-rational level she also advances the ideological
impact of the novel through a series of dreams – dreams of a personified
revolution and of the society of the future. At a personal level, female
emancipation allows Vera Pavlovna to abandon one husband (Lopukhov)
for another (Kirsanov).When rejected byOdintsova, Bazarov had gone into
a long sulk, but Lopukhov, guided by rational egoism, sees that his own
long-term interest lies in purely rational behaviour: rational egoism dictates
self-sacrifice to the interests of his friend and erstwhile wife.
The question of the ‘honour’ of the ‘new people’ is an issue. Bazarov, when

challenged by a social superior, agrees to a duel – a concession to aristocratic
codes condemned by most of the younger generation. The abstract concept
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of honour must be dealt with not through highfalutin principles, but practi-
cally. When Lopukhov has a confrontation on the street with a certain portly
gentleman, he unceremoniously dumps him into a ditch.34 Nevertheless,
Lopukhov and Kirsanov are seen by Chernyshevsky as ordinary people; the
real role model is the extraordinary figure of Rakhmetov – a man charac-
terised by even greater self-abnegation (he sleeps on a bed of nails), a man
dedicated to a cause, and that cause, it is suggested, is revolution. Rakhmetov
is Chernyshevsky’s answer to Bazarov, and that is perhaps why the names
Kirsanov and Lopukhov (the one associated with ‘camp-follower’, the other
with lack of future perspective) are given to the ‘ordinary’ heroes.

The impact of Chernyshevsky’s novel on the younger generation was
immense. Under its influence communes were set up. The most famous of
these was the Znamenskaia Commune of the minor writer Sleptsov, a man
influenced by both Chernyshevsky’s ethics and his aesthetics (it is recorded
that the penurious Sleptsov would buy an apple not to eat but to admire for
its beauty).35The ‘new women’ often identified themselves by wearing blue-
tinted glasses, having close-cropped hair and rejecting conventional
marriage. In the minds of some, both men and women, the coded messages
about revolution in Vera Pavlovna’s dreams and the enigmatic figure of
Rakhmetov struck home.

p i s a r e v : th ink i ng r e a l i s t s and the de s t ruc t i on

o f a e s the t i c s

An important contribution to nihilist thought was made by Pisarev, who in
many respects differed from its other key advocates. Unlike Chernyshevsky
andDobroliubov, Pisarev came from an aristocratic background.Moreover,
whereas Antonovich in The Contemporary had launched a bitter attack on
Bazarov as the evil demon of our time (1862), Pisarev in the rival journal
The Russian Word embraced Bazarov’s values with enthusiasm (in such
articles as ‘Bazarov’ (1862) and ‘Realists’ (1864)). He suffered the same fate
as Chernyshevsky: in July 1862, he too was arrested and The Russian Word
was suspended for eight months. On the face of it, the case against Pisarev
was more serious: an illegal pamphlet, based onmaterial provided by Pisarev
hailing the downfall of the Romanov dynasty, had been published by
Ballod, a well-to-do student of revolutionary leanings who had organised
a clandestine printing press. Pisarev spent four and a half years in solitary
confinement in the Peter and Paul Fortress but, through influence exerted
by his mother, from his second year he was allowed to write and review
articles for publication in order ‘to support his family’ (the official reason
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given). Thus such major contributions to nihilism as Chernyshevsky’s novel
and Pisarev’s articles may be characterised as ‘prison literature’. In the case
of Pisarev the condition of solitary confinement may also have influenced
the direction of his thought. There is a stronger emphasis on the isolated,
individual ego than in many of his contemporaries, revealed particularly in
his confessed self-identification with Bazarov, whom he saw as a tragic
figure: ‘The tragedy of Bazarov’s situation lies in his complete isolation in
the midst of all other living people.’36

The difference in class between Chernyshevsky and Pisarev ensured a
radically different treatment at the hands of the authorities. Whereas Pisarev
was allowed to write from prison and was finally released in 1866 (as a
gesture to mark the marriage of the tsarevich), Chernyshevsky was forced to
fall totally silent. Although the charges against him were trumped up, he
went on to penal settlement and was not released until 1883 (and even then
only to the provincial city of Astrakhan). Yet, the Ballod pamphlet notwith-
standing, Chernyshevsky’s novel, smuggled out of prison, may well have
made him seem themore dangerous propagandist.Whatever the reason, the
more radical nihilism of Pisarev had a voice, whereas that of Chernyshevsky
was silenced, and Pisarev’s views began to predominate in the thinking of
the ‘new people’.
Pisarev himself was greatly inspired byWhat is to be Done?, viewing it not

so much as a polemical response to Fathers and Children but as a continu-
ation and deepening of its ideas. The figure of Bazarov fascinated him
throughout. In his review ‘Bazarov’ he had written: ‘All our young gener-
ation with its ideas and its strivings can recognise itself in the characters of
this novel.’ If there were some minor distortions, they were those of a
mirror, which might slightly alter the colour of objects but still reflect
them in a recognisable way.37 He returned to the theme in his article
‘Realists’, written from prison, confessing that ‘Bazarov, from the very
first moment of his appearance, attracted all my sympathy, and he continues
to be a favourite of mine even now.’38 If Antonovich had condemned the
aristocratic behaviour of Bazarov,39 Pisarev from his own more aristocratic
viewpoint in solitary confinement could see things differently; for him real
truth lay in individual human integrity, not in abstract philosophical
systems imposed from without. He had already proclaimed the value of
such egoism in ‘The Scholasticism of the Nineteenth Century’, an article
written a year before his review of Fathers and Children:

If everybody were in the strict sense to be egoists by conviction – that is, were
concerned only with themselves, and were to obey the dictates of feeling alone,
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without creating in themselves artificial concepts of an ideal and of duty, and did
not interfere in the affairs of others – then truly one would live with more ease and
freedom on this earth than now.40

Here the ego is said to be driven by feelings (rather than reason), and
strangely it appears to anticipate Bazarov’s most ‘nihilistic’ moment in the
novel, when he confesses that it is feelings (oshchushcheniia) that have made
him a nihilist.41

It was the integrity of the ego that Pisarev welcomed in Bazarov, an ego
which refused to be swayed by the values of those around him and refused to
acknowledge such abstractions as principles. For Pisarev the measure of
morality lay within Bazarov himself – it was the regard that he had for his
own personality, his feelings of self-worth: ‘Bazarov would not steal a
handkerchief for the very same reason that he would not eat a piece of
rotting meat.’42 At the same time, such egoism is rational: ‘Very intelligent
people … understand that it is very advantageous to be honest, and that
every crime from simple lying right up tomurder is dangerous, and therefore
inconvenient.’43 Here morality is equated with ‘calculation’ (raschet), but
whether intelligence or feeling is the guiding force of the ego, Pisarev’s main
concern is the ego itself. In Chernyshevsky’s formulation, rational egoism, as
displayed by the characters ofWhat is to be Done?, actually becomes altruism,
but for Pisarev the ego is the source of all values, whether it be guided by
feeling or reason. This has important consequences, not only for Pisarev’s
interpretation of ethics, but also for his arguments on aesthetics.

In his 1862 review of Turgenev’s novel, Pisarev defends Bazarov’s
ego-centred statement about not working for future generations,44 but in
1865 in ‘The Thinking Proletariat’, having now readWhat is to be Done?, he
revises this position: ‘The ego which is true to itself will not shun work for
the good of others.’ ‘The more profound the egoism [of the new people]
becomes, the stronger grows their love for humanity.’45 The world external
to the ego could only be understood through science, and Bazarov was the
right kind of scientist – a practical experimenter, not a theoretician. His
dissection of frogs became emblematic for Pisarev: ‘It is precisely here, in the
dissected frog, that there lies the salvation and renovation of the Russian
people.’46 The ‘new people’ in Chernyshevsky’s novel, Kirsanov and
Lopukhov, appealed to Pisarev because, as doctors, they, too, were concerned
more with practical experimentation than with received medical wisdom.
No scientist himself, Pisarev was nevertheless impressed by the writings of
materialists such as Moleschott, Vogt and Ludwig Büchner, who appeared to
offer a purely physiological explanation of psychological processes. In his
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‘Physiological Sketches’, following Moleschott and Vogt who identified
thought with the simple movement of matter and subscribed to the view
that Der Mensch ist was er isst – ‘a man is what he eats’, Pisarev argues that
thought processes depend on the speed of the circulation of the blood and
that mental characteristics can be related to diet (ideas that have again
become fashionable).
Pisarev was fond of repeating that ‘fame and illusions perish, facts

remain’. Yet very often some of Pisarev’s ‘facts’ were little more than
speculation. Science for Pisarev would solve many problems. Not only
was it a source of enlightenment much needed in backward Russia, but
technical progress based on science would solve what he repeatedly stressed
was the greatest moral problem: the shame of ‘the starving and unclad’.47 In
its enlightenment role science would get rid of what Pisarev saw as the
harmful effects of religion. Such ideas could not be expressed openly in
print, but here the more neutral term ‘prejudices’ (predrassudki) could
replace the word ‘religion’. It is this euphemism that he employs in his
original review of Fathers and Children: ‘Bazarov has a thorough knowledge
of natural science and medicine; and with their help he has knocked all
prejudices out of his head.’48 Reading Darwin also reinforced Pisarev’s
materialist view of man, and in ‘Progress in the World of Animals and
Plants’ (1864) he became the chief populariser of Darwinian theory in
Russia at the time.
Turgenev claimed to agree with Bazarov’s ideas, except in one respect –

his rejection of art,49 and in his initial review of the novel Pisarev appears to
concur with the author’s own reservation, arguing that Bazarov in such
matters speaks in ignorance and in haste. He has his own explanation: ‘the
flight from the abstractions of Hegelianism has made the younger gener-
ation start to persecute simple feelings and even purely physical sensations,
such as the enjoyment of music’.50 We are back again with the argument of
feelings versus abstractions. But if at this stage he is attempting to give a
psycho-materialist justification for aesthetic experience, he will later develop
his arguments on ‘feelings’ into his well-known (infamous) doctrine of the
destruction of aesthetics, ending up with views on art as extreme as those of
Bazarov himself. Yet Pisarev claimsmerely to be interpretingChernyshevsky’s
thesis on art and reality, accusing the ‘disciple’ Antonovich of distorting his
master’s doctrine. In Pisarev’s view Chernyshevsky, in his thesis, had already
pronounced the destruction of aesthetics as an abstract science, and back in
1861 Pisarev had already outlined his own position in ‘The Scholasticism of
the Nineteenth Century’: ‘personal impressions and only personal impres-
sions can be the measure of beauty’.51Thus just as the ego through rationality
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is the judge of morality, so the ego through feeling is the judge of art. It is this
latter argument which is developed in his highly polemical article of 1865,
‘The Destruction of Aesthetics’: ‘One’s own particular aesthetic is formed for
each individual person, and it follows that a general aesthetic ordering
personal tastes into obligatory unity becomes impossible.’52 Pisarev compares
aesthetic appreciation to love – each one loves in his or her own way, and just
as there cannot be a general science of love so there cannot be a general science
of aesthetics.53

So far so good, but Chernyshevsky, whose teaching Pisarev claims to be
following, had clearly stated an aesthetic theory: beauty was to be equated
with what was real, and the reality of what two people saw could not be in
doubt – what any one person observed was exactly the same as it was
reflected in the eye of another. Pisarev, however, appeared to believe in
the old maxim ‘beauty is in the eye of the beholder’; it did not inhere, as
such, in the reality of the object itself – personal feeling intervened.
Nonetheless, he could also claim the support of Chernyshevsky, inasmuch
as the materialism of Chernyshevsky’s doctrine, crudely interpreted, also
destroyed aesthetics as an abstract science with general meaning: ‘Given the
definition of beauty that the author gives us, aesthetics, to our huge
satisfaction, disappears into physiology and hygiene.’54

Although Pisarev’s doubt about the possibility of establishing a science of
aesthetics fits in well with Bazarov’s rejection of principles and abstractions,
he develops a view on the role of art which goes beyond that of Turgenev’s
nihilist hero. Art, he says, is the companion of luxury; it is a parasite that gets
in the way of more vital considerations, and the most pressing of these is the
great problem of ‘the starving and unclad’. As things are, says Pisarev, hands
which could be employed in the production of food for the starving are
encouraged to make elegantly fine objects for the well fed. He argues, in
words which sound like a premonition of Soviet aesthetic theory, that the
temple of true art should be turned into the workshop of human thought,
where research workers, writers, painters, each in their own way, can strive
towards the great aim – the elimination of poverty and ignorance. The
opposition of ethics to aesthetics – the substitution of ethical considerations
for aesthetic criteria – is the most pronounced feature of Pisarev’s anti-
aestheticism. As his early writings show, he was far from being against the
enjoyment of art, but he came to think that the price paid in order for art to
be enjoyed by the few is too great when set beside human suffering.

Pisarev became the chief spokesman for the strong current of anti-
aestheticism typical of the ‘new people’. Bazarov himself had poured
scorn on the ‘fathers’’ love of Pushkin, and Pisarev contended that both
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Pushkin and Lermontov were rhymesters of consumptive girls and lieuten-
ants, and that pastry was more to his taste. That he would rather be a
Russian shoemaker than a Russian Raphael was a view also ascribed to
him.55 Such an approach to art links Pisarev with the English utilitarians,
particularly Bentham and his view that ‘quality of pleasure being equal,
pushpin is as good as poetry’.56 It also has overtones of puritanism, an
identification Pisarev and his epigone Zaitsev were perfectly willing to
accept.
However, it was the term ‘nihilist’, acknowledged by Bazarov, which

Pisarev proudly accepted yet felt the need to gloss as ‘thinking realist’. The
nihilism of Bazarov concentrated on destruction – the old had to be cleared
away before anything positive could be built. In ‘The Scholasticism of the
Nineteenth Century’, published the year before Turgenev’s novel, Pisarev
had actually emphasised destruction even more strongly: ‘This is the
ultimatum of our camp: that which can be broken must be broken; that
which withstands the blow is worthwhile, whatever flies into smithereens is
rubbish. In any case, strike out left and right, no harm can come of this, or
even be harm.’57 Among those Russian institutions for which Bazarov had
scant respect was the peasant commune. Chernyshevsky, along with
Herzen, placed high hopes on that institution as an embryonic form of
socialist society. Not so Pisarev, who in this respect is far closer to the
condemnation voiced by Bazarov. His hopes for the future did not build on
a backward-looking, primitive institution; they were firmly placed on
science and western progress.
A trait of elitist arrogance seen in Bazarov was censured by many among

the ‘new people’, yet the more aristocratic Pisarev demonstrated a similar
undemocratic streak. Discussing the views of the poet Heine, he could
write: ‘the new Puritans of our time do not dream of any absolute equal-
ity’.58The ‘thinking realists’ formed a body of enlightenedmen and women,
who saw all problems clearly and who would lead the masses to a better,
more rational society. Their first goal, however, must be the elimination of
the problem of ‘the starving and unclad’. Thinking realists were to be drawn
from all areas of society and would be an elite of minds, not a social elite.
The image of such people could already be seen in Bazarov and the heroes of
What is to be Done?
Chernyshevsky’s novel began to impress Pisarev even more than Fathers

and Children. In his first review of that novel he had complained that it
contained no women who were Bazarov’s equals. This was a significant
omission in Pisarev’s eyes, as he had always been a champion of women’s
rights (in his early years he had worked as a journalist on The Dawn, a
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journal mainly for women). Now inWhat is to be Done? he had found a true,
positive portrait of the ‘new woman’, Vera Pavlovna, who fights the
exploitation of women by organising a work cooperative, who exercises
her right to freedom in love and who dreams prophetic dreams about
revolution. Nevertheless, the true revolutionary in the novel is still a
man – the puritanical Rakhmetov. ‘The Thinking Proletariat’, the article
in which Pisarev discusses Chernyshevsky’s heroes, had originally borne the
title ‘A New Type’, and its concluding words make plain whom he has in
mind: ‘Wherever Rakhmetovs appear they shed bright ideas all round them
and awaken living hope.’59 At the same time, Pisarev has reservations. He
does not endorse Rakhmetov’s asceticism – he does not drink or have
relations with women and even sleeps on a bed of nails. Pisarev feels there
is a dangerous discrepancy between the ideals Rakhmetov stands for and the
example he gives in his own life.60

Although in the Ballod pamphlet Pisarev had talked of giving the rotten
house of Romanov and the St Petersburg bureaucracy one last push,61 and
had argued in his article on Heine that revolutions, terrible as they are, act
like potentially harmful medicines such as mercury in curing a far more
harmful disease (the reference is to syphilis),62 nevertheless, like his hero
Bazarov, he is not explicit on how the new order is to be brought about. Is it
to be by the force of logic, by propaganda or is it to be full revolution? There
are obvious constraints of censorship, but at the forefront of Pisarev’s
thinking is, perhaps, less the nature of a new state and the means of bringing
it about, and more the elimination of an old but pressing problem: ‘The
ultimate aim of all our thinking and all activity of every honest person
consists, nevertheless, in solving once and for all the inescapable problem of
the starving and unclad; outside this problem there is definitely nothing
worth one’s concern, thought and efforts.’63 It is in this emphasis on the
elimination of a negative that Pisarev reveals himself as a true nihilist – it is
Bazarov’s ‘clearing of the ground’.

do s to e v s k y and n ih i l i sm

After an eight-month closure both The Contemporary and The Russian Word
were allowed to resume publication early in 1863. The Contemporary,
however, was without Chernyshevsky, whereas Pisarev was permitted to
contribute from prison. The satirist Saltykov-Shchedrin was recruited to
give direction to The Contemporary, and it soon became obvious that a gulf
had opened up between the two main ‘nihilist’ journals. Dostoevsky, a keen
observer of such matters, talked of a ‘schism’ in their ranks in an article
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principally aimed at Saltykov-Shchedrin.64 We have already seen that
literature itself was the main vehicle carrying on the debate over nihilism
through a series of responses.What is to be Done? was a reply to Fathers and
Children, and Pisarev’s criticism reacted to both. Now Dostoevsky pro-
duced his own polemical response to What is to be Done? in his Notes from
Underground (1864). Chernyshevsky’s symbol of the future society, the
Crystal Palace, is scathingly rejected by Dostoevsky’s anti-hero, who ‘nihil-
istically’ destroys Chernyshevsky’s principal doctrines one by one. Rational
egoism is reduced to mere concern for a drop of one’s own fat, the under-
ground man’s ego is projected as the least reliable guide to moral and
sensible behaviour and mathematical reasoning itself is challenged.
A more positive blow is struck for feminine worth when Dostoevsky
shows that the prostitute Liza is the moral superior of his male protagonist.
InWhat is to be Done?, by contrast, Kirsanov’s attempt to save the prostitute
Kriukova appears as patronising male condescension.65 Lopukhov’s exam-
ple of asserting the honour of the ‘new people’ is mocked and parodied
(with Gogolian overtones) in the underground man’s strivings to improve
his wardrobe before refusing to give way to an officer on the street. Nor does
Pisarev escape. Darwinism is rejected, but at the same time the under-
groundman adopts Pisarev’s own arguments on art not promoting civilising
values. Pisarev had used the examples of Nero and the Borgias as great lovers
of art, but the underground man makes a similar argument against civilisa-
tion itself, pointing to the refined cruelty of Cleopatra and to more modern
examples.66 Although Notes from Underground engages in a polemic with
nihilism, in a strange way it forms part of nihilism’s legacy. Dostoevsky is
employing its very own methods – destructive and reductive reasoning – to
examine critically the received values, the ‘principles’ of nihilism itself: the
underground man is a nihilistic anti-nihilist. This polemic is carried on
throughout Dostoevsky’s major novels, and nowhere more openly than in
Crime and Punishment and The Devils. Indeed, Raskolnikov, the hero of the
former novel, was identified by Dostoevsky’s colleague Strakhov as ‘a
suffering nihilist’.67

Turgenev said that Dostoevsky was one of only two people who under-
stood Fathers and Children; yet it is not known how he interpreted the
novel – the letter giving his views has been lost. The ‘fathers and children’
theme is an obsessive strand in Dostoevsky’s own writing, but worked in his
own way. In The Devils he suggests not only a gulf between generations
but also an ideological continuity: the intellectual of the 1840s, represented
by Stepan Trofimovich, is the father of the nihilism of the following gen-
eration, as exemplified in his son Petr Stepanovich. In a less symbolic way
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Turgenev, too, had suggested the theme of continuity. Bazarov’s father likens
his son’s rejection of medical authorities to the attitude to outdated theories
of his own generation, and Bazarov’s chief antagonist, the ‘father’ Pavel
Petrovich, speaks in similar terms about succeeding intellectual fashions
(‘Formerly there were Hegelianists, now nihilists.’).68 Even more telling is
Turgenev’s suggestion of a similarity of character between Bazarov and Pavel
Petrovich. This ‘father’ appears to have almost a nihilistic streak himself: ‘His
soul, misanthropic in the French manner, foppishly dry and passionate, was
incapable of dreaming.’69

conclu s i on

Both Dostoevsky and Turgenev hint at placing the nihilism of the 1860s in a
broader developmental context, as merely the plebeian expression of a long
and more aristocratic tradition. The influences of the French scepticism and
Byronism of an earlier age have been replaced by German materialism and
English utilitarianism. The challenging of received opinions goes back at
least to the eighteenth century. Chatsky, the hero of Griboedov’s playWoe
from Wit, with his devastating critique of Moscow society, may be seen as a
more voluble aristocratic forerunner of Bazarov.70 Even more far-reaching
was Chaadaev’s criticism of Russian history and culture in his first
‘Philosophical Letter’ of 1836. Nihilism on a more existential level may be
found in the bleak poem which Pushkin wrote in 1828 on his birthday,
proclaiming life to be a vain fortuitous gift, and Lermontov’s view of life as
an ‘empty and stupid joke’ in his poem of 1840.71These are sentiments close
to the ‘graveyard philosophy’ of Pomialovsky’s Cherevanin, and both
Cherevanin and before him Goncharov’s Oblomov come to similar nihil-
istic conclusions about human progress when they contemplate history.72

In his novelDoctor Krupov (1847) Herzen had projected a truly nihilistic and
plebeian hero avant la lettre, and his own philosophy of the late 1840s and
1850s, as represented in From the Other Shore (1850), is imbued with a deep
aristocratic nihilism.73

The more one looks at the matter, the more one realises that negation is a
fundamental strand of Russian cultural life, and that the ‘nihilism’ of the
1860s is perhaps just its more radical efflorescence. Yet, Turgenev’s novel
marks a new moment of self-recognition, and the two events that many
associated with the novel itself – the appearance of political pamphlets and
the fires in St Petersburg – pointed to later developments: on the one hand,
radical propaganda through literature and, on the other, violent direct
action. Whereas the first was the only resort for early nihilists such as
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Chernyshevsky, Dobroliubov and Pisarev, as well as for the Land and
Liberty movement of the early 1860s, acts of destructive violence later
became much more frequent, especially after the later (and quite separate)
Land and Liberty organisation of the mid-1870s fragmented to produce the
terrorist group The People’s Will. Nihilism fed into the revolutionary
movement, and its legacy can certainly be seen in the anarchism of
Bakunin and his assertion that destruction was a positive force.74 It shaped
the way Marxism was received in Russia. The idea propagated by
Chernyshevsky that Russia could leap directly from feudalism to socialism
without experiencing an intervening bourgeois period found its way into
the preface Marx and Engels wrote for the second Russian edition of the
Communist Manifesto.75 Lenin was an admirer of What is to be Done? and
himself wrote an important work using Chernyshevsky’s title.76

The literary tradition of critical evaluation and negation affected almost
every writer in some way. Dostoevsky, as we have seen, used a nihilistic hero
to debunk nihilism itself, but it is perhaps the case of Tolstoy that is the
most notable. In much of his writing, particularly in later years, it is as
though via the more aristocratic Pisarev the new plebeian version of the
tradition has fused with that of aristocratic scepticism. Even in his earlier
writing Tolstoy shows the samemistrust of medicine as Bazarov, and inWar
and Peace he debunks the idea that there is a ‘science’ of warfare, much as
Pisarev had ‘destroyed’ the science of aesthetics.77 Indeed, Tolstoy’s puri-
tanical, almost utilitarian attitude to aesthetics, as expressed inWhat Is Art?
(1896), is very close to Pisarev’s views on art. In his later years, when he
devoted his energies to making boots, he almost seems to have adopted the
famous dictum ascribed to Pisarev of preferring to be a Russian shoemaker
rather than a Russian Raphael. This later period is Tolstoy’s most polemical,
and one of his pamphlets – ‘What Then Must We Do?’ – seems to echo the
title of Chernyshevsky’s novel. Most radical of all, and entirely consonant
with the nihilists’ attempts to dethrone ‘prejudices’, is Tolstoy’s rational
reductio ad absurdum of the celebration of the Eucharist in his novel
Resurrection.78

The tradition extended into the Soviet period, with the underground
literature of samizdat attacking and mocking the received wisdom and
abstract concepts of official Russia. At the same time, the impact of
Russian nihilism may be detected outside the borders of its own specific
culture. The nihilists’ attack on general principles and insistence on con-
crete expression seems to anticipate the dichotomy between ‘essence’ and
‘existence’ drawn by French Existentialists. Although it is highly unlikely
that the author of Nausea was ever aware of Cherevanin’s ‘graveyard
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philosophy’, it is nevertheless true that Camus was an admirer of
Dostoevsky, and through this filter both Camus and Sartre were in touch
with this ‘nihilistic’ Russian tradition.79 Indeed, at least one commentator,
Walter Kaufmann, in his book Existentialism from Dostoevsky to Sartre, has
hailed the first part of Notes from Underground as a precursor of
Existentialism itself.80

The nihilism of the 1860s was very much a literary phenomenon, whose
ideas were carried forward through novels and literary criticism. Although it
was not Turgenev who invented these ideas, his novel Fathers and Children
allotted a badge of identification to those who professed them – one which
Pisarev, among others, proudly wore. Moreover, Turgenev subtly suggested
the links of nihilism with the scepticism of previous generations, for as
Pisarev realised (when he argued that Bazarov and the earlier Byronic figure
of Pechorin ‘were made of the same stuff’ and saw the shade of Pechorin in
Pavel Petrovich): ‘In the depths of his soul Pavel Petrovich is just the same
sceptic and empiricist as is Bazarov himself.’81 At the same time, the
reception of the novel by those who linked it to the St Petersburg fires
was prophetic of the more practical and violent course nihilism would later
take. In further political developments the nihilists’ championship of mate-
rialist philosophy prepared the ground for Marxism, and the literary doc-
trine of Socialist Realism would clearly have roots in the aesthetics
propounded by Chernyshevsky.

We have seen that, for all Bazarov’s emphasis on reason, he is forced
ultimately to admit that his nihilism stems from feelings. A similar gulf is
apparent in Pisarev, even though he attempts to resolve the dichotomy by
arguing that ‘the mind of the new people is in complete harmony with their
feeling, because neither mind nor feeling is distorted by chronic hatred of
the rest of humanity’.82 Yet such harmony is illusory. It is feelings which in
the end bring about Bazarov’s own downfall, and later acts of mindless
violence in Russian society suggest the chronic hatred which Pisarev was too
ready to dismiss.

On the positive side, the nihilism of the younger generation promoted a
critical attitude to outworn, received ideas and to life in general.
Dobroliubov’s interest in education, and the whole Sunday school move-
ment, found a reflection in Tolstoy’s practical attempts at peasant educa-
tion. Dobroliubov’s own precepts for literary criticism were far-sighted and
basically sound. Pisarev’s attitude to aesthetics was severe, but it promoted
thought and analysis of feeling and demanded a balance between aesthetics
and ethics. If, on the one hand, the corrosive rationality of Pomialovsky’s
heroes appeared to dissolve conventional morality, Chernyshevsky’s
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concept of rational egoism (which was in fact self-abnegating altruism) led
his heroes towards a strict personal morality. The whole movement’s
emphasis on ethics – on the rights of women, on ‘the starving and unclad’
and on the underprivileged in general – had a profound political impact,
and its ideas, by whatever crooked paths, fed into the works of the two
literary giants of the nineteenth century, Dostoevsky and Tolstoy. Through
them they reached a wider world beyond.
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chapter 7

Tradition and counter-tradition: the radical
intelligentsia and classical Russian literature

Gary Saul Morson

No class in Russian history has had a more momentous impact on the
destinies of that nation or indeed of the modern world.

Martin Malia on the classical Russian intelligentsia1

PART I: THE TRADITION

t r ad i t i on and count er - t r ad i t i on

In 1909, the critic Mikhail Gershenzon observed that ‘in Russia, an
almost infallible gauge of the strength of an artist’s genius is the extent
of his hatred for the intelligentsia’.2 Largely true if somewhat exagger-
ated, Gershenzon’s judgement provides the starting-point for this
essay.
By and large, the most important ideas of Russian culture arose from an

antagonistic dialogue between the radical intelligentsia and the great writ-
ers, with literary critics belonging to each group. On the one hand, we have
the highly self-conscious tradition of intelligenty (members of the intelli-
gentsia), whose patron saint was Chernyshevsky and which came to include
Lavrov, Mikhailovsky, Nechaev, Lenin, Stalin and Trotsky. On the other,
we have the counter-tradition of Tolstoy, Dostoevsky and Chekhov. Or again:
Bakunin, Dobroliubov, Pisarev and Tkachev are answered by Solovev,
Bakhtin and the contributors to the anthology in which Gershenzon’s obser-
vation appears, Landmarks (1909).
Witnessing the danger of radical intelligentsia beliefs, the Russian

counter-tradition developed a set of alternatives. Those alternatives prob-
ably represent the most durable contribution of Russian thought. Because
both sides tended to extreme formulations, they framed issues sharply and
made the stakes of intellectual debates especially clear. Russian intellectual
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history became a kind of uncontrolled experiment testing philosophical
ideas.

what i s th e in t e l l i g ent s i a ?

No recognised system of social analysis, either those known to the intelligentsia
itself or those elaborated by modern sociology, makes provision for a ‘class’ held
together only by the bond of ‘consciousness’, ‘critical thought’, or moral passion.
(Malia)3

Virtually all commentators have stressed the difference between the mean-
ing of the word ‘intelligentsia’ in English and its original meaning in
Russian. A Russian intelligent was not what we think of as an ‘intellectual’
and the intelligentsia did not consist of people identified by their taste for
independent thought. Quite the contrary, idiosyncratic views virtually
disqualified one. We easily think of Tolstoy as an ‘intellectual’, but it
would have seemed paradoxical to call him an intelligent. Neither would a
well-educated mayor of Moscow qualify. But many barely literate people
would.

To be sure, it is difficult to define the Russian term, in part because it
was used in broader or narrower senses and in part because its meaning
evolved. Especially in the last few decades of tsarist rule, it was possible,
for instance, to use the word ‘intelligentsia’ to mean all educated and
technically literate people, who might then be distinguished from the
‘classical intelligentsia’ that the contributors to Landmarks took as the
object of their critique. Indeed, the main purpose of Landmarks was to
transform the intelligentsia from its ‘classical’ meaning to a much
broader one closer to that used in the West today. By the time of the
Revolution the ‘classical’ intelligentsia was perceived as a distinct minor-
ity, almost an anachronism, which is another reason that its success in
seizing power was not only not inevitable, as hindsight tends to deceive
us into imagining, but quite surprising. Another reason that the term
‘intelligentsia’ had such varied usage was that the very question ‘what is
the intelligentsia?’ often served as a surrogate for the question, how shall
Russia be saved?

Despite these difficulties, it is possible to specify a group that virtually
everyone would have considered members of the ‘classical’ intelligentsia.
This group emerged more or less around 1860, with the generation of
Chernyshevsky, although it was common to recruit retrospectively a few
earlier figures – especially Belinsky and Bakunin – either as founders or
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immediate predecessors. For convenience, we may specify three defining
characteristics.

the f i r s t cr i t e r i on : i d ent i t y

First, an intelligent identified above all as an intelligent. To be an intelligent
was not like being a liberal, a professional or an Anglophile, each of which
was compatible with a primary identity as (for instance) a nobleman. It was
crucial for an intelligent to forsake all other allegiances in so far as they might
conflict with one’s identity as an intelligent. That, I take it, is the point of a
witty question asked by Stepan Trofimovich in Dostoevsky’s The Devils: is
it wise to hire an engineer who, as a committed intelligent, believes in
universal destruction? The very fact that Tolstoy used his title of Count
was enough to exclude him.
The requirement to identify first of all as an intelligent meant that

literature should be a form of propaganda. The writer served ‘the cause’,
and all other goals – derisively referred to as ‘aestheticism’ or ‘art for art’s
sake’ – were seen as a form of aristocratic self-indulgence. Understandably,
the best writers regarded such demands as incompatible with great art and as
orders to lie. When critics insisted that Chekhov declare his ‘tendency’, he
replied: ‘do I not protest against lying… from beginning to end? And is this
not a tendency?’4 As he well knew, for the intelligentsia it was not. The
intelligentsia’s dogmatic certainty offended Chekhov: ‘It is easy to be pure
when you are able to hate a devil you do not know and love a God whom it
never occurs to you to doubt.’5 If they ever gain the power they seek,
Chekhov wrote, ‘such toads and crocodiles will rule in ways not known
even at the time of the Inquisition in Spain’,6 a comment that of course
turned out to be an understatement.7

the s e cond cr i t e r i on : i d eo log y

An intelligent subscribed, without hesitation, doubt or scepticism, to a
specific set of beliefs, ‘each according to his own catechism’, as Sergey
Bulgakov observed.8 Those catechisms varied from group to group and
from age to age, but they always included a commitment to materialism,
atheism, socialism and revolutionism. It was important not only to hold
these beliefs but also to refuse to credit that anyone neither stupid nor venal
could entertain any others. Indeed, one sign that an intelligentsia in the
Russian sense has emerged from the educated, as has often happened, is
precisely this refusal. From here to the Soviet treatment of dissidents as
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insane is but a step. Writers had to negotiate not just the tsar’s censorship
but also the intelligentsia’s ‘secondary censorship’, as it was commonly
called.

The intelligentsia thought of its beliefs as grounded in ‘science’, but its
conception of science was in fact the opposite of science as we usually think
of it. Intelligentsia ‘science’ was not, even in principle, an open-ended
enquiry following the evidence wherever it might lead. Rather, the truth
was given in advance. ‘Science’ meant not free enquiry but a commitment
to a materialist metaphysics and the faith that an absolutely certain body of
doctrine could redeem the world. It is precisely in the dissected frog that the
salvation of the Russian people lies, proclaimed Pisarev, who was referring
to Bazarov’s conviction in Turgenev’s Fathers and Children that there is no
essential difference between people and frogs and that by dissecting one, a
scientist can learn all about the other. In the Soviet period, such thinking led
to the rejection of scientific theories on metaphysical grounds.9

Both for classical intelligenty and their Soviet heirs, advance criteria for
truth were also political. Berdiaev referred to ‘the almost insane tendency to
judge philosophical doctrines and truths according to political and utili-
tarian criteria’;10 by ‘utilitarian’ he meant utility for making a revolution.
Berdiaev continued:

love for egalitarian justice… paralysed love for the truth and almost destroyed any
interest in the truth … The intelligentsia … succumbed to the temptation of the
Grand Inquisitor, who demanded the renunciation of truth in the name of man’s
happiness. The intelligentsia’s basic moral premise is summed up by the formula:
let truth perish, if its death will enable the people to live better and will make men
happier; down with truth if it stands in the way of the sacred cry, ‘down with
autocracy’.11

Berdiaev and others stressed the danger of refuting theories by showing
that they are insufficiently leftist. ‘We developed police-search methods for
judging philosophical endeavours and movements… To refute philosoph-
ical theories on the ground that they do not favour Populism or Social
Democracy is to scorn truth. No one will listen to a philosopher suspected
of being “reactionary” (and what don’t we call “reactionary”!), for no one is
really interested in philosophy or truth per se.’12 One sign that a culture has
developed an intelligentsia in the Russian sense is precisely the prevalence of
this kind of argument.13

Groups of Russian intelligenty might differ about how to realise social-
ism, but they never doubted the leading role of the intelligentsia itself.
Like Raskolnikov in Crime and Punishment, they presumed their own
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superiority, their entitlement to rule and their ‘right to transgress’. Dostoevsky
foresaw that in intelligentsia ideology there would always be a passive
‘people’ that could be saved only by the efforts of intelligenty acting in its
name. InThe Devils, the intelligent Shigalev suggests as a final solution of the
question the division of mankind into two unequal parts: ‘One-tenth enjoys
absolute liberty and unbounded power over the other nine-tenths. The
others have to give up all individuality and … through boundless submis-
sion, will by a series of regenerations attain primeval innocence… “What I
propose is not contemptible; it’s paradise, an earthly paradise, and there can
be no other on earth”, Shigalev pronounced authoritatively.’14

the th i rd cr i t e r i on : i n v e r s e manner s

An intelligent was expected to live a certain kind of life: in large part, norms
derived from Chernyshevsky’s What is to be Done?, which was almost
certainly the most widely read Russian literary work of the nineteenth
century. Lenin declared that the book played a decisive role in turning
him into a revolutionary.15

Serving as a ‘how-to’ book for daily conduct,What is to be Done? offered
models for work, speech, dress, hair-style and sex. One commentator
remembered: ‘We made the novel into a kind of Koran.’16 Noblemen
took lessons in bad manners of the prescribed sort so as to be accepted
into the intelligentsia. Or consider the story Joseph Frank tells of how
Dostoevsky met his second wife. When his stenographer refused a cigarette,
Dostoevsky realised that, since radicals were expected to smoke, she
might not be a revolutionary. Why, he wondered, she might even believe
in God – as, in fact, she did. Though educated, she was no intelligentka.17

This rigid code prescribed what might be thought of as inverse manners: it
was comme il faut to be comme il ne faut pas. One simply had to have dirty
fingernails, dress badly, flaunt one’s inability to understand art and, in the
case of women, call attention to one’s promiscuity. The repulsive Kukshina
in Turgenev’s Fathers and Children self-consciously strains to perform
all these radical duties, as if her prescribed hedonism felt like taking
medicine.
The regulation of daily behaviour also signified that everything is political,

and so no aspect of life should be left to its own devices. The intelligent, as
Gershenzon observed, became a slave to politics and looked for political
meaning in everything, a sort of ‘tyranny of civic activism’.18 Berdiaev called
for ‘not only political liberation but also liberation from the oppressive
power of politics’.19 If there is nothing outside the political, then there is no
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place for privacy, an individual self or a personal quest for meaning. On the
contrary, as Gershenzon observed, ‘the meaning of life was established
beforehand, and it was the same for everyone, with no individual differ-
ences’.20 No less than its theories, the intelligentsia’s behavioural codes
paved the way to totalitarianism. A group’s belief that everything is political
constitutes another sign that it has become an intelligentsia in the radical
Russian sense.

how d id do s toe v s k y know ?

So far as I am aware, Dostoevsky was the only nineteenth-century
thinker to foresee that the twentieth would be history’s bloodiest and
would engender the phenomenon we have come to call totalitarianism.
In The Devils, Shigalev and Petr Stepanovich advocate a system of
universal spying, the regulation of life to the smallest degree, the elim-
ination of ‘a hundred million heads’ and (as in Mao’s cultural revolution
or Pol Pot’s execution of the literate) the deliberate destruction of genius
or talent, all in the name of equality. Petr Stepanovich explains: ‘A high
level of education and science is only possible for great intellects and
these are not wanted… Cicero will have his tongue cut out, Copernicus
will have his eyes put out, Shakespeare will be stoned … Complete
equality! … Only the necessary is necessary.’21

How did Dostoevsky know? The answer, I think, is that, having once
been a conspirator himself, he grasped the mentality of the intelligentsia and
projected what it would do should it ever gain power.

Dostoevsky was aware as well that the fervour sweeping the intelli-
gentsia was essentially apocalyptic in character. Analysing Bolshevik
rule, Berdiaev attributed its attempts to transform nature and human
nature, as well as its desire to establish what we have come to call
totalitarianism, to an essentially eschatological impulse, which he saw
as a reflection (or distortion) of the Russian Orthodox tradition. He
attached immense importance, therefore, to the fact that the conven-
tional social origin for an intelligent was either seminarian or child of a
priest – a description that applies to Chernyshevsky, Dobroliubov and
Stalin. He therefore attributed great significance to the fascination early
Bolsheviks and other intelligenty had for a thinker as strange as Fedorov,
who saw humanity’s easily achievable ‘common task’ as the resurrection
of our ‘fathers’ by technological means that he referred to as ‘the
patrification of matter’. Because many molecules must have escaped
the earth, Fedorov proposed space travel as a way to gather the necessary
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material for resurrection. Intellectual historians routinely point out that
Tsiolkovsky, the founder of the Russian space programme, was a disciple
of Fedorov.
For that matter, neither Dostoevsky nor Berdiaev was immune to escha-

tological fervour. For a brief period, Dostoevsky came to believe that the end
of the world would literally arrive in months, and Berdiaev saw Bolsheviks as
distorters of the Russian Orthodox apocalypticism that he valued.

r e vo lut i on i sm

With its quasi-mystical belief in the transformative power of political
ideology, the radical intelligentsia was inclined not just to revolution but
to what Semen Frank called ‘revolutionism’. One may accept revolution on
purely tactical grounds, but ‘revolutionism on principle’22 involves the love
of revolution as such. What really matters is the thrill of destruction,
experienced as a kind of metaphysical jolt. Bakunin’s aphorism – ‘the will
to destroy is also a creative will’ – voices this sentiment and, as Frank
explains: ‘the qualifier “auch” [also] has long disappeared from this aphor-
ism; destruction is no longer seen as one of the means of creation, but has
been identified with it altogether… Thus revolutionism merely reflects the
metaphysical absolutisation of the value of destruction.’23

Russian terrorism also had a distinct metaphysical side: it implicitly
affirmed the metaphysical freedom both of the victim (for why else would
killing him matter?) and of the terrorist himself (for killing him). Indeed,
Marxist historical determinists sometimes objected to terrorist ideology for
just such implications.
For Petr Struve, the revolutionism of the intelligentsia was ‘a moral error’

because it sacrificed the lives of others without their consent, and a political
error because ‘it was based on the notion that society’s “progress” need not
be the fruit of human improvement, but could be instead a jackpot to be
won at the gambling table of history’.24 Struve’s reference to gambling
invokes a key simile of Dostoevsky’s. In Dostoevsky’s The Gambler,
Aleksey plays roulette not for wealth but for the thrill of a moment in
which one spin of the wheel could leave him either a pauper or a Rothschild.
The normal laws of life are suspended, and winning represents a sort of
instantaneous leap from necessity to freedom. Aleksey becomes addicted to
such moments, and when he wins, he wastes the money so that he can
eventually experience another one. In several of his novels, Dostoevsky
discovers the same ecstasy in the instant just before an expected revolution,
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a murder or an epileptic seizure. As Bakhtin might say, each is a congealed
‘suddenly’. For Prince Myshkin in The Idiot, such ‘suddenlys’ explain ‘the
extraordinary saying [in the Apocalypse] that there shall be no more time’, but
they are nevertheless ‘a disease’ leading inevitably to insanity.25

Both Aleksey and his opposite, the prosaic Englishman Mr Astley,
explicitly identify gambling addiction with Russianness and Russianness
with a taste for sudden change. Revolutionism and gambling both express a
refusal to work, that is, to accomplish a long series of small tasks in order to
accumulate wealth gradually, to improve one’s character bit by bit or to
reform society over time. Rather, everything must happen in a vertiginous
‘suddenly’. As The Gambler concludes, Mr Astley observes: ‘Tomymind all
Russians are like that, or disposed to be like that. If it is not roulette it is
something similar. The exceptions are very rare. You are not the first who
does not understand the meaning of work (I am not talking of your
peasantry). Roulette is a game pre-eminently for Russians.’26

‘I am not talking of your peasantry’: Mr Astley characterises the mindset
of the intelligentsia and all those educated people who dwell in its shadow.

PART II : THE COUNTER-TRADITION REPLIES

theor e t i sm

The counter-tradition identified the intelligentsia’s core error as its blind
faith in theory or, to use Bakhtin’s term, its ‘theoretism’.27 The theoretist
regards historical, social and psychological facts as mere instantiations of
timeless laws, the way the moon’s position can be precisely determined
using Newtonian mechanics. For the theoretist there is no ‘surplus’, noth-
ing left over that the theory does not explain. If we do not have such a theory
yet, we soon will: that is the faith (for Tolstoy, the superstition) of the
intelligentsia.

Of course, such ‘moral Newtonianism’, as Elie Halévy famously called it,
was not unique to Russia.28 Thinkers as diverse as Marx, Bentham, Comte,
Malinowski and Lévi-Strauss have all assumed that a social science in the
strong sense is feasible, if not actually on the verge of realisation. What is
special about the Russian intelligentsia was the depth and extremity of this
faith, along with the belief that the theory was already sufficiently developed
to be imposed immediately by force.

Critiques of moral Newtonianism of course existed outside Russia, but in
response to the intelligentsia’s extreme faith in theory Russian writers
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developed anti-theoretism with special profundity. We often speak of the
Russian novel as ideological or philosophical, but it would be more accurate
to speak of it as anti-ideological and anti-philosophical. Outside Russia,
George Eliot, Joseph Conrad, George Orwell and others also wrote
anti-philosophical novels of ideas, but such works define the Russian tradi-
tion as no other and arguably constitute its greatest achievement.
More recently, the anti-theoretist argument of the Russian novel has led

to a renewed appreciation of the wisdom, typically overlooked by theore-
tists, that is contained in ordinary practices. We see the Russian novel’s
direct influence on Wittgenstein, who in turn shaped Stephen Toulmin’s
argument that not just theoretical rationality (episteme) but also practical
reason (phronesis) must play a role in solving human problems.29

the ma s t e r p lo t

He was not a nihilist for nothing! (Turgenev, Fathers and Children)

The masterplot of the novel of ideas, perfected in Russia, tests the theory in
which its hero believes not by constructing a logical critique but by tracing
the theory’s roots in biography and exploring its consequences in practice.
An irony of origins shows how ideas purportedly based on ‘science’ actually
derive from a psychic need, and an irony of unwelcome outcomes demon-
strates that the world is much more complex than the theory has allowed.30

In Fathers and Children, we see Arkady embracing nihilism because it makes
him feel grown up and Bazarov, who believes love to be nothing but a
physiological reaction, ensnared in the passion celebrated by the minne-
singers and troubadours.
In The Brothers Karamazov, Ivan, who asserts that all is permitted and

that even if there is such a thing as moral responsibility it pertains not to
wishes but only to actions, comes to feel guilty for a crime he has merely
desired. As the devil that haunts him points out, Ivan wants to justify
amoralism itself with a moralistic theory: ‘That’s all very charming’, the
devil chides, ‘but if you want to swindle why do you want a moral sanction
for doing it? But that’s our modern Russian [intelligent] all over. He can’t
bring himself to swindle without a moral sanction.’31

Such novels of ideas narrate the overcoming of theoretism. When
Raskolnikov confesses, he still believes that his theory was correct even if
he could not live up to it. He attains wisdom only when, in Siberia, he
overcomes the theoretist mindset altogether: ‘Life had stepped into the
place of theory’,32 the author concludes. This change finally allows a new
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story to begin, ‘the story of the gradual renewal of a man, the story of his
gradual regeneration, of his gradual passing from one world into another, of
his initiation into a new unknown life’.33 The repetition of the word
‘gradual’ (postepennyi) contrasts with Raskolnikov’s earlier taste for sudden
or revolutionary transformation. The appreciation of a ‘new unknown life’
reflects his recognition that uncertainty and imperfect knowledge are con-
stituent factors of human existence.

Ivan Karamazov regards it as a weakness that, notwithstanding his dark
theory, he goes on living. ‘In spite of logic’, Ivan loves ‘the sticky green
leaves that open in the spring’, a love that he attributes to a purely biological
imperative – ‘the force of the Karamazovs’. Alesha replies that what Ivan
takes as weakness is in fact wisdom. Not theory but love of the sheer process
of living justifies existence:

‘I love the sticky leaves in spring… It’s not a matter of intellect or logic, it’s loving
with one’s inside, with one’s stomach…Do you understand anything of my tirade,
Alyosha?’

‘I understand too well, Ivan… I am awfully glad that you have such a longing for
life … I think everyone should love life above everything in the world.’

‘Love life more than the meaning of it?’
‘Certainly, love it, regardless of logic as you say, it must be regardless of logic; and

it’s only then one will understand the meaning of it.’34

Earlier in the novel, Father Zosima has told Madame Khokhlakova that
although God, immortality and meaningfulness cannot be proven, one can
become convinced of them if one lives a life of active love. One gets things
the wrong way round if one demands reasons to live a good life. Rather,
living a good life leads to faith stronger than any reasons. Proceed not from
the top down, but from the bottom up: that is the constant lesson of
Russian fiction.

If we live right, we can appreciate meaningfulness that we cannot
express. Then existential problems are not solved but vanish. So
Tolstoy’s Levin discovers in Anna Karenina when he recognises ‘not
merely the pride of intellect, but the stupidity of intellect’.35 The mean-
ing he has sought has always been there, invisibly before his eyes, but
unrecognised so long as he sought it in theory. ‘And here is a miracle, the
sole miracle possible, surrounding me on all sides, and I never noticed
it! … I have discovered nothing. I have found out only what I [already]
knew.’36 The novel teaches us to rediscover truths too familiar to
remember.
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The close of Wittgenstein’s Tractatus, written under the influence of
Dostoevsky and Tolstoy, echoes Levin’s discoveries, at times almost word
for word:

The solution of the problem of life is seen in the vanishing of the problem.
(Is this not the reason why those who have found after a long period of doubt

that the sense of life became clear to them have been unable to say what constituted
that sense?)

There are, indeed, things that cannot be put into words. They make themselves
manifest.37

r e turn to ca s u i s t r y

When he lives right, Levin also learns that he can arrive at ethical judge-
ments better than any provided by theory. So does Pierre inWar and Peace.
In each novel, Tolstoy provides a long list of good ethical decisions that the
hero learns to make without saying how he makes them. Levin now knows
that he

must hire labourers as cheaply as possible; but to hire men in bond, paying them in
advance less than the current rate of wages, was what he must not do, even though
it was very profitable. Selling straw to the peasants in times of scarcity was what he
might do … but the tavern … must be ignored … To Petr, who was paying a
moneylender ten per cent a month, he must lend a sum of money to set him free.
But he could not let off peasants who did not pay their rent.38

And the list goes on, with no common principle identified. Tolstoy’s point
is that there is no such principle, for life is too complex for any
ethical theory. We must rely instead on an educated sensitivity to particular
cases – that is, to casuistry in the original sense of the word. Tolstoy’s call for
a revival of casuistry – reasoning by cases – has influenced contemporary
ethical thought. As Albert Jonsen and Stephen Toulmin have argued,
casuistry goes hand in hand with renewed respect for the unformalisable
wisdom of practical reason (phronesis).39 Though rejected as unphilosoph-
ical since the seventeenth century, practical reason and casuistry found a
home in the realist novel, whose tacit moral assumptions Tolstoy made
explicit and available.
When the discussion turns to the Eastern War, to which Levin

objects even though most educated people across the political spectrum
believed in it, Koznyshev asks Levin whether he would kill a Turk about
to torture and murder a Bulgarian baby and, presuming he would, why
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he does not support Russian military efforts to prevent Turkish atrocities
in Bulgaria. Why should it matter that the atrocities are happening at a
distance?

Levin replies that he does not know what he would do in Koznyshev’s
hypothetical situation but would decide on the instant. Although this answer
might seem intellectually unsatisfying – Levin gives no principle by which
he would decide – for Tolstoy it is the right one. No principle should decide
in advance because the particularities of the situation are too complex and
variable to be foreseen and the consequences of a wrong decision either way
are too great.

Tolstoy here makes several key anti-theoretist points. He stresses not
only the superiority of educated moral sensitivity over principles, but
also the sheer complexity and unpredictability of the world in which
moral decisions must be made. If the world were like Newtonian
astronomy, in which each moment is the automatic and predictable
outcome of earlier moments, one could make decisions in advance and
presentness would not be needed. But the world is not ‘Newtonian’ in
this sense. Much more complicated than any ethical theory could
accommodate, it more closely resembles battle as Kutuzov and later
Prince Andrey understand it in War and Peace – too complex for any
theory and often too surprising for advance judgements. Therefore,
presentness matters. No matter what social scientific theory may assert,
the radical contingency of things means there is always what Bakhtin
thought of as ‘surprisingness’ and therefore always a need for what
Tolstoy called ‘moral alertness’.

Tolstoy’s ideas about the relation of distance to ethical action are also
crucial to this passage for two reasons. First, by a sort of moral inverse
square law, the further we are from a situation the clearer it seems to be,
while situations before our eyes – say, in our own family – tend to baffle
us. The reason is that the greater the distance, the fewer contingencies we
see and so the answers seem deceptively easy. Second, despite what most
ethical theorists since the seventeenth century have argued, moral obliga-
tions must take into account persons. Kant notwithstanding, we do not
owe the same moral debt and concern to people we have never met on the
other side of the world as to our immediate family. Tolstoy here revives
the Stoic idea that morality works by something resembling concentric
circles. The further we get from our family, our neighbours and our
community, the less moral obligation we actually have. Indeed, it is a
moral error to assume that the same principles apply in near and distant
cases.
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the t e l e s co p e

At the end of War and Peace, Pierre abandons the quest for theory and
focuses on the immense complexity of ordinary events taking place right
before his eyes.

He felt like a man who, after straining his eyes to peer into the remote distance,
finds what he was seeking at his very feet…He had equipped himself with a mental
telescope and gazed into the distance where the petty and commonplace that were
hidden in the mists of distance had seemed to him great and infinite only because
they are not clearly visible … Now, however, he had learned to see the great, the
eternal, the infinite in everything, and therefore, in order to look at it, to enjoy his
contemplation of it, he naturally discarded the telescope through which he had till
then been gazing over the heads of men, and joyfully surveyed the ever-changing,
eternally great, and infinite life around him.40

The telescope is theory. Throughout the novel, Pierre has assumed that for
meaning to exist, some theory must explain everything. When he believes
he has such theory, life makes perfect sense, and when he does not, he
despairs. As Raskolnikov lets life take the place of theory, so Pierre at last
‘throws away the telescope’.
For the counter-tradition, with its respect for the wisdom of practice, the

proper role of theory is never to dictate to experience; rather, it is a series of
tentative generalisations from experience.

p ro s a i c s

These Russian heroes learn two closely related truths. First, the most
important events in life are not grand and dramatic but small and ordinary.
Second, time is always open and uncertainty pertains to the very nature of
things. I like to call the combination of these two truths ‘prosaics’. The
exploration of prosaics constitutes the primary intellectual contribution of
the Russian counter-tradition.
Let us consider several implications of prosaics.

First: the world is infinitely more complex than any theory

If time is open, the dream of a social science in the strong sense is entirely
without foundation. For the author ofWar and Peace, all attempts to reduce
events to a set of simple laws resemble either Pierre’s numerology or General
Pfuhl’s ‘science’ of warfare. When Pfuhl wins, he claims the victory as
validation of his supposed science, and when he loses, he claims the same!
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The loss, it seems, always results from failure to execute his orders precisely,
and, since orders can never be executed precisely, his theory is immune to
disconfirmation. For Tolstoy, all purported social sciences, existing or to
come, necessarily rely on one or another fallacy that – by something
analogous to what Tolstoy calls ‘stencil work’ – excludes contrary evidence.

Second: the most important events and people are ordinary

As Kutuzov knows, battles are won not by commanders but by line officers,
who can exploit the fleeting opportunities that no advance strategy could
ever predict. In a key passage of War and Peace, we see Rostov take
advantage of such an opportunity.

As with ordinary events, so with ordinary people: they are the ones who
make the difference. In one of the novel’s essays, Tolstoy identifies the
apparently unremarkable Dokhturov as ‘a noiselessly revolving transmission
gear’ that truly makes things happen. Historians barely mention
Dokhturov, but ‘it is this [very] silence about him that is the most cogent
testimony to his merit’.41

In Anna Karenina, the noiselessly revolving transition gear is Dolly. If
by the hero of a novel we mean the person who best represents the author’s
values, then the hero of Anna Karenina is Dolly. Anna, to be sure, is more
dramatic, but Tolstoy’s point is that we tend to identify true life with high
drama whereas in fact it is a matter of prosaic moments and everyday
efforts. In War and Peace, the outcome of the war is determined by
ordinary people with no thought of acting ‘historically’ but whose efforts,
taken together, matter far more than those of more dramatic figures who
think of a grand historical narrative.

Third: perceptual fallacies lead us to mistake what really matters

To retrain our perception, Russian literature often places key characters and
events at the margins, where we see but do not notice them precisely
because they are so ordinary and do not stand out. But what if, in history
and in individual lives, the sum total of ordinary events matters much more
than the rare extraordinary ones? To identify noticeability with importance,
Tolstoy writes, is like concluding from a view of a distant hill where only
treetops are visible that the region contains nothing but trees.

Readers are often led to repeat the perceptual errors of characters, but
because they can reread – go back and see how their perceptions and
memory have misled them – they can learn to recognise perceptual
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fallacies and so to see what would otherwise remain hidden in plain view. I
like to call this Russian device open camouflage, and its pedagogic point is
to enable us to see more wisely. Both Tolstoy and Chekhov perfected
versions of it.42

Fourth: the more finely we perceive a moment, the less it fits a pattern

One reason Russian novels are so long is that they try to see social and mental
events with ever-increasing fineness. Tolstoy explains with an anecdote:

[The painter] Bryullov one day corrected a pupil’s study. The pupil, having glanced
at the altered drawing, exclaimed: ‘Why you only touched it a tiny bit, but it is
quite another thing.’ Bryullov replied: ‘Art begins where the tiny bit begins.’

That saying is strikingly true not only of art but of all life. One may say that true
life begins where the tiny bit begins – where what seem to us minute and infinitely
small alterations take place. True life is not lived where great external changes take
place – where people move about, clash, fight and slay one another – it is lived only
where these tiny, tiny, infinitesimally small changes occur.43

Turning toCrime and Punishment, Tolstoy contends that there never was
a single moment when Raskolnikov decided to kill the old woman, which is
why his search to understand the decision tomurder is fruitless. Themurder
resulted not from a decision but from a climate of mind that was in turn
shaped by countless tiny alterations of consciousness and small choices
about quite other matters. Raskolnikov lived his true life

when he was lying on the sofa in his room, deliberating not at all about the old
woman, nor even whether it is or is not permissible at the will of one man to wipe
from the face of the earth another, unnecessary and harmful man, but whether he
ought to live in Petersburg or not, whether he ought to accept money from his
mother or not, and on other questions not at all relating to the old woman. And
then … the question whether he would or would not kill the old woman was
decided. That question was decided – not when, having killed one old woman, he
stood before another, axe in hand – but when he was doing nothing and was only
thinking, when only his consciousness was active: and in that consciousness, tiny,
tiny alterations were taking place …
Tiny, tiny alterations – but on them depend the most immense and terrible

consequences.44

Tolstoy was the supreme artist of ‘tiny alterations’. The unsurpassed
verisimilitude that has led critics to say that Tolstoy’s works are not art but
life derives largely from his ability to separate consciousness into finer and
finer pieces. Where others see a simple, instantaneous action, Tolstoy
describes a series of minute steps.
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As Dostoevsky knew, Tolstoy alone has described Christian love of one’s
enemies in a psychologically plausible way, once in War and Peace (Prince
Andrey) and once in Anna Karenina (Karenin). He did so, I believe, by
dividing the transition to Christian love into a series of tiny steps, each of
which plausibly follows from the preceding one; and having granted each
step, we grant the result without ever having decided to do so.

Fifth: plot is an index of error

Where there is plot, life is lived badly. That, I take it, is what Tolstoy meant
by his most famous sentence: ‘All happy families resemble each other; each
unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.’ His notebooks for Anna
Karenina and the text of War and Peace several times record a French
proverb: ‘Happy people have no history.’ It is in that sense that happy
people resemble each other. But unhappy people have a story, and each
story is different.

That was also the idea that inspired Chekhov’s great ‘dramas of inaction’.
Those who, like Uncle Vania, imagine that life must be eventful to be
meaningful mistake what is really important, and the real heroine of the
play – underappreciated, like Dolly – is the devoted but unromantic Sonia.

We tend to be most fascinated with high drama, and that fascination
leads us to identify love with romance – the love of Romeo and Juliet,
Tristan and Isolde or Anna and Vronsky – rather than the prosaic, family
love of Levin and Kitty. For Tolstoy, it is the latter that really matters. As
romance thrives on mystery, prosaic love cultivates daily intimacy. As War
and Peace may be seen as an attack on the romanticisation of war, Anna
Karenina discredits the romanticisation of love. Although we have long
ceased to celebrate war, the ideology of romantic love is, if anything, even
stronger than in Tolstoy’s day.

the ru s s i an i d e a o f e v i l

Like good, most evil is ordinary and even (to use Hannah Arendt’s word)
‘banal’.45 It derives primarily not from alien or mysterious sources, but from
people like ourselves – indeed, from us. We witness, and are, its causes.

And so in Crime and Punishment Svidrigailov imagines hell not as
Milton’s Pandemonium but as a spider-infested bathhouse in the country.
As the personification of evil, the devil in The Brothers Karamazov appears as
the sort of companionable and witty person we all enjoy. He tells Ivan: ‘I
repeat, moderate your expectations, don’t demand of me “everything great
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and noble” … You are really angry with me for not having appeared to you
in a red glow, with thunder and lightning, with scorched wings, but have
shown myself in such a modest form…How could such a vulgar devil visit
such a great man as you!’46

For Dostoevsky, most evil derives not from the occasional monstrosity
but from our daily wishes for harm to others. These wishes create the
atmosphere in which crime is likely. They are more responsible for it than
the actual criminal act, just as the person who douses a house with oil, not
the one who happens to cause a spark, is primarily responsible for the
ensuing fire. We all wish evil, which is why the Gospel tells us that wishes as
well as actions have moral value and why Father Zosima insists that every-
one is responsible. To reduce evil, we must improve not just social institu-
tions but also ourselves by what Dostoevsky liked to call ‘microscopic
efforts’.
As Tolstoy wrote insightfully about Crime and Punishment, Dostoevsky

wrote wisely about Anna Karenina. In it he discovered the idea of ordinary
evil embodied in Stiva. Crucially, Stiva causes great harm without a shred of
malice, but simply because he has trained himself not to notice whatever
might interfere with his pleasure. For Tolstoy, evil not only is undramatic, it
may be entirely negative. It does not even require evil wishes, just neglect.
Most (if not the worst) evil derives from inaction.

The fact that, like most of Stiva’s acquaintances, readers usually find him
congenial is precisely Tolstoy’s point: if evil were not so attractive, we would
not have so much of it. Dostoevsky understood Stiva in just this way, and it
appears that the devil in The Brothers Karamazov is partly modelled
after him.

the pro s a i c v i ew o f t ime

Critics of the radical intelligentsia stressed that revolutionism leads to waste
and the abandonment of ordinary decencies as somehow reactionary. The
prosaic life we live every day is to be sacrificed to the epic deeds and utopian
kingdom that ideology promises. In the prosaic view, by contrast, we owe
our greatest obligation to people now alive.
For Bakhtin, the utopian mentality bleeds the present white because it

‘always sees the segment of the future that separates the present from the
end as lacking value; this separating segment of time loses its significance
and interest, it is merely an unnecessary continuation of an indefinitely long
present’.47 But it is in just such a ‘separating segment’ that people actually
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live. For that matter, that is where they have always lived and will always
live. The future is not a different kind of time, but just another present that
has not yet arrived.

In contrast to the intelligentsia, Bakhtin contended that morality requires
placing the greatest value on the present and the near future. To allow
oneself either petty cruelty or revolutionary violence in the name of a
glorious future means using politics to create an ‘alibi’ for responsibility.
But ‘there is no alibi’, Bakhtin repeats; for what I can do at this moment, no
one else can do, ever.

In perhaps his most famous lines, Herzen cautions against sacrificing
living people for a utopian goal:

Do you truly wish to condemn all human beings alive to-day to the sad role of
caryatids supporting a floor for others some day to dance on … or of wretched
galley slaves, up to their knees in mud, dragging a barge filled with some mysterious
treasure and with the humble words ‘progress in the future’ inscribed on its
bows? … This alone should serve as a warning to people: an end that is infinitely
remote is not an end, but, if you like, a trap; an end must be nearer – it ought to be,
at the very least, the labourer’s wage, or pleasure in the work done.48

the bourgeo i s v i r tu e s

To respect everyday life, one must value the ordinary virtues and habits that
sustain it. The intelligentsia typically rejected such virtues as ‘bourgeois’, an
attitude its critics deemed another kind of aristocratic arrogance.

Gershenzon got into considerable trouble for his characterisation of
intelligentsia attitudes towards daily life:

What has our intelligentsia’s thought been doing for the last half-century? … A
handful of revolutionaries has been going from house to house and knocking on
every door: ‘Everyone into the street! It’s shameful to stay at home!’ And every
consciousness, the halt, the blind, and the armless, poured out into the square; not
one stayed at home. For half a century they have been milling about, wailing and
quarreling. At home, there is dirt, destitution, but the master doesn’t care. He is out
in public, saving the people – and that is easier and more entertaining than
drudgery at home.49

Chekhov relentlessly criticised such contempt for ordinary decencies and
bourgeois virtues. In his famous letter to his brother Nikolay, he wrote that
‘people of culture must fulfil the following conditions’:

1. They respect the human personality and are therefore forbearing, gentle, cour-
teous, and compliant …
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2. They are sympathetic not only to beggars and cats.
3. They respect the property of others and therefore pay their debts.
4. They … do not lie even in small matters … They don’t pose …
5. … They do not say: ‘I’m misunderstood!’ …
8. They develop an aesthetic taste. They cannot bring themselves to fall asleep in

their clothes … breathe foul air, walk across a floor that has been spat on …
… Such are cultured people … What you need is constant work.50

Respect property? Pay one’s debts? Develop an aesthetic sense and respect
not political activity but ‘constant work’? As Chekhov well knew, such
advice challenged intelligentsia precepts.
Chekhov’s radical innovations in the drama derive from his prosaic

values, above all his suspicion of grand gestures and his appreciation of
inconspicuous goodness. Whereas most plays depict a dramatic world in
which characters’ dramatic actions are appropriate, the world of Chekhov’s
plays is as prosaic as our own, so dramatic actions appear as they really are,
histrionic. Chekhov’s major characters act as if they were characters in a
play, which is ironic because they are characters in a play. The true heroes
behave decently in the background. As in Tolstoy, if we value most the
people who take up the most dramatic space, we have missed the author’s
central point. The key moral is given to Elena Andreevna, who gradually
learns to overcome her taste for drama and high romance: ‘Ivan Petrovich,
you are an educated, intelligent man, and I should think you would under-
stand that the world is being destroyed not by crime and fire, but by… all
these petty squabbles.’51

work

Chekhov and other counter-traditional thinkers faulted the ideologists for
under-appreciating work. Semen Frank pointed out that the intelligentsia
seemed to care only about the redistribution but not the creation of wealth,
which requires productive work.

But it is a philosophical error and a moral sin to absolutise distribution and forget
production or creation for its own sake… It is time we finally understood that our
life is not simply unjust, but is primarily poor and squalid, and that the
poverty-stricken cannot become rich if they devote their attention solely to the
equal distribution of their few pennies.52

Frank finds it significant that the intelligentsia pays the highest respect to
‘journalists’, who popularise and distribute knowledge, rather than to the
scientists or writers who actually create it.
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In the fiction of Tolstoy, Dostoevsky and (above all) Chekhov, the
people who really matter are not those who move the plot, but those who
work. In Uncle Vania, Sonia’s labour produces the wealth to support the
others’ banal theorising and melodramatic posturing. The play’s title tacitly
points to her as the true but barely noticed hero: although she is not
explicitly named, she alone could call Voinitsky ‘Uncle Vania’.53

A passage in Anna Karenina that probably has no parallel in world
literature describes the moment-to-moment psychology of labour as Levin
learns to mow. The passage seems to be the first description of the psycho-
logical state that Mihaly Csikszsentmihalyi has called ‘flow’.54 Indeed, the
novel measures how adequately characters understand life by their attitude
to work. Even more than Levin, Dolly turns out to be, by this standard, the
one who most surely grasps what life is all about. Though unpaid and
unrewarded even by recognition, her work with her children can create in
them the kind of depth that Vronsky, who has never had a family life, will
always lack.

Most of Dolly’s life consists of anxious labour to see that her children do
not fall ill and die, are properly clothed and fed, are educated to prepare
them for the future and, above all, become what she thinks of as ‘decent’
people. We are told that despite the cares that occupy her time, the children
‘were even now repaying her in small joys for her sufferings. These joys were
so small that they passed unnoticed, like gold in sand, and at moments she
could see nothing but the pain, nothing but sand; but there were good
moments too when she saw nothing but the joy, nothing but gold.’55

Like the causes of historical events inWar and Peace, the most important
moments in individual lives do not call attention to themselves but pass
unnoticed like gold in sand. They remain openly camouflaged, hidden in
plain view. Like everything truly important, they are too prosaic to form a
plot and so even the reader can easily miss them.

op en t ime and the proc e s s u a l v i ew o f l i f e

Materialism and the dream of a social science have usually entailed a faith in
closed time. By definition, time is closed if, at any given moment, one and
only one thing can happen. Whatever does not happen could not happen.
In this view, people may mistakenly perceive multiple paths and agonise
over choice, but in fact the future is given, has in a sense already happened in
the way that the ending of a novel is already there even if we are still only
halfway through our reading.
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The thinkers of the Russian counter-tradition tried to show that we live
not in closed but in open time. For them, and for those whom they have
influenced, possibilities really do outnumber actualities. As Stephen Jay
Gould likes to say in describing his version of Darwinism, if we could play
the tape over, identical situations might have different outcomes.56

Something else might happen, and so each moment contains what Bakhtin
calls ‘eventness’.
The future does not exist at all until we make it, and we can choose to

make one future rather than another. Herzen seems to initiate this line of
argument in From the Other Shore: ‘there is no libretto [to history]. If there
were a libretto, history would lose all interest, become unnecessary, boring,
ludicrous… In history, all is improvisation, all is will, all is ex tempore; there
are no frontiers, no itineraries.’57

Time is itself ex tempore. Tolstoy apparently had such passages in mind
when, in War and Peace, he argued that history displays genuine contin-
gency: events that (as Aristotle defined the term) could either be or not be.
Sometimes things happen just ‘for some reason’, a favourite phrase of
Tolstoy’s. Nineteenth- and early twentieth-century thought tried to rescue
social science by reducing contingent events to statistical laws. Random
variations supposedly cancel each other out. But in recent decades chaos
theory has returned to Tolstoy’s point that sometimes contingencies do not
cancel but concatenate in unpredictable ways.
Prince Andrey achieves wisdom when he recognises what Kutuzov has

known all along: minute and unforeseeable incidents can interact in count-
less unpredictable ways that preclude ‘scientific’ deduction of outcomes.
When Pierre tells Andrey that a good general can ‘foresee all contingencies’,
Andrey replies: ‘What are we facing tomorrow? A hundred million diverse
chances which will be decided on the instant by whether we run or they run,
whether this man or that man is killed.’58 At his last council of war, Andrey
asks himself:

‘What science can there be in a matter in which, as in every practical matter,
nothing can be determined and everything depends on innumerable conditions,
the significance of which becomes manifest at a particular moment, and no one can
tell when that moment will come?’59

‘As in every practical matter’: Tolstoy means this rejection of a science of
war to apply to every conceivable social science. ‘At a particular moment’,
‘on the instant’: Tolstoy insists on presentness and the eventness of each
moment, which is not simply an automatic result of earlier moments.
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Dostoevsky’s Notes from Underground polemicises against deterministic
faith in laws, soon to be discovered, that could specify future events the way
we can look up numbers in ‘a table of logarithms to 108,000’.60 Man would
then be nothing but a ‘piano key’ or an ‘organ stop’ – until, that is, he decided
to prove his freedom by disobeying the laws. After all, people, unlike inert
objects, can know the laws that supposedly govern them, a complication that
introduces an infinite regress of attempts to prove the laws false, new laws that
predict those attempts and reactions to those new laws.

We need not to live out our lives, but to live them, so that our choices
really matter. If the future is given, our actions are meaningless. ‘If we
concede that human life can be governed by reason’, Tolstoy concluded,
‘the possibility of life is destroyed.’61 Dostoevsky repeatedly argued that for
life to be meaningful, people must act under genuine uncertainty. The
socialists do not see that if people received utopia in exchange for surpris-
ingness, they would soon realise

that they had no life left, that they had no freedom of spirit, no will, no personality,
that someone had stolen all this from them; they would see that their human image
had disappeared … People would realise that there is no happiness in inactivity,
that the mind which does not labour will wither, that it is not possible to love one’s
neighbour without sacrificing something to him of one’s own labour … and that
happiness lies not in happiness but only in the attempt to achieve it.62

For Bakhtin, the novel in general and Dostoevsky’s polyphonic novel in
particular convey the sense that there are more possibilities than actualities,
that reality could have developed otherwise and that each personality could
have developed differently. In a famous passage usually taken as directed
against Marxist (or any other) determinism, Bakhtin writes:

An individual cannot be completely incarnated into the flesh of existing socio-
historical categories. There is no mere form that would be able to incarnate once
and forever all of his human possibilities and needs, no form in which he could
exhaust himself down to the last word … There always remains an unrealised
surplus of humanness; there always remains a need for the future, and a place for his
future must be found … Reality as we have it in the novel is only one of many
possible realities … it bears within itself other possibilities.63

In his book on Dostoevsky, Bakhtin argues that Dostoevsky’s novels
show that:

A man never coincides with himself … In Dostoevsky’s artistic thinking, the
genuine life of the personality takes place at the point of non-coincidence between
a man and himself, at his point of departure beyond the limits of all that he is as a
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material being, a being that can be spied upon, defined apart from its own will, ‘at
second hand’.64

Beyond all that a person is as a ‘material being’ who can be defined at
‘second hand’, each person contains more than can be accounted for not
only by any existing social science but also by any that could ever be
developed. Moreover, the entire project of social ‘Newtonianism’ is not
only doomed but also fundamentally immoral, inasmuch as the funda-
mental principle of morality, in Bakhtin’s view, is to acknowledge each
other person as non-coincident, as ultimately undefinable at second
hand, and therefore as containing ‘surprisingness’ and a ‘surplus of
possibilities’. These are not only Bakhtin’s own views but also the
message he hears from the counter-tradition of Russian literature and
thought.

p s y cholog i c a l comp l e x i t y

The radical intelligentsia’s utopian politics typically presumed that human
nature is both simple and infinitely malleable.65 In Chernyshevsky’s view,
people inevitably pursue their greatest advantage; evil exists only because
they mistake where their advantage lies. It follows that appropriate
re-education could eliminate evil altogether.
Human nature is whatever social conditions make it. This view was

already present in Locke and had been given political formulation by
Helvétius. In the twentieth century, it was developed by Margaret Mead
and Ruth Benedict and thrives today as ‘social constructivism’. Quite
remarkably, the century that began with the rediscovery of Mendelian
genetics and ended with the human genome project saw the humanities
and social sciences accept that our behaviour, unlike that of all other
animals, owes nothing to our genetic heritage. We might call this view
‘atheistic creationism’. It reflects the intelligentsia’s aspiration to rule and
remake society through its theoretical knowledge.
In its Marxist form, the assumption of infinite malleability led to total-

itarian aspirations and the application of unprecedented force when human
characteristics proved recalcitrant. Soviet rejection of genetics and Freudian
psychology derive from the limits these theories apparently place on socialist
remoulding, a conclusion that Freud himself drew in Civilisation and Its
Discontents.
Thus, the very insistence that human psychology is irreducibly complex

was, and in some circles still is, highly charged. Many western readers who
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admire the psychological depths of Russian novels often miss the point that
such psychologising obviously challenged intelligentsia assumptions.

Russian writers’ contributions to our understanding of thought and
emotion have proved so numerous, profound and influential that it is
impossible to describe them adequately here. They concern the dynamics
of both conscious and unconscious; the ways in which the body does not
just respond to but also shapes the stream of consciousness; the role of
imperceptible contingencies in directing thoughts and feelings; and the
manner in whichmemories shape perceptions in advance. They also include
such counter-intuitive concepts as ‘the egoism of suffering’, ‘disinterested
obsequiousness’ and self-destructive self-assertion; the many ways in which
social conditions and choice can interact; and the nature of self-deception.66

Perhaps the most durable contributions concern the nature of intention-
ality. We usually assume, as Locke argued, that before we can act we must at
some point have decided to do so. Russian literature repeatedly reveals the
naïveté of this assumption. Sometimes intention evolves along with the
action: a person may know at each moment what he is doing without
knowing what he will do next. In such cases, a complete intention never
exists at any single moment because intention is processual.

What is more, Dostoevsky observes after analysing one woman’s proc-
essual intention, if the situation were repeated every moment could lead to
many different outcomes, each of which ‘could have happened and could
have been done by this very same woman and sprung from the very same
soul, in the very same mood and under the very same circumstances’.67 If
different actions could result from identical circumstances, then time is, by
definition, open and determinism is false.68 Here Dostoevsky’s psychology
and philosophy come together in an unexpected defence of freedom.

The infinite complexity of the human spirit demonstrates the absurdity
of the radical intelligentsia’s attempt to remake people and render them
blissful in some preplanned ant-heap. In his review of Anna Karenina,
Dostoevsky observes:

The Russian author’s [Tolstoy’s] view of guilt and transgression recognises that no
ant-heap, no triumph of the ‘fourth estate,’ no abolition of poverty, no organisa-
tion, will save humanity from abnormality and, consequently, from guilt and
transgression. This is expressed in a monumental psychological elaboration of the
human soul, with awesome depth and force … It is clear and intelligible to the
point of obviousness that evil lies deeper in human beings than our
socialist-physicians suppose; that no social structure will eliminate evil; that the
human soul will remain as it has always been; that abnormality and sin arise from
the soul itself; and finally that the laws of the human soul are still so little known, so
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obscure to science, so undefined, and so mysterious, that there cannot be either
physicians or final judges.69
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chapter 8

Religious renaissance in the Silver Age
Ruth Coates

I am not sure who coined the phrase ‘Russian religious renaissance’. Perhaps
it was Nicolas Zernov, whose survey of the phenomenon is entitled
The Russian Religious Renaissance of the Twentieth Century,1 or perhaps he
took over the term from one of its participants. For Zernov, the term
‘religious renaissance’ denotes the rebirth among the Russian intelligentsia
of interest and participation in the Christian religion where these had been
dead. If there is an allusion to the western European Renaissance at the
beginning of the modern period, then this is an indication that the Russian
religious renaissance took place on a high cultural level, that the return to
faith incorporated a flowering of philosophy and the arts. However, this was
more than a simple return to Russian Orthodoxy. Another intellectual
historian of the Silver Age, Piama Gaidenko, also frequently likens the
period to the European Renaissance, but in a negative sense (from her
perspective), on account of its recourse to pagan culture and the aggressive
humanism of many of its leading representatives.2 And indeed, the Russian
religious renaissance had, broadly speaking, two faces. When one looks at
one set of texts it appears to represent a straightforward reversal of the
ideological shift from theism to humanism that took place at the close of the
Middle Ages, whereas another set indicates a more ambiguous (and ambi-
valent) religious awareness that sets itself in direct opposition to traditional
Christianity and the church. In both cases, the new religious awareness
began at the turn of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries and developed
rapidly and intensely until the Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 destroyed the
conditions under which it could flourish.

p a r t i c i p ant s i n the r e l i g i ou s r ena i s s anc e

This chapter is about the cultural conditions and intellectual stimuli that
made the Russian religious renaissance possible and helped determine the
forms that it took. But I will start with a brief account of the main ‘players’
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involved. Christopher Read’s distinction between two ‘schools’, to be under-
stood very loosely and with appropriate caveats about figures who do not
properly fit into either, or who straddle both, still holds: the ‘people whose
means of expression was through scholarly articles’ (I will call them for
brevity’s sake the ‘academics’), and the ‘creative writers’ (whom I will refer
to as the ‘artists’, although this camp included people who were primarily
cultural critics or primarily ‘thinkers’).3 A common focus for identifying the
academics is the series of essay collections Problems of Idealism (1902),
Landmarks (1909) and Out of the Depths (1918) to which various groupings
of them contributed. They include: Sergey Trubetskoy, Professor of Hellenic
Philosophy at Moscow University; his brother Evgeny, friend and biographer
of Solovev; the Kantian jurist Novgorodtsev; Berdiaev, after the Revolution
briefly Professor of Philosophy at Moscow University; Bulgakov, Professor of
Political Economy at the universities of Kiev and Moscow; Frank, philoso-
pher and lecturer at numerous universities; and Struve, publicist. Berdiaev,
Bulgakov, Frank and Struve are commonly taken to be representative of the
academics as a whole for their journey fromMarxism via Kantian idealism to
religious faith, but this is of course not a universal pattern. Beyond the essay
collections one should also mention the Moscow quartet of Orthodox
philosopher-theologians Elchaninov, Ern, the polymath Florensky and
Sventitsky, plus the philosophers Karsavin, Lapshin, Losev and Nikolay
Lossky. The list could continue. In the artistic camp, a similar focus might
be the participants in the Religious–Philosophical Meetings of 1901–3 (the
proceedings of most of them were published in the associated journal
The New Way), or possibly contributors to the three-volume symposium
Torches (1906–8). These are two overlapping Symbolist circles centred on
Merezhkovsky, Gippius (Merezhkovsky’s wife) and Filosofov, prime moti-
vators behind the meetings, on the one hand, and, on the other, the ‘mystical
anarchists’ Ivanov and Chulkov. Associated figures include Rozanov, the
philosopher Shestov, the ubiquitous Berdiaev, Bely and to some extent
Florensky. It is the academics who are associated with the return to traditional
Christian values and to the church, while the artists rejected these as
outmoded and sought new forms of spirituality and religious expression.

the i d eo log i c a l v a cuum in l a t e

n in e t e enth - c entur y ru s s i a

In the last quarter of the nineteenth century Russians were suffering from
a sort of ideological exhaustion. On the right, the ruling ideology of
Orthodoxy, autocracy and nationality, which was revived in a hardened
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form (if that is not a contradiction in terms) after the assassination of the
reforming Tsar Alexander II in 1881, met the intellectual and spiritual needs
of no one. As we shall see, the institutional Orthodox Church was fully
compromised by its bondage to the regime, and the reactionary Chief
Procurator of the Holy Synod between 1880 and 1905, Pobedonostsev,
chief educator of both Alexander III and Nicholas II, actively sought to
prevent change not only to the Synodal system but also to every other area
of Russia’s cultural life, notably in the area of freedom of speech. Where
possible, he aimed to reverse the effects of what he deemed to be the
‘criminal’ reforms of Alexander II’s reign. He even viewed the intelligent-
sia’s awakened interest in religion with alarm, and it was he who put an end
to the communication between church and intelligentsia generated by
Merezhkovsky’s Religious–Philosophical Meetings of 1901–3.

On the left, it seemed that the radical intelligentsia had arrived at an
impasse. The dominant ideology of Populism, with its focus on the creation
of a uniquely Russian agrarian socialism based on the peasant commune and
its emphasis on the moral duty of the economically and culturally privileged
class to liberate the people from tsarist oppression, had suffered three kinds
of defeat. The impressive attempt of idealistic radicals to educate the
peasantry in the sources of their oppression, the ‘going to the people’
movement of 1874 (repeated in 1875), had mixed results, with peasants
responding angrily to any denunciations of God or the tsar, cases of village
elders reporting their educators to the authorities and, worse, mass arrests
and trials by the government.4 The subsequent development of terrorism as
a means of attempting to influence or remove the powers that be backfired
when Alexander’s assassination provoked widespread revulsion among the
public and instigated twenty-five years of extreme political reaction under
his successors, Alexander III and Nicholas II. Lastly, and fatally, economic
developments finally rendered the Populist ideology redundant, rapid
industrialisation (under Witte in the 1890s) depopulating the countryside
and creating an urban proletariat, and the commune was fatally compro-
mised by the pressures of agrarian capitalism and the appearance of the
peasant landowner, the kulak. The stage was set, on the one hand, for
Marxism to provide a new scientific basis for socialism and, on the other, for
a rejection of all forms of socialism based on philosophical positivism and
ethical utilitarianism, in short, of the intelligentsia ideology as it had
become established in Russia since the 1850s.
Ideological exhaustion was felt and expressed most keenly in the arts. In

particular, the realist aesthetic had reached the limits of its possibilities, and
the age of the Russian realist novel was over. After 1877 and Anna Karenina
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(1875–7), Tolstoy subordinated literature to his religious quest, and the
didact largely usurped the place of the artist. Turgenev died in 1883, having
written his last and unsuccessful novel Virgin Soil – about the Populists – in
1877. Dostoevsky died in 1881 without witnessing the regicide that his last
novel, The Brothers Karamazov (1879–80), had anticipated. Of the canonical
Russian prose writers, only Chekhov was on the ascendant in the 1880s,
perfecting the genre of the short story. His artistic path is a symbol of his
times. Realism had developed in tandem with the industrial age under the
prevailing cultural imperative that the artist should ‘serve’ society by faith-
fully reflecting social conditions and ideological tensions under capitalism.
Paradoxically, the cultural confidence of the age, supported by a still secure
faith in the authority of human reason, had permitted talented writers to
create novels which were great personal statements on the era: subjectivity
was disguised as objectivity. The collapse of that confidence, which in
Russia was reflected in the disillusionment with Populist ideology, com-
pelled a reversal: Chekhov perfected an objective narrative point of view that
disguised a new cultural subjectivism, a loss of authority to address the big
questions and a forced return to the details revealed by forensic examination
of the ‘slice of life’ (‘this is what I see: draw your own conclusions’). This loss
of authority, as much as reaction against the intelligentsia’s ideal of service,
accounts for the ascendancy in the 1890s of that most subjective of genres,
the lyric poem.

r e l i g i ou s t r end s : th e ru s s i an orthodox church

If the Enlightenment project was burning itself out by the end of the
nineteenth century, so far as the Russian Orthodox Church was concerned
it appeared nevertheless to have succeeded in one of its main objectives: the
fatal undermining of religious faith. The narrative of religious decline in
Russia begins with the Great Schism in the Russian Orthodox Church that
took place in 1666–7 as a result of the reforms of Patriarch Nikon and gave
birth to the phenomena of Old Belief and Russian religious sectarianism.
The future Peter the Great grew up watching the fall-out and concluding
that this was what happened when the church operated independently of
the state. On assuming power, he ended the Byzantine symphony of the
Muscovite period by chopping off one of the eagle’s heads: he transformed
the church into an organ of the state, abolishing the patriarchate and placing
a secular appointee, the Chief Procurator, at the head of the council of
bishops – the Holy Synod, whose establishment is anticipated by the
Ecclesiastical Regulation of 1721. The church hierarchy was assimilated to
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the Table of Ranks and the notion of state service; the clergy became a
conduit for the ‘spiritual’, that is, the ideological, governance of the laity,
who, as Vera Shevzov has argued, came to be regarded principally as the
object of instruction.5 The concepts of the state and the faith community
were merged: believers became identical with subjects and religious belief
the instrument of political compliance. Over time the church lost all
vestiges of its independence and came to be held in contempt by all sections
of society: the peasants, who had to contribute to the upkeep of the very
priests who informed on them; the parish clergy, who were lorded over by
appointed bishops drawn from the monastic orders, which many joined
only nominally in order to advance their careers; their sons, whose experi-
ence of seminary education (the only kind their impoverished fathers could
afford for them) drove them to atheism and political radicalism; the
western-orientated, enlightened ruling elite for whom Orthodoxy became
equated with peasant obscurantism; and, at the top of the hierarchy, the
Chief Procurators themselves, who mostly despised the bishops on the
Synod and who came to preside over a bureaucratic system of diocesan
clerks that bypassed the bishops altogether. This is the Russian Orthodox
Church that was the object of Solovev’s sustained attack in the name of a
papal theocracy in the 1880s and the focus of the rejection of traditional
Christianity at the turn of the century by the ‘artists’, the people of the
so-called ‘new religious consciousness’.
Still, rumours of the death of religion generally prove to be much

exaggerated. Even the official Russian Orthodox Church was preparing
for major reform in the years to 1917. In the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries pressure was building within the church for radical
change. Some of the impetus for this came from the laity, not least the
peasant laity, which, though devout, was not immune from the atmos-
phere of social unrest that pervaded Russia and aspired to a greater role in
the running of the parish, including the election of its priest. The church
authorities were aware that there were many defections to the Old
Believers (staroobriadtsy – literally ‘Old Ritualists’) and the sects, which
were far more democratic in their organisation. The decrees on religious
tolerance of April 1905 and October 1906, which granted rights of self-
government and property ownership to the dissenters, put these in a more
privileged position than the established church and prompted
Metropolitan Antony of St Petersburg to petition the tsar for permission
to convoke an all-Russian church council of clergy and laity that would
work out a system of autonomy for the church. The tsar’s initial assent to
this request was reversed by Pobedonostsev, and after the end of the
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latter’s tenure the tsar continued to delay his permission. Still, a pre-
conciliar commission met betweenMarch and December 1906 to hammer
out the main issues. A majority favoured the restoration of the patriarch-
ate. There was also a pre-conciliar conference in 1912. Finally, after the
tsar’s abdication, the council met in 1917, agreeing a range of major
reforms in a very full programme of genuine debate before its premature
end in September 1918, when the Bolsheviks confiscated the building it
was meeting in.6 There is no doubt that the church’s will to reform
facilitated the return to it of many members of the intelligentsia, some
to the priesthood (Bulgakov, Florensky, Sventitsky, Ukhtomsky), and
that, vice versa, the sustained discussion of religious issues in the journals
of the day helped to revitalise the church.

r e l i g i ou s d i s s en t

Returning to a deeper historical perspective, it is clear that alongside that of
the decline of the church, there are two equally long Russian religious
narratives. One tells a story of untrammelled and rebellious life, another
of disciplined and sober spiritual resurrection. The same Schism that led to
the crippling of the official church also produced a vital tradition of religious
dissent; indeed, it has often been said that Nikon’s reforms alienated
precisely the most spiritually committed, vibrant sector of the church,
thus depriving it of a powerful resource for combating the ensuing
onslaught of secularisation that so undermined it.7 All this religious energy,
fanned into fanaticism by successive waves of persecution, was directed into
heterodox channels: initially the priestly and the priestless Old Believers
(the popovtsy and bespopovtsy), then, out of the latter, the extraordinarily
colourful religious sects (the Castrates, the Flagellants, the Milk-Drinkers,
the Runners, the Spirit-Wrestlers, theWanderers, and so forth). Since it was
not in the interests of either church or state to admit the full extent of the
Schism, numbers of dissenters were habitually underestimated, but in the
middle of the nineteenth century the findings of special commissions forced
Nicholas I’s regime to revise the official figure upwards from 910,000 to 10
million, or a full quarter of the east-Slavic population of the empire.8 In the
late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries ethnographers devoted a great
deal of research to the sectarians, and a series of important publications
brought them to the attention of the Russian educated class.9 The tradition
of religious dissent in this way became one of the main streams that flowed
into the religious revival of the Silver Age, where it fed precisely the
tendency of religious rebellion against the church and state characteristic
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of the ‘artists’.10 Aleksandr Etkind has documented some of the specific
contacts of members of Merezhkovsky’s circle with the sectarian commun-
ities, for example, a visit by Merezhkovsky and Gippius to Lake Svetloiar in
1902 that convinced them of their spiritual affinity with the sectarians,
whom they deemed to represent the true spirit of the Russian people, and
of Rozanov to a community of Flagellants near Petersburg in 1904.11 Points
of affinity here include the following: the sectarians’ radical apocalypticism
and related chiliasm (which were born of their rejection of the established
church as apostate, of Holy Russia as profaned and of the tsar as Antichrist);
their historical association with anarchic political rebellion, or bunt; their
communal spirit, democratic congregational structures and emphasis on
collective salvation; the mystical rites (radeniia) of the Flagellants (the
pursuit of ecstatic states through dance and chant), in which was sought
the in-dwelling of the Holy Spirit; and, finally, their radical approach to
sexuality and sexual relations, ranging from complete renunciation (castra-
tion – practised by the sect of Castrates) to experiments in free love. All of
these are manifested very powerfully in the people of the ‘new religious
consciousness’.
The point is that the ‘artists’ did not merely elaborate a theory of a

transcended Christianity, but sought to enact it in their own inner circle
before disseminating it to society as a whole. Thus we find in Gippius’s
diaries an account of a ceremony involving Merezhkovsky, Gippius herself
and Filosofov invented to inaugurate the Merezhkovskys’ new ‘Church of
Flesh and Blood’. It took place on the Thursday of Holy Week 1901 and
comprised a self-conscious refashioning of the Last Supper, with the taking
of bread and wine. More importantly, it established the principle of
Trinitarian sobornost’ (community) as the foundation of the new church
(whose emphasis was to be on collective salvation) with rites (kisses and the
exchange of crosses) designed to symbolise the union without merging of
the three founder-members.12 Though this would all be blasphemous
enough from an Orthodox perspective, the really radical element was the
role played in the ceremony’s symbolism by eros and gender, for the Trinity
was conceived by Merezhkovsky’s circle as a never-to-be-consummated
erotic union, with the feminine principle being accorded the first place.
The new church was to be founded on eros, not agape, in accordance with
the pagan trinities (for example, of Osiris, Isis and Horus) which
Merezhkovsky, likely following Schelling, believed had been deliberately
usurped and distorted by the early Christian theologians. The Christian era,
founded on a misplaced asceticism, was to be succeeded by the era of the
Holy Spirit (the Christianity of the ‘Third Testament’), founded on the
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concept of holy flesh, which would synthesise paganism and Christianity.
It was desire that would deify the body and, once realised in society at large,
establish the reign of God on earth. Gaidenko maintains that the secret
purpose of the Religious–Philosophical Meetings was to expand the new
church beyond its nuclear core but believes theMerezhkovskys were unclear
as to how the erotic principle was to be realised socially, though she never-
theless alludes to the orgiastic turn allegedly taken by some of the rites of the
Flagellants as a possible model.13

Meanwhile, across the city, at the home of the poet Minsky, Ivanov was
instigating a Last Supper of his own. Etkind relates from the memoir
literature how in May 1905 a group of Symbolists, including Ivanov,
Rozanov and Berdiaev, sat on the floor in the dark, then began to turn in
circles. A young Jewish musician who had volunteered for the role was next
‘sacrificed’ in a symbolic crucifixion, then cut by Ivanov at the wrist and his
blood mixed in a cup with wine. The party all drank from the cup and
exchanged kisses.14 Etkind surmises that this rite was meant to inaugurate
the apocalypse.15 Certainly, the ‘crucifixion’ was supposed to express the
symbolic equivalence of the sacrifices of Dionysus and Christ. Ivanov saw
Dionysus (who, according to his cult – on which Ivanov was an expert – is
half-human, half-divine, who is annually dismembered only to rise from the
dead and whose flesh and blood are ritually consumed by his followers) as a
forerunner to Christ. His call for the individual to be liberated from the
constraints of personal boundaries into a mystical union with the cultic
community through the communal pursuit of ecstatic states and his empha-
sis on the erotic, orgiastic dimension of such a pursuit clearly resonate with
the practices of the Flagellants. As Michael Wachtel has pointed out, he also
experienced his erotic life with his beloved second wife, Zinoveva-Annibal,
as mystical, disclosing God.16

Rozanov sits rather awkwardly in the company of these Symbolist
God-seekers. He was closely identified with Merezhkovsky’s circle and
played a leading role in the discussions at the Religious–Philosophical
Meetings, but he refused to have anything to do with the Merezhkovskys’
erotic utopia. Rozanov did not suffer from the problems of sexual identity
that, in Olga Matich’s persuasive interpretation, motivated his colleagues’
sublimation of the sex drive. He was as vehemently opposed to the official
church as they were, though this stemmed in his case to a quite significant
extent from its refusal to let him divorce his first wife (Dostoevsky’s former
lover, Apollinaria Suslova) and establish his new family on a legitimate basis.
Like the Merezhkovskys, he believed Christianity to be anti-sexual
and life-denying, accusing Christ and His imitators, the monastic caste
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(from whom the church leadership was recruited), of sexual deviancy, and
like them, he was inspired by pagan cults in his fight to restore eros to the
centre of religion. But Rozanov’s was a cult of biological heterosexual love,
of the genitalia, semen, breasts and the pregnant belly, and despite his
extraordinary lack of inhibition in elaborating on these, he conceived of
sex in an essentially bourgeois manner, as holy in the sanctity of marriage
and of the home. Rozanov was also profoundly ambivalent about Christ,
revealing in his mature and best works – Solitaria (1911) and Fallen Leaves
(1913–15) – great receptivity to the consolatory gifts of Christianity in the
presence of suffering and death. The same works show Rozanov’s love of the
workaday rhythm of the liturgical life of the humble parish church, which
he associates with the principle of the religio-ethnic community, of family.
Ultimately, Rozanov is not, as theMerezhkovskys were, a revolutionary, but
a religious conservative, notwithstanding his continuing power to shock.

the he s y cha s t i c r e v i v a l

The second alternative Russian religious narrative is one of spiritual revival
within Orthodoxy, born of a rediscovery of the hesychastic tradition of
mysticism or the quest for personal deification through the ascetic discipline
of silent prayer. The theology and practice of hesychasm had first entered
Russia in the fourteenth century with St Sergius of Radonezh, founder of
the Trinity-St Sergius Lavra for which Rublev painted his famous icon, and
contemporary of Palamas, the Byzantine theologian of hesychasm whose
work led to the official endorsement of the tradition by the Orthodox
Church. It had flourished in the fifteenth century among the Transvolgan
Elders, whose spokesman was the hesychast Nil Sorsky, but had later fallen
into abeyance. It was revived in the eighteenth century in the teeth of the
Enlightenment and the aggressive secularisation of the Russian state
through the efforts of Paisy Velichkovsky. Paisy began his theological
training at the Kiev Academy but, frustrated by the Latin bias of that
institution, left for Mount Athos, where he was exposed to the medieval
ethos of Byzantine theology and to hesychastic practice. Paisy’s influence
was both theoretical and practical. He and the monks of his religious
communities were prodigious translators of Greek patristic ascetical
literature into Slavonic: in 1793 a Slavonic translation of the Philokalia
(the Dobrotoliubie) was published at St Petersburg. This was a compilation
of the ascetical writings of the eastern Christian mystics which had first been
published, in their original Greek, in Venice in 1792. In the nineteenth
century Paisy’s spiritual descendants continued to make the Greek Fathers
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widely available to the Russian reading public. Notable in this regard is
the Elder Makary’s collaboration with the Slavophile Ivan Kireevsky in
the 1840s and 1850s. The existence of such publications facilitated the
rapprochement between the church and the intelligentsia in the early
twentieth century and also fuelled the movement for reform within the
church itself. The practical influence of Paisy lay in the great nineteenth-
century revival of contemplative monasticism right across Russia as his
disciples established themselves in the Russian monasteries. The Optina
Pustyn hermitage (with its Elders Lev, Makary and Amvrosy) was only the
best known of these, but its contribution is uniquely important in so far as
throughout the nineteenth century it served as a point of contact with
secular culture in the form of a string of visitors fromRussia’s cultural elite.17

Through Kireevsky’s collaboration with the hermitage the foundation of
the mainstream of Russian religious thought was laid: the harmonious
relationship of faith and reason on the model of the Greek Fathers.
Through Dostoevsky’s Zosima, an albeit very idiosyncratic image of the
hesychast promoted the monastic vocation to a wide public. In addition to
the Elders of Optina Pustyn, one should also mention the hesychast
St Seraphim of Sarov (1759–1833), of whose existence and significance
Russia was reminded on the occasion of his canonisation in 1903 and who
was widely revered in the first decades of the twentieth century.18

The full significance of the hesychastic revival for the religious intellectual
culture of the Silver Age has yet to be investigated. One of its dimensions is
the impetus it gave, through the translation and dissemination of Greek
patristics, to the reclamation of theology for Russian Orthodoxy as a vital
pursuit conducted in the context both of the church and of the personal
spiritual quest of the practitioner. It should be emphasised that since the
seventeenth century Russian seminaries and theological academies, extra-
ordinary though this may seem to the uninitiated, had been dominated by a
Latinised curriculum (Aristotle and Aquinas) based on the Jesuit school
system that came from the Kiev Academy, supplemented in the eighteenth
century by a Protestant bias under the influence of Feofan Prokopovich.
Only in the nineteenth century was Russian adopted as the language of
instruction. There was little training in Greek, and even after nineteenth-
century reforms the dominant theological trends were historicism and
moralism rather than the creative development of patristic thought.19 The
full fruits of this theological revival appear only in the younger generation of
expatriate theologians, to which, for example, Florovsky, V. Lossky and
Meyendorff belong; but the link to this generation comprises the religious
philosophers of the Silver Age, some of whom were lay Orthodox, others
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priests. Florensky’s The Pillar and Ground of the Truth (1914) is a landmark
work in this respect.20 It departs from the assertion that dogmatic truth can
be apprehended only in religious experience and, as its title indicates, is
founded on the concept of ecclesiality (tserkovnost’ ), understood as the
church community as the synthesis of truth and spiritual life. The book is
saturated with references to the Greek Fathers and consistently foregrounds
the Orthodox saint as the living embodiment of the fullness of truth, which
is ultimately inseparable from spiritual beauty. At the same time, Florensky
is neither afraid of secular culture nor dismissive of it, and he brings his
formidable mathematical, philosophical and philological learning to bear on
every aspect of his theology.
The hesychastic revival was also at the very least an important cultural

context for a theological controversy in the decade leading up to the
Revolution over ‘name-worshipping’ (imiaslavie).21 This was a dispute
over the assertion by Russian hesychasts on Mount Athos that the invoca-
tion of the name of God amounted to the invocation of God Himself, who
was mystically present in His name. In hesychastic practice, monks seek an
encounter with God through constant silent repetition of the name of Jesus
(in the Jesus Prayer: ‘Jesus, Son of God, have mercy on me, a sinner’). The
name-worshippers founded their case on the distinction drawn by Palamas
between God unknowable in His essence, yet knowable in His energies,
claiming that it was the energy of God that was encountered in His name.
Predictably, the official Russian church condemned the name-worshippers
but, tellingly, they were supported by Evgeny Trubetskoy, Florensky and
Bulgakov, who went on to write a work called The Philosophy of the Name
(published posthumously in 1953). One might also mention in this con-
nection that the Neoplatonist philosopher Losev, who also wrote a book
called Philosophy of the Name (1927), though not involved in this contro-
versy, has been shown to have made use of Palamite theology in his work.22

In the sphere of secular thought the hesychastic revival, through
Kireevsky and (with some reservations) Solovev, contributed to the flower-
ing of Russian religious philosophy, which, as I have indicated, confidently
sought to demonstrate the inter-dependence of revealed and rational
truth in the Platonist tradition of Greek patristics. In his revisionist work
on Solovev, Evgeny Trubetskoy tries to rescue his friend from the un-
Orthodox philosophical positions that the latter’s gnostic and German
mystico-philosophical orientation gets him into (see below) and to bring
out the theologically more orthodox dimensions of his work. His brother
Sergey, a specialist in pagan Greek philosophy, published two scholarly
analyses of this subject, the second of which – The Doctrine of the Logos:
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A History (1900) – focused on the influence of Platonism on Christian
theology of the Hellenic period. In this work Trubetskoy defends the
legitimacy and productiveness of bringing Greek metaphysics to bear on
Christian revelation from the criticism of such nineteenth-century
Protestant theologians as Ritschl and Harnack. Among the next generation
of philosophers, both Frank and Nikolay Lossky adopt a Platonic ontolog-
ical realism and develop an intuitivist epistemology that, while it owes a
debt to Bergson, goes back to Solovev’s ‘intuition’ and the Slavophiles’
‘faith’ as an organ of perception of absolute being. However, Frank’s
philosophy is tainted, from an orthodox Christian point of view, by the
mystical pantheism that he shares with Solovev and that flows from con-
ceiving the Absolute, in the manner of Schelling, as a total-unity. Lossky
retains a theistic position by not identifying the subject with the Absolute
and by distinguishing between intellectual intuition of universals and
mystical intuition of the transcendent creator God. On the other hand,
he defends the theologically disputed doctrine of the transmigration of
souls. In general it is probably fair to say that Russian religious philosophy
of the Silver Age struggles with the same set of difficulties faced by early
Christian thought (the assimilation of Platonism, the struggle with gnosti-
cism) and achieves varying degrees of success. But, unlike the work of the
Greek Fathers, it is ultimately to be judged as philosophy, not as theology.

e s o t e r i c s p i r i tu a l i t y

In addition to the currents of spirituality deriving from Orthodoxy and
religious dissent, the late nineteenth century was also characterised by huge
popular interest in and engagement with the occult. In Russia this incorpor-
ated practices deriving from native pagan cultures – shamanism, divination
of various kinds, astrology – but also practices and beliefs originating in the
West, such as spiritualism, theosophy and anthroposophy. The latter in
particular were taken very seriously by the educated elite: for example,
Solovev was involved in spiritualist circles in his youth and exercised his
mediumistic gift of automatic writing most of his life; Bely was a devotee of
anthroposophy. Bernice Glatzer Rosenthal has drawn an analogy with
Thomas Kuhn’s theory of scientific paradigms to elucidate the phenom-
enon, likening it to the plethora of posited new paradigms that come into
being when the old paradigm becomes inadequate to account for all the
anomalies that begin to arise. The occult flourishes at times of cultural
uncertainty until such time as a new belief system establishes itself.23Occult
movements like theosophy, she says, spoke to the need for the resolution of
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the tension between science and religion and the need for knowledge of
spiritual realities in the increasing absence of faith. Theosophy was a
pseudo-religious movement founded in 1875 in New York City by Elena
Blavatsky and propagated through her Theosophical Society. Maria Carlson
considers it to be the ‘most intellectually important’ of the occult trends of
the time.24 Blavatsky’s doctrine (set out in Isis Unveiled (1877) and The
Secret Doctrine (1888)) aspired to be a ‘synthesis of Science, Religion, and
Philosophy’. In practice it was a syncretic amalgam of occult doctrines and
eastern philosophies, but it served as an important channel into Russian
culture for gnosticism in its manifold ancient and modern incarnations:
Kabbalism, Hermeticism, Rosicrucianism and so forth. Though Solovev
held Isis Unveiled in contempt, there are manifold parallels between theo-
sophy and the aspirations and sources of his own work. Indeed, as Glatzer
Rosenthal has pointed out, the entire Symbolist movement (which he in
part inspired) is based on the occult idea of correspondences between the
visible and invisible worlds.25

ru s s i an in t e l l e c tu a l i n f lu enc e s

Dostoevsky was enormously influential on the Silver Age. Rozanov (1891),
Merezhkovsky (1902), Shestov (1903) and Berdiaev (1923) all wrote mono-
graphs on him. Each fashioned him in his own image, but all saw him as
uniquely relevant to the concerns of their own age, particularly to the
religious concerns, in relation to which he was deemed by all to be a
prophet. Solovev, who was personally acquainted with Dostoevsky and
who famously accompanied him on his trip to Optina Pustyn in 1878,
started the trend with the three speeches he wrote between 1881 and 1883 to
commemorate Dostoevsky’s death. In these Dostoevsky is cast in the role
of artist-prophet, but, as Pamela Davidson has argued, not in terms of
Dostoevsky’s own nationalist Orthodox world-view but rather in terms
of the ecumenical and theocratic ideals that Solovev was promoting at
the time and of which he himself wished to be seen as the prophet.26

Rozanov’s Dostoevsky and the Legend of the Grand Inquisitor is testimony
to his almost total identification with his hero at this early point in his
career. Characterised by extensive quotation and paraphrase, it highlights
Dostoevsky’s defence of the personality against the depersonalising forces
of his century and his emphasis on the psychological importance to humans
of religion. Rozanov admires Dostoevsky’s prescience and identifies the
crisis of his own day as the widespread thirst for faith accompanied by the
loss of the capacity for it. Rozanov’s choice of the ‘Legend’ for commentary
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was itself rather prescient, as its theme of Antichrist, or ‘mangodhood’, was
to come to be of seminal importance to Silver Age culture. Merezhkovsky,
Shestov and Berdiaev all read Dostoevsky through the lens of Nietzsche.
Merezhkovsky’s comparison of the ‘Dionysian tragedy’ of Dostoevsky and
the ‘Apollonian epic’ of Tolstoy is typical: Silver Age commentators habit-
ually dismissed what was perceived as Tolstoy’s outmoded preference for
‘complete and stable forms’ in favour of Dostoevsky’s more contemporary
feeling for the liminal, chaotic and degenerate, thus directly opposing the
Populist Mikhailovsky’s view of these Dostoevskian features as morbid.
Or rather, Merezhkovsky celebrated Dostoevsky’s morbidity as a ‘sickness
unto life’ that was more authentic, and thus had greater spiritual potential,
than Tolstoy’s sham moral regeneration. Shestov’s approach is directly to
compare the philosophical trajectories of Dostoevsky and Nietzsche and
evaluate the Russian according to how faithful he remains to his exilic
insight into the illusoriness of all consolatory ideological constructs. Thus
he celebrates Dostoevsky’s sceptics and tortured doubters as the ‘authentic’
Dostoevsky, as courageous representations of the author’s disillusionment
with the Romantic idealism of his youth (the Underground Man is
Shestov’s favourite), and criticises as inauthentic and regressive the
discourse of Dostoevsky’s religious characters. Finally, Berdiaev shares
Shestov’s analysis of Dostoevsky’s crisis of values but evaluates the artist’s
religious quest positively, as the struggle for godmanhood against the
Nietzschean solution of the Übermensch or Overman. In accordance with
his own views, he emphasises the centrality of freedom to Dostoevsky’s
world conception, while criticising the nationalistic and messianic dimen-
sion of his religious belief.

In the case of Leontev it is difficult to speak of any direct influence on the
religious revival of the Silver Age, but equally it is impossible to leave him
out of any contextual account of the phenomenon. The writer with whom
he is most closely associated, and with whom he corresponded, is Rozanov:
both have been likened to Nietzsche, a figure of major importance for the
period, yet neither admits to the connection. Leontev’s philosophy prefig-
ures the paradoxical quality of the ‘artists’’ programme, its doomed striving
to reconcile opposites, indeed the same fundamental opposites of aestheti-
cism and Christianity. In contrast to them, however, Leontev was a pro-
found pessimist, convinced of the inevitability not of the joyful
transfiguration and immortalisation of culture and humanity but of death
for both and divine judgement for mortals. The Christian pole of his world
outlook was characterised by an asceticismmotivated by fear and trembling,
the embrace of suffering as due punishment, and was thus far removed not
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only from the ‘artists’, who were blind to the concept of sin, but also from
the ‘academics’, for whom the ascetic path was one of love and service.
Moreover, Leontev was neither a reformer, like the ‘academics’, nor a
revolutionary, like the ‘artists’, but an unrepentant reactionary who valued
the autocratic state as the guardian of cultural diversity and social division,
to which he attributed great aesthetic value, Leontev’s ‘holy of holies’. It is
this political conservatism (and its attendant virulent anti-westernism) that
attracted the maverick Rozanov, alongside the quality of paradoxicality in
Leontev, of which Rozanov was so proud in himself.
Fedorov’s ‘philosophy of the common task’ has enjoyed a more fruitful

reception in Russian culture.27 Both Dostoevsky and Solovev were genu-
inely impressed by Fedorov’s idiosyncratic genius. Solovev profoundly
sympathised with Fedorov’s most fundamental concern: that humanity
should devote all its efforts to the pursuit of immortality not only for the
present generation but also for the ancestors, without whose resurrection
the task could not be said to have been completed. It has been argued that
Fedorov’s ideas influenced the generational theme in The Brothers
Karamazov.28 Fedorov’s great project has common features with the the-
urgic orientation of the Silver Age ‘artists’. He, as they, conceived of human
destiny as resting with humans themselves: salvation was to be primarily
through human agency and not through grace. Like the ‘artists’, Fedorov
perceived nature as something to be overcome in the flight from mortality.
He conceives the work of resurrection as an artistic one, which transforms
the artist even as he or she brings dead matter to life, thus echoing the life-
creation (zhiznetvorchestvo) agenda of the Symbolists.29 He also shares the
God-seekers’ emphasis on the community, the social nature of the new
religious order: his entire system is predicated on the very Russian notion of
kinship (rodstvo). Finally, he conceives of this new order not as ‘a new
heaven and a new earth’, but as the spiritualisation of the existing cosmos.
Nonetheless, there were significant differences between Fedorov and the
God-seekers. The latter, following Solovev, held the key to immortalisation
to be unconsummated erotic love. As Matich has put it, ‘accumulated erotic
energy would be expended collectively’, immortalising the body.30 Fedorov
disdained the sex act because it diverted energy away from the task, but
attributed to filial, not erotic, love the power to reunite and to transform.
Furthermore, Fedorov’s task was conceived as long, painful, self-sacrificing
labour, more akin to the ideal of the progressivist ‘academics’, while the
revolutionary ‘artists’ looked to the moment of sudden and effortless, if
cataclysmic, transformation for their salvation from the natural order. One
further feature of Fedorov’s task was alien to the Silver Age, but central to
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the utopian aspirations of the first Soviet generation, namely his belief in the
role of science and technology in the future immortalisation of humanity.

Solovev’s influence can be felt in almost every participant in the religious
renaissance, which is scarcely surprising since his work contains, it seems,
every single one of the phenomenon’s ingredients. One way of looking at
this is to separate him into philosopher, religious activist and artist. As a
trained philosopher, he set an example (building on the academically
unpolished, embryonic theories of the Slavophiles Ivan Kireevsky and
Khomiakov) of respectable and philosophically rigorous religious thought,
which greatly appealed to the academic Christians even where these rejected
his philosophical premises andmethodology. He also handed down to them
conceptual tools for further creative development, chief among which were
the concepts of total-unity (vseedinstvo), godmanhood (bogochelovechestvo)
and Sophia. Solovev’s social conscience, his commitment to effecting real
social transformation through personal and collective action, and his respect
for socialists who, he felt, though not believing in God were nevertheless
carrying out his workmore effectively than the church, harmonised with the
Marxist background and/or political commitment of, for example, the
Landmarks contributors Berdiaev, Bulgakov, Frank and Struve, as did his
passionate polemic against the Russian Orthodox Church of the Synodal
era. It is known, for example, that Bulgakov delayed entering the priesthood
until after the church reforms. Merezhkovsky’s circle shared Solovev’s
aversion to the institutional church and also (unlike Bulgakov and
Florensky, who were inspired by the hesychast revival) to the monastic
order. But it was as artist and mystic that Solovev entered the consciousness
of the God-seekers among the Symbolists. They embraced his erotic cult of
the divine feminine and were compelled by the gnostic dimension of his
thought, especially in the form it took in his last, ‘theurgic’ decade. The key
text for them was The Meaning of Love (1892–4), which set out a doctrine of
immortalisation through chaste heterosexual love (the achievement of
androgyny through the union-without-merging of male and female) that
was to be extended to society and the cosmos in an erotic utopia. Solovev’s
last work, A Short Tale of the Antichrist (1900), articulated an apocalyptic
vision that was the reverse face of his lifelong utopianism. This was a theme
of the age. Social and cultural apocalypse was anticipated by all, but whereas
the academic Christians dreaded it and sought to forestall it, the Symbolists
eagerly awaited it and the positive religious-cultural transformation they
believed it would bring about.

Another sense in which Solovev contained all the elements of the
religious renaissance is that in many cases he served as a channel for sources
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which were simultaneously reaching the Silver Age generation from else-
where. For example, his mystical utopianism was echoed in the beliefs and
practices of the Russian sects and may have been in part inspired by them.31

His doctrine of godmanhood, the divinisation of humanity through the
in-dwelling of the Logos, set out in the Lectures on Godmanhood (1877–81),
is derived from the Orthodox concept of deification that also theologically
supported hesychasm, though it is known that Solovev disdained the latter
as egotistical escapism and had discovered deification through firsthand
knowledge of Greek patristics. His cosmological myth of the fallen
Sophia was created out of his reading in the British Museum in 1875 of
ancient gnostic and other esoteric literature, including the Jewish Kabbala,
but also at second hand from the German Protestant mystics Böhme and
Swedenborg and from his intimate knowledge of (and reliance on)
Schelling. As I have indicated, gnostic systems and ideas were circulating
independently of Solovev. So, too ,was German mysticism: Böhme became
a seminal authority for Berdiaev when he discovered him in 1912.

we s t e rn in t e l l e c tu a l i n f lu enc e s : g e rman

s p e cu l a t i v e i d e a l i sm

Gaidenko has traced Solovev’s reception of Schelling, Schelling’s reception
(and the German idealists’ reception generally) of seventeenth-century
German mysticism and of Meister Eckhart and the mystics’ reception of
the gnostic systems, thus identifying perhaps the most important western
stream of influence on the artistic-intellectual culture of the Silver Age.32

The salient motifs here are the concept of the essential contiguity of the
divine and material spheres and the related notion that humanity belongs
simultaneously to both: materially, man belongs to nature but in his
spiritual being he is divine. Or, equally: nature is itself divine, being the
fallen manifestation of God’s otherness, the tragic world soul, the gnostic
Sophia who yearns to be reunited with her divine consort, the Logos. Thus,
the cosmos is the suffering God in the process of becoming, a process in
which humanity plays the defining role of the bringing to consciousness, the
spiritualisation, of the world soul. According to Gaidenko, Schelling iden-
tifies his notion of God’s radical otherness to Himself (the necessity for
which, in his system as in Solovev’s, arises out of the premise that God is an
all-unity in which all opposites are reconciled) with Böhme’s Ungrund, the
‘dark nature’ at the foundation of the Divine. This is unconscious and
irrational will, out of which, for Schelling, comes the fall into material
being.33 Gaidenko also draws attention to the way in which Schelling’s
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allocation of the Persons of the Trinity to the three aeons of the divinity’s
evolution – the pre-temporal, temporal and post-temporal – derives
ultimately (via Angelus Silesius) from the twelfth-century heretic Joachim
of Fiore, who preached the imminent arrival of the era of the Holy Spirit, in
which God and man would be united on earth.34 Solovev, too, looks to a
third era of the restored total-unity, a fully realised Divine Humanity
(bogochelovechestvo), imagined first as a theocracy but ultimately as the erotic
utopia that was so influential for the religious Symbolists. The western
European millenarian tradition, begun by Joachim and flourishing in the
early modern period, arrives in Russia in the early twentieth century
simultaneously and with equal force in both its modern guises: as the
Marxist belief in the perfect society under communism and as the
Romantic religious-philosophical myth of the divinised cosmos. This is
why Merezhkovsky could claim that his spiritual revolution was more
radical than that of the Bolsheviks.

The Sophia myth proved extraordinarily fecund in Silver Age culture
among ‘artists’ and ‘academics’ alike. Through Florensky and Bulgakov it
even found its way into the church. Despite the manifestly heterodox
sources for Sophia, Solovev succeeded in establishing her as an essential
component of the religious world-view of the generation that followed him.
In Lectures on Godmanhood Sophia is incorporated into the Trinity as the
passive principle of the second Person, the ‘material’ upon which the Logos
eternally acts. She is the human principle in the pre-incarnate Christ, the
ideal archetype of humanity, but also the ideal cosmos. The material cosmos
comes into being as a result of her fall; history is the struggle of the fallen
Sophia – apparently now identified with the material world – to be restored
to the life of the Divinity, and the Incarnation marks the decisive moment
when humanity becomes responsible for that task. Later, in his ‘theocratic’
period, Solovev tries to re-source his Sophia in the wisdom literature of the
Old Testament and to distinguish more clearly between the eternally pure
divine feminine and the fallen world soul. It was the untainted version that
he saw in his visions and who became his poetic muse, while his earthly
loves were revered as her incarnations. The poetic cult of Sophia was
inherited by Blok, though for him the ‘Beautiful Lady’ was to metamor-
phose into the sinister ‘Stranger’; his chaste marriage to Liubov Mendeleeva
was framed by himself, Bely and Sergey Solovev as a mystical erotic union in
the manner of The Meaning of Love that was to inaugurate the apocalyptic
transfiguration of the world. I have already indicated how Solovev’s late
theurgic conception of Sophia feeds into the Merezhkovskys’ erotic utopia.
Meanwhile, both Bulgakov and Florensky took up the Sophia theme in
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their thinking seemingly independently of each other, though Florensky is
often credited with having influenced Bulgakov in the direction of his
theology.35 In Pillar and Ground of the Truth Florensky is concerned to
locate Sophia fully in the Orthodox liturgical and iconographic tradition
and avoids recourse to the gnostic myth in his theological account of her.
Nevertheless, this account is ambiguous: Sophia is the thought-content of
the Logos and thus a fourth hypostatic element of the Trinity, yet she is not
consubstantial with God, but created. In the various roles ascribed to her by
Florensky she is always a mediator between heaven and earth, manifesting
differently in each aspect. Bulgakov pursued the Sophianic idea throughout
his life, producing his major theological works on her well after the
Revolution, in exile. His failure (or unwillingness) clearly to delineate
Sophia’s status as either created or divine led the church to censure him
both for pantheism and for introducing a fourth Person into the Trinity.
Though a devout Orthodox Christian, he nevertheless remains bound to
the Schellingian tradition bequeathed to him by Solovev.

n i e t z s che

Nietzsche had a powerful liberating effect on Russia’s literary elite, since he
gave them permission to slough off the burden of artistic responsibility for
the people and pursue personal artistic goals. He was used in the attack on
the utilitarianism, positivism and rationalism of radical intelligentsia ideo-
logy, now perceived as stultifying. Shestov mimicked him in a sustained
campaign against all consolatory constructs of the mind, including philo-
sophical idealism. Nietzsche was a licence to indulge anti-bourgeois senti-
ments. His cult of beauty set the tone for the dominance of aesthetic over
ethical criteria of excellence in the art of the Symbolist period. But more
than anything else Nietzsche was understood religiously in Russia, almost
because of, rather than despite, his polemic against Christianity. This was a
thinker who took religion seriously. The manner of his proclamation of the
death of God was worthy of an Old Testament prophet; it reflected in
reverse the dramatic and extremist spirit of the Russian Schismatics who
proclaimed the arrival of Antichrist. Nietzsche did proclaim the arrival of
the Antichrist! His apocalyptic message resonated with the dissident
Russian religious consciousness of Merezhkovsky’s God-seekers, who, like
Nietzsche (and informed by him), rejected conventional Christian ethics
and attacked the ossified church. Even though these did so in the name of a
new Christianity of the Holy Spirit, their vision of the new religion was
imbued with Nietzschean values of creativity, destruction and the
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overcoming of conventional sexual mores. Nevertheless, Merezhkovsky’s
circle rejected Nietzsche’s aristocratic individualism (though precisely this
appealed to Berdiaev) and sought instead a new form of religious commun-
ity united by eros. The Symbolists were very much attuned to the cultic and
collectivist aspects of Nietzsche, as expressed in a text of seminal importance
for them, the early Birth of Tragedy from the Spirit of Music (1872). As I have
indicated above, the loss of self in Dionysian ecstasy resonated with the
much-admired communal ecstasy pursued through the rites of the
Flagellants. What was sought was not personal union with God, exempli-
fied by the monk-ascetic and modelled, Merezhkovsky correctly perceived,
on the divine-humanity of Christ, but collective ecstasy in the Spirit, union
with God through religious revolution. It was also largely through The Birth
of Tragedy that the people of the new religious consciousness embraced and
interpreted pagan Hellenic culture. The Christian–pagan opposition,
central to the thought of Ivanov, Merezhkovsky and Rozanov, contained
the polarities of the times: ethics–aesthetics; agape–eros; spirit–flesh;
heaven–earth; Christ–Antichrist. Each sought his own resolution of, and
suffered his own ambivalence towards, these conflicting phenomena.

Nietzsche was important also for the academic Christians, but as a
challenge to Christianity that had to be overcome, rather than an ally in
the cause of religious revolution. He was not dismissed but actively engaged
with by these thinkers as a worthy and serious opponent. Frank was one of
the editors of his collected works (1909–12), and his ideas were treated at
length in the essay collection Problems of Idealism, to which Berdiaev,
Bulgakov and Frank all contributed. I would single out the sober religious
humanism which this volume and its successor, Landmarks, elaborated, as
the reasoned response to both the irresponsible (from the Landmarks camp’s
point of view) irrationalism of Russian Dionysianism, which lacked even
the pagan corrective of Apollo, and the cult of the Overman that was
discerned by some in the heroic pose of the atheist intelligent-revolutionary.
Whereas the religious mysticism of the aesthetes was inspired by the
sectarian communities, these thinkers drew from the wisdom of the
Orthodox tradition. Of course, the Overman had an established Russian
predecessor in the man-god, whom Dostoevsky had opposed to Christ, the
God-man. Dostoevsky had anticipated Nietzsche in his exploration,
through fictional characters such as Raskolnikov (Crime and Punishment,
1866) and Kirillov (The Devils, 1871–2), of the consequences of setting oneself
above Christian ethics. If God does not exist, all is permitted for the one who
dares. Dostoevsky had also set the image of a monk (Zosima) against the
arguments of the rebel Ivan Karamazov and his Antichrist-like hero,
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the Grand Inquisitor, whose Jesuitical pseudo-paradise he believed antici-
pated socialist despotism. In his essay for Landmarks Bulgakov also draws
on the ascetic ideal to argue for the social importance of the pursuit of
personal moral perfection. In contrast to Solovev and Merezhkovsky’s
circle, he sees the ascetic ideal as compatible with work in and for the
community, emphasising the values of patient personal labour and humil-
ity before God as the antidote to the moral nihilism and utopianism of the
socialist intelligentsia that would lead Russia to ruin. Florensky, though a
priest like Bulgakov, unlike him was close to Symbolist circles and shared
their aestheticism: he looked to the Orthodox saint as an aesthetic
counter-ideal to the decadence-prone extra-ecclesial pursuit of beauty by
the Symbolists. He conceived the hesychast as an icon of spiritual beauty,
purged of all traces of the demonic. This was his answer to the moral
dangers of Nietzschean aestheticism.

f rom marx i sm to id e a l i sm

It might seem on first consideration that Marxism, as the last incarnation of
the intelligentsia’s revolutionary socialism, and one which was made fully to
inherit the latter’s entrenched atheistic bias, ought to remain outside the
narrative of Silver Age religious revival. This is not in fact the case as far as
many prominent ‘academics’ are concerned, since for these the embrace of
Marxism proved to be the first stage in their development of a religious
world-view. Several were active in the revolutionary movement in their
youth, prompted by a strong social conscience that they never lost. Already
as a student Struve was publishing articles in socialist journals. In 1896 he
attended the International Socialist Congress in London, and he wrote the
Manifesto of the (Marxist) Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party on its
formation in 1898. In the same year Berdiaev was expelled from Kiev
University for his involvement in student demonstrations, and he went
on to spend three years in exile in Vologda because of his illegal activities as a
Marxist. Frank was involved in revolutionary circles in Moscow until 1896
and was expelled fromMoscow for writing a revolutionary pamphlet as late
as 1899. The attraction of Marxism to these intellectuals in the 1890s was
what was seen as the scientific rigour of its political economics, to which the
subjective idealism of Russian Populism was unfavourably compared: both
Struve and Berdiaev began their academic careers with a Marxist critique of
Populism, and Bulgakov started with two works on economics from a
broadly Marxist perspective. By the same token, Marxism over time lost
its appeal precisely in so far as it failed to be consistently philosophically
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credible in their view. Struve, Bulgakov and Frank all rejected as intellec-
tually fantastic the utopian, millenarian dimension of Marxism, the expect-
ation of a dialectical leap from determinism to freedom after the Revolution,
and insisted on an evolutionary approach that set them against the ‘ortho-
dox’ Marxism of Plekhanov and Lenin. Further, if a positivist approach to
economic questions was acceptable to them, the application of scientific
methodology to social and ideological questions was not. The reception of
Marxist thought by the revolutionary intelligentsia also threw the moral
relativism inherent in a thoroughgoing materialism into high relief: the
Landmarks symposium consistently criticised the radicals’ subordination of
ethical considerations to political goals and of the individual to social class.
It was the primary concern philosophically to defend the unconditional
value and freedom of the individual human being as a moral but also a
creative agent that led these and other scholars eventually to embrace the
neo-Kantian idealism that dominated academic philosophy in Germany
and in Russia at the beginning of the twentieth century. The shift from
Marxism to idealism is registered in Problems of Idealism, but some of the
contributions to this volume show that even at this stage philosophical
idealism was expanding into religious faith, with God being seen as the
ultimate foundation and guarantor of the personality.

The former Marxists would develop their new-found Christian faith
philosophically and theologically in very different directions, with a striking
difference in their respective positions being evident already by the time of the
October Revolution. At that point Struve was politically a right-wing liberal
and philosophically still guided by neo-Kantian idealism, accepting the
irrationality of the unknown noumenal world, upon the existence of which
human freedom, the precondition for the morally responsible life, is predi-
cated. As Gaidenko has pointed out, this essentially places him in the
Protestant religious tradition out of which Kantianism arose.36 Frank went
on to repudiate Kantian dualism and to write The Object of Knowledge (1915),
in which he begins to elaborate a metaphysics of total-unity that places him
back in the tradition of German speculative idealism of the Schellingian kind,
and Man’s Soul (1917), a defence of the metaphysical dimension of the soul
against the empirical psychological definition of it.37 Berdiaev, under the
influence of Ivanov and Chulkov’s mystical anarchism and more decisively,
from 1912, of Böhme, would develop an anarchic personalism that accorded
freedom the highest value, posited that humans always already dwell in Christ
and partake of His Sonship and attributed the same creative powers to
humanity as those enjoyed by God (The Meaning of the Creative Act, 1916).
He nevertheless continued to consider himself an Orthodox Christian.
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Bulgakov married his liberal individualism to a politically engaged Christian
socialism, seeking to reunite the aspirations of socialism with what he was
convinced were their religious roots. He failed to find sufficient support for
his attempts to enshrine this position in concrete organisations – the
Christian Brotherhood of Struggle and the Christian Political Union – and
became despondent about the diminishing prospects for success of Russian
democracy. The Revolution found him preparing for the priesthood and
turning in his thinking away from socio-cultural criticism and towards the
theology that would dominate his output in exile: the transitional work
The Unfading Light (1917) bears witness to this shift.

conc lu s i on

The religious renaissance was not allowed to continue long into the Soviet
era. The pattern for its participants was generally exile or death, both not
infrequently at the instigation of the state. Among the ‘artists’, the
Merezhkovskys and Shestov left voluntarily as early as 1919 and Ivanov in
1924 (after four years as Professor of Classics at Baku University), while
Rozanov died of hunger and despair in 1919. Many of the ‘academics’ were
expelled from the Soviet Union on the ‘philosophers’ ships’ of 1922: the
passengers included Berdiaev, Bulgakov, Frank and Lossky. Florensky was
spared for a time thanks to the contribution he could make as a scientist
but was imprisoned in 1933 and shot in 1937. Remarkably, Losev survived –
just – to make a life for himself as an academic in the Soviet Union: he died
in 1988. It was left to the émigré community to take the renaissance forward
into a new phase, and all of the figures I have discussed here did indeed
continue to think, write and publish. A few achieved an international profile
as philosophers (Berdiaev, Shestov) or theologians (Bulgakov). Penetration
of their work into the Soviet Union was patchy. Now, in the post-Soviet era,
all are being republished and discussed in the Russian academic commun-
ity, but it remains to be seen whether their work may yet have the impact on
the Russian people as a whole that they longed in vain for it to have during
their lifetimes.
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chapter 9

The West
Vera Tolz

Since Peter the Great’s reforms ‘the West’ (zapad) had become arguably the
most important ingredient of modern Russian identity. Through debating
Russia’s relationship to this constructed category, the Russian elites pictured
Russia as a nation and as an empire, identified paths for their country’s
modernising political, economic and social reforms, analysed the place of
the individual in society and dwelt on the role of religion in the modern
world.1 In the period discussed in this chapter, the dichotomy between the
West and the East (Orient) (vostok), or Europe and Asia, constituted an
essential component of how all the European elites perceived their nations.2

These categories are, of course, not fixed, objective entities. They are
cultural and political constructs ‘talked and written into existence’.3 The
geographical boundaries of these categories have changed as a result of
historical events and often have depended on the arguments those evoking
them aimed to advance.4 While ‘the West’ and ‘Europe’ were sometimes
identified as one and the same, on other occasions, as we will see in this
chapter, ‘the West’ and true ‘Europe’ could be separated and contrasted.
‘Europe’ and ‘the West’ have never been purely geographical categories;
rather, they are, above all, cultural and developmental (defined through
common cultural, social and political traits and patterns of development), as
well as temporal (as reflected, for instance, in the arguments that true
European values were manifested in the past or would be realised in the
future). These categories could be evoked in ‘totalising’ and ‘essentialising’
ways, particularly when they were used to designate the ‘Other’. Yet, their
heterogeneity could also be acknowledged, since one of their components
could be viewed positively and another negatively.
Addressing the key issues facing Russia through the discourse on the

West and Europe, the Russian elites were full participants in the European
debates of their time; they responded to the ideas articulated by their
counterparts elsewhere in Europe and, in turn, influenced Pan-European
perceptions of Russia and Europe in many important ways. It is significant
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for the understanding of the construction of Russian images of theWest and
Europe that, at the time when ‘the West’ and ‘Europe’ were becoming the
central components of Russian identity, in western Europe an image of the
eastern periphery of Christian Europe (eastern Europe) was consistently
presented as not quite European. Within the framework of this dichotomy
between East and West within Europe itself, which Larry Wolff argued was
fully formed during the Enlightenment period of the eighteenth century,
only France, the Low Countries, northern Italy and Britain – that is to say,
western Europe – were regarded as the true Europe.5 Germany was also
usually included in this category, but at times (during the First World War,
for instance), the image of two Germanys, with one (militaristic) part
excluded from Europe, was advanced.6 In this vision, eastern Europe was
represented as the intermediate zone between Europe and Asia, between
barbarism and civilisation, and as a region marked by ‘backwardness’.
Eastern European intellectuals, with Russians at the forefront, struggled
against this perception in the attempt to broaden the boundaries of Europe,
rejecting the exclusionist claims of western Europeans. It should be remem-
bered that they operated within the parameters of a Eurocentric vision,
based on a belief in the superiority of ‘European civilisation’ as manifested
in its cultural achievements and scientific and technological progress. The
development of other societies was measured against the European yard-
stick. Belinsky summed up this perception thus: ‘[e]verything human is
European, and everything European is human’.7 It was only in 1869 that the
Pan-Slavist Danilevsky became one of the first European thinkers to ques-
tion such a view.

In the period discussed in this chapter, Russian thinkers often applied the
techniques of othering through emphasising the difference between Russia
and ‘the West’ (western Europe) and attacking various features of ‘the
West’. This rejection and criticism of the West was accompanied, however,
by claims that Russia belonged, at least since the time of Peter the Great, to a
wider European political and cultural realm. For most Russian thinkers,
neither western Europe itself nor its specific civilisation was homogeneous.
As the religious philosopher Bulgakov put it, western European civilisation,
both historically and contemporarily, was a ‘many-branched tree’.8 Thus,
one could choose from the western European heritage the parts which
reflected ‘true’ European values, rejecting the ‘false’ ones. And with a
particular messianic zeal, Russian intellectuals defined the salvation of
Europe’s own true ideals as Russia’s historic mission.9 Indeed, while postu-
lating major differences between ‘the culture [prosveshchenie] of Europe’ and
that of Russia, the early Slavophile Ivan Kireevsky made it clear that he
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meant ‘the culture of the West’ or western Europe, noting at the same time
that it was ‘impossible to imagine the development of intellectual life in
Russia without its relationship with Europe and the intellectual develop-
ment of Europe without its relationship with Russia’.10 While castigating
western Europe for forgetting Christ, Dostoevsky spoke at the same time
about Russia’s destiny as ‘incontestably all-European’ and argued that the
Russians had two fatherlands – ‘our Rus and Europe’.11 The proponent of
Official Nationality, Shevyrev, coined in 1841 the term ‘rotten West’ (gniloi
zapad), whose common translation into English as ‘rotten Europe’ is mis-
leading.12 In turn, in 1880 the liberal historian Kavelin criticised those
Westernisers of the 1840s who had tended to reduce Europe to its western
core.13 In sum, the full equation of Europe with the West and the conse-
quent exclusion of Russia from Europe, as was the case with Chaadaev and
to some extent Danilevsky, were exceptions rather than the norm in Russian
thought of the imperial period.
In different periods of imperial Russian history different issues acquired

particular importance in shaping the debate about theWest and Europe and
Russia’s relationship to both. Since the middle of the eighteenth century
Lomonosov, Fonvizin and Novikov had already started thinking, to use
contemporary terminology, about how a society could modernise without
succumbing to a slavish imitation of foreign models. From the 1820s
onwards, in the aftermath of the French Revolution and Napoleonic
Wars and under the impact of the German Romantic tradition, the issues
of nationalism (how to define Russia as a nation culturally and politically)
began to dominate the debate about Europe. Beginning in the late 1840s,
and particularly in the aftermath of the 1848 revolutions, contemporary
western Europe, industrialising and bourgeois, captured the imagination of
Russian thinkers and turned their particular attention to the western
European models of economic development. If Russians often felt defensive
when comparing Russia as a nation with its western European counterparts,
they were much more confident about Russia’s achievements as an empire.
After the humiliation of the Crimean War, Russian thinkers were partic-
ularly keen to emphasise that, in carrying out Europe’s ‘civilising mission in
Asia’, Russia held many advantages over the West. In the last decades of
tsarist rule, in addition to debating all the above-mentioned subjects, a trend
towards collapsing the boundaries between East and West was noticeable,
based on the profound questioning of Eurocentric visions of the world that
was to be fully expressed by the Eurasianist movement of the 1920s.
Having outlined this rough chronology of the Russian debates, this

chapter will now look at specific spatial, cultural, political and economic
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images and definitions of the West and Europe articulated by Russian
intellectuals.

s p a t i a l con s t ruct i on s o f europ e

A discussion of the geographical boundaries between Europe and Asia,
started by the Greeks and continued in medieval western Europe, was of
little political and cultural significance for Russia before the early eighteenth
century. Until then, the dominant European perception of the Tanais or
Don as marking the boundary between Europe and Asia, placing a large
portion of the historical core of Muscovy in Asia, was not a matter of
particular concern, as is reflected in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century
Russian cosmographical works. The situation changed with Peter’s
Europeanising reforms, which brought with them the perception that
Europe was culturally and politically pre-eminent. It was the champion of
Peter’s policies, the historian Tatishchev, who in the 1730s, after affirming
Europe’s superiority over other parts of the world, suggested a new boun-
dary between Europe and Asia along the Ural Mountains. This new geo-
graphical vision placed a large part of Russia within Europe and stressed the
similarity between European empires, where the European metropolis and
colonies were separated by a natural boundary (water), and Russia, where
this boundary was a mountain range.14 At the very same time, a Swedish
officer, Johann von Strahlenberg, ensured that the boundary through the
Urals was accepted in Europe at large.

Tatishchev’s designation of Siberia as an Asiatic colony clearly separated
from the Russian European metropolis began to be questioned by the
Decembrists and was then rejected later in the nineteenth century.15 It
was, however, the Pan-Slavists Danilevsky and Lamansky who directly
challenged this geographical outline of Europe. Following Alexander von
Humboldt and other German and French scholars, they began to deny the
existence of a natural boundary between Europe and Asia, which hitherto
had been important for sustaining Europe’s self-glorifying claim of being a
separate continent. For them, Europe became geographically nothing but
an extension of Asia, a point which provided a foundation for their attack on
Europe’s claims of cultural superiority. Their theories, of course, were
particularly significant for Russia and, more broadly, the world of
Slavdom, proclaimed by the Russian Pan-Slavists to be a self-contained,
culturally unified geographical region.16

Danilevsky was a leading figure in the European arena in the revision of
dominant Eurocentric perceptions of the world.17 He was, however, also
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part of a broader trend to which orientalist scholars in Germany, Austria
and Russia contributed particularly significantly.18 One example of the
emerging new vision was the incorporation of what used to be, from a
European perspective, one of the main parts of ‘the Orient’, the Near East,
into ‘the West’ in the writings of orientalist scholars. With obvious impli-
cations for the definition of Russia’s place in the world, Bartold, the fore-
most Russian specialist on Islam, outlined in 1912 the following cultural
geography of the West: ‘The near East, including Egypt, which is usually
meant in western Europe when [people] speak about the “East” (vostok)
constitutes, in reality, despite frequent military clashes, one cultural-
historical whole with Europe and together they constitute “the West” in
relation to more eastern cultural states such as India and China.’19

Certainly for Bartold, Russia was culturally part of Europe and his newly
defined ‘West’. At the same time, as will be discussed in more detail below,
late imperial Russian orientalists did a lot to undermine the East–West
dichotomy both geographically and culturally, and thus constituted a link
between Danilevsky and the 1920s Eurasianists.

cu l tur a l con s t ruct i on s

However important the issue of the geography of Europe and theWest was,
the cultural definition of Europe was far more central to how Russia and the
West were conceived. The identification of western Christians as Europeans
goes back to at least the fourteenth century. In western Europe, during the
time of the Enlightenment, the equation of the western Christian tradition
with Europe and a negative view of the eastern Christianity of Byzantium
were the dominant perceptions.20 In the western Europeans’ own overlying
definition, Europe was equated with the lands of western Christianity; it
was the heir to the western Roman Empire, distinguished from other parts
of the world by such developments as the Renaissance and Reformation and
by distinctive political institutions and legal systems. It was widely argued
that these distinct developments created people who had a particular
passion for freedom and rationality (a deeper affinity for reason in contrast
to the unquestioning acceptance of authority and tradition).21 Those west-
ern Christians (in eastern and central Europe) who were seen by their
western European counterparts as not sufficiently manifesting this passion
for political freedom were often represented as not quite European.22

Russian thinkers reacted to this self-perception of ‘the West’ as the only
Europe with both acceptance and rejection. In his first ‘Philosophical
Letter’, Chaadaev most famously reproduced this narrow definition of
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Europe and then postulated Russia’s otherness on the basis of its accept-
ance of Christianity from Byzantium. Chaadaev’s Europe was that of
Latin Christendom, whose ideals of ‘duty, justice, law and order’ were
the result of particular historical developments ‘which have formed
European society’.23 The [western] European civilisation of which, for
Chaadaev, the British institutions were ‘the most representative’ was to
him ‘the final destiny of the human species’, which neither ‘the [eastern]
Christianity of Abyssinians’ nor the modernisation pursued by the
Japanese ‘could bring about’.24 This positive image of western
Christianity, in which western European cultural and political develop-
ment was rooted, was advanced by other Russian Westernisers. For the
celebrated Moscow University Professor of History Granovsky, ‘western
Christianity’ was ‘the enlightened form of Christianity’, whereas for
Kavelin, despite his refusal to perceive the world of western Christianity
as the only Europe, western Christianity nevertheless represented ‘the
active, reformatory side of Christianity’ which had produced great cultural
and political achievements and not simply ‘the pope and atheism’ as late
Slavophiles such as Dostoevsky would have it.25

The Slavophiles, of course, also identified the West with the world of
Latin Christianity but viewed it largely negatively, or at least as inferior to
Russia with its eastern Christian roots.26 Influenced by German
Romanticism and such critics of the state of Christianity in the West as
Franz von Baader, the Russian Slavophiles condemned the ‘abstract ration-
ality’ (otvlechennyi razum and rassudochnost’) of ‘the West’ and its excessive
focus on formal logic and science as being one-sided and failing to appre-
ciate intuitive, non-discursive forms of thinking, which were particularly
well developed in pre-Petrine Rus.27 For Kireevsky, the roots of this western
trait were to be found in the heritage of the pagan Roman Empire, which
represented the ‘domination of material interests’. In contrast, Russia was
an heir of the Greek (Byzantine) enlightenment with its emphasis on things
spiritual.28 Thus, the image of ‘the West’ as materialistic and non-western
societies as more spiritual was originally articulated in religious terms and
then incorporated in the analysis of contemporary socio-political realities.
Russian Christianity might be of the East, but western Christianity was
shaped by Roman paganism. This perception explains why the early
Slavophiles viewed St Petersburg, with its architectural appropriation of
Roman imperial symbolism, as a pagan city.29 Even worse, in some con-
temporary western societies, particularly in France, Christ was forgotten
altogether. And Russian thinkers from Dostoevsky to Vladimir Solovev, as
well as the authors of the famous Landmarks collection on the historical role
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of the Russian intelligentsia, suggested that it should be Russia’s goal to
resurrect Europe’s Christian tradition.30

Even for the Slavophiles not everything in the culture of the West
deserved to be criticised. Though the West’s focus on scientific and tech-
nological progress could be perceived as excessive, the Slavophiles agreed
that western Europe’s advances in this area deserved a certain admiration.31

Similarly, in terms of their knowledge of and pride in their own histories
and traditions, the peoples of the West were far ahead of Russia, they
argued. Somehow, western Europeans were able to preserve their national
uniqueness (samobytnost’) and be Europeans at the same time, whereas
Russians tended to renounce their national past in order to become
Europeans, Kireevsky noted with regret. While complaining that the
Russian elites were always ‘dressed in brand new clothes’ (i.e. constantly
rejecting the heritage of the past), Khomiakov praised Britain’s respect for
tradition.32 So did Konstantin Aksakov, for whom: ‘England is the best fruit
of western civilisation … all improvements take place peacefully … It is a
reason why England represents such a great example. Look at it, and we will
see that its religious and moral foundations are strong … England, while
advancing so quickly, honours its past, preserves its traditions.’33 At the
same time, not only the Slavophiles but also some committedWesternisers,
such as Belinsky, disliked the petty-bourgeois culture of contemporary
Europe. Herzen, who combined the ideas of both intellectual currents,
was a particularly vocal critic of bourgeois society.34

This cultural construction of Europe often had specific temporal dimen-
sions. Since Fonvizin’s Letters from France and subsequently in the writings
of the most influential nineteenth-century thinkers, such as Chaadaev and
Herzen, Europe had been depicted as old and decaying and thus could be
unfavourably contrasted with Russia and the United States of America,
whose youthfulness presented an advantage.35 Just as, for most Europeans,
the glory of ‘the East’ was in the past while the present was pitiful, the same
was the case with Europe for many Russian thinkers. While contemporary
western societies could be strongly criticised for their corruption of morals,
excessive materialism, focus on narrowly understood personal interests, the
hypocrisy of their political system and banality of their bourgeois culture,
even the West’s harshest critics, such as Danilevsky and the philosopher
Leontev, greatly admired certain periods of western European history.
According to Leontev, for whom the emerging egalitarian mass culture of
western Europe was ‘aesthetically repulsive’,36 the true Europe was that of
the medieval western European knighthood and of the period between the
Renaissance and the eighteenth century with its aristocratic cultural elite,
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which, in contrast to the Slavophiles, he much preferred to pre-Petrine
Rus.37 Danilevsky, in common with many conservative western European
thinkers, looked with nostalgia to the seventeenth century, which for him
represented the peak of creativity of the ‘Germano-Romance cultural-
historical type’ which he equated with Europe.38

po l i t i c a l im ag e s

While the cultural affinity between post-Petrine Russia and Europe was self-
evident to most Russian thinkers in the imperial period, the differences
between Russia and ‘the West’ in the political realm, particularly after the
French Revolution, were also universally acknowledged. In the nineteenth
century, western Europe was increasingly perceived as the place of con-
stitutionalism, development of formal democracy and parliamentary insti-
tutions. As early as the 1780s, the historian Boltin was claiming the
superiority of monarchy over a parliamentary system, noting that ‘the
diseases of monarchy are short-lived and light; the diseases of republicanism
are harsh and fatal’.39 Reinforced by Karamzin, the criticism of constitu-
tionalism, parliamentarianism and democracy and the emphasis on their
unsuitability for Russia were an important feature of the Slavophiles’ writ-
ings in the 1840s and the 1850s. Criticising any modern state power as
corrupting, the Slavophiles posited the superiority of the Russian people
over their western European counterparts because of the former’s alleged
lack of concern about political matters and interest in ‘moral’ rather than
‘political’ freedom. Democracy in the western sense was simply ‘a game of
counting votes’ based on the incorrect assumption that ‘truth was always on
the side of the majority’.40Constitutionalism, Samarin argued, was simply a
codification of current injustices.41

The Slavophiles were critical of the western European judicial systems,
derived from Roman law, which had a logical ‘external form’ but lacked
‘inner justice’ (vnutrenniaia spravedlivost’),42 and denied that individuals in
the West, whether historically or in the present, were freer than in Russia.
Echoing Fonvizin’s claim in the 1780s that formal political freedoms in
reality had left poor French peasants less free than Russians,43 Kireevsky
denied that historically the individual (lichnost’) was more respected in the
West than in Russia. For him, in the West, the individual was simply a
juridical category, a mere ‘reflection of the right of [private] property’ which
constrained his life. In contrast, ‘in Russian public life, the individual is the
first element’, he insisted.44 In particular, the peasant commune in medieval
Rus cherished the individual without suppressing him in any way.45
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For the Slavophiles, Europe’s political history, based on the violence of
medieval knights, a conflict between church and state and an excessive
concern about formal political freedoms, produced societies which were the
amalgamation of atomised individuals not connected with each other by
any moral bonds.46 This negative view of formal political freedoms and the
perception of western European parliamentary institutions as a façade
masking social and economic inequalities and exploitation reached its
apogee in the ideology of Populism in the late 1860s and 1870s. For this
generation of Russian socialists, Britain ceased to provide any positive
examples, as it often had done for the early Slavophiles. Instead, it was a
place where western political institutions and capitalism were linked up
particularly closely to represent the interests of only a small section of
society.47

The alternative approach of theWesternisers, who saw western European
constitutionalism as a model for Russia, can also be traced to eighteenth-
century authors such as Radishchev, whose writings offered one of the first
positive images of the United States in Russian thought, and Novikov, with
his interest in Britain’s constitutional monarchy. In the aftermath of the
Napoleonic Wars, the Decembrists attempted to implement their political
ideals based on western models, for which they were later accused by the
Slavophiles of bringing ‘the fruits of un-Russian elements’ (plod nerusskikh
nachal) to their country.48 One of the Decembrist leaders, Muravev, mod-
elled his ideal Russia on the federal system of the United States, while the
Southern Society’s leader, Pestel, advocated large-scale capitalist ownership
on the basis of Adam Smith’s political economic theory.49TheWesternisers
of the 1840s held a positive image of western bourgeois democracy.
Granovsky particularly praised theWest’s ‘dispassionate legal system’ devel-
oped on the foundation of the Roman law.50 For him, as well as for other
liberals such as Kavelin, Annenkov and Botkin, only the western European
political framework granted people a wide range of civil and political rights
and thus respected the individual. Therefore, according to Kavelin, one
should trace the beginning of ‘the principle of personality in Russian
history’ back to Peter’s westernising reforms.51

While the Slavophiles searched for their political models in pre-Petrine
Rus, from the second half of the 1840s onwards some of the Russian
thinkers who looked for their models in the West began to find the values
of the true Europe in the ideas of French socialists. One of the most original
Russian thinkers, Herzen, argued that contemporary western Europe rep-
resented ‘an ironic abuse’ of the French ideals of ‘Liberty, Equality,
Fraternity’ and that Russia’s legal system under Nicholas I was, in terms
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of its impact on people’s lives, no different from the Napoleonic code.52

Herzen was repelled by the contemporary ‘petty-bourgeois state of Europe’
and questioned the ability of contemporary western Europe to serve as an
example to anyone.53 This line of argument subsequently dominated
Russian socialist thought from the classical Populists of the late 1860s and
the 1870s through to Lenin, for whom ‘[t]he Europe of our day is advanced
not thanks to, but in spite of the bourgeoisie … In “advanced” Europe, the
only advanced (peredovoi) class is the proletariat.’54

e conom i c image s

The (in)appropriateness of western European economic models (that is, the
capitalist form of industrialisation) was debated by Russian thinkers with
arguably even greater passion than the political differences between Russia
and western Europe. The criticism of the negative impact of modern
industrial development and rapid urbanisation on people’s lives in the
Russian intellectual tradition can be dated back to Fonvizin’s depiction of
the horrors of the modern city (in his case Paris), where people ‘who have
not completely turned into beasts’ could hardly survive.55 Even the leading
Westerniser Belinsky, while praising bourgeois democracy, ‘disliked the
bourgeoisie itself’.56

After the 1848 revolutions in Europe, Herzen’s representation of the
Russian peasant commune as the embodiment of western Europe’s own
ideals of egalitarianism and democracy shaped the subsequent debates
among the Populists and impacted on Russian Marxists. Chernyshevsky,
in his influential essay ‘A Critique of Philosophical Prejudices against
Communal Landholding’ (1858), argued that ‘the Germans, and the
French, and the ancestors of the British, and the ancestors of the Italians,
in a word all European peoples, had communal landholding in early periods
of their history’. Under the influence of Hegel’s philosophy of history,
Chernyshevsky then argued that ‘the highest stage of development is similar
in form to the beginning from which it proceeds’, hence socialism based on
communes was the future of Europe in its entirety.57 A negative image of
western capitalism became central to the ideology of the classical Populists,
whose ideas Andrzej Walicki aptly described as a ‘response to the image of
capitalist development in Western socialist thought … by the democratic
intelligentsia in a backward peasant country at an early stage of capitalist
development’.58 Like Herzen, the Populists idealised the peasant commune
and, following Chernyshevsky, believed in the eventual return of western
Europe to communal principles. Thus, Bakunin insisted that the attitude
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towards the land and principles of self-government in the Russian peasant
commune ‘[i]n essence… fully correspond[s] to the ideas which have of late
been taking shape in the consciousness of the proletariat of Latin
countries’.59

On the opposite side of the debate on western capitalism stood such
liberal thinkers as Annenkov, who argued that ‘[t]he entire future of France
lies in the hands of the bourgeoisie’, and Botkin, who, being himself a son of
a merchant, rejected Herzen’s condemnation of the bourgeois order.60 The
Populist tendency to vilify western capitalism was also challenged by ‘the
father of RussianMarxism’, Plekhanov, who, in his own words, was ready to
stand ‘under the banner of an intelligently conceived Westernism’.61 A
positive image of western capitalism was particularly well developed in the
works of Struve, a leader of the Legal Marxists, in the 1890s.62 It was no
surprise that around 1900 the Legal Marxists, who were deeply committed
to capitalism, would join forces with the liberals and in 1905 form Russia’s
main liberal party (the Constitutional Democratic Party), which would
present the West of capitalism and constitutional monarchy as the main
positive model for Russia.

i m ag e s o f im p e r i a l europ e

While imagining Russia as a nation, Russian thinkers often had to struggle
with its perception (externally and internally) as backward compared to ‘the
West’. In contrast, when Russia was depicted as empire and defined
through its imperial mission in the East, Russian thinkers often betrayed
great confidence vis-à-vis their western European counterparts. Indeed, in
relation to Asia, Russian European identity seemed secure. In the first half
of the eighteenth century Tatishchev was already claiming a profound
similarity between Russia and other European empires, and at the begin-
ning of the nineteenth Karamzin argued that Russia, like Europe, brought
less developed people ‘into the universal system of geography and history’.63

Many nineteenth-century thinkers went on to believe that, in fact, Russians
possessed certain qualities that allowed them to be at the forefront of
carrying out Europe’s ‘civilising mission’ in Asia.

Across Europe, in national(ist) and imperial discourses of the time both
nations and empires were marked by distinct features, and the identifica-
tions of national and imperial specificities mirrored each other.64 In the
Slavophile tradition, both western European histories and their imperial
conquests were presented as violent, in contrast to Russia’s peaceful past.
The Russian military officer and eminent orientalist scholar Veniukov
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depicted the creation of the Russian Empire as an ‘organic’ and ‘natural’
growth, while arguing that ‘English colonisation … was accompanied by
the bloody destruction of whole races and the enslavement of many millions
of people.’ In Russia, ‘Siberian savages were not hunted down by a Russian
armed with a gun and accompanied by a dog, as the English did in New
Zealand.’65 Russian rule in Central Asia was perceived by many Russian
thinkers as more humane than the exploitative and ‘rapacious’ British
imperialism in India.66 A leading orientalist and army general, Snesarev,
claimed that one of his books gave Indians a voice of which they had been
deprived by British imperialism.67

It was argued that Russians were superior imperialists because in their
culture a Pan-European feature of universality, which entailed an ability to
understand other (non-European) cultures, was particularly well developed.
All Europeans possessed this quality but, as Dostoevsky passionately
insisted in his famous Pushkin speech in 1880, western Europeans did not
excel in this regard as much as the Russians.68 Many Russian scholars
believed that one of the reasons was that western European perceptions of
the East were more racist than those of the Russians. In contrast to the
Russians, who were happy to mix with Asians, the British in India ‘do their
utmost to avoid mingling with the natives’, argued such orientalists as
Snesarev, Veniukov and Semenov (Tian-Shansky).69

As with the debates about the Europe of nations, the depiction of the
Europe of empires was not monolithic. The very same authors who com-
pared western European and Russian imperialism unfavourably on other
occasions presented western Europe’s policy in ‘the East’ as superior to
Russia’s, particularly because they were convinced that the former was
always based on a thorough scientific knowledge of ‘the East’. According
to this view, western governments fully appreciated the fact that ‘knowledge
is power’, something the tsarist government consistently refused to under-
stand.70While in the 1870s a leading Russian orientalist scholar with liberal
political views could assert that among the peoples of Central Asia and
India comparisons between Russia and Britain ‘always turn out to be
unfavourable to Britain’,71 by the beginning of the twentieth century, in
the context of the growing domestic criticism of Russia’s imperial policies,
a veteran imperial administrator in Central Asia argued that ‘[t]hose
[Central Asians] who had visited western Europe spoke … about the
grandeur and good order of European cities, about the prosperity and
high cultural levels of the countries they had seen; about howmuch Russia,
while being larger, but relatively poor and little cultured, was in fact lagging
behind’.72 In turn, whereas the British had managed fully to transform
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their colonies in North America and Australia into Europe, both politically
and culturally, Russians, because of their cultural backwardness, had not
achieved the same level of success even in Siberia, argued Iadrintsev, a
leader of the Siberian regionalist movement (oblastnichestvo).73

While claiming to be less racist towards non-European peoples than their
western European counterparts, Russian thinkers in fact were active partic-
ipants in racially coloured74 discourses which contrasted Europe with its
colonial domains in Asia and Africa as they constructed their own image of
an ‘Aryan Europe’, of which Russia was not on the periphery but at the core.
The concept of ‘Aryan’, as opposed to Turanian and Dravidian, originated
in linguistics as a way of describing different groups of related languages in
Eurasia. The use of the term in ethnology; a common perception, partic-
ularly in continental European scholarship, of a direct link between lan-
guage and ethnicity; the development of physical anthropology; Social
Darwinism; a negative view of non-white colonial subjects in the wake of
colonial conflicts since the mid-nineteenth century – all these factors
resulted in the emergence of racial interpretations of the above-mentioned
concepts.75 Even those who criticised the practice of equating linguistic and
racial groups and of finding explanations for cultural differences in biology
used ‘the language of their time, talking about the Aryan race’.76

The Aryan theory of European origin, locating the original ‘Aryan home-
land’ in India, was supplanted by the 1850s by the view that ‘the cradle of the
Aryan civilisation’ could be found rather in eastern or northern regions,
such as Siberia, Central Asia, the Caucasus or Germany. Russian scholars
took part in the search, rejecting the claims of some western European
scholars about the non-Aryan origin of the Slavs. Thus, a leading Russian
orientalist scholar, Grigorev, argued in 1876 that ‘the current western and
eastern Turkestan was in antiquity… populated by a people physiologically
different from the Turkic people, by a people who for various reasons one
should recognise as Aryan’. He went on to argue that these Aryans were ‘the
ancestors of the Slavs, Germans and Lithuanians’. Thus, the Russian con-
quest of Central Asia was simply a reclaiming by Europe of its indigenous
lands.77 For Grigorev and the majority of other Russian thinkers interested
in this issue, ‘the cradle of the Aryan civilisation’, that is, ‘the cradle of
Europe’, was the Scythia of Herodotus (i.e. the Crimea). Catherine the
Great herself depicted Herodotus’ Scythians as the ancestors of the Russians
and, on that basis, justified the Russian imperial conquest of the Crimea as a
reclaiming of ‘indigenous Russian lands’. She also presented this annexation
as Russia’s claim on the legacy of ancient Greece, an essential element of the
modern European identity and, therefore, as a demonstration of Russia’s
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belonging to Europe.78 In contrast to the prevailing view of the Scythians in
western European writings of the time as rude and barbarous people,79

Catherine’s image of them was positive. The criticism of the ‘Aryan myth’
by such scholars as Bartold notwithstanding,80 in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries the image of an Aryan Europe with its cradle in the
Scythian Crimea continued to be advanced in Russian thought with the aim
of claiming Russia’s central, rather than peripheral, position in Europe.81

r e i n t e r p r e t i ng the boundar i e s b e twe en

e a s t and we s t

Meanwhile, from the 1880s and, particularly, during the First World War,
scholars in Germany, Austria and other parts of what Russians perceived as
‘theWest’ began to question common Eurocentric perceptions of the world
and Europe’s exclusive Greco-Roman and Judeo-Christian roots. European
scholars began to claim oriental origins for European medieval art, while
German Assyriologists ‘discovered pre-biblical accounts of “God”, “the
Flood”, and the “Sabbath”’, generating ‘new mythological speculations’.82

Russian scholars were at the forefront of these revisions, offering new
definitions of ‘the West’ which, as had been the case with the above-quoted
image offered by Bartold of a West that included the Near East, were aimed
at redefining the East–West boundary. In turn, the maverick linguist and
famous archaeologist Marr offered in 1908 his own revision of Eurocentric
perceptions, placing the origins of European civilisation in the ancient
traditions of the aboriginal population of the Caucasus, ‘the Orient’ of
Russian Romantic literature, which he termed ‘Japhetic’.83 Marr’s culturally
heterogeneous ‘Japhetids’ achieved the highest levels of civilisation at the
time when ‘Indo-Europeans were lingering somewhere in the far north of
Europe. Greeks and Romans, who in the past had been perceived as the
founders of ancient European culture, had not yet appeared.’84 The fact that
Marr found the cradle of his Japhetic civilisation in the Caucasus, whose
ethnographic, cultural and linguistic variety in his opinionmade the region a
‘microcosm of Russia’,85 again allowed him to claim Russia’s central, rather
than peripheral, position in Europe vis-à-vis the traditionally defined West.

conc lu s i on s

Confronted with the notion that Europe and ‘the West’ represented the
pinnacle of modern civilisation, Russia was among the first societies whose
elites had to deal with the question of how ‘the non-West’ could become
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part of the modern world other than by simply emulating western patterns
of development. As Isaiah Berlin argued in his essay on the Russian Populist
movement, Russian intellectuals who spoke about the atomisation of
societies under the impact of industrialisation and urbanisation, who
criticised the mass culture of bourgeois Europe and attacked Eurocentric
perceptions of the world, provided ‘acute insights into moral, social, and
aesthetic problems’ whose ‘central importance’ was fully realised by their
counterparts in the West only in the second half of the twentieth century.86

In their reaction to ‘the West’, Russian thinkers articulated, to utilise
Benedict Anderson’s term, a specific ‘modular model’ of nationalism.87 This
was a form of ‘reactive nationalism’ developed in reaction to and in compar-
ison with western societies. While admitting the technological superiority of
western Europe and, more reluctantly, the effectiveness of its statecraft,
Russian thinkers claimed the superiority of their own society in the spiritual
domain, producing images of Russian national culture and history in oppo-
sition to what they perceived to be western patterns which they often bitterly
criticised. In his influential critique of Anderson’s argument that Europe
‘supplied for all subsequent nationalisms a set of modular forms from which
nationalist elites in Asia and Africa had chosen the ones they liked’, Partha
Chatterjee claimed the originality of non-European forms of nationalism on
the grounds of their separation of the material domain (scientific and tech-
nological progress and effectiveness of political institutions) and the spiritual
domain (culture and historical heritage). While admitting the West’s superi-
ority in the first sphere, national leaders of the colonial and post-colonial
world constructed cultural identities of their nations not by imitating the
West but by emphasising the difference to western models, Chatterjee
pointed out.88 In fact, in order to refute Anderson’s argument, Chatterjee
followed the common trend of reducing Europe to western Europe and
overlooked the origins of the model he described in the eastern periphery of
Europe, particularly Russia, in the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries,
when this region was the first to modernise in competition with the more
economically and politically advanced ‘West’.
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chapter 10

The East
David Schimmelpenninck van der Oye

The Russian soul undeniably has an ‘Asian stratification’.
Nikolay Berdiaev

‘What is Asia to us?’ Dostoevsky once famously asked.1 The author won-
dered about the East’s significance in a newspaper column he wrote after
General Skobelev had stormed the Central Asian fortress of Geok Tepe in
1881. His answer was straightforward: ‘[It] provides the main outlet for our
future destiny.’ To this cheerleader for General Skobelev’s glorious exploits
in the sands of Turkestan, the East was something to be conquered for the
greater glory of tsar and fatherland.
In this sense, Dostoevsky neatly fits into the late Edward Said’s orientalist

template, which argues that European perceptions of Asia are inextricably
linked to colonialist conquest and control over a malevolent, inferior ‘other’.2

But if at first glance the novelist’s thoughts appear to be in line with those of
such European contemporaries as Cecil Rhodes and Jules Ferry, a deeper
reading of his article betrays a more ambivalent view of Asia. Dostoevsky
went on to explain, ‘the Russian is not only a European but also an Asian’.
Alluding to a common western perception of his nation as eastern, he added:
‘We must free ourselves from this servile fear that Europeans will call us
Asiatic barbarians and say that we are more Asian than European.’3 There
was clearly no shame in having a semi-oriental identity.
As Dostoevsky’s musings suggest, there is no straightforward answer to

the question of Asia’s meaning in the Russian mind. More familiar with the
continent than are its European neighbours to the west, Russians have
invariably seen the East in a multiplicity of hues. Whether foe or friend,
danger or destiny, other or self, or, as Vladimir Solovev put it, ‘of Xerxes or
of Christ’,4 the continent defies easy characterisation. As in theWest, for the
Russian imagination the Orient has often been the source of both dreams
and nightmares, but greater intimacy with its people fashioned a unique
symbiosis of fantasy and reality.
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The most intriguing element of Russian thinking about Asia is the sense
among many of a shared heritage. A number of distinguished noble lineages
took pride in their Tatar bloodlines, and the population more generally has
had far fewer qualms about intermarriage with alien races than many other
Europeans. If few looked back nostalgically to two and a half centuries of
submission to the Golden Horde, the ‘Tatar Yoke’ also left a legacy whose
effects still remain the source of lively controversy. Meanwhile, ever since
the Cossack Ermak and his heirs conquered Siberia some 400 years ago, the
bulk of Russia’s landmass has lain on the Asian continent. While his out-
look was distinctly occidental, even Lenin understood that ‘Russia is geo-
graphically, economically and historically related both to Europe and Asia’.5

Russian views of Asia therefore often reflect meditations on the nation’s
own identity, much like those about Europe. If the nineteenth-century
debate between the Slavophiles and the Westernisers has received consid-
erably more attention, the East has played a very similar role in Russia’s
ongoing quest to understand its true place in the world. Ultimately, these
discussions about affinities with the Occident and the Orient are part of the
same dialogue. And Asia’s allure often increased as the West’s diminished.

According to Nicholas Riasanovsky, ideas about Asia before the Soviet
era evolved through three stages.6 Until well into the seventeenth century,
Russians tended to identify the Orient with the various nomadic peoples on
their eastern frontier. Beginning at the turn of the eighteenth century, the
efforts of Peter the Great and his heirs to transformMuscovy into a modern
western power imbued Russians with a sense of superiority over the con-
tinent as they confidently considered themselves to be fully European. In
the Romanov dynasty’s troubled latter decades, however, some began to
sense kinship with the East, a tendency that reached its apogee in the 1920s
among the Eurasianists, a circle of émigrés who argued that Russia com-
bined elements of both Europe and Asia. Although Riasanovsky’s schema is
somewhat simplistic, it is a good way to approach the question Dostoevsky
posed about what Asia is to Russia.

b e for e a s i a

For about the first 800 years of their recorded history, Russians largely
thought about the East in terms of the steppe’s Turkic andMongol nomads.
According to the chronicles the monastic scribes kept, encounters with
these Inner Asian horsemen were invariably hostile, and the Slavic inhab-
itants of the forest suffered an unending succession of raids and wars. But
this grim literature is deceptive, since the relationship between the forest
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and the steppe was not inherently antagonistic. While there were clashes,
trade and intermarriage also characterised the European Slav’s interaction
with the Inner Asian nomad. Symbiosis rather than struggle was the order of
the day. Even the two and a half centuries of the Mongol Golden Horde’s
rule were more benign than the histories compiled by churchmen in their
wake would lead us to believe.7

The written evidence about attitudes to the East in the Muscovite era,
however sketchy, likewise suggests antagonism, particularly to Islam. Much
of this literature was also produced under the aegis of theOrthodox Church,
which increasingly provided ideological support for the tsars’ campaigns
against Muslim foes.8 Meanwhile, what little Russians knew about Asia
tended to come from Byzantium until increased contact with the West in
the reign of Peter the Great exposed them to a more secular outlook.9

If the church did not portray the Muslim East in a favourable light,
neither did it monopolise Russian attitudes. Moscow’s princes had long not
only been intimately acquainted with the Golden Horde, but often acted as
its leading Russian collaborator. As a result, if Byzantium shaped their view
of God, the Mongols helped influence their understanding of secular
politics.10 Indeed, it was in part by assimilating the ways of the steppe
that Moscow successfully conquered the khanates of Kazan and Astrakhan,
two of the Golden Horde’s successor states on the Volga, in the 1550s.11

Muscovy also absorbed elements of the Golden Horde more directly by
welcoming its khans and lesser notables into the aristocracy.12 Following the
traditions of the steppe, Moscow had no qualms about integrating con-
quered nations and according the elites a similar status in their own society
as long as they agreed to serve the ruler. And in choosing marriage partners
among the upper class, caste generally trumped race. As a result, a variety of
ethnic elements have long flowed in the veins of Russia’s blue bloods.
Russian familiarity with the Golden Horde did not inevitably breed

contempt. While the church increasingly championed hostility toward
the Tatars, secular views tended to be more benign. Writing in the context
of European relations with another Islamic foe, one scholar remarked, ‘in
theWest something of a contradiction existed between the practical policies
of governments vis-à-vis the Ottomans and the general tenor of published
turcica: the former often reflected none of the hostility of the latter’.13 The
same was true of Muscovy and the Mongols.
More important, Russians were relatively late in developing a sense of

national identity. In consequence, their sense of race tended to be much
weaker than among western Europeans. Before the modern age, the muzh-
ik’s primary allegiance was to his eastern Christian faith. But this loyalty was
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to the triple-barred Orthodox version, not the simpler Latin one. The
Catholic nemets (western foreigner) was just as alien as the Muslim basur-
man (infidel). According to a well-known saying, ‘Much woe has been
wrought on us by the Crimean Khan and the Roman Pope.’14

Until the seventeenth century at the earliest, the steppe nomad domi-
nated Russian perceptions of the Orient. But there were glimpses of other
Easts, including the Levant, Turkey, Persia, India and eventually China.
Some of them came from the chronographs (khronografy), or compilations
of various histories of the world that were based on similar Byzantine
digests.15 Meanwhile, the reports of the tsar’s envoys (stateinye spiski) to
various oriental courts provided more objective firsthand accounts of Asian
neighbours. However, these did not tend to have a wide readership at the
time.16

through we s t e rn e y e s

Russia only truly became conscious of Asia as a separate continent when it
began to regard itself as European during Peter the Great’s reign. In turning
to the West, Peter taught his subjects to think more systematically about the
East. Motivated by geopolitical and commercial ambitions, not to mention
his voracious curiosity, the tsar launched expeditions to Central Asia, Siberia
and points beyond. Indeed, it was one of the tsar’s more learned men, the
polymath Tatishchev, who definitively set the continental boundary along
the Ural Mountains.17 And Peter launched orientology (vostokovedenie) as an
academic discipline in his realm, albeit partly on the suggestion of the
German philosopher Leibniz.18

Confident in their European identity, eighteenth-century Russians did
not necessarily look to Asia with haughty disdain, for their age happened to
coincide with the Enlightenment’s philo-orientalism. French philosophes
like Voltaire saw China as the apotheosis of rationalism, praising the
Middle Kingdom’s millennial culture for its emphasis on learning and
toleration.19 The anti-clerical spirit of the day also encouraged western
thinkers to seek positive elements in Islam.20 Culturally, chinoiserie and
turquerie were all the rage in the decorative arts as European aristocrats built
pagodas and commissioned portraits of themselves in Ottoman dress.
Meanwhile, the publication of Galland’s translation of the Thousand-and-
One Nights, beginning in 1707, transformed western perceptions of the
Near East from the Antichrist’s realm to an exotic, fairy-tale wonderland.21

Eager to mimic Parisian fashions, well-heeled Russians under Catherine
the Great in the latter half of the eighteenth century enthusiastically
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adopted France’s Sinomania along with its powdered wigs and gallant
manners.22 The sovereign herself was one of the most assiduous followers
of the vogue for kitaishchina (Sinophilia), building an entire village in the
Chinese style at her summer residence of Tsarskoe Selo near St Petersburg,
as well as adopting East Asian motifs in her literary creations and ordering
translations of Qing law codes. Catherine also respected Near Eastern
culture, although she was less sanguine about the Ottoman Empire’s
despotism. Emphatically rejecting the anti-Islamic policies of her predeces-
sor, Empress Elizabeth, she even went so far as to encourage Muslim
missionary activity among Kirghiz nomads on the steppe.23 Subscribing to
the Enlightenment ethos of confessional freedom, the Nakaz (Instruction)
Catherine issued early in her reign stressed the need for ‘prudent’ religious
toleration.24

Catherine emphatically considered Russia to be European. Paradoxically,
the empress’s kitaishchina, like her penchant for Classicism, was entirely
bound up in her desire to impose western culture on her realm. As Dmitri
Shvidkovsky has pointed out, ‘China might be physically contiguous with
Russia, but that boundary was far from St Petersburg, and for a Russian
court pursuing Enlightenment modernisation it lay “in the wrong direc-
tion”.’25 The tsarina certainly did not allow her fondness for oriental culture
and thought to sway her strategic ambitions with regard to her Ottoman
and Qing neighbours.26

Russia’s nascent intelligentsia shared their empress’s orientalist tastes.
Their members devoured translations of Chinese texts, while poets like
Derzhavin played with eastern motifs in their verse. More ominously, some
also began to imitate the western practice of writing about the Middle
Kingdom Aesopically, as a veiled critique of domestic politics. For the time
being, they invoked the East in a positive light, contrasting an idealised
China with the shortcomings of their own order. Thus the playwright
Fonvizin published a Confucian text about the ruler’s obligations to his
subjects, while the publisher Novikov more audaciously invoked a ‘testa-
ment’ of the Yongzheng Emperor subtly to disparage Catherine.27

doubt s a bout europ e

Educated Russians never identified themselves more closely with Europe
than during Catherine the Great’s reign.28 But towards the end of her rule,
even Catherine’s enthusiasm for western ways began to sour as she learnt of
the Bourbon monarchy’s sanguinary end. The revolutionary turmoil that
gripped France, followed by Napoleon’s invasion in 1812, also led many
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others to question their ties to Europe. As Karamzin put it, ‘Once upon a
time we used to call all other Europeans infidels; now we call them brothers.
For whom was it easier to conquer Russia – for infidels or for brothers? That
is, whom was she likely to resist better?’29

The growing influence of German Romanticism in the early decades of
the nineteenth century further encouraged speculation about Russia’s place
in the world. The discussion was spectacularly launched in 1836 by the
publication of Chaadaev’s first ‘Philosophical Letter’, which proclaimed
that Russia was an orphan among the family of nations, without history
or identity. Chaadaev’s gloomy assessment initiated the stormy debate
between the Westernisers and the Slavophiles of the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury. The Westernisers believed that Russia should develop along western
European lines towards an order based on rationalism, the rule of law and
the primacy of the individual, while their opponents advocated rejecting
Peter the Great’s occidental turn and returning to what they saw as their
nation’s distinctly spiritual and paternalist course.30 If the Slavophiles
opposed western modernity, they did not suggest that Russia was Asian.
What they championed was Orthodox, Slavic Europe rather than its
Romano-German variant.31

There was one intriguing partial exception.Much as the German Romantic
philosopher Friedrich von Schlegel had divided the world between Indo-
European Aryans and non-Aryans, the Slavophile Khomiakov detected a
fundamental dichotomy in mankind. One group, the Kushites, were
descended from Noah’s disgraced son Ham and had originated in northern
Africa. According to Khomiakov, the Kushites embodied submission and
nihilism and were in constant struggle with the Iranians, the race that
represented freedom and spirituality. As a force of creative vitality, the
Iranians had initially established both Greece and Rome. However,
Khomiakov argued, successive waves of Kushites had subjected western
Europe to their more repressive and heathen order. Only the Slavs had
escaped the slavish dominion of the Kushites over the continent.32 In
Khomiakov’s conception of history lay the roots of the notion, increasingly
popular towards the turn of the twentieth century, that Russians retained
the youthful vigour of their Scythian oriental ancestors.

Chaadaev, as he subsequently elaborated in his ‘Apologia of a Madman’,
stood firmly in the camp of the Westernisers. ‘We live in Europe’s East’, he
wrote, ‘but this fact does not make us eastern.’ His aversion to the Orient
was clear: ‘In the East, docile minds that submitted to tradition spent
themselves slavishly obeying some sacred principle and in the end … fell
into a deep slumber, entirely ignorant of their destiny.’33 Chaadaev’s
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negative characterisation of Asia as mired in stagnant somnolence reflected a
profound transformation from the Enlightenment’s Sinophilia in European
views of China at the turn of the nineteenth century. Beginning with
Herder’s contemptuous dismissal of the empire as ‘an embalmed
mummy, wrapped in silk, and painted with hieroglyphics’, Romantic
thinkers saw theMiddle Kingdom as despotic, immobile, its people nothing
but ants utterly devoid of free will or imagination.34

Kitaishchina now acquired a very pejorative sense in the Russian vocabu-
lary. If in Catherine’s day the noun evoked a playfully exotic China, during
the nineteenth century it became associated with antediluvian tyranny,
shameless corruption and utter immobility. Dal’s dictionary of the Russian
language included such definitions as ‘rude, uneducated person’ for the noun
‘Asian’ and ‘savage, crude’ for ‘Asiatic’.35 By the same token, aziatchina
(Asianism) came to signify all of the continent’s defects. In Chekhov’s The
Cherry Orchard, for example, the haughty student Trofimov dismissed Russia
as ‘nothing but filth, vulgarity, aziatchina’.36

Westernisers often invoked Asia as a warning or even a metaphor for
tsarist reaction in their polemics. Belinsky had nothing but contempt for the
Orient. He provided a detailed exposition of his views in a lengthy review of
some books about Peter the Great and his father, Tsar Alexis, whose
underlying theme was to praise the former’s effort to turn Russia towards
theWest. Echoing Hegel’s view that China and India lay outside of history,
the critic remarked that ‘Asia was the cradle of the human race and up to
now has remained its cradle; its offspring grew up, but they are all still in the
cradle, they acquired strength, but they still have to walk in leading
strings.’37

According to Belinsky, only the Asian’s ability to think and talk separated
him from animals, but his intellect was primitive at best. ‘Is something good
or is it bad, reasonable or unreasonable – such questions don’t enter into his
head; they are far too weighty, too indigestible for his brain.’ Even were he
to be endowed with more sophisticated intelligence, the oriental’s fatalism
renders him inert. ‘Why is everything the way it is, and not otherwise, and
should it be thus rather than another way – he has never asked himself such
things. Things have been like this for a long time, and they are so with
everyone. It is Allah’s will!’38

Like many of his generation, Belinsky did not trouble himself much to
distinguish between the East’s different nations. Even when he did, none
was flattered by the comparison. Thus ‘the Turk is indifferent when his
ruler’s displeasure causes him to be impaled or hanged’. Meanwhile,
China’s government, ‘devoid of movement, represents itself as some
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petrified ancestor’. Belinsky never doubted the West’s superiority: ‘Asia is
the land of so-called natural immediacy, Europe is the land of conscious-
ness; Asia – the land of contemplation, Europe – of will and intellect.’39

Early nineteenth-century poets like Pushkin and Lermontov did not
necessarily share such disdain for the Orient. Influenced by Byron’s
Romantic verse, they often portrayed a more colourful and attractive East.
While its inhabitants might be violent savages ruled by cruel despots, their
archaic culture had the virtue of being as yet uncontaminated by modern-
ity’s artifice and mediocrity. At the same time, Pushkin and his contempo-
raries had a deep respect for Asian civilisation. He was hardly disparaging
the Islamic world when he penned his ‘Imitations of the Koran’.
Nevertheless, he also used Asia metaphorically to comment about affairs
closer to home. In ‘The Giaours [infidels] now praise Istanbul’, a poem of
1830 that can be read as a lampoon of his countrymen who opposed western
modernity, Pushkin sarcastically praised the Janissaries who had rebelled
some twenty years earlier against the westernising reforms of the Ottoman
Sultan Mahmud II.40

If the Slavophiles did not look to Asia as a model to be emulated, there
were some Russians who did. According to Olga Maiorova, one of the first
was a diplomat posted to Constantinople, Vladimir Titov.41 Like a number
of his colleagues at the Foreign Ministry, Titov was also active in
St Petersburg’s literary life. A member of Odoevsky’s Society of Wisdom-
Lovers, he wrote the prince a remarkable letter upon his arrival in the
Turkish capital in 1836.42 ‘Looking back at Italy and Germany, I became
much more of a Turk and an Asian’, Titov announced. As he explained, the
East had three advantages over the West: its strong religious convictions, its
paternal government and its more sensual pleasures (kaif ). These were all
impossible for Europeans to achieve because of their feudal traditions and
the Catholic Church. Fortunately, ‘in Russia we did not have these two
syndromes, nor their … consequences; nevertheless, we suffered from
another ailment – imitating Europeans’. Titov did not want to put the
blame for this entirely on Peter the Great’s shoulders. ‘However’, he pro-
claimed, ‘it is time for us to return to our own ways and those of the East.’

While more ambivalent about Asia, the radical émigré Herzen came to
share some of Titov’s sympathies. Initially, he largely shared Belinsky’s
negative view of the East as the epitome of stagnation and tyranny, seeing
the Orient as a metaphor for the harsh autocracy of Nicholas I. However,
following his emigration to the West and subsequent disillusionment at the
failure of the revolutions of 1848 to sweep away the old order, Herzen broke
with the Westernisers and began to look eastward, to Russia’s peasant
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commune, as his ideal society.43 In the context of his evolving political
ideas, Asia came to acquire for Herzen both a positive and a negative
meaning. If, before his exile, Russian politics had been synonymous with
oriental despotism, he now detected similarities between western Europe
and East Asia. Chaadaev and Belinsky had always evoked immobile China
as Europe’s antithesis. But in the wake of the events of 1848, Herzen saw the
latter’s bourgeois philistinism and passivity as the occidental incarnation of
kitaishchina.44 Inverting Westerniser thinking, he invoked a favourite
metaphor for the crippling conformity of Confucianism to deride Peter
the Great’s reforms: ‘the Chinese shoes of German make, which Russia has
been forced to wear for a hundred and fifty years, have caused many painful
corns’. The damage was not permanent, Herzen added, ‘since whenever
[Russia] has had a chance of stretching out its limbs it has exuded a fresh
young energy’.45

The ‘fresh young energy’ came from anotherOrient. Sharing Khomiakov’s
division of the world into a repressive and a free component, Herzen also saw
the East as the source of rejuvenating vigour; not the stagnant Asia of the
Chinese but its nomadic interior, the Turanian Asia of the Scythians and the
Mongols. This was the élan vital that kept Russia young. In fact, the Tatar
Yoke had been a blessing, since it had saved his nation from such invidious
western institutions as feudalism and the Catholic Church.46 Rather than
being offended by the traditional European soubriquets of his countrymen as
barbarians and Tatars, Herzen revelled in them. In a letter to the French
anarchist Proudhon, he described himself as ‘a barbarian … [both] by birth
and by conviction’. ‘Being a veritable Scythian,’ he added, ‘I delight in seeing
the old world meet its doom.’47

or i ent a l root s

Many Russians saw their army’s defeat in the Crimea in 1855 as a summons
to renewed modernisation according to the western model. Considering
their nation to be European, they believed that it had to be more like its
occidental neighbours. The prevailing sentiment that such a course was vital
to national survival enabled the new tsar, Alexander II, to introduce sweep-
ing reforms that helped reshape the civic order along more occidental lines.
But for others, St Petersburg’s steady decline among Europe’s great powers
during the nineteenth century’s second half made Asia all the more appeal-
ing. Lieutenant-General Blaramberg spoke for many when he proclaimed,
‘Russia’s future does not lie in Europe: it must look to the East.’48 Some
turned to the Orient as an arena for martial glory. Checked in the Near East
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by the Crimean War and again at the Congress of Berlin two decades later,
they saw expansion into Central Asia and the Far East as a tonic for their
empire’s wounded pride. A smaller but nonetheless influential group began
to argue that Russia’s destiny lay in the East because it was essentially more
Asian than European itself.

Notions of a manifest destiny in the Orient were hardly new to Russians.
In his poem of 1848, ‘Russian Geography’, the poet and diplomat Tiutchev
proclaimed its borders as stretching

From the Nile to the Neva,
From the Elbe to China,
From the Volga to the Euphrates,
From the Ganges to the Danube …49

One of the more prominent advocates for a tsarist mission on the
continent in the wake of the Crimean debacle was Pogodin. In addition
to occupying the chair in Russian history at Moscow University, Pogodin
also published a journal, The Muscovite, which he used as a platform for his
conservative nationalism. Shortly after the war, he published a summons to
imperial expansion further east. ‘Leaving Europe alone, in expectation of
more favourable circumstances’, he wrote, ‘we must turn our entire atten-
tion to Asia, which we have almost entirely left out of our considerations
although it is precisely Asia that is predestined for us.’ Like Tiutchev, he saw
few limits for Russia’s ambitions on the continent: ‘to us belongs… half of
Asia, China, Japan, Tibet, Bokhara, Khiva, Kokand [and] Persia’.50

Pogodin did not consider his country’s imperial ambitions to be in a
different league from those of the other European powers. Convinced of the
superiority of ‘the tribe of Japheth’, the white race descended from Noah’s
son according to biblical tradition, he believed its rightful destiny was to
rule over ‘the tribes of Shem and Ham’. Thus he sympathised with the
British during the Indian Mutiny of 1857.51

St Petersburg’s diplomatic humiliation at the Congress of Berlin in 1878,
after another Turkish war, only reinforced enthusiasm for Asian conquest.
Much like the other colonial powers during the age of high imperialism,
many Russians were convinced of a special mission that justified their
territorial expansion. Writing from Xinjiang in 1877, the explorer
Przhevalsky reported, ‘the local population constantly cursed their own
government and expressed their desire to become Russian subjects.
Rumours of how we brought order to Kokand and Ili spread far. The
savage Asiatic clearly understands that Russian power is the guarantee for
prosperity.’52
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The most august proponent of such views was Nicholas II. In 1903, his
Minister of War, General Kuropatkin, confided to his diary: ‘Our sovereign
has grandiose plans in his head: to absorb Manchuria into Russia, to begin
the annexation of Korea. He also dreams of taking Tibet under his orb. He
wants to rule Persia, to seize both the Bosporus and the Dardanelles.’53

These sentiments would become less popular after Japan launched its attack
on the tsar’s naval base of Port Arthur in the Pacific Ocean a year later.

The nineteenth century saw a growing interest among Russians in their
Asian past. Catherine the Great, in her ‘Notes about Russian History’, had
already written about the Scythians, among the first people known to have
lived on Russian territory.54Her description was so positive that one scholar
recently suggested the empress might have been the first to claim the
nomadic nation’s ancestry for her adoptive homeland.55 From the start,
one of the driving forces of the academic discipline of orientology had been
studying the Eastern elements of Russian history. At first, the scholars who
pursued such interests were German – like Catherine herself. However, by
the nineteenth century’s second half, native Russian orientologists increas-
ingly also became intrigued by the question. They included such prominent
men as Vasily Grigorev, Veselovsky and Baron Rozen.56 Meanwhile, the
spectacular finds at Scythian burial mounds along the empire’s southern
periphery of intricate gold artefacts that blended entirely alien oriental styles
with Classical Greek motifs further encouraged many to think about their
Inner Asian ancestry, whether real or imagined.57

To be sure, pre-revolutionary historians tended not to dwell on Russia’s
links with the East. There were some exceptions. In the early 1800s the
conservative Karamzin wrote that ‘Moscow owes its greatness to the
Khans.’58 What he meant was that the Muscovite princes had adopted
their autocratic regimentation of society – the strong centralised rule that
had enabled Russia to achieve its pre-eminence – from the political tradition
of the Mongols. Nevertheless, most nineteenth-century historians were
distinctly uncomfortable with the idea that any good had come from the
‘Tatar Yoke’, as they disparagingly called the era of Mongol rule over much
of Russia from around 1240 through the fifteenth century. Ideas about the
influence of these Inner Asian conquerors were very much on the margins of
the historiographical mainstream in Moscow and St Petersburg.
One influential figure who did see significant ties to the East in his

nation’s heritage was Vladimir Stasov. Historian, archaeologist, librarian,
art critic and the tireless champion of the national school of Russian music,
Stasov scandalised many of his compatriots when he suggested in a series of
articles in 1868 that the byliny (medieval epics) were nothing more than
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imitations of tales that had originated in India and Persia, and ‘emasculated’
ones at that. ‘Our bogatyrs [knights] merely convey various myths, legends
and fairy tales of the ancient East’, he concluded.59 Stasov, as he dutifully
acknowledged, derived the basic thesis about the oriental foundations of
European epics from such scholars as the German Sanskritist Theodor
Benfey. However, what distinguished the byliny was that they were much
closer to the originals than the Iliad, Nibelungenlied or even Finland’s
Kalevala.

In other works, most notably his book Russian Folk Ornament of 1872,
Stasov likewise stressed the similarities between Russian and Asian culture.60

Despite the storm of controversy it initially aroused, ‘On the Origins of
Russian Byliny’ earned the author the Imperial Academy of Sciences’ presti-
gious Demidov prize and eventually gained many adherents, as did his related
ideas.61 The prominent French architectural historian Viollet-le-Duc based
his book about Russian art on the notion, as he put it, that ‘Russia has been
one of the laboratories where the arts, having come from throughout all of
Asia, have been joined to create an intermediary form between the oriental
and occidental worlds.’62

Stasov was a man of relatively progressive views. Despite his fervent
patriotism, his approach to Russia’s cultural past tended to be scholarly.
But there were others who looked to the East with more partisan motives.
Just as Russian liberals saw western Europe’s constitutional democracies as
their political ideal, some conservatives advocated greater kinship with
Asian autocracy. One of the most distinctive proponents of the latter policy
was the mystical reactionary Leontev. As with Titov some three decades
earlier, diplomatic service in the Ottoman Empire awoke in Leontev a
passion for the Orient. The attraction was primarily aesthetic at first. As
he explained in a letter to a friend: ‘Only the life of Constantinople… only
this multifaceted existence could satisfy my intolerably refined tastes.’63

A spiritual crisis in the early 1870s led to a profound change of heart.
Resigning from the Foreign Ministry, Leontev went on a lengthy retreat in
the Orthodox monastic republic of Mount Athos. Eventually returning to
Russia, he lived mostly on his estate until the final years of his life, when he
was tonsured as a monk in the venerable Optina Pustyn Monastery.
Leontev’s credo was straightforward: ‘More oriental mysticism and less
European enlightened reason.’64 In an age when many Russians subscribed
to Pan-Slavism, a doctrine that advocated uniting all of eastern Europe’s
Slavs under the tsar’s sceptre, he advocated a different course. For one thing,
his nation had little in common with many of its Slavic cousins, who had
already been deeply contaminated by Europe’s poisonous liberalism:
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The very character of the Russian people has very strong and important traits,
which are more similar to those of Turks, Tatars and other Asian nations, or
perhaps no one at all, than the southern and western Slavs. We are more indolent,
fatalistic, much more submissive to our ruler, more dissolute, good-natured,
insanely brave, unstable, and so much more inclined to religious mysticism than
the Serbs, Bulgarians, Czechs and Croats.65

Rather than joining with its purported Slavic brethren, Russia’s true destiny
lay in restoring the Byzantine ideal of an empire that combined East andWest,
although its firmly autocratic political order would be distinctly more oriental.
After all, as Leontev cautioned, ‘no Polish rising, no Pugachev revolt can bring
more harm to Russia than a most orderly and legal democratic constitution’.66

With its capital in Tsargrad (Constantinople) rather than St Petersburg, the
greater Russia he envisioned ‘would be more cultured, that is, more true to
itself; it would be less rational and less utilitarian, that is, less revolutionary’.67

This new realm might well incorporate the other Slavs, but it would also join
with it many Asian peoples, including Turks, Indians and Tibetans, thereby
preserving its fundamentally eastern character.

the a s i an t empt a t i on

The turn of the twentieth century was for many Russians a time of even
greater unease about the relationship with the West.68 Outwardly, espe-
cially in the great cities, it seemed that the empire was becoming increas-
ingly more European. Railways, factories, telegraphs and mass-circulation
newspapers all heralded the coming of a new age. This occidentalisation was
troubling, not just in the way it challenged the old order, but also because it
seemed to emphasise Russia’s inherent inferiority with respect to such
modern industrial rivals as Great Britain and Germany. Yet if Russia looked
to the West from a position of relative weakness, it could still face the East
with confidence and strength.
As the nineteenth century drew to a close, Russia’s new tsar, Nicholas II,

became increasingly preoccupied with his empire’s frontier on the Pacific. In
the early 1890s, his father, Alexander III, had already decreed that a railway be
built across Siberia to link St Petersburg with his distant Far Eastern territories.
By the decade’s end, Nicholas’s diplomats had negotiated a secret treaty of
alliance with China, in addition to a leasehold and extensive economic
privileges in Manchuria. As the twentieth century dawned, it appeared to
many Russians that the empire’s destiny lay in Asia. Echoing Leontev, some
influential political writers, the vostochniki (Asianists), even began to argue that
Russia was fundamentally eastern rather than western in character.
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One of the more prominent advocates of Asianism was Prince Esper
Ukhtomsky, a newspaper publisher and poet. Close to Nicholas II – the
prince had accompanied him on his oriental grand tour when he was still the
tsarevich – Ukhtomsky exercised considerable influence on the emperor
during the early years of his reign. On the pages of his daily St Petersburg
News Ukhtomsky tirelessly advocated the Asianist cause.69

Even more than Leontev, the prince was convinced about Russia’s kinship
with Asia. ‘TheWest’, he wrote, ‘is but dimly reflected in our intellectual life.
The depths below the surface have their being in an atmosphere of deeply
oriental views and beliefs.’70 Like Asians, Russians relied more on faith than
on reason. As Ukhtomsky explained: ‘We feel our spiritual and political
isolation from the Romano-Germanic countries overburdened by a too-
exacting civilization. For us … [as] for Asia, the basis of life is religious
belief.’71 At the same time, both Russians and Asians were repelled by
materialism. But above all, the two were bound by a yearning for the ruler’s
firm, paternal hand: ‘The East believes no less than we do … [in] the most
precious of our national traditions – autocracy. Without it, Asia would be
incapable of sincere liking for Russia and of painless identification with her.’72

As an element of tsarist foreign policy, Asianism did not survive defeat
during the war with Japan in 1905. But similar ideas about Russia’s oriental
nature flourished among the poets of the Silver Age, culminating with the
Scythians, a literary movement in the Revolution’s immediate aftermath.73

To these versifiers, the Scythians came to represent the untamed vitality of
their nation’s soul, and verses lauding their putative ancestors proliferated.
Among the first was Balmont, who praised the nomads’ free spirit and
martial prowess in ‘The Scythians’ (1899):

We blessed hordes of freely roaming Scythians,
Prize freedom above all else.
Flying from Olvia’s castle with its griffin statues,
Hidden from the foe, we overtake him everywhere …74

According to Ettore Lo Gatto, Silver Age authors had adopted an eastern
identity to flout the West: ‘In Russian ideological poetry, the terms
Mongol, Scythian and Hun are terms with Slavophile connotations, and
they were similarly brandished to proclaim Russia’s distinct, so to speak
Eurasian, character to the western world, Europe the damned, Europe the
enemy.’75 No one expressed this better than Blok in his defiant ‘The
Scythians’. Blok wrote the poem in early 1918 as a warning to the West
not to interfere in the Bolsheviks’ negotiations for a separate peace with the
Central Powers at Brest-Litovsk:
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You have your millions. We are hordes, and hordes, and hordes.
Just try it! Take us on!
Yes, we are Scythians! Yes, we’re Asians too!
With slanting eyes bespeaking greed!76

Asianism lost its appeal among policy-makers in St Petersburg after the
catastrophic war with Japan, and the Scythians succumbed to tighter
Bolshevik controls on literature in the early 1920s. In emigration, however,
the Eurasianists revived many of these beliefs, but with one important
difference. Rather than stressing its oriental nature, the Eurasianists argued
that their nation was a world unto itself. For the Eurasianists, Russia was
neither Asian nor European, but combined elements of both. Nevertheless,
many of Eurasia’s cultural facets, such as its rejection of materialism, its
autocratic political nature and its spirituality, much more explicitly rejected
the West.77

Based in Prague, the Eurasianist movement emerged in 1921 with the
publication of a collection of essays, Exodus to the East.78 Among the collab-
orators were a linguist, Prince Nikolay Trubetskoy, a geographer, Savitsky, a
music critic, Suvchinsky, and the theologian Florovsky. A year later, they
were joined by a promising young historian, George Vernadsky, who had just
taken up work in the Czech capital.
Vernadsky boasted a distinguished academic provenance. His father,

Vladimir, had been a leading Russian professor of mineralogy, and
Vernadsky fils had attended the two leading departments, at Moscow and
St Petersburg Universities, and also studied in Berlin and Freiburg. After
five years in Prague, Vernadsky left Europe for America in 1927 to take up a
newly established position in Russian history at Yale University.
Vernadsky wrote his most polemical Eurasianist works, Characteristics of

Russian History and A Preliminary History of Eurasia, early in his career.79

His focus was the vast prairie that stretches from Mongolia to Ukraine, the
great Eurasian steppe. As he explained in these books, because of its flat
topography the steppe was the meeting place for European and Asian
peoples. The nomads who periodically swept westward from the depths
of Inner Asia, such as the Scythians, the Huns and the Mongols, had
intermarried with the more sedentary eastern Slavs. ‘Each of these inva-
sions’, he explained in a subsequent work, ‘brought new cultural patterns,
and each, when it retreated years or centuries later, left its imprint indelibly
on the land that was to become Russia.’80

Muscovite and tsarist conquest completed what Vernadsky called the
‘millennial historical symbiosis’ of the Slavs and the steppe nomads.
According to the Eurasianists, together the Russians, Finns, Turks, Mongols
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and all the other nations that were spawned from the Inner Asian steppes had
blended into a ‘superethnos’, a people they called ‘Turanian’. Eurasia’s peo-
ples, the Turanian superethnos, had many characteristics in common, includ-
ing related blood types and languages, but the most significant was a shared
consciousness of the need for strong, autocratic government. All of Eurasia’s
most successful rulers, from the Scythians to the Romanov tsars, had governed
with a firm hand. According to Vernadsky, ‘The organisation of the Eurasian
state, because of its enormous size, is very much along military lines.’81

Furthermore, along with an instinctive yearning for firm rule, Eurasia’s
peoples were also united by a deep spirituality.82

In his later New Haven years, Vernadsky moderated some of his
Eurasianist ideas. Although he continued to stress the importance of the
steppe in Russian history, as his biographer Charles Halperin points out, his
‘immigration to the United States … purged [his] Eurasianism of its
authoritarian, chauvinist, collectivist, and elitist aspects’.83 However, for
many Russians today it is not the mild-mannered Ivy League incarnation of
George Vernadsky that intrigues them, but the young Eurasianist firebrand
of Prague in the 1920s.

Even at their peak, the Eurasianists never attracted more than a small
following among other émigrés. More prominent Russian intellectuals
abroad, such as the distinguished historian Miliukov, strongly disagreed
with the movement’s anti-western bias.84 However, the ideology has
enjoyed a renaissance in the years following the collapse of communist
rule. Its resurgence in the 1990s is closely linked to a profound disenchant-
ment with the West among many Russians. The Canadian author Michael
Ignatieff has pointed out that the dispute over whether Russia is European
has once again emerged with a vengeance:

Since Pushkin, Russian intellectuals have argued bitterly about whether Russia is or
is not part of European civilization. Slavophiles versus Westernisers, Dostoevsky
versus Tolstoy – the argument goes to the very heart of Russian self-definition. For
one side, the Europe of markets, parliamentary democracy, and individual rights
represented Russia’s only hope of escaping Asiatic backwardness and the madhouse
of Slavic nationalism; for the other, Europe’s capitalism represented the soulless,
gimcrack, heartless individualism that the Russian soul should flee, as from the
devil himself.85

Yet, despite Ignatieff’s implication, it is not Slavophilism that has enjoyed
a rebirth so much as the ideas of the Eurasianists. Several collections of
Eurasianist essays have been issued in large printings. Meanwhile, the works
of Lev Gumilev, a Brezhnev-era dissident with strong Eurasianist leanings,
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are everywhere, and translations of George Vernadsky’s ‘Yale History’ are
also now available in Russian bookshops.86

Eurasianism has found a strong following among both friends and
opponents of the current regime, including communists and others who
would restore Russia to its former Soviet glory. As John Dunlop, an
American scholar who has long studied Russian nationalism, noted: ‘The
resurrection of a formerly obscure émigré ideology in the 1990s should,
upon reflection, cause little surprise. With the effective demise of Marxism-
Leninism as a “glue” for holding the Soviet Union together, “empire savers”
were forced to cast about for substitutes.’87

One well-known cultural figure influenced by Eurasianism is the patri-
otic film director and sometime presidential candidate, Mikhalkov. In an
interview in December 1991, Mikhalkov thundered against ‘the [Russian]
government’s illusory notion that our state is based on the European
political model’. He went on to proclaim: ‘We are not Europe’s backyard;
we are Asia’s front door.’88Mikhalkov’s film Close to Eden, shot in 1992, is a
clear expression of Eurasianism. Close to Eden describes the friendship of a
wandering Russian truck driver and a Mongolian nomad who meet on the
Inner Asian steppe. The encroaching capitalist materialism of the modern
world (here in the guise of an Americanised Chinese city) is portrayed as
impure and alien.
On the Russian right, the best-known neo-Eurasianists are Prokhanov

and Dugin, editors of the tabloid Tomorrow and the journal Elements:
The Eurasian Review respectively. More curious is the warm response
Eurasianism has found among post-Soviet communists. Ziuganov, the
chair of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation, speaks and writes
gushingly about the movement: ‘From its beginning, Eurasianism was the
creative response of the Russian national consciousness to the Russian
Revolution.’89 Yet in the confusing politics of the post-Soviet era, this
rehabilitation of an émigré intellectual current from the 1920s by commu-
nists in Moscow seven decades later makes perfect sense. The Russian
political scientist Andrey Novikov has observed: ‘Today people are studying
the [Eurasianist geopolitical philosophy] of Lev Gumilev … just as dili-
gently as formerly they read Karl Marx’s Das Kapital. Marxist historical
determinism has been transformed into another kind of determinism, the
national-geopolitical variant.’90

In 1997, Ziuganov published his strongest statement on Eurasianist ideas
in The Geography of Victory. Written in the style of a textbook on geo-
politics, the tract strongly attacks American primacy in global affairs. Like
Leontev and Prince Ukhtomsky, Ziuganov urges his countrymen to reject
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the Occident and embrace Russia’s oriental nature. ‘To an important
extent, Russia belongs to the East’, he proclaims. He also finds much to
admire in Confucian values. Echoing a hoary claim of tsarist propaganda, he
argues that his compatriots have traditionally had much more pacific deal-
ings with their neighbours in Asia than with Europeans. In a rare reference
to his own party’s former leaders, he adds: ‘In Soviet times the traditional
“turn to the East”… received a renewed impulse. It was precisely among the
peoples of the Orient that Soviet Russia found allies in its struggle against
western oppression and blackmail.’ Today, Ziuganov believes, Russians
must cement their ties with Asia because ‘Russia and China are inexorably
joined in a single historical destiny.’91

conclu s i on

Certainly since their conversion to Christianity over ten centuries ago, most
Russians would have denied being oriental. In their frequent warfare with
Inner Asian nomads, medieval Russians saw themselves as defenders of the
cross against the wicked pagans (pogany) of the steppe. From the eighteenth
century, when Peter the Great and his heirs strove to impose western ways
on their empire, educated Russians would have tended to agree with the
Soviet leader Gorbachev’s assertion that ‘we are European’.92

The geography of Russia, as a land that straddles both of Eurasia’s two
continents, has nevertheless instilled some ambiguity about its continental
identity among its inhabitants. In its earliest incarnation, as the Kievan
principalities that flourished during the eleventh and twelfth centuries,
Russia had cultural and commercial links with both European and Asian
lands. Conquest and occupation by the Mongols in the thirteenth century
effectively severed Russia’s links with the West. Even after Muscovy freed
itself from the Golden Horde 200 years later, it remained largely isolated
from the rest of Europe.

When Peter the Great and his successors began attempting to return Russia
to the European fold in the eighteenth century, they encountered strong
resistance frommany of their subjects. At first, this opposition came primarily
from the clergy and other conservative social elements, who saw the West’s
Latin culture as anathema to their Orthodox faith. By the nineteenth century,
however, some members of the educated elite, influenced by German
Romanticism, also began to argue that Russia’s place was not in the West.
Earning the epithet of Slavophiles, they saw their society as fundamentally
distinct from the sterile materialism and rationalism of the Latin world. At the
same time, the Slavophiles did not consider their nation to be Asian.
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Yet there were Russians who imagined a kinship with the Orient, such as
Herzen and Stasov. Some began to detect a deeper affinity with Asia, like
the fin-de-siècle poet Blok. Others, such as the nineteenth-century conserv-
atives Leontev and Esper Ukhtomsky, identified with Asia in their distaste
for European materialism and liberalism. One offshoot of this line of
thinking was the early twentieth-century idea that Russia forms a separate
‘Eurasian’ continent, combining both Asian and European elements.
The advocates of Russia’s oriental character had always been in a minor-

ity. But their ideas survived and now, after the fall of the Soviet Union, they
can be found among prominent political movements in the Russian
Federation. Profoundly uneasy about a ‘new world order’ dominated by
the West’s premier power, it is easy for nationalist Russians to believe that
their country shares something with Asia as they reject the intrusive,
materialist West, with its International Monetary Fund hotshots, its fast
food, its pornography and its unruly parliaments. The ‘Asian values’ of
autocracy, order and paternalism seem so much more appealing to those
nostalgic for a mighty Russia. Rightist opposition parties – old-line com-
munists, new-line fascists and extremist nationalists – often claim a racial
affinity to the East. Even senior Kremlin officials occasionally invoke an
Asiatic identity. One of Yeltsin’s foreign ministers, Igor Ivanov, reminded
his countrymen that ‘Russia has been, is, and will be an Asiatic power.’93

And under Putin and Medvedev, the Kremlin is still occasionally given to
such posturing while ostentatiously trying to build anti-western coalitions
with Asian powers.
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chapter 1 1

The people
Derek Offord

Donald Fanger, in an essay on the representation of the peasantry in
classical Russian literature, contends that the peasant

can only be approached from outside, by writers who, because they have chosen him
as a subject, must find some significance in his existence. That significance is the
writer’s own invention or discovery; it answers his needs and is a part of his moral
life. Thus the story of the peasant in Russian literature is the story of the changing
moods and attitudes of the most influential segment of educated society, and it tells
us much more about that society than about the peasant himself.1

In this chapter I shall apply a similar thesis more broadly to the corpus of
classical Russian thought, which may be said to include imaginative liter-
ature. That is to say, I shall argue that the Russian common people, or
narod, as conceived by the nineteenth-century intelligentsia, constituted
not so much a clearly definable social entity as a construct fashioned in the
minds of the intelligentsia. The function of this construct was to assist the
intelligentsia in the urgent tasks of defining the identity and mission of
Russia as a nation and of clarifying its own role within the nation. The
emergence of the construct was one manifestation of the intelligentsia’s
attempt to solve the riddle of Russia’s relationship with the West. In the
writings of many thinkers the construct reflected an anxiety in the intelli-
gentsia about the danger of social fragmentation in the wake of Russia’s
westernisation and the attendant industrialisation and urbanisation. At the
same time, it could also betray a somewhat conflicting desire to overcome
national backwardness and assume leadership on the European stage.

the t e rm narod

Like so many concepts that are embedded in the understanding that a
people, social group, nation or state has of itself, the concept narod is
elusive. This elusiveness is no doubt due partly to the fact that many such
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concepts have more emotional appeal than intellectual rigour. The difficulty
is compounded, in this case, by the ambiguity which the term narod shares
with its English, French and German equivalents (‘the people’, ‘le peuple’
and ‘das Volk’ respectively). That is to say, besides having the possible plural
sense of ‘people’ or ‘group of people’ (as in the expression mnogo narodu,
‘a lot of people’), the term may denote either the body of persons that
comprises a community, tribe, race or nation, or, more narrowly, the
common people, the mass of the community as distinguished from the
nobility and the ruling or official classes.2 The dictionary compiled by
the nineteenth-century lexicographer Dal records these various meanings
in a somewhat rambling entry:

people [liud] born in a certain space; people [liudi] in general; a people [iazyk],
tribe; inhabitants of a country who speak the same language; the residents of a state
[or] country which is under the same rule; the mass [chern’], the commonalty
[prostoliud’e], the lower estates who pay the poll-tax [podatnye]; a multitude of
people, a crowd.3

Essentially similar definitions are repeated in the Dictionary of the Modern
Russian Literary Language published by the Soviet Academy of Sciences and in
successive editions ofOzhegov’s dictionary, albeit with the proviso in the latter
that the meaning of commonalty (or oppressed mass, in Marxist-Leninist
terminology) is applicable only in states with an exploitative ruling class.4

It is of some interest here, though, that in a volume of theDictionary of the
Russian Academy that came out in 1814, before the Golden Age of Russian
literature and thought had properly begun, there is no allusion to the
narrower meaning of common people that the term narod by itself came to
acquire later in the nineteenth century and that it retains in the modern
language. This early nineteenth-century lexicon gives only the meanings
‘large number of people’ and ‘people, tribe, inhabitants of a state [or] some
country being under the same laws and speaking the same natural language’.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century, it would therefore seem, the
substantive narod needed to be qualified with the adjective prostyi [sic] if it
was to yield the meaning ‘mass’ or ‘common people’ [prostoliudiny].5There is
evidence, then, to suggest that the range ofmeaning of the termwas extended
in the course of the nineteenth century, and this lexical evolution may throw
light on the Russian search for and conception of national identity.

The practice adopted by Russian writers and thinkers of using the term
narod sometimes to embrace the Russian people as a whole and sometimes
to refer to the lower classes of that collectivity can, of course, cause difficulty.
Moreover, the expression ‘the people’, when it is used in its first,
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comprehensive, sense and is combined with the adjective ‘Russian’ in the
phrase russkii narod, may on close examination seem vague or misleading as
an ethnic descriptor. For the ethnic origins, or partial ethnic origins, of those
whom the term is likely to embrace may be extremely diverse (for instance,
Lithuanian, Polish, Ukrainian or other Slav, Scandinavian, Tatar or other
Turkic, and so forth). Equally problematic is the social scope of the term in
its narrower meaning of labouring lower classes. No doubt all nineteenth-
century Russian writers would have agreed that the term embraced the
peasantry, and that the peasantry was the largest component of the narod.
But did it embrace factory workers of various sorts, skilled, semi-skilled and
unskilled, who were not at that time clearly differentiated in the minds of
the intelligentsia from the peasantry, from which many seasonal workers
(prishlye rabochie) in the towns in any case emanated? More broadly, did it
include all or any part of the meshchanstvo, the lesser townspeople, such as
petty traders, artisans, casual labourers and domestic servants? As so often
when the student of Russian thought approaches material relating to the
attempt at national self-definition, it seems easier to ascertain what a
concept did not mean than what it did mean, and thus to reach a definition
of it by an indirect route. That is to say, we can be fairly sure that ‘the
people’, in the narrower sense of the term narod, were not nobility, razno-
chintsy, kupechestvo, clergy, intelligentsia or any other professional or com-
mercial elite or semi-elite. But then again, as Elise Kimerling Wirtschafter
has convincingly argued, the social categories in late tsarist Russia were
indeterminate, the boundaries between social groups were porous and the
relationships between those groups were surprisingly fluid.6 As a term
objectively describing a real social stratum, therefore, narod remains an
insubstantial thing, a baseless fabric liable to melt into thin air.

s l a vo ph i l e s

Towards the end of the eighteenth century, Russian writers, affected by the
idylls of Gessner, ‘the Swiss Theocritus’, and by Rousseau’s view that morals
were corrupted in civilised societies, were already beginning to depict peasants
in a sentimental light. Peasants figured not only as the victims of an unworthy
nobility, as they didmost famously in Radishchev’s Journey from St Petersburg
to Moscow (1790), but also – again in Radishchev and in Karamzin’s ‘Poor
Liza’ (1792) – as uncorrupted beings, healthy, virtuous beauties or hard-
working ploughmen who were morally superior to their masters.7

However, the growth of interest in the narod in the classical period of
Russian culture is a product not so much of Sentimentalism as of notions
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emanating from Germany about national distinctiveness. Particularly impor-
tant in this respect was Herder’s conception of a people as a natural com-
munity unspoilt by ‘civilisation’, in the pejorative sense of the word, and
integrated primarily by possession of a common language.8 Such notions had
wide currency in early nineteenth-century Europe, especially among peoples
such as the Czechs, Finns, Greeks, Magyars, Poles and Serbs, who were
striving to assert their cultural or political independence from the more
powerful peoples who dominated the states in which they found themselves.9

In Russia the interest in national distinctiveness and the aspiration to cultural
autonomy are already manifested in the Alexandrine period by the invention
of the term narodnost’, ‘nationality’ or ‘nationhood’. This translation of the
French word nationalité was imported into Russian via Polish by the poet
Viazemsky in 1819.10 The concept of narodnost’ was the subject of intense
debate in literary circles in the 1820s and 1830s. Even Nicholas’s Minister of
Education, Uvarov, invoked it as one of the three pillars of the doctrine of
Official Nationality, promoted from 1833.What the participants in the debate
about narodnost’ were seeking, though, was primarily a definition of the
supposed essence that distinguished Russians in general from other peoples,
rather than a definition of the Russian common people in particular.

It was the Slavophiles who took the lead in identifying the common
people as the bearers of what was most distinctive and exemplary in the
Russian national character. In one of the loci classici of their nationalism,
Ivan Kireevsky’s comparison of Russian and European civilisation (1852),
for example, it is the ‘simple people’ (prostoi narod) whom Kireevsky depicts
as having preserved the distinctive ancient customs, manners, Orthodox
ways of thinking and communal mentality that he cherishes.11 If one looked
closely at the ‘inner life’ of the peasant hut, Kireevsky ventured to say, then
one would see that no member of the family ever has his own personal
interest in mind. On the contrary, each member

has completely cut off at the root any thought of personal gain. The integrity of the
family is the only common aim and mainspring. Any surplus in the household goes
to the head of the family alone, and he does not have to give any account of it; all
private earnings are handed over to him in full and in good faith. Not that the mode
of life of the family as a whole improves much, as a rule, as a result of the additional
surpluses that come to the head of it [Kireevsky does not wonder whether he has
stumbled here on evidence of self-interest and acquisitiveness that runs counter to
his argument]; but the individual members do not look into how these surpluses
are used and do not even try to find out how large they are: they carry on their
eternal labour, taking just as much trouble [as before], with the same selflessness, as
a duty of conscience, and upholding family harmony.12
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Kireevsky’s romantic conception of the narodwas more fully developed by
Konstantin Aksakov. In his memorandum of 1855 to Alexander II, Aksakov
characterised the common people as serenely peaceable, apolitical and indif-
ferent to western political aspirations such as revolution and constitutional
government.13 His copious philological writings on the Russian language
were underpinned by the belief that the spirit of the common people found
expression in it.14And in various historical writings he conceived of the village
commune, through which the peasants managed their affairs and periodically
redistributed the land at their disposal according to the changing needs of the
households in their community, as a glorious ‘moral choir’. For in the
commune the individual personality renounced its ‘exclusivity’ for the sake
of the general harmony.15This communal spirit, which Aksakov was sure the
Russian people had possessed since time immemorial,16 was a manifestation
of true brotherly love and Christian religiosity. It enabled the people to live in
a state as near as one could find in this world to moral perfection.17

Aksakov continued to reflect on the character of the ‘common people’ in
an editorial that he wrote in 1857 for the ninth number of a short-lived
Slavophile paper, The Rumour. He is concerned here, pace theWesternisers,
as we shall see, to characterise the narod as a conscious entity, not an
unconscious mass that can be turned in this direction or that. The people
are an elemental force, to be sure, and a ‘guardian of tradition and a
custodian of antiquity’. However, they are not a servile ‘blind worshipper
of custom’. Rather, they are a ‘rational element which has moral will’. What
is of equal interest from our present point of view is that in the course of
this eulogy Aksakov ceases to use the expression ‘the simple people’
(prostoi narod) and begins instead to use the word narod on its own in this
sense. This shift in usage implicitly reveals Aksakov’s fundamental point.
The common people are not merely the ‘basis of the country’s whole social
edifice’ and ‘the source of its material well-being’ but also the sole bearers of
true, primordial Russianness. Aksakov himself comments on the conse-
quent redundancy of the epithet prostoi: the ‘simple people’, he writes,
playing with the word prostoi, ‘are simply the people, or the people properly
speaking’.18

The nation as the Slavophiles prefer to conceive of it is therefore not
primarily a territorial unit or a bureaucratic state or a union of social classes.
A nation of that sort, denoted by the term natsiia in Aksakov’s parlance, is a
political concept which holds no attraction for them. What the Slavophiles
yearn for instead is an organic community, an apolitical, moral utopia
inhabited by the conservative, communal, peaceable Russian common
people and permeated with the Orthodox Christian values that the people
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have preserved. A nation of this sort is a cultural concept denoted by the
term narod in the narrower sense that Aksakov gives it.

Finally, in the cultural nation imagined by the Slavophiles, the upper
classes, to which the Slavophiles themselves belonged, might find that they
had no place, or at least they might struggle to be included in it. For this
reason Samarin, in an article of 1847, exhorted members of society
(obshchestvo) to ‘get to know’ the narod, in the hope of recovering from
them truths which the urbanised elite, with their books and material
comforts, had forgotten. The wealthy members of the educated class are
represented here as have-nots who might benefit from an exchange of
knowledge and experience with their poorer brethren, while the common
people, despite their relative material poverty, turn out to be the haves.19

Thus the interest of the Slavophiles in the common people, in the final
analysis, could be construed as springing not so much from a philanthropic
concern for the poor oppressed mass as from a more self-interested concern
with their own integration into the nation as they conceived of it.

‘ w e s t e rn i s e r s ’

Although it is conventional to contrast the Slavophiles with theWesternisers
of the same generation, in truth both Slavophilism and Westernism were
species of the nationalism generated in Russia in the first half of the nine-
teenth century by the preoccupation with the notion of national distinctive-
ness. All the same, the Westernisers, for the most part, refused to view the
common people through a Romantic prism, as the Slavophiles had done.
Rather, they looked upon them from a humanitarian standpoint, in the light
of such foreign writings as the French physiological sketch and the utopian
socialist tract, both of which became popular in Russia in the 1840s. The
more liberal group among the Westernisers, in particular, tended to regard
the narod as an unenlightened, indeterminate mass whose level of civilisa-
tion would have to be gradually raised bymeans of governmental reform and
through the efforts of the westernised elite. One prominent member of the
more radical group of Westernisers, Herzen, on the other hand, took a view
of the common people which, while in some respects different from that of
the Slavophiles, was hardly less idealised than theirs.

The liberal Westernisers’ relatively sober assessment of the character of
the Russian people found expression in the late 1840s and 1850s in the view
that ancient Russian society was organised on a principle quite different
from the communal principle admired by the Slavophiles. In fact, Kavelin
argued in an influential essay of 1847, it was a clan or kinship principle that
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underlay ancient Russian society. Then, from the period of the Tatar Yoke,
Kavelin believed, this form of society began to be broken down as the
Muscovite princes asserted the interests of the state over those of the family.
At the same time, the notion of personal worth gained ground as a criterion
for social status and political influence. Finally, Peter the Great created the
conditions in which the autonomous individual personality could flourish.
Thus social organisation in medieval Russia, according to Kavelin, was
shaped not by the personality of a people more capable than others of
brotherly love but by blood relationships and, at a later stage, by individual
rulers who overcame the loyalties of the clan.20

In any case, the liberal Westernisers’ acceptance of the need for a strong,
centralised, authoritarian state and their reverence for supposedly benevolent
autocrats such as Peter, whom they regarded as the main agents of progress
in Russia, militated against an idealised view of the narod. Indeed, Kavelin,
while seeing the Great Russian peasant as a fresh, gifted force, described him
as still like ‘Kaluga dough’ (that is to say, something that could be kneaded)
or as ‘a sort of ethnographic protoplasm’, living matter that was in the
process of taking shape.21 Similarly, the historian Granovsky believed that
the popular masses, if left to their own devices, stagnated under the weight of
‘historical and natural determinants’. Far from possessing some ‘general,
infallible reason’ that found expression in their traditions, as the Slavophiles
supposed, they were a force of nature, given to irrational impulses. Historical
progress, for Granovsky, was measured by the degree to which this mass was
broken down as members of it became enlightened and individualised.22

Chicherin was shortly to take a similarly sceptical view of the peasant
commune. He challenged the Slavophiles’ representation of the commune
as a Christian utopia originating in pre-Varangian times and defined it
instead as an institution that, in its present form, had come into being
only quite recently and whose function was to aid the collection of taxes.23

The leading radical Westerniser, Belinsky, also distanced himself from the
Slavophile view of the narod as endowed with peculiar religiosity. In his
furious response of 1847 to Gogol’s homiletic Selected Passages from
Correspondence with Friends, for instance, he asserted that the Russian people
had ‘no trace of religiosity’. On the contrary, they were ‘by nature profoundly
atheistic’. The Russian spoke the name of God while scratching his behind,
Belinsky scoffed.24 Elsewhere Belinsky contested the Slavophiles’ view of the
relationship between society and the common people, arguing that a people
in the broad sense of the word can only develop when outstanding individ-
uals, the ‘flower and fruit’ of the native soil, rise above the mass and promote
its subconscious needs. Echoing Granovsky’s words about the elemental
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nature of the impulsive crowd, he also denied that the common people on
their own could constitute a nation (natsiia); rather, a nation was made up of
all ‘estates’. At the same time, Belinsky did seek some middle ground. He
accepted that the lowest and most numerous part of the nation, the part of it
that is not ‘society’ (obshchestvo), was the ‘custodian of the essence’ of a people,
an instinctively conservative force that protected a people from anything that
ran counter to its spirit. Indeed, he went further: the Russian people, he
claimed, were ‘one of the most capable and gifted peoples in the world’,
thanks in particular to their exceptional receptivity to the ideas of other
peoples and their ‘passion for emulation’.25 Even in their indifference to
matters of faith they seemed exemplary: their lack of mystical exaltation,
their common sense and clear and positive mind, he asserted in his letter to
Gogol, promised a great historical destiny.26

Belinsky’s sentiments betoken the development of that veneration of the
narod that would become characteristic of Russian radical thought in the age
of Alexander II. Nowhere are the origins of such veneration more apparent in
the late 1840s and early 1850s, though, than in the conception of the common
people that emerges from a series of essays in which Herzen outlined his
theory of ‘Russian Socialism’. Herzen’s conception is sharpened, just as
Kireevsky’s had been, by a contrasting characterisation of certain western
peoples, or more particularly, in Herzen’s case, by the characterisation that he
offered in his Letters from France and Italy (1847–54) of the French bourgeoisie
and their supposedly moribund civilisation. Whereas the western bourgeois,
according to Herzen, was egoistic and mercenary, the Russian peasant was
communitarian and relatively uninterested in material possessions. Thus the
Frenchman, Herzen observed as he travelled through Provence, brazenly
asserts an exclusive property right by marking the boundary of his
land with high stone walls topped with broken glass (a sight that offended
Herzen’s Slavonic soul).27 The Russian peasant, on the other hand, has a
collectivist spirit that is expressed in his attachment to the commune, which –
Herzen noted approvingly, as had the Slavophiles – does not recognise private
property rights and administers its affairs in an apparently democratic way.28

Herzen’s peasant also has a pleasing aversion to written contractual arrange-
ments of the sort that characterise bourgeois society and is correspondingly
loath to enter into legal disputation.29He is strong, agile and intelligent, too,
and, to complete the flattering portrait, he has ‘an open, handsome counte-
nance’, ‘a lively mind’ and a ‘beauty’ that Herzen considers virile.30 Herzen’s
peasants differ from the Slavophiles’ peasants, it is true, inasmuch as their
commune is a basis for a socialist utopia rather than an example of Christian
brotherhood. And yet in other respects – their love of informality, their
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physical and mental dexterity, their apparent good sense and above all their
communality – they are strikingly similar to the rural paragons imagined by
the Slavophiles.

a r t i s t s and s chol a r s i n the ag e o f a l e x ander

In the years following the CrimeanWar (1853–6), when debate was freer for
a while and took a more overtly social and political turn, interest in the
narod reached new heights. This interest was encouraged by the determi-
nation of the new emperor, Alexander II, to abolish serfdom. At the same
time, the intelligentsia became much preoccupied with the gulf that sepa-
rated it from the common people, who seemed no less alien than the
western peoples whose countries and cultures the intelligentsia had been
exploring in the age of Nicholas. By and large, the intense humanitarian
concern for the narod was bolstered by positive conceptions of the people’s
character and potentiality. These conceptions typically informed the men-
tality of the revolutionaries active in the latter half of the age of Alexander,
who may in general be classified as Populists, but at some level they also
affected much broader swathes of the intelligentsia.
The heightened interest in the narod after the CrimeanWar was reflected

in a prodigious volume of artistic activity that continued throughout
the 1860s and 1870s, as well as in Russian thought. A school of young
writers – including Levitov, Reshetnikov, Sleptsov andNikolay Uspensky,31

together with the established poet Nekrasov – described conditions in the
countryside or in the factories that were now springing up in the Russian
heartland. It is indicative of the growing importance of the life of the
common people as a subject of fiction in the late 1850s that Dobroliubov
devoted considerable attention to it in his literary criticism. In a number of
essays he treated the peasant masses as serious-minded, practical, endowed
with a moral purity that was lacking in the idle aristocracy and fit for the role
of free citizen after the anticipated abolition of serfdom.32The interest of the
intelligentsia in the common people was sustained in the 1870s by other
imaginative writers, most notably Gleb Uspensky (a cousin of Nikolay),
who portrayed the narod as ‘patient andmighty in misfortunes’, ‘youthful in
soul, man-like in their strength and child-like in their meekness’, provided
always that the mysterious ‘power of the land’ held sway over them.33 Nor
was this interest confined to imaginative literature. Painters, especially
members of the group known as the peredvizhniki (sometimes translated
as The Wanderers), began to portray representatives of the masses with
respect and compassion for their plight. Meanwhile, certain composers,
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under the influence of the critic Stasov, introduced folk motifs into their
work, and Musorgsky, in his operas Boris Godunov and Khovanshchina,
treated the narod as a powerful historical force.

Not all the great novelists, it is true, shared the general enthusiasm for the
Russian peasant. Most notably Turgenev, whose socio-political views were
close to those of the liberal Westernisers, took a sceptical view of the
peasant’s character, despite his humane and individualised literary repre-
sentation of peasants in his Sportsman’s Sketches (1847–52). Responding to
Herzen’s cycle of essays Ends and Beginnings (1862), in which Herzen had
reiterated his long-held view about the decay of the bourgeois West and the
bright futurity of Russia, Turgenev bluntly characterised the Russian
peasant as instinctively bourgeois. The people whom Herzen worships,
Turgenev complains, ‘are conservative par excellence, and even bear the
embryo of a bourgeoisie in a sheepskin coat and a warm, dirty peasant
hut, with their bellies always stuffed to the point where they have heartburn
and with revulsion for any civic responsibility and individual initiative’.34

Turgenev accordingly conceived of the role of the intelligentsia in terms
similar to those used by Granovsky: it would provide leadership, albeit of a
modest kind, transmitting civilisation to the people so that they themselves
could decide what to accept and what to reject.35

However, the two novelists who dominated the literary landscape in the
1860s and 1870s, Dostoevsky and Tolstoy, both of whom may be treated as
thinkers in their own right, viewed the Russian common people in ways that
were more typical in the post-Crimean age. Dostoevsky, as a nationalist who
was convinced that the spiritual and social well-being of a people depended
on their being conscious of their distinctive collective personality, regarded
the narod as still unspoilt by the foreign ideas, values and fashions that were
threatening to obliterate the identity of the educated elite.36 In fact, it was
the aim of Native-Soil Conservatism, or pochvennichestvo, the latter-day
variant of Slavophilism, which Dostoevsky helped to propagate, to effect a
reconciliation between the 50 million ‘simple’ Russians and the 100,000
members of the elite who, the pochvenniki believed, had been separated
from the people by westernisation as a result of the Petrine reforms. The
intelligentsia would take European culture to the narod, to be sure,
Dostoevsky argued in his travelogue Winter Notes on Summer Impressions
(1863); but it would also be fortified by contact with them, as Pushkin had
been by his upbringing at the hands of his peasant nursemaid, Arina
Rodionovna. The exemplary personality that Dostoevsky thought the peo-
ple had preserved through centuries of suffering bore now familiar features:
a capacity for self-abnegation, a sense of community, a striving for social
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harmony and an instinctive brotherhood (bratstvo) that is of a Christian
kind, unlike the superficial fraternité to which the foreign socialist aspired.37

Dostoevsky continued to eulogise the common people and to underline
the need for reconciliation of obshchestvo and narod in the following decade.
Thus in The Devils (1871–2) Stepan Verkhovensky, a free-thinking ‘man of
the forties’ modelled to some extent on Granovsky, eventually seeks mean-
ing for his own life among the common people, once he has become dimly
aware of the error into which his frivolous westernism has led him.38 In his
last novel,The Brothers Karamazov, Dostoevsky takes pains to emphasise the
close connection between the simple Russian people and the novel’s pro-
vincial monastic community, which upholds the values he cherishes.39 He
also used his Diary of a Writer to restate more explicitly his view about the
need for and prospects of reconciliation. Arguing in the story ‘Vlas’ (1873)
that Russia’s destiny would not be decided by the elite of St Petersburg, he
anticipated that the peasants would awaken from their present turpitude
and save the intelligentsia, as well as themselves: ‘light and salvation will
shine forth from below’, he predicted, in a way not expected by Russia’s
liberals.40 It is said that when in his later years he was pressed by sceptical
listeners in salon society, where he was now received as a sage, about his
grounds for believing in the superiority of Russia over other nations,
Dostoevsky would in a similar vein invoke the ‘kitchen peasant’ (kufel’nyi
muzhik) who, he supposed, could enlighten the corrupted upper classes.41

Tolstoy, whose Gerasim in ‘The Death of Ivan Ilich’ (1886) was thought
of as the eventual literary embodiment of Dostoevsky’s ‘kitchen peasant’,42

also presented an idealised view of the peasants. The most notable example
is his portrait, in War and Peace (1865–9), of Platon Karataev, who makes
such a profound impression on Pierre Bezukhov while they are both prison-
ers of the French invaders in 1812. Karataev is physically and spiritually
robust. Both his practical skills (he can bake, cook, sew and mend boots)
and his speech, which is peppered with proverbs and sayings that embody
popular good sense, associate him with the peasant milieu and set him apart
from the class from which Pierre comes. So, too, do his fondness for prayer
and his piety: in fact, being a peasant is indistinguishable, for Karataev, from
being a Christian. His ideal kindliness and simplicity and his lack of
self-interest or ulterior motive are constantly manifested in his habit of
sharing whatever he has, in his mode of expressing his thoughts (which is
spontaneous and without forethought) and in his love of and ability to
accommodate himself to everyone and everything with which life brings
him into contact. The lack of self-absorption which enables Karataev to take
an untroubled view of life as something that is merely to be lived makes him
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an exemplary figure for the troubled Pierre, in whose mind he would always
remain ‘a most intense and precious memory and personification of every-
thing Russian, good and round’. In short, Karataev conforms to the image
of the peasant that had become so pervasive in the Russian intelligentsia by
the 1860s. He is an authentic being equally at ease in his community and the
cosmos: his individual life has no meaning except ‘as a particle of a whole
which he constantly sensed’.43

Alongside all these artistic representations of the common people there
sprang up a large corpus of related scholarly and ethnographic material, of
which I shall mention only a few major examples. Shchapov wrote exten-
sively about the peasant commune, the seventeenth-century assemblies of
the land (zemskie sobory) and especially the Schism (raskol) in the Russian
church in the second half of the seventeenth century, which he construed as
a form of popular resistance to the oppressive tsarist state and the institution
of serfdom.44 Beliaev, in his Peasants in Rus (1859), examined the peasants’
use of the land and their relationship with landowners and the state, arguing
that in Muscovite times they had enjoyed relative freedom in Russian
society, and contending, like the Slavophiles, to whom Beliaev was close,
that the commune was an ancient institution central to the national way of
life.45 Petr Kireevsky’s collection of Russian folk songs was first published
posthumously in this period.46 Dal published a collection, in 1862, of over
30,000 proverbs and sayings of the Russian people, whose language he had
by then been studying for some three decades.47 Afanasev, Buslaev and
Miller, inspired by the Romantic approach to folklore as a collective expres-
sion of a people’s consciousness, studied Russian fairy tales, popular legends,
myth and the oral epos.48 Historians and legal scholars (for instance,
Efimenko, Semevsky, Sergeevich and Sokolovsky) interested themselves in
such matters as the origins and history of serfdom, the tension between the
people and the state, the history of the peasant commune and the ways in
which Russian law impinged on the life of the common people.49

popu l i s t s

The reservoir of material about the narod that was contained in the fiction,
scholarship and journalism of the age of Alexander II provided an inexhaust-
ible source of inspiration for Russian Populism, that is to say, for what came
to be known as narodnichestvo. Populists shared with conservative thinkers
such as Dostoevsky a desire for rapprochement between the two poles of the
nation and a conviction that the common people had exceptional positive
qualities. However, they interpreted these qualities as a pledge of a future
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socialist utopia rather than an Orthodox Christian one. According to this
interpretation, the people’s instinctive egalitarianism, expressed in the peasant
commune and the workers’ artel, could serve as a basis for a distinctive native
form of socialism, to which Russia might proceed without passing first
through the capitalist phase of development currently afflicting the West.
These classical Populist assumptions, which drew on Herzen’s ‘Russian

Socialism’, were put forward in a now neglected but at the time influential
work, The Condition of the Working Class in Russia (1869), by an eccentric
man of Scottish ancestry, Bervi, who wrote under the pseudonym Flerovsky.
Using the term ‘working class’ in a very loose sense to mean all labouring
people, Bervi defended the narod against those who branded them as idle,
ignorant, promiscuous or prone to drunkenness. In fact, Bervi believes, the
Russian common people are too patient and industrious for their own good.
They are the least bellicose people in Europe. They possess sound judgement,
‘natural wit, [a] vigorous, enterprising nature and an instinctive striving for
civilisation’. They grasp new concepts much more quickly and surely than
members of the nobility. They bear within themselves the great principle of
cooperation, which will enable them to remain aloof from the divisive
competitiveness characteristic of western capitalist societies. Like so many
of his contemporaries, Bervi holds up the peasant commune as both an
economically effective unit which makes judicious use of land and other
shared resources and an expression of the indigenous socialistic instinct.50

It was Bakunin, though, who did most to convert the positive image of
the narod that had been constructed by thinkers of various complexions over
several decades into an inspirational revolutionary strategy. He reiterated the
conception of the narod as the repository of a communal ideal that led
them to see the land as the property of all who worked it and to aspire to
self-government within their community. Admittedly, various factors –
veneration of the tsar, the patriarchal nature of the Russian family and the
Christian faith – tended to obscure the people’s communality. And yet there
were other phenomena in Russian life from which Bakunin took heart.
One such phenomenon was brigandage, which he interpreted as a sign of
the people’s innate rebelliousness against the state. Most importantly, the
narod seemed to Bakunin to be an elemental force, which had repeatedly
erupted with great destructive power. He drew particular comfort from the
uprisings led by Stenka Razin in 1670–1 and Emelian Pugachev in 1773–4.
These bunty, Bakunin claimed, demonstrated that the ideal that the people
strove to realise was ‘really alive in their consciousness’. It was the task of
revolutionaries now to try to incite further rebellion of this sort on a national
scale by means of agitation among the peasant mass.51
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Bakunin’s chief rival for influence as a revolutionary strategist in the
1870s, Lavrov, could not be said to have contributed to the same degree to
the cult of the people in the 1870s. For the role of the intelligentsia, in
Lavrov’s eyes, was not to follow the people but to provide them with
leadership, by inculcating in them the socialist consciousness that the
elite, thanks to its wealth and leisure, had been able to acquire. Elements
of the mass, thus raised to the level of the intelligentsia, would be in a
position, when the opportunity somehow arose, to put socialist ideals into
practice. And yet Lavrov, too, provided a key component in the conception
of the relationship between intelligentsia and narod that imbued Russian
thought in the latter half of the reign of Alexander II. For he described the
task of raising the consciousness of the narod as a moral debt incurred by the
privileged minority as a result of its prolonged exploitation of the peasants’
labour. By discharging this debt, or duty (the Russian word dolg has an
ambiguity that is convenient in this context), Lavrov argued in a famous
passage in the fourth of hisHistorical Letters (1868–9), the ‘critically thinking
minority’ would expiate an evil.52 Thus the narod, for the Populist Lavrov
no less than for the Christian Slavophiles, are more than an object of
curiosity and enquiry: they are a construct that serves a psychological
need of the guilt-laden intelligentsia by offering a path to redemption.

Dissenters from the admiring view of the narod were few in the age of
Alexander II. The most striking among them is the so-called ‘Jacobin’ or
‘Blanquist’ revolutionary, Tkachev. It is significant in this connection that
although Tkachev repeated the Populist shibboleth that Russia would take its
own path to socialism, bypassing a capitalist phase of development, he was one
of the first Russian thinkers to endorse Marx’s belief that culture was shaped
by environment, particularly by the economic conditions obtaining in a given
society.53This determinism led him to argue that the Russian common people
were ‘coarse, savage, [and] brutal’ and that they would remain so until they
ceased to be poor.54 Tkachev did accept that the narod, as an oppressed mass,
were in a sense ever ready for revolution. He also accepted that they nurtured a
communal ideal, an embryonic communism, as it were. At the same time,
he believed that they would be incapable of initiating a revolution, owing to
their awe of the powers that be, their stoical passivity, silent obedience
and innate conservatism. The intelligentsia therefore had no grounds for
‘genuflecting before the people’. They would have to do without such
‘idols’ and should accordingly erase from their lexicon meaningless phrases
leased from the Slavophiles about the ‘people’s genius’.55 This negative
conception of the narod shaped Tkachev’s revolutionary strategy, just as a
positive conception had shaped Bakunin’s. Revolutionaries should abandon
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their practice of going to the countryside with the aim of persuading the
peasants to carry out what was described at this time as an ‘economic’ or
‘social’ revolution, a revolution from below. They should concentrate their
energy instead on the creation from within their own social milieu of a highly
disciplined force capable of carrying out a political revolution, a coup d’état, as
a prelude to the imposition of a new order by decree, a revolution from
above.56

Tkachev’s essentially disparaging conception of the narod had negligible
impact in the short term. It was the much more widespread positive
conception of the narod advanced by so many imaginative writers, critics,
painters, composers, ethnographers, lexicographers, folklorists, historians,
legal scholars and social and political thinkers of the 1860s and 1870s that
affected the idealistic students who took part in the ‘going to the people’ of
1874 and in further attempts to settle in the countryside in the second half of
the decade. Only after the failure of the Populists to stir the masses either by
propaganda and agitation or by the campaign of political terrorism that
began in 1879 and culminated in the assassination of Alexander II on
1 March 1881 did a significant portion of the intelligentsia begin to lose
faith in the peasantry. It was then that the previously dominant positive
view of the narod began to be challenged byMarxists (though at first only by
the émigrés led by Plekhanov in Switzerland), who considered the peasantry
an instinctively conservative class. The notion of ethnic and cultural dis-
tinctiveness on which admiration of the peasantry rested had no place in the
Marxists’ ‘scientific’ outlook, which, it was claimed, was universally appli-
cable. For Populists and their sympathisers, meanwhile, the collapse of their
‘idol’ (to use Tkachev’s term) threatened more than the premises on which
the revolutionary strategy of ‘going to the people’ had been based. For such
was the psychological importance of the positive image of the narod in their
lives, as Richard Wortman has argued, that the loss of faith in the peasant
left many bereft and profoundly affected the view that they held of them-
selves.57 The exceptional despondency of the intelligentsia during the 1880s
might therefore be felt to be as much a product of the disintegration of a
cherished construct as of the failure of The People’s Will to overthrow the
autocracy, the success of the police in suppressing the revolutionary move-
ment and the reactionary policies of Alexander III.

conc lu s i on

What I have been concerned with in this chapter is not the plausibility,
let alone the historical accuracy, of the views expressed by members of the
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nineteenth-century intelligentsia about the Russian common people but the
nature of the intelligentsia’s perceptions of them. Broadly speaking, two
representations of the narod have emerged. One representation is highly
positive. The common people are respected, or even venerated, for qualities
such as innate goodness, sound judgement, devotion to an ancient, autoch-
thonous way of life, communality and aversion to private property and
material things. These qualities render them fit to inhabit a utopia, which
may be either Christian or socialistic. Those who characterised the people in
this way tended to believe that the intelligentsia should emulate them, or at
least that it had much to learn from them. The other representation of the
narod is more negative and less widespread. The common people are an
indeterminate, backward mass and will only progress when the intelligentsia
has brought to them from the outside the enlightenment that it has discov-
ered in the West. On the whole, these two representations of the common
people follow the lines laid down in the 1840s and 1850s by the Slavophiles
andWesternisers respectively.However, it would distort the truth to press the
dichotomy too far, for there were many variants to each type of character-
isation of the narod. Nor should we try to identify either characterisation too
closely with a position on the political spectrum. After all, the conservative
Official Nationalist Pogodin, who in certain respects was close to the
Slavophiles, did not revere the common people (perhaps because he himself
was of peasant stock). On the other hand, the radicalWesterniser Herzen (the
illegitimate son of a very wealthy Russian nobleman and a bourgeois German
woman) did idealise them, at least in his writings as an émigré.

The nationalism that found expression in the more positive conception of
the narod that I have described, at least until the emergence of the Populist
revolutionaries, was not, for themost part, nationalism of the political variety.
Rather, it was cultural nationalism, as Susanna Rabow-Edling, drawing on
the work of scholars such as John Hutchinson and Anthony Smith, has
recently argued with reference to Slavophilism.58The proponents of this latter
form of nationalism, in the main, are thinkers, artists and scholars rather than
statesmen, legislators and agitators. They aspire to regenerate what they
suppose to be – in the words of Smith, as he offers a definition of a ‘non-
western’ conception of the nation – a ‘community of common descent’ in
which birth, family ties and native culture are of paramount importance.59

They seek – in Rabow-Edling’s words now – ‘to recover the “creative force” of
the nation’, substituting ‘for the legal and rational concept of citizenship the
much vaguer concept of “the people”, which can only be understood intui-
tively’.60 They regard the people, conceived in the narrower sense in which
the term has been used in this chapter, as a ‘final rhetorical court of appeal’
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and cherish vernacular culture, hence the prominent role among them, as
Smith points out, of lexicographers, philologists and folklorists.61 This exclu-
sive, cultural or ‘ethnic’ conception of a nation was widespread among the
nineteenth-century Russian intelligentsia. The Slavophiles, the Native-Soil
Conservatives and the writers of various sorts who created the atmosphere in
which Populism could flourish all subscribed to it.
Fewer Russian thinkers can plausibly be described as proponents of a

more inclusive conception of the nation that takes a largely sceptical view of
the capacities of the common people and invokes instead the ‘people’ in the
broader sense of the term, offering a vision that accommodates all social
classes. Some of the Westernisers, it is true, promoted a more ‘western’
model of the nation, in Smith’s classification. According to this model, the
rule of law is prized more highly than popular or demotic culture and the
territorial nation is bound together by shared civic values and equal legal
rights within a political community rather than by ethnic ties.62 Chicherin
and Turgenev were notable representatives of this way of thinking, together
with Granovsky, who in an admiring essay on Alexander the Great
expressed respect for civilising principles that might unite ethnic groups.63

However, we cannot associate Herzen or Bakunin with such a vision:
although they are often classified as two of the more radical Westernisers
of the 1840s, in the final analysis they helped to inspire the Populist move-
ment which in the 1870s clearly articulated the notion of Russian
exclusiveness.
It may be useful, finally, to summarise the various contrastive ways in

which the representations of the narod that I have outlined, or at least the
more positive type of representation, helped the intelligentsia to construct a
sense of identity for their young nation and to formulate a role for their own
social group within it.
First, the imagined Russian common people (narod in the narrower sense

of the term) could serve as a model of what a people as a whole (narod in its
broader sense) might be like if they did not want to resemble the western
peoples whom Russians were observing in the age of Nicholas. As conceived
by the Slavophiles, Herzen, Dostoevsky and most of the Populists, the
narodwere far removed from the western bourgeois, especially in his French
or English incarnations. Westerners, it was alleged, were individualistic,
self-assertive, more concerned with rights than obligations, confrontational,
formalistic and – in the opinion of Russian conservative thinkers – godless.
Russians, as represented by common people, on the other hand, were
indifferent to private property and material wealth and found fulfilment
in the voluntary surrender of the ego to their community.
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Second, the common people also stood at an opposite pole to the
Russian state, against which the intelligentsia was beginning to pit itself
in the age of Nicholas. That is to say, they could be conceived not merely as
victims of the state but also as an indigenous antithesis to a ruling class that
was alien in several respects. After all, since the eighteenth century the royal
family had had German blood; many noblemen whose families originated
from Baltic lands were prominent in the higher echelons of the imperial
bureaucracy; and the court and the upper nobility, deeply affected by the
French culture that had been in the ascendant in Europe since the age of
Louis XIV, had adopted a foreign way of life. Konstantin Aksakov and
Bakunin, from different standpoints on the political spectrum, both made
much of this contrast between alien state and native people. Dostoevsky
pointed it up, too, in The Devils, by drawing a derisive portrait of the
eventually demented town-governor von Lembke, an official of Baltic
German origin.64 The common people, then, could be conceived as a
bulwark against powerful home-grown aliens as well as aliens from beyond
Russia’s borders.

Third, the intelligentsia’s perception of the narod, besides offering an
alternative vision of the human condition to that which many Russian
writers and thinkers associated with the western European peoples, afforded
a tantalising glimpse of a type of personality and a way of life that were felt to
have been lost by the jaded urban elite. For the peasants in their rural
community, unlike the intelligent, were imagined as morally secure and
spiritually whole and leading a life that was authentic and immediate. And
yet there was a ray of hope for the intelligentsia, and the people provided it
for writers and thinkers on both its Christian conservative and radical
atheistic wings. The intelligent, too, might attain a state of well-being by
performing some act of altruism or self-sacrifice, some exploit or podvig, for
the people’s benefit. (It was in these terms that many of the participants in
the ‘going to the people’ conceived of their expedition.) Thus the common
people became the object of a spiritual or moral aspiration. They were
transmuted into an elevated collective being to whom service of the sort that
the nobility had once performed for the autocratic state was now due.
Perceived in this way, they endowed the lives of intellectuals with fresh
purpose and meaning.
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chapter 1 2

The intelligentsia and capitalism
Wayne Dowler

The Russian intelligentsia wrestled with two related questions about the
development of capitalism in Russia. First, given their knowledge of the
economic and social disruptions and the exploitation of factory discipline
caused by capitalism in western Europe, was it desirable or moral to
promote capitalism in the empire? Second, could Russia survive in the
modern world without a strong industrial base, higher levels of popular
culture and the liberal social attitudes that capitalism appeared to foster?
Aesthetic and ethical considerations jostled with pragmatic concerns as the
intelligentsia struggled to cope, first with the idea of capitalism and by the
1880s with the thing in itself. The natural constituency of capitalism and
liberalism, the urban middle class, was small in Russia and produced few
articulate spokespersons for capitalism until the last years of the empire. The
leading intelligentsia theorists frequently came from gentry or clerical back-
grounds and did not hold middle-class values.
Principal features of capitalism in the nineteenth century were open

competition of producers in a free market, free movement of labour and
wage labour, protection of private property through rational laws that
secured the inviolability of contracts, use of advanced technology in pro-
duction, including factory organisation, and public access to the purchase of
shares in business enterprises. The model capitalist nation was Britain, where
the industrial revolution had farthest advanced and free trade found its
strongest advocates. Those nations that followed Britain down the capitalist-
industrial path found it difficult to overcome the advantage that Britain’s
head start provided. By the 1840s protectionist doctrines, designed to shield
local producers from the competition of British manufactures, were wide-
spread on the continent and growing in the United States.
When the generation of the Russian intelligentsia that became known as

the ‘men of the 40s’ began to emerge, most features of modern capitalism
were absent in Russia. Although the majority of workers in manufactories
were wage labourers, they usually came from the enserfed peasantry. In
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poorer agricultural regions of central and northwest Russia, peasants sup-
plemented their incomes by taking work, with the permission of landlords
or the commune, in various occupations, including wage labour in industry.
Some landlords employed serf labour in manufacturing enterprises on their
estates. The state also used serf labour in state-owned manufacturing and
mining enterprises. The merchant estate was organised in three guilds
according to ability to pay an annual licence fee and declare capital at a
set level. Nobles could register in the merchant estate, but the state pro-
tected merchants by restricting peasant trade in cities. Free movement of
labour, choice of occupation and open competition were, therefore, limited
in pre-emancipation Russia. Law was weakly developed in a country domi-
nated by bureaucratic arbitrariness and corruption, and an enforceable
commercial law barely existed by the 1840s. Only a handful of joint stock
corporations functioned, and their shares were owned by families or small
cartels and not publicly traded. The industrial revolution had only lightly
touched Russian manufacture by the middle of the century. A supply of
cheap labour and low demand for industrial products limited pressure for
mechanisation of production.1

the e a r l y i n t e l l i g ent s i a

Since industrial capitalism scarcely existed in Russia before mid-century the
nascent intelligentsia of the 1840s knew it not through direct experience but
from reports from theWest and visits abroad. As outsiders to the experience
of capitalism, the early intelligentsia took less interest in it as an economic
system than as a social formation. The disruptions to traditional social
arrangements and occupations caused by early accumulative capitalism,
the hardships of the wage system, the excesses of wealth enjoyed by the
new bourgeoisie and the culture that wealth fostered made a painful
impression on the Russian intelligentsia. The denunciation by western
socialists of the competition and exploitation of capitalism, which political
economists ardently defended as natural, reinforced their impression.

Herzen set the tone. In Letters from the AvenueMarigny, published in Russia
in 1847, he excoriated the French bourgeoisie: though useful in destroying
feudal ties and asserting the primacy of the individual, the bourgeoisie did not
have ‘a great past and it has no future’.2 Lacking a true ‘social religion’, the
bourgeoisie created a morality based solely on the power of money and the
love of order.3 Herzen denied that political economy, by which he meant
the theoretical foundations of capitalism, was a sufficient basis for living.
‘Science’, he complained, ‘put a bludgeon into the hands [of capitalists],
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with which to beat the poor consumer.’4 The tools for economic and social
harmony proposed by Adam Smith – individualism, competition, legal rights
and minimal government regulation – appeared to Herzen to justify a rapa-
cious economic system that elsewhere he called ‘cannibalism in its educated
form’.5 For him the bourgeois order, which, he argued, the western proletariat
benefited from and accepted, nourished a vulgar mass culture of consumption
without redeeming values. Back in Russia, the critic Belinsky agreed with
Herzen, at least in 1847. The capitalists, he said, had shamed France with their
lack of patriotism and disregard for the common good.6 Herzen’s assessment
of the bourgeoisie changed little over time. Bourgeois complicity in the
suppression of the French workers during the revolution of 1848 only hard-
ened his opinion. The most oppressive and intolerable atmosphere in Europe
prevailed, he wrote, ‘where the modern system is most developed, where it is
most wealthy and most cultured – that is, most industrial’.7 In 1848, however,
Belinsky demurred: civil society could only grow in Russia when the Russian
gentry was ‘transformed into a bourgeoisie’.8

Following the revolutions of 1848, Herzen’s despair about the direction of
western civilisation turned into hope that Russia could avoid capitalism and
the mass society it engendered. He counted on the chance survival of the
mir. Its collectivist principles and practices seemed to contain the seeds of
the socialist order that western socialists imagined but could not realise. The
Slavophiles, who opposed a western path of development for Russia, also
thought in terms of differences between Russia and the West. Whereas
Herzen saw the peasant commune as a fortunate survival in Russia that had
been lost in western Europe, the Slavophiles, who believed that a civilisa-
tion’s underlying religious principles defined it, regarded the mir as a
product of Orthodox religious culture. Catholic Europe had imbibed the
rationalistic and legalistic culture of Rome that in time gave birth to
individualism and the doctrine of individual rights. The unity of the
Catholic Church rested on the authority of the Pope. Western society
cohered through the external force of law. Protestantism represented the
extreme expression of western individualism and atomism.Western capital-
ism and bourgeois society, based on competitive individualism and the
rights of man, were symptoms of western religious history. By contrast,
Russia’s faith rested on sobornost’, which found powerful expression in the
commune. Russian society cohered not through law but through internal
religious conviction that excluded the social atomism of western bourgeois
society.9 Although the early Slavophiles wrote little about capitalism, their
views about the religious differences between Russia and the West formed
one pillar of ‘Slavophile capitalism’ in the post-emancipation period.
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a t t i tude s to ca p i t a l i sm in the

po s t - c r ime an p e r i od

The intelligentsia of the 1840s understood capitalism from afar. They poorly
grasped capitalist economic theory and larded their thinking with German
idealistic philosophy about national differences and the missions of nations
in advancing world civilisation. With the defeat of Russia in the Crimean
War and the declaration by the new emperor, Alexander II, in 1855 that the
state intended to abolish serfdom, the discussion among the intelligentsia
about Russian economic development took a more practical turn. The
emancipation decree in 1861 conferred land in communal tenure on former
serfs and burdened them with a shared obligation to redeem the landlords’
alienated property through forty-nine years of redemption payments.
Peasants remained legally and financially bound to the commune. But
emancipation in other categories of serfdom and a willingness on the part
of communes to permit members to depart for non-agricultural work
generated a small pool of relatively free labour for industrial employment.
A judicial reform in 1864 created a system of independent courts that
established an enclave of rights-based justice within the administrative
arbitrariness of the regime. The state initiated a programme of railway
building in the second half of the 1850s. Foreign companies dominated in
early railway construction, but the boom created opportunities for Russian
entrepreneurs and investors. The growth of stock corporations reflected the
new climate. Between 1853 and 1859, for example, 106 joint stock companies
came into being.10 The State Bank, which held a monopoly on banking and
credit, began in the post-emancipation period to make more capital avail-
able. In the late 1860s private banks formed, further improving the invest-
ment atmosphere. In 1857 the government lowered tariffs on foreign
imports, stimulating discussion of the merits of free trade or protectionism.
Though far from fulfilling all of the conditions for capitalist growth, the
climate of post-emancipation Russia presented new opportunities for entre-
preneurship and opened the possibility that Russia was on the threshold of
western capitalistic development.

Belinsky’s ambivalence about the virtues of capitalism and the bourgeois
society it supported was widely reflected in the debate about capitalism
among the intelligentsia in the emancipation years. Herzen’s antipathy
towards the economic effects of capitalism on working people and the
disintegrating social consequences of individual competitiveness made a
deep impression on the intelligentsia. Typical was the introduction to a
translation in 1861 of Elizabeth Gaskell’s novel Mary Barton in Time, the
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journal edited by Fedor Dostoevsky and his brother Mikhail. The novel,
the introduction asserted, exposed the way of life and the suffering of the
English working class. Among all the peoples of Europe, only Russians were
spared these misfortunes, thanks to the peasant commune that ‘preserves us
forever from that awful and everywhere gaping abyss that is called pauperism
or proletarianism’.11However, the role of capitalism in overcoming absolutist
regimes in western Europe, the freedom, order and legality of bourgeois
society and the cultural and educational advances that capitalism fostered
were attractive to some educated Russians oppressed by an autocratic-
bureaucratic order that stifled freedom and initiative. Moreover, defeat in
the Crimean War by the more advanced industrial nations of the West
impressed on thinking Russians the importance of industry to national
survival. Also writing in Time, the economist Shill linked the extent of a
country’s industrialisation directly with the well-being of its population and
saw industry as an index of a nation’s civilisation.12 Later in Time, Razin
predicted that Russia was not destined to be a ‘purely agricultural state’.13The
question for members of the intelligentsia across the ideological spectrum in
these years was how to reap the benefits of capitalist economic development
while at the same time avoiding or mitigating its harsher aspects.
German economists did much to shape Russian views about capitalism

in this period. As capitalist industry developed in several German states,
German theorists were forced to grapple with the problem of the late
industrial start. Were the laws of capitalist development universal, requir-
ing all nations to follow the British model, or were they modulated by local
conditions and national history? In particular, was Adam Smith’s advocacy
of free trade a necessary condition of capitalist development? Wilhelm
Roscher, Bruno Hildebrand and Karl Knies were instrumental in establish-
ing a historical method for the study of economic development. They
argued that effective economic policies depended on rooting them in place
and time. Particularly influential in Russia was the work of Hildebrand. He
argued that Smith had mistakenly tried to construct an economic theory
applicable in all times and places. Instead, humans are the product of their
history and culture. Economic organisation cannot be separated from its
historical roots or expressed in purely abstract formulae. Hildebrand also
doubted Smith’s claim that personal egoism and individual economic
competition were sufficient guarantees of the common good.14 Such
views confirmed the established preference of the Russian intelligentsia
for doctrines about national differences rooted in geography and historical
experience. They also reinforced Herzen’s view that political economy
could not provide a sufficient basis for right living. Writing in Time in
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November 1862, Razin argued that political economy was not a science. It
alone could not provide a goal or ideal for Russian development. The ideals
of the English, French or Germans were not suited to a Russia shaped by its
own climate, geography and history.15

Roscher also stressed the importance of balanced economic national
development. Echoing him, Razin, writing in Time in 1863, maintained
that great powers achieved their eminence through the simultaneous devel-
opment of their physical resources, population, stores of wealth and eleva-
tion of popular culture. An agricultural country could not attain balanced
growth and was destined for subordination to powers whose development
was ‘normal’. Moreover, industrial society promoted knowledge; without
industry a country was for ever condemned to poverty and ignorance.16

Others agreed. A certain V. V., writing in the Slavophile journal Day early
in 1863, tied the expansion of the railway network directly to the growth of
the material well-being and moral development of the masses.17 On one
point, though, most intelligenty parted with Hildebrand. He maintained
that the lot of the working masses under capitalism was steadily improving.
Citing Engels’s Condition of the Working Class in England (1844), Poretsky,
on the other hand, expressed a widely shared view among the intelligentsia
that the impoverishment of a growing segment of the working class was a
likely, if not inevitable, outcome of capitalist development.18 Convinced
that the material and moral development of the populace and the defence of
the nation from colonial status required the development of industry, the
intelligentsia nevertheless feared that industrial capitalism would visit on
Russia the dislocation and poverty they witnessed in western European
nations. That dilemma caused them to search in the particulars of Russian
history for a principle to soften the negative effects of capitalism. Most
found it in Russia’s communal traditions. The academic and noble land-
owner Kavelin, an early liberal, provides a good example of the dilemma. In
supporting emancipation in 1855, Kavelin defended property rights, which
‘no state can destroy without compromising civil order and the community
at its roots’. He condemned regulations that stifled industry and trade in
Russia and deplored the ignorance of the masses and state officials. The
abolition of serfdom, he argued, would facilitate the free movement of
labour and normalise the market by ending unpaid serf labour that distorted
both wages and prices.19Writing in 1859, Kavelin rejoiced that industry was
burgeoning in Russia and linked industrialism to intellectual and moral
growth among the populace. But he also believed that only a portion of the
population could succeed in a capitalist environment. The rest would fall
into pauperisation as western experience had proven. Kavelin saw in a
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modified version of the peasant commune a haven from capitalist competi-
tion. The existence of such an institution, he argued, ‘neutralised the harsh
and destructive consequences of the arduous industrial struggle’ and pre-
served the social organism in a ‘normal condition’.20

Similarly, the radical publicist Chernyshevsky recognised in capitalism an
advance over pre-capitalist forms. He believed that capitalism was a transi-
tional stage in a dialectical process leading from primitive communalism to a
socialist society. Russia must take advantage of the capitalist experience of the
West, especially its scientific and technological advances, in order to soften
the effects of capitalism and shorten the period of transition to socialism. Like
Kavelin, Chernyshevsky saw no contradiction between the preservation of the
commune and the development of capitalism. His optimism about the
positive role of capitalism arose from his understanding of the nature of
capital. If capital consisted only of money andmaterial things, capitalists were
justified in appropriating nearly all productive wealth to themselves and
leaving the workers a pittance. But Chernyshevsky defined capital as both
material and moral. The greatest national capital was the intellectual and
moral development of the people. ‘In this moral capital’, he wrote, ‘is
contained the source of all material capital.’ Without it the capitalist can
produce nothing.21 For Chernyshevsky, the impoverishment of the working
class was not necessary, indeed was harmful to economic development. He
rejected the ‘laws of nature’, which supposedly informed laissez-faire eco-
nomics. Laissez-faire approaches had cleared the way for a rational economics,
but had outlived their time. The task of political economy was to determine
the needs of the present and address them rationally. The question for
Chernyshevsky was not whether something was natural but whether it met
the test of utility by helping the society it served. To be a science, he
contended, political economy had to take into account the interests of all
and not solely those of any given private business.
While denying the universality of laissez-faire economics, Chernyshevsky

accepted many of Smith’s premises. The market does set the value of a
product, and the division of labour is the key to high productivity. Personal
interest does drive production. From these premises, Chernyshevsky argued
that personal interest was in turn driven by the desire to own property. ‘If
that is the case’, he wrote, ‘then labour ought to be the sole owner of
productive value.’22 Production was best served when the producer fully
owned the product of his labour. Productive labour creates goods necessary
for human welfare; unproductive labour produces luxuries. If for
Chernyshevsky production was guided by self-interest, then distribution
rested on the maxim that the value of production is measured by its
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contribution to maximising social well-being and enjoyment. Equal distri-
bution of the value of all production creates the greatest happiness for the
greatest number. In capitalist theory and practice, therefore, Chernyshevsky
discerned tools for a rational transition to a just and prosperous socialist
order. In his view, governments were obligated to support rational and just
actions. He therefore urged the Russian government to use State Bank loans
to help workers set up production artels and workshops.23

With the deaths by 1860 of the leading early Slavophile theorists, the
publicist Ivan Aksakov assumed the burden of advancing Slavophile ideas in
the post-emancipation period. Convinced that capitalist development in
Russia was necessary not only to compete with the West but to raise the
intellectual and moral level of the Russian people, Aksakov formed an
alliance with a small group of merchants and commercially minded noble
entrepreneurs in Moscow. They resented the role that foreigners played in
Russian commerce and industry and campaigned for protective tariffs to
support their own industrial endeavours. They formed joint stock compa-
nies to compete with foreigners, especially in railway construction, and
mobilised domestic capital through the establishment of the first private
banks in Moscow. Chief among them was Chizhev, once an impoverished
noble and amateur art historian, now a successful entrepreneur. Chizhev
collaborated with Aksakov in the creation of ‘Slavophile capitalism’.24

Slavophile capitalists believed that in order to compete successfully with
the western European states Russia had to produce its own manufactured
goods. Domestic industry would not only guarantee Russia’s economic
independence, but also lift workers’ wages and provide the masses with
greater opportunities for education. Invoking Orthodox sobornost’, which
the Slavophiles believed precluded the economic individualism and exploit-
ation that underlay social relations in the West and gave capitalism its
exploitative nature, Chizhev and Aksakov urged Russian merchants to
treat their workers with benevolence.25

In practice, though, the Moscow merchants showed little inclination to
treat the workers with the respect that the theory demanded. Chizhev
attributed the failure to economic backwardness and the arbitrariness with
which ‘westernised’ bureaucrats treated the merchants.26 Moreover,
Aksakov’s hope that the merchants would look beyond their own narrow
interests to the good of the nation as a whole was frequently disappointed.
As late as 1884, he wanted to make his paper Rus an organ of the merchants
that would advance the ‘truly legitimate and rational interests of Russian
trade and industry’ rather than the ‘narrow and egotistical’ interests that a
merchant-run paper would support.27
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Even as Russian merchants began to transform themselves into modern
capitalists, their reputation among the intelligentsia as dishonest, ignorant,
narrow and petty tyrants was consolidated.Ostrovsky’s playThe Thunderstorm
(1859) portrayed a regime of domestic tyranny in the merchant society of a
Volga town so severe that one of its victims, the heroine Katerina Kabanova,
committed suicide to escape it. Here was the realm of the samodur, the petty
tyrant, who abuses power for no better reason than that he can. The radical
literary criticDobroliubov named it the ‘kingdomof darkness’, the product of
the extreme ‘abnormality of social relations’ as a result of which its inhabitants
lose all common sense in moral questions.28 Although Dobroliubov meant
the kind of social relations produced in a serf society, the ‘dark kingdom’
became synonymous with the world of the merchants.
Ostrovsky also associated samodurstvo with the pre-emancipation past and

not a particular class. The samodur in his play The Forest (first performed
1871), for instance, comes from the impoverished landed gentry. With Easy
Money (first performed 1870), Ostrovsky set out to characterise the capitalist
of the post-emancipation era as opposed to the traditional merchant of his
earlier plays. The hero is Vasilkov, a provincial businessman who arrives in
Moscow and is smitten by the mercenary Lidia, the spoilt daughter of a
bankrupt noble landowner. Vasilkov is not yet wealthy but maintains that ‘at
this moment in time any man with a few brains can [get rich]’.29 Far from
being sly and dishonest, Vasilkov declares that honesty is the best policy. ‘In a
practical age like ours, it’s not only better to be honest, it’s more profitable.’
Fraud and deception, he says, do best in a Romantic age when passions run
high and sharp practices work. The pragmatic capitalist is harder to fool.30

Though in love to distraction, Vasilkov proudly keeps his head; in his pursuit
of Lidia he refuses to ‘go over budget’.31On her side, Lidia despises Vasilkov’s
‘economic laws’ and concerns herself with the ‘laws of fashion and good
taste’.32 But she also understands market value. ‘All I have to do’, she declares,
‘is find out how much my caresses are worth in gold, and I’d better do that
right now – I just can’t live without money.’33 Practicality triumphs. Despite
Lidia’s disdain for him, Vasilkov marries her because his business requires a
society wife who can offset his own provincialism. She accepts ‘that rough-
hewn idol of toil and industry, whose name is budget’ and becomes his wife/
housekeeper because she must. The best husband, she concludes, is no longer
the man who can squander money with style, but ‘the man who can earn it,
with no style whatsoever, and who calls himself a businessman’.34 By no
means flattering with its commodification of personal relationships,
Ostrovsky’s portrait of the new capitalist in Easy Money was drawn from life
and helps to explain the popularity of his later plays withmerchant audiences.
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But the stigma of the ‘kingdom of darkness’ permanently marked the
merchants in the eyes of the intelligentsia.

po pul i s t s and anarch i s t s

A character in Easy Money says about Vasilkov: ‘he scares me stiff; he’s like
some force of nature bearing down on you’.35 By 1870 others felt the same
way about the capitalism he represented. The influx of foreign capital since
the mid-1850s, the growth of state and private credit, the rapid mechanisa-
tion of key industries that began in the late 1860s, the proliferation of
Russian-owned stock corporations and especially the growing railway net-
work that enabled large-scale shipments abroad of grain stimulated the
growth of market forces in the country. Some observers detected momen-
tous changes in the villages and began to fear that the commune could not
withstand the capitalist onslaught. To them, Chernyshevsky’s optimism
that the rational outcome of capitalist progress was socialism seemed
unfounded. Among the first to sound the alarm about the assault on the
commune was Bervi-Flerovsky. In 1869 he published The Condition of the
Working Class in Russia. In the working class Bervi included both peasants
and urban workers, whose situation he found to be worse than that of the
western proletariat. Working-class poverty, in his view, resulted from an
excessive burden of state taxes, the greed of capitalist speculators and
merchant middlemen who exploited artisans and peasants and the decline
of equality in the commune as kulaks proliferated. Bervi argued that only
the traditional, egalitarian commune could give peasants independence and
promote the rational exploitation of the land. He also proposed the non-
capitalist industrial development of the country through a modernised
version of the traditional workers’ artel. His larger message was that the
western path of economic and social development was wrong for Russia.
The fatal flaw in western civilisation was its individual competitiveness, its
failure to nurture in people ‘concepts and feelings that allow them to help
each other’.36The answer was nation-wide solidarity and cooperation rather
than capitalist class warfare.

The Populism that Bervi helped to inspire was motivated by the concern,
first raised by Herzen, about the objectivity of the laws of laissez-faire
economics and the inevitability of capitalist progress or of progress in
general. Lavrov tried to address this concern in his Historical Letters
(1868–9). He argued that historically the cultural and economic develop-
ment of the minority was built on the labours of the majority. While
enjoying the fruits of civilisation, the minority had too often neglected or
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even refused to disseminate the benefits of civilisation to the masses. Such
neglect was not inevitable. Instead, it was an evil that had to be redeemed in
the present through an effort by the minority to ‘improve the condition of
others’.37Desirable social outcomes were the result of human will informed
by a rational and utilitarian assessment of the needs of all and of the best
means to meet them. In the peasant commune, Lavrov saw a humane
alternative to capitalist development.
Another major contributor to the ‘subjective sociology’ of Populism

was Mikhailovsky. Whereas Lavrov rejected the inevitability of capitalism
and cast doubt on its desirability as an economic and social system,
Mikhailovsky attacked its premises. Goaded by the claims of Herbert
Spencer and the Social Darwinists, he set out to redefine progress.
Spencer had championed the division of labour or functional specialisation
as the key to progress. The greater the heterogeneity of society and the more
integrated the individual parts into the economic and social whole, the
higher the level of development. Mikhailovsky countered that organic
society, by integrating the individual into the whole, destroyed the many-
sided personality. Against the integrated personality, Mikhailovsky champ-
ioned the integral (tsel’naia) personality. In his view, societies passed
through three types of development. The first type, called ‘objectively
simple cooperation’, was the homogeneous society whose individual mem-
bers were highly heterogeneous in function and personality. The division of
labour created the second or ‘eccentric’ type of development. During it the
feudal order perished; but with feudalism were destroyed small units of
economic self-sufficiency. The Russian peasant commune had, however,
survived. It provided the foundation for the third developmental type,
‘subjectively simple cooperation’. Whereas capitalism sought to eliminate
economic self-sufficiency and the small producers who owned the product
of their labour, the commune resisted the division of labour on which
capitalism feasted. The Russian peasant, though poor, met all of his own
needs and led a rounded existence. Although the capitalist factory system
represented a higher ‘level’ of economic development, the commune was a
superior ‘type’ of human organisation. On the basis of his tripartite scheme,
Mikhailovsky defined progress as ‘the gradual realisation of the integral
individual, of the fullest and most diversified division of labour possible
among human organisms and the least possible division of labour among
persons’. Whatever reduced the heterogeneity of society and increased the
heterogeneity of its individual members was just; all that hindered that
process was immoral and unjust.38 By this definition, capitalism was the
antithesis of human progress and the enemy of individualism. Lavrov, on
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the other hand, defended the division of labour as necessary if society were
not to remain stagnant.

Fears about creeping capitalism prompted Tkachev to sound the alarm in
1875. In the programme of his journal The Tocsin, he contended that
economic progress was undermining the commune, the very institution
on which Russia’s future depended. Capitalism was bringing into existence
forms of bourgeois life: kulaks, merchant middlemen, individualism and
egoism. Still weak, the enemies of the commune, he predicted, would
become stronger; capitalist economic development would revitalise a mor-
ibund state. Tkachev anticipated a transition from autocracy to liberal
constitutionalism that would entrench the state as the defender of property,
big business and the interests of the bourgeoisie in general. He urged that
the time to strike was when the enemies of the commune were weak and
divided. He pleaded for a pre-emptive coup before the bourgeois world was
realised in Russia.39

Revulsion at the capitalist bourgeois order was widespread among the
intelligentsia. Herzen’s aesthetic objections to mass society found many
echoes in later decades. Even Leontev, a conservative thinker and novelist,
was alarmed by bourgeois liberal developments in the Slav world. He
ridiculed the grey dress and timid morals of the western bourgeoisie and
bemoaned the rise of the ‘middle, rational European’. He blamed the
doctrine of rights for undermining social difference and promoting a bland
cosmopolitanism. The most pressing need of his time, Leontev believed, was
cultural independence. He wrote: ‘Culture is nothing else but originality;
and originality now almost everywhere is perishing at the hands of political
freedom.’40 Instead of rights and equality, Leontev advocated a hierarchy of
social groups and classes and even opposed mobility from region to region.41

His goal, like Mikhailovsky’s, was the greatest diversity among individuals
and ethnic groups and the strengthening of the unique personality, which
capitalism erased.

In the 1870s Russian anarchists mounted their own critique of capitalism.
Like Marx, Bakunin recognised the class basis of capitalist exploitation. He
distinguished between productive and exploitative labour. Workers per-
formed productive labour; capitalists, living on profits, rents and interest,
did not. Inheritance was a key to class formation. It enabled the heirs of the
capitalist to live without working. As long as property and capital existed, on
the one hand, and labour existed, on the other, the worker would remain
slave to the capitalist master. Like Marx, Bakunin believed that to survive,
capitalist industry and banking must expand at the expense of smaller
enterprises. Wealth concentrates in fewer hands and the working class
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inevitably gets poorer. Competition for work and an ever more numerous
proletariat, as small producers fall into the working class, make a mockery of
the notion of ‘free’ labour. The worker must sell his labour at the lowest
price.42 Like Tkachev, Bakunin recognised the role of the state in defending
the interest of capitalists. Capitalist production, he argued, demanded the
creation of a centralised state apparatus in order to subject millions of
workers to exploitation. Just as capitalist enterprises must expand, so too
do modern states seek to become universal. All states, Bakunin believed, are
ruled by the intelligent minority who claim to know what the interests of
the people are. Only the simultaneous destruction of capitalism and the
state could liberate workers and put the products of their labour back into
their own hands.43

Writing in the 1890s, Russia’s other famous anarchist, Kropotkin, offered
a different version of the success of capitalism. Capitalist wealth results from
worker poverty. Lack of means among the poor and an abundance of labour
compel workers to labour for capitalists. Who would work in a factory, he
asked, if the needs of rural men and women were met?44 LikeMikhailovsky,
Kropotkin blamed the division of labour for the plight of workers. First
came the broad division between producer and consumer; further subdivi-
sions followed: manual and intellectual worker or agricultural and industrial
worker. The capitalist division of labour deprived workers of their broad
skills and reduced them to the tedium of making a tiny part of a thing. The
initial results were dazzling and promoted the view that the goal of life is
profit. People and nations resist specialisation, however. Diversity is the
feature of nations and regions and of those who live in them.45 Instead of a
society based on division of labour, Kropotkin, like Mikhailovsky, advo-
cated a society of integral labour, ‘a society where each individual is a
producer of both manual and intellectual work; where each able-bodied
human being is a worker, and where each worker works both in the field and
the industrial workshop’.46 Kropotkin also rejected free trade and compa-
rative advantage. Instead, each nation should produce and consume its own
agricultural and manufactured products. With the restoration of broad self-
sufficiency, people could satisfy their own basic needs and destroy the basis
of capitalist exploitation. In his Christian anarchism, Tolstoy espoused
similar views.47

Since the end of the CrimeanWar the intelligentsia had been aware of the
need for native industry to secure national defence in a hostile world. In the
West capitalism was the vehicle for industrialisation. Was capitalism also
necessary in Russia or could a backward nation adopt other means to
support industrialism? Chernyshevsky had argued that backward nations
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had no need to recapitulate all of the steps already taken by more advanced
nations but could draw on the latter’s experiences to shorten their own
term of industrial development. He and others had also suggested that
communal forms of industrialisation were possible. Lavrov, more explicitly
than others, had decoupled industrialisation from capitalism. Until the
1880s, however, the discussion among Populists had focused on avoiding
capitalism while developing communalist forms of manufacture. For
instance, in 1882 Vorontsov contended that capitalism was impossible in
Russia, arguing that its further development would impoverish peasant
cottage and artisan producers and so stifle the domestic market. But the
empire’s late start also excluded Russian capitalists from foreign markets.
Yet Russia still needed industry, and, following Chernyshevsky, Vorontsov
held that backwardness enabled Russia to take advantage of the techno-
logical advances of the West and avoid the exploitation associated with
early capitalism. He proposed the non-capitalist development of Russian
industry through state initiative. The state should nationalise large-scale
industries and assist small producers to form workers’ artels. Cottage
producers should unite in cooperatives and government ensure them a
supply of raw materials and markets. In Vorontsov’s view, production by
independent small producers was a temporary means to avoid the pain of
capitalist exploitation. The goal, however, was socialist production, which
could be gradually realised as industrialisation advanced.48 Vorontsov’s
‘Legal Populism’ found support in the work of Danielson in the early
1890s. He believed that the further development of capitalism could only
harm the interests of state and society and supported state-controlled
industrialisation.49

marx i s t s

The Legal Populists were responding to two closely related developments in
Russia. The first was the accelerating pace of capitalism in the empire from
around 1880. By 1885 Russia entered a period of capitalist growth that
mirrored the experience of other capitalist countries in their early years in
nearly every detail and lasted until the outbreak of the First World War in
1914. Indeed, Russia out-performed, during its peak years of early capitalist
growth, most of the more advanced nations in theirs.50The second develop-
ment was the rise of Marxism in Russia. The intelligentsia had long been
familiar with Marx’s critique of capitalism, which it used to justify their
campaign to avoid capitalist development in Russia. By the late 1870s,
however, some Populists noticed that workers in Russian factories were
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more open to radical propagandising than peasants had been during the ‘to
the people’ movement in the mid-1870s. The splintering of Land and
Liberty into two factions in 1879, the assassination of Alexander II in 1881
and the harsh repression that followed facilitated a second look at Marx’s
work as a programme for revolution rather than as a critique of capitalism.
Lavrov had already remarked on the potential of Russian workers for
radicalisation. In 1879 some of his followers formed The Black Partition.
Preferring exile to arrest in the wake of the emperor’s assassination, some of
the members of The Black Partition went abroad and formed links with
Marxism. Among them were Plekhanov, Akselrod and Vera Zasulich, the
first Russian Marxists.
In 1884 Russia’s fledgling Marxists defined their differences with

Populism, arguing that the latter was mistaken in its belief that Russia
could avoid capitalism. The Populists’ beloved commune had degenerated
from a community of equals into class division. No coup could halt the
progress of economic individualism once it had begun. Social revolution
rested not on will but on the objective forces of social evolution. The
emancipation of the serfs had set off in Russia a process similar to develop-
ments in western Europe. Not the peasants, who were essentially petty
bourgeois, but the proletariat were the only revolutionary class. Their
revolution had to be prepared in the school of capitalism.51 Subsequently,
Plekhanov argued that since the Russian bourgeoisie was weakly developed
it would need the assistance of the proletariat to overthrow absolutism and
establish liberal democracy and a full regime of capitalism. Only after a
period of bourgeois capitalist rule would proletarian revolution become
possible.52While bothMarxists and Populists envisaged a socialist future for
Russia, they disagreed about the way it would be realised. The Marxists
accepted capitalism, whatever its costs in human displacement and suffer-
ing, as objectively necessary. The Populists deplored the immorality of such
a stance and continued to seek the means to skip capitalism and pass directly
into socialism.
Their disagreement turned less on the role of the workers, whom both

Marxists and Populists courted, but on the fate of the peasantry and of
small-scale rural production. The debate reached its climax following the
famine and epidemic that swept through the empire in 1891–2. Populists
argued that the famine resulted from ruinous tax and tariff policies that
favoured capitalist factory production and undermined the position of
cottage producers who relied on cottage manufacture for supplemental
income. Marxists such as Struve saw in the famine proof that class diffe-
rentiation in the village was well under way. A rural bourgeoisie was
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purchasing land and farming it with hired hands. A proletarian class of
dispossessed peasants was in formation. What Struve saw in the country-
side confirmed for him the accuracy of Marxist analysis about the inevi-
tability of capitalism.53

The famine also played a critical role in Lenin’s conversion from
Populism to Marxism. The distress in the villages convinced him that a
process of class differentiation was taking place there. A bourgeois upper
stratum of kulaks had begun to dispossess the poorer peasants and create a
landless proletariat. Although he had accepted Marxian class analysis, Lenin
had not by 1893 arrived at Plekhanov’s position that Russia must pass
through a lengthy phase of liberal capitalism. Instead, like Vorontsov and
Danielson, Lenin advocated the nationalisation of production. Unlike
them, he rejected the autocratic state as the instrument of socialisation
and called instead for a conspiratorial seizure of state power.54

With his work The Development of Capitalism in Russia (1898), Lenin
moved towards a more orthodox Marxist position regarding the role of
capitalism in preparing revolution. He disputed the Populists’ claim that
capitalism was an artificial imposition on Russia and so unsustainable.
Capitalism was necessary and viable. As small producers went out of busi-
ness they necessarily became consumers of factory goods, thus expanding
the home market.55 Lenin divided the home market into personal con-
sumption and productive consumption, by which he meant consumption
of goods to build the means of production. That sector, he said, had to grow
faster than personal consumption and therefore formed an important part
of the home market that would sustain capitalist growth. Lenin did not
doubt that improvements in productive technology would also enable
Russian capitalists to find foreign markets in an increasingly integrated
world economy.56He denied that the divide between factory and handicraft
industry identified by the Populists was real. The two formed a continuum,
although the trend was in the direction of large-scale machine industry.
Using statistical analysis, he also sought to demonstrate that the agrarian
system in the country was already capitalist.57

Lenin welcomed capitalist development. Capitalism, he wrote, had a great
mission to perform in Russia as elsewhere. Although it had a dark side,
capitalism was a progressive phenomenon in a lengthy process of social
transformation. Capitalism was progressive because it both increased the
productive forces of labour and socialised labour.58 Only the growth of
large-scale machine industry could maximise the productive forces of labour.
Industrial transformation occurred unevenly amid periods of boom and bust;
individual industries failed but the whole advanced. Capitalism socialised
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labour by destroying small-scale economic units and gathering local markets
into national and world markets. It concentrated production in agriculture,
destroyed the forms of personal dependence that characterised feudal econo-
mies and facilitated the movement of labour. The proportion of the popula-
tion working in agriculture shrank under capitalism and large industrial
centres multiplied. Capitalism smashed local forms of association, divided
society into groups occupying different places in production and gave impe-
tus to organisation within those groups.59 Most importantly, capitalism
altered the mentality of the population. Labour migration drew the masses
‘into the whirlpool of modern social life’.60 Commerce and industry raised
the standard of living and the level of culture of workers, who grew to disdain
the peasant mentality. The working class attained new family forms and
higher ‘spiritual and material requirements’. The hard conditions capitalism
imposed on women and juveniles in production served to inspire social
legislation that regulated working conditions, shortened the working day
and guaranteed workplace safety. Capitalism destroyed the patriarchal iso-
lation of women and juveniles, stimulated their development, fostered their
independence and liberated them from patriarchal immobility.61 So great
were the gains conferred by capitalism that in comparison the scruples of the
Populists looked reactionary and morally retrograde.
Economic gains by European workers and the success of the German

Social Democratic Party at the polls in the 1890s sparked a re-examination
among European Marxists of Marx’s theory of revolution. Revisionists
argued that legislation could protect workers from inevitable impoverish-
ment and that socialism could be realised through democratic evolutionary
political processes rather than through Marxian social revolution. Such
views soon penetrated the ranks of Russian Marxists. Writing in 1902,
Tugan-Baranovsky reflected on Marx’s ‘iron law of wages’. The condition
of the English working class had since the middle of the nineteenth century
steadily improved. Labour legislation, trade unions, the cooperative move-
ment, the vast increase in labour productivity that technology fostered, all
worked together to promote the welfare of the working class. In England
trade unions had forced capitalism into concessions. In Germany the
government played a similar role. Even the German Social Democrats
had struck the iron law of wages from their programme.62 Government
measures to regulate relations between labour and capital had demonstrated
the bankruptcy of Adam Smith’s preference for minimal government
interference in economic life. Friedrich List had long before demonstrated
that the national interest took precedence over private economic interests.
Experience had also demonstrated that free international trade was not
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to the advantage of backward nations. Instead, it reduced them to suppliers
of raw materials to advanced nations and trapped them in agricultural
economies.

For all the progress of workers under capitalism, however, Tugan-
Baranovsky believed the jury was still out on the ‘iron law of wages’. Marx,
he said, had been right on much: class tensions still underlay economic
relations despite superior management of them. Although, contrary to
Marxism, small and middle-sized farming had prevailed over large-scale agri-
culture, the concentration of industrial capital that Marx had predicted was at
the turn of the century a fact, and large-scale production was growing faster
than small-scale industry. Since everywhere industry was becoming more
important economically than agriculture, Tugan-Baranovsky concluded,
Marx was by no means entirely wrong.63

Despite efforts by Struve and other ‘LegalMarxists’ to win him to the side
of revisionism, Lenin stoutly resisted. In the preface to a new edition of The
Development of Capitalism in Russia in 1907 he reasserted the law of
impoverishment. Capitalist societies inevitably generate ‘an insignificant
minority of small producers [who] wax rich, “get on in the world”, turn
bourgeois, while the overwhelming majority are either utterly ruined and
become wage-workers or paupers, or eternally eke out an almost proletarian
existence’.64

Trotsky also remained a revolutionary Marxist, but of dubious ortho-
doxy. In his view, English and Russian capitalism had little in common. Far
from repeating a broadly similar course of development from one country to
another, capitalism was a worldwide phenomenon that seized on countries
lying in its path and created in each an amalgam out of local conditions plus
the universal requirements of capitalism. ‘The new Russia’, he argued,
‘acquired its absolutely specific character because it received its capitalist
baptism in the latter half of the nineteenth century from European capital,
which by then had reached its most concentrated and abstract form, that of
finance capital.’65 Trotsky held that European capital had created Russian
industry in only a few decades. The result was a fatally enfeebled Russian
bourgeoisie. The petty bourgeoisie, born of a lengthy process of capitalist
development, which had joined with a nascent working class to overthrow
French absolutism, was largely absent in Russia.66 European capital abroad
could not recapitulate its own long history. Instead, it began at the point at
which it arrived.67 It focused industry around the machine. In the prole-
tariat it created in Russia it instilled the revolutionary energy that in other
places had belonged to the bourgeoisie. The time for national revolutions,
Trotsky concluded, had passed. In an age of imperialism it was no longer
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the bourgeoisie against old regimes but the international proletariat versus
the idea of the bourgeois nation.68 Trotsky’s argument for the specificity of
capitalism in particular countries and the imperial nature of capitalism in
the twentieth century paved the way for Lenin’s case at the beginning of the
First World War that as the weakest capitalist link in the imperial chain,
Russia, despite its low level of capitalist development, was a legitimate
subject for proletarian revolution and a catalyst for revolution elsewhere.69

e a r l y twent i e th - c entur y l i b e r a l s

Few Russian liberals in the early twentieth century were prepared to accept
capitalism unequivocally, despite Russia’s economic progress and the amel-
ioration of capitalist exploitation in the West. Like Kavelin in the 1850s,
many Russian liberals remained ambivalent about making a clean break
with traditional collectivism. Typical was Miliukov, who from 1905 led the
Constitutional Democratic Party (Kadets). Lecturing abroad in the early
weeks of the 1905 revolution, Miliukov asserted the basic compatibility of
Russian liberalism with socialism. Russian liberals, he maintained, were
strongly democratic and many Russian socialists preferred class reconcilia-
tion to working-class revolution.70 He agreed with Populists who argued
that capitalist factory industry had deprived the peasant small producer of
income. An unfair tax burden further condemned the peasant to poverty.71

Tariff protection for Russian industry reduced competition and kept prices
high without increasing the purchasing power of the population. Lack of
domestic demand created production surpluses. Unable to compete with
foreigners for markets abroad, Russian industry was in perpetual crisis.72

Economic growth depended on raising agricultural productivity through
the technical education of peasants in order to create a market for industry.
Although Miliukov wished to remove arbitrariness in communal decision-
making, he continued to defend communal forms of land use, as did the
Kadet party after the 1905 revolution. Kavelin had viewed property as
inviolable; Miliukov went so far in 1905 as to endorse the confiscation of
gentry land for distribution to the peasants.73 As late as 1913, an editorial in
the liberal newspaper The Russian Gazette pointed to individualistic tend-
encies among the peasantry that resulted from capitalist development in the
country ‘with all its routine and profoundly negative aspects’.74

The strongest liberal critic of the intelligentsia in general and of its
attitude to capitalism in particular was Struve, once a Legal Marxist, but
before the 1905 revolution a convert to liberalism. InMarch 1909 Struve and
other former Social Democrats published Landmarks, a critique of the
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values of the Russian intelligentsia. The thrust of the collection was that the
intelligentsia had sought solutions to Russia’s problems in social engineer-
ing rather than in the development of the intellectual and moral resources of
individuals. Effective political and social change depended on the prior
spiritual education of citizens. Individual contributors attacked the intelli-
gentsia’s indifference to philosophy, which they subordinated to politics,
their ignorance of the social effect of religion, their disregard for creative
personality, their fawning to the masses, their lack of legal awareness and
their suspicion of the state.75 Late in 1908 Struve had prefaced the assault of
Landmarks on the intelligentsia in a lecture, in which he assailed its attitude
to economic development. Economic progress, he argued, rested on the
system of production of a country. Efficient production was rooted in
personal advantage, which entailed the co-ordination of the advantages of
all persons in the system of production. In Russia the intelligentsia raised
the idea of the equality of non-responsible individuals above the idea of
personal advantage. In particular they looked on capitalism from the point
of view of distribution or consumption and not production. In so doing
they failed to grasp the significance of industrial capitalism, in which they
saw inequality in distribution and the exploitation of labour instead of a
superior productive system.76 Not only was capitalism more productive of
material goods, but it also created ‘the very foundations of culture’. Neither
class struggle nor oppressive government could provide the basis for society.
Reversing Herzen’s belief that capitalism was an insufficient basis on which
to build a civilised society, Struve argued that only the high level of capitalist
productivity that flows out of the pursuit of individual advantage can
provide the foundations of civilisation.77

Though sweeping and unfair to some intelligenty, Struve’s broad indict-
ment of intelligentsia attitudes to Russia’s economic development was
perceptive. An anti-capitalist discourse preceded the arrival of capitalism
in Russia. Its persistence prevented most members of the intelligentsia from
gaining more than a rudimentary grasp of the underlying assumptions and
principles of capitalism. Disdain for bourgeois culture, politics and social
arrangements supported anti-capitalism. Apologists for the autocratic-
bureaucratic regime shared the radical intelligentsia’s disregard for consti-
tutionalism, individual rights and the rule of law and saw capitalism as a
source of state revenue more than as a desirable economic system. Together
bureaucrats and intelligentsia radicals stifled the few voices that over the
years spoke in defence of liberal economics and politics. Widely shared
intelligentsia notions about Russian exceptionalism, rooted in the country’s
communalist traditions, struck at the heart of capitalism. It could thrive
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only in a competitive but rule-based environment that was receptive to
individual enterprise and reward. Long absent, just such an environment
was coming into being after the revolution of 1905, as Marxists, ex-Marxists
and lifelong liberals recognised. It needed decades to be realised; instead,
fate provided only a few years. The outbreak of the First World War in 1914
cut short the already stunted prospects for Russian capitalism and liberal
democracy in their infancy.
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chapter 1 3

Natural science
Charles Ellis

‘Not one Russian has appeared, whose name deserves to be recorded in the
history of the Arts and the Sciences.’1 So writes the explorer and astronomer
the abbé Jean-Baptiste Chappe d’Auteroche in the course of his lengthy and
arduous journey from Paris via St Petersburg to Tobolsk in Siberia, which
he had undertaken at the invitation of the St Petersburg Academy of
Sciences in order to observe the 1761 transit of Venus. With no shortage
of time on his hands during his overland journey, Chappe had ample
opportunity to compile a travelogue2 that describes the vast Russian hinter-
land beyond St Petersburg in which the local population subsists in con-
ditions of unimaginable poverty and privation through the nine-month
Siberian winter, a wretched condition exacerbated by the near-slavery to
which despotism and serfdom have reduced it. This leads Chappe to one of
the explanations he offers in his travelogue for the underperformance of
Russian science up to the mid-eighteenth century: ‘Despotism debases the
mind, damps the genius and stifles every kind of sentiment.’3 Chappe
regards the constitution of the eighteenth-century Russian state as being
inimical to the spirit of independent thought in general, and of progressive
scientific enquiry in particular.

If an index of a country’s scientific achievement may reasonably be drawn
from the recognition accorded its scientists by scientific institutions and
writers elsewhere in the wider world scientific community, then Chappe’s
initial contention can be granted, for at the time of his writing the interna-
tional recognition of Russia’s contribution to world science was indeed very
low.4 The explanation for this that Chappe offers is possibly interesting and
worthy of further examination, but there is clearly a more present and
obvious explanation that he does not consider, which is the commonplace
that Russia, owing to its peculiar historical experience, is a latecomer to the
modern, western world of scientific Enlightenment. This surely is an
observation so uncontroversial that it needs here but the briefest of
rehearsals.
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WhatChappe could havementioned but did not, byway at least of a partial
explanation for Russia’s failure to date to produce scientists of world-ranking
stature, was that until comparatively recently there had existed little if any-
thing in Russia that could have been dignified with the name of a native
scientific culture or indeed of a scientific culture at all. A number of factors had
combined to exclude Russia from all but the barest exposure to the cultural
and intellectual experience of western Europe, to the extent that Russia had
taken little if any part in any of those cultural processes that are now
in retrospect designated the Renaissance, the Reformation and the
Enlightenment. In addition to having been bypassed by these aspects of the
western cultural and intellectual experience now recognised to have been
essential steps along the western path towards a modern scientific culture,
Russia, unlike theWest, had no church with any tradition of rational enquiry
to offer. Orthodox Christianity had neither brought with it, nor met with
upon its arrival in the Russian lands in the late tenth century, any tradition of
scientific enquiry. Orthodoxy rejected science, and rationalism in general, as
secondary and debased forms of intellectual activity5 in a way that western
Christianity, the sole inheritor of Classical wisdom in the West, did not.
Chappe himself, as a scientific researcher as well as a Catholic abbé, provides
an obvious and immediate example of this distinction between the attitudes
towards science of western and eastern churches.
Before the pivotal reign of Peter I, Russia had had but little by way of a

canonical view of science, next to nothing by way of a secular science and no
obvious cultural resources whereby any indigenous scientific culture was
going to take root in Russia of its own accord. For Russia to break in upon
the world of modern science, a scientific culture was going to have to be
imposed from above, and by imperial diktat. This is what Peter was to
provide.
The driving motivation behind the career of Peter the Great was that his

Russia should, after its history of detachment from the modern, western
world, become part of that world and take its proper place in it on terms
commensurate with the weight of Russia’s territory, population and poten-
tial wealth. For this to be achieved, the application of science to military
technology and practice was essential, as Peter well recognised. In particular,
the practice of modern warfare had become such that military technology
needed to become industrialised, informed by mathematics and science, as
he had discovered at first hand in the course of his Grand Embassy of
1697–8 to the Netherlands and to England.6 ‘The inextricable link between
war and reform’, Lindsey Hughes observes, ‘lies at the heart of most
interpretations of Peter’s reign.’7
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The immediate exigencies of war were to require the establishment of
military and naval colleges in Russia,8 but Peter’s ambition for the develop-
ment of science and scientific education in Russia extended beyond the
narrowlymartial. Russia was also to be equipped to take its proper part in the
western scientific Enlightenment more widely considered. This ambition
was first embodied in his project for the establishment of an Academy of
Sciences in St Petersburg to emulate institutions such as the Royal Society in
London or the Académie des Sciences in Paris, and this project was realised
early in 1726 during the brief reign of Peter’s widow and successor Catherine
I. With no resource to draw upon of appropriately qualified Russian candi-
dates for academic posts, the Academywas at the outset staffed by foreigners,
mainly Germans, but Peter’s declared intention had been that this should
only be a temporarymeasure, as is depicted by Lomonosov in his anniversary
ode of 1747 to the Empress Elizabeth Petrovna. Russia, Lomonosov writes,
must find from among its own population such people as it has hitherto
summoned from elsewhere so that the Russian lands can engender their own
‘Platos and sharp-witted Newtons’.9

Chappe’s condemnation of despotism in Russia as something that
paralyses the spirit and practice of scientific enquiry might strike one as
ill-judged, ungracious even, in view for instance of Peter’s explicit and
determined measures to promote science, or of the generous sponsorship
bestowed upon Chappe’s own expedition by Peter’s admittedly less ener-
getic and less scientifically committed daughter, the Empress Elizabeth.10

Chappe’s criticism is possibly, then, more usefully to be regarded not as
being specifically directed towards the figure of the despot himself or herself,
but rather towards the wider political and economic circumstances that
attended autocratic rule in Russia. Peter’s modernising reforms provoked
resentment and opposition from deeply conservative elements in all estates
of eighteenth-century Russian society, the liberty and privileges of all of
which had been circumscribed in the interests of Peter’s increasingly regi-
mented, militarised and centralised state. Where he had sought to lead,
traditional Russia proved reluctant or unequipped to follow.

e i ght e enth - c entur y a t t i tude s toward s

s c i enc e in ru s s i a

The nobility, particularly the provincial nobility, showed little if any
enthusiasm for learning of any kind, as is entertainingly portrayed by
Kantemir in his first satire (1729) and over fifty years later by Fonvizin in
his play The Minor (1782). The peasantry was, as might be expected, all but
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excluded from any more than the most rudimentary education. In addition
to this, there scarcely existed in Russia any native entrepreneurial middle
class to engage in the modern scientific and technological enquiry and
experimentation that underlay the industrial revolution in England and in
parts of western Europe. In other words, there was little if any private sector
interest in the development of Russian science.
The remaining estate in Russia gave voice to outright and explicit

opposition to modern science. Although it was noted above that the
Russian Orthodox Church had had no tradition of scientific thought to
defend, it might equally have been noted that there had until now been no
corpus of secular scientific thought in Russia that it had ever needed to
oppose. Now there was, for Copernicus, Galileo, Huygens and Newton
were in Russia on the march, and their findings were, in large part thanks to
Peter, becoming recognised and publicised. It is even suggested that Peter
himself contributed to the introduction of the first translation into Russian
of Christiaan Huygens’s Kosmotheoros,11 a work that promoted a
Copernican, heliocentric view of the universe, arguing in particular that
any or all of the planets now reliably understood to be orbiting the sun
instead of the earth could well be capable of supporting intelligent life, and
indeed, as Huygens contended, most likely did support intelligent life. This
was the issue raised by secular scientific enquiry that particularly outraged
the Russian church, and it gave rise to an impassioned controversy during
much of the eighteenth century. It was, however, a battle that the church
was for the most part losing, largely at the hands of Lomonosov.
Lomonosov, an accomplished writer of poetry as well as a practising

experimental scientist, wrote a number of works celebrating from a deistic
point of view the magnificence of creation as it is apprehended by the
modern Enlightenment scientist, and in so doing advancing the Copernican
system and its wider scientific implications. First among these works were
his morning and evening meditations upon the majesty of God (1743).12 In
these meditations Lomonosov speculates about the immensity and splen-
dour of creation in the morning as he contemplates the sunrise and in the
evening as he observes the Northern Lights and ponders their possible
causes. In the ‘Evening Meditation’ Lomonosov raises specifically the
issue of life on other planets: ‘There is a multiplicity of worlds out there.
Innumerable suns burn out there, and these worlds are inhabited by mortal
beings. In confirmation of the greater glory of God, the laws of science are
universal.’ Lomonosov celebrates the majesty of God not through any
scriptural revelation, but instead by means of direct reference to the awe-
some magnitude, rational orderliness and splendour of His creation.
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Further, he asserts that it is for mankind a duty of piety to investigate God’s
creation by means of scientific enquiry,13 and this is how he concludes the
‘MorningMeditation’: ‘Creator, extend tome the rays of your wisdom, for I
am still beset by ignorance. Teach me always to do what is seemly to you,
and teach me how, when I look upon your creation, to give praise to you,
my immortal Sovereign.’

Lomonosov’s meditations are works that promote an Enlightenment
deistic standpoint, but that do not directly confront traditional clerical
authority on matters of science. However, other works of the eighteenth
century do challenge reactionary and obscurantist clerical attitudes towards
science and learning. For instance, the conservative cleric Crito from
Kantemir’s first satire has this to say about those who pursue science and
learning: ‘They discuss and want to know the grounds and cause of every-
thing, and they do not put enough faith in sacred authority. They have
abandoned proper morality and no longer drink kvas.’14 Not only does
science here threaten the authority wielded by the church (and its wealth),15

it threatens traditional morality and it is moreover un-Russian (i.e. in that
they no longer drink kvas). Kantemir’s testimony concerning the ignorance,
obscurantism and venality of the clergy is repeated, and in terms consid-
erably less temperate, in Lomonosov’s notorious and scurrilous ‘Hymn to
the Beard’ (1757).16

The most comprehensive of Lomonosov’s popularisations of science is
his ‘Epistle on the Value of Glass’ (1752), in which his polemic against
clerical obscurantism over matters of science is more measured and less
gratuitously offensive than is the ‘Hymn to the Beard’, but it is nonetheless
effective. In this poem of 440 lines Lomonosov repeats the testimony of the
meditations and goes on to celebrate the manifold benefits that applied
science confers upon mankind. The ‘Epistle’ catalogues the various uses of
glass from the trivial to the more substantial, from beads and mirrors and
glazed pottery through window glass and spectacles and on to navigational
and scientific instruments such as barometers, telescopes and microscopes.
More importantly, the ‘Epistle’ at its philosophical core17 presents the literal
clarity of glass as a metaphor for the spirit of clarity that inspires
Enlightenment science and reaffirms the validity of the Copernican helio-
centric system as it has been discovered by mankind by means of the glass
used to make scientific instruments. Opposing geocentric clerical views are
dismissed not only because they are misguided, but further because they are
blasphemous. The blasphemy of such views lies in the fact that their
presentation of creation diminishes the status of God to that of a capricious
miracle-worker in a rather small and restricted geocentric cosmos. True
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piety, on the other hand, lies in the scientist’s striving to apprehend the
rationality, grandeur and boundless immensity of God’s creation, and
hence the greater magnificence of God himself, as these are celebrated in
the meditations and revealed through the use of glass in particular and the
pursuit of scientific enquiry in general. The contest over the issue concern-
ing the Copernican system can be regarded as irrevocably lost by the clerical
reactionaries when in 1786 the teaching of the Copernican system was
established as part of the school syllabus in Russia.18 This was progress in
Russian scientific thought, but was this progress that was going to be
matched by any corresponding progress in the political or social spheres?
All the eighteenth-century writers so far considered – Kantemir,

Lomonosov, Fonvizin – were, in one way or another, establishment figures,
on the state payroll and with a stake in the status quo. Though in places
critical of some of its current shortcomings, none of them called into
question the principle of autocracy as such and they all proposed that the
advancement of science and learning would lead to the improved function-
ing, to the benefit of all of its inhabitants, of the Russian state as currently
constituted. To these writers, the Enlightenment science they promoted was
quite of a piece with the current political system they upheld. This had not so
much been the case in western countries: for example, the French philosophes
did identify scientific rationalism as an integral part of a wider rationalist
outlook, an outlook that ultimately was to inform the revolutionary govern-
ment in France. An equally striking example is that of Benjamin Franklin in
America. An accomplished practising scientist, Franklin, as one of the
foremost contributors to the Declaration of Independence and to the
American Constitution, clearly extended his rationalist vision well beyond
the confines of natural science.19

Scientific thought in Russia remained neutral towards, or often indeed
complaisant with, the ideology of autocracy, and its exercise brought to the
Russian Empire, actually or potentially, considerable advances to its power,
wealth and international prestige. Such was the perception of the status of the
sciences for the greater part of the reign of Catherine II. Catherine was a
fervent enthusiast for science, and as a patroness and correspondent of the
great French philosophes had taken an active interest in all aspects of
Enlightenment thought. Indeed, in 1759 she engaged Aepinus, the distin-
guished German physicist and astronomer from the St Petersburg Academy,
as her personal scientific tutor20 at a time when scientific education of any sort
was by no means expected of someone destined to become a tsar’s consort.
In spite of Chappe’s slight concerning the quality of Russian scientists,

and in general of the manners, morals and aptitudes of the Russian people,
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against which Catherine herself wrote a detailed and impassioned rebuttal,21

Catherine enthusiastically backed expeditions throughout the Russian ter-
ritories by scientists from abroad to observe the recurrence of the transit of
Venus in 1769.22 Such expeditions had formed a significant part of Russian
scientific endeavour from Peter’s reign onwards, and their organisation and
conduct had from the outset been designated one of the primary functions
of the St Petersburg Academy of Sciences. They represent perhaps the
greatest and most conspicuous achievements of the early years of the
Academy.23 The obvious and immediate motivation behind the expeditions
was naturally one of mapping the rapidly expanding territories of the
empire, and of measuring and describing its human and natural resources,
but a further consideration would no doubt have been one of advertising to
the world how Russia was, or was becoming, a participant in scientific
research to be taken seriously in international terms. Catherine, notoriously
a consummate self-propagandist, sponsored the 1769 expeditions to no
fewer than eleven locations in her empire with her characteristically osten-
tatious largesse.24 Such showcase (but not necessarily any less valuable for
that) enterprises apart, the uptake by native Russians of careers in science
continued to proceed only rather slowly: attitudes towards science, and the
limited accessibility to scientific education in Russia, remained little
advanced from what has been described above. Among native Russians
there persisted a shortage of people qualified to teach the natural sciences,
and also of those willing or financially able to subscribe to any such courses.
This shortfall still had to be made good by foreign teachers, many of whose
students were themselves the sons of expatriates, but nonetheless there were
areas of scientific enquiry in which Russia, through its own scientists, was
beginning to lay the foundations of a world-class scientific culture.

The expeditions to observe the transits of Venus in 1761 and 1769 had
nourished an enthusiasm for research in astronomy, which was to culminate
in the establishment some time later, in 1839, of the observatory at Pulkovo
near St Petersburg, possibly the most advanced of its time. Also, the
magisterial presence at the Academy of the Swiss mathematician Leonhard
Euler (1707–83), who served at the Academy from 1726 to 1741 and again
from 1766 to 1783, established an uninterrupted tradition in mathematics in
Russia among whose leading lights in the century to follow were to be the
world-renowned Lobachevsky, Ostrogradsky and Chebyshev.25

In that they had remained detached from social and political debate,
science and scientists had constituted no threat to Catherine’s regime, and
indeed Russian scientific endeavour had served to enhance the international
reputation both of Catherine herself and of her empire. However, political
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events elsewhere, drawing their inspiration one way or another from wider
aspects of Enlightenment thought, were to call into question the entire
Enlightenment project as it was perceived in Russia.

f rom the enl i ght enment to darw in i sm

Following the revolution and regicide in France, Catherine in the last few
years of her reign became disenchanted with the Enlightenment philosophy
that she had earlier so enthusiastically espoused. After her death, the
Enlightenment was further seen to be discredited on account of the Terror
in France, the Napoleonic violation of sacred Russian soil and the
Decembrist uprising of 1825. These outrages to Russian autocratic sensibil-
ities, all conducted in the name of Enlightenment, were to lead in Russia to a
reining-in of Enlightenment values, the unrestrained pursuit of science
included, that persisted well into the notoriously repressive reign of
Nicholas I. Intellectuals, who under other circumstances might have taken
an interest in natural science, were now turning their attention away from
Enlightenment concerns, at a time when the government of Nicholas I with
its coercive apparatus ofOfficial Nationality was repudiating Enlightenment
thought yet more explicitly.26 Science was still acknowledged as indispen-
sable to the state, but now more as something of a necessary evil, and
scientific education was increasingly becoming subjected to rigid state
control, with university departments being denied any autonomy over
scientific curricula. Additionally, from 1828 biology, physiology, chemistry
and geology were no longer taught in the gymnasiums, resulting in a marked
decline in the number and quality of university students in these sciences.27

However, mathematics did still flourish both as an ‘intellectual sanctuary
from political oppression’28 and on account of the continuing legacy of
Euler. The St Petersburg Academy fared somewhat better than did other
educational institutions, though its activities were still subjected to strict
state direction determined by state demands to investigate current practical
needs, with the result that the emphasis of its researches lay overwhelmingly
on applied rather than pure or speculative science. The Academy still had the
good fortune to maintain a number of highly distinguished scientists from
abroad and, as in Catherine’s time, was promoted as a showcase to the world
of Russian scientific achievement and endeavour, again with great expedi-
tions of discovery by land and sea such as those of Humboldt and von Baer29

featuring prominently.
Still, as events were to reveal, Russian scientific progress in the first half of

the nineteenth century was to fall yet further behind that of the West. The
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humiliation of Russian arms in the catastrophe of the Crimean War
provided graphic testimony to just how moribund, except at all but the
highest level, had become the sciences in Russia under the shackles of
Official Nationality and the persistent interference of government in aca-
demic affairs. After the death of Nicholas I in 1855 and the succession of his
son, Alexander II, the 1860s saw a significant if short-lived liberalisation in
the arts and sciences in Russia that sought eagerly and rapidly to make good
the stagnation of the previous fifty years or so. This liberalisation was
centred on the momentous political reform of 1861, the emancipation of
the serfs. In particular, the idea of continuing political progress was in the
air, and, unlike in the previous century, scientific progress in Russia was
now coming to be regarded as a necessary and inseparable concomitant of a
more general political and social progress.

Foremost in looking towards the methods of rational, positive science as a
panacea for the shortcomings of Russian society were the nihilists in their
scientistic contention that ‘the methods used in studying natural sciences
should be employed also in investigating all aspects of human behaviour and
condition, e.g. in philosophy and social sciences’.30 Chernyshevsky’s
‘Anthropological Principle in Philosophy’ (1860) can be regarded as the man-
ifesto of scientism in mid-nineteenth-century Russia, and it remained even in
Soviet times an oft-quoted and highly respected text. Chernyshevsky presents
his scientism in terms such as these:

That part of philosophy which deals with the problems of man, just like the other
part which deals with the problems of external nature, is based on the natural
sciences. The principle underlying the philosophical view of human life and all its
phenomena is the idea, worked out by the natural sciences, of the unity of the
human organism; the observations of physiologists, zoologists and medical men
have driven away all thought of dualism in man. Philosophy sees him as medicine,
physiology and chemistry see him.31

And it was just at this historical moment, when sociological and
natural-scientific processes were being identified by the likes of
Chernyshevsky as governed by one and the same principle, that there
appeared a scientific work that proposed a model of progress that was
inbuilt into the natural world itself. Darwin’s On the Origin of Species
(1859) put forward a comprehensive and coherent account (and one that
has to this day triumphantly stood the test of time and of all manner of
religious or otherwise ignorant or vexatious opposition) of how complex life
forms have developed over time from their less complex ancestors, a process
that was readily accepted as constituting a force for progress inherent in the
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natural world, and a force for progress with a clear analogue to be imputed
into the world of human affairs. Moreover, and congenially for the nihilists
and their allies, Darwin’s account is entirely materialist and studiously
non-miraculous, which indeed it has to be, for otherwise it would not be
natural science.32

The case study described above of the reception in Russia of the
Copernican system, later culminating in the Newtonian system, shows a
view of a universe that is subject to immutable laws and governed by a
supremely benign and rational autocrat. The eighteenth-century writers
here considered found in the rational workings of Newton’s universe a ready
analogue in the polity of the enlightened Catherine’s Russia. However, the
case study discussed below of the reception of Darwinism in Russia does call
into question the idea of tsarist autocracy as being the last word in Russian
political debate. It explores how Russian writers looked to progress in the
natural world, such as Darwin was apparently promising, for the promise of
progress in Russian society beyond that of the tsarist autocracy they so
detested.

darw in i sm and progr e s s

Darwin’s theory was [very sympathetically] received in Russia. While in western
Europe it met firmly established old traditions which it had first to overcome, in
Russia its appearance coincided firmly with the awakening of our society after the
Crimean War and here it immediately received the status of full citizenship and
ever since has enjoyed wide popularity.33

Here the celebrated comparative embryologist Kovalevsky, whose work had
been acknowledged and admired by Darwin himself, confirms succinctly
much of the foregoing discussion of the relationship between scientific
thought and of more general philosophical, social and political concerns
in Russia. In addition, Kovalevsky identifies the historical moment, ‘the
awakening of our society after the Crimean War’, with the appearance of
Darwin’s seminal publication. This was indeed to introduce into Russia a
remarkable development in the pursuit of the life sciences, for the nihilist
scientistic view of the nature of human psychology inspired the researches
into animal behaviour of Sechenov, followed by Pavlov,34 who were to
achieve recognition as world leaders in the investigation of the physiological
basis of animal and, importantly by extension, human psychology and
behaviour. In this line of research it was clearly necessary for these scientists
to have at hand a model of the development of complex forms of life with
complex psychological constitutions that owe nothing to factors other than
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those purely physiological. Darwin’s is just such a model. Although
Darwinism was illuminating and uncontentious for many of the life scien-
tists in Russia, it turned out to be less so for radical political commentators
of the 1860s onwards, many if not most of whom were quite limited in their
scientific background or expertise. The trouble for them was the particular
mechanism responsible for Darwin’s ‘descent with modification’, which is
that of natural selection. For all that natural selection offers a model of
progress in the natural world, it does not bring with it quite the right kind of
progress that commentators such as Chernyshevsky were demanding. Most
vehement (and arguably least scientifically competent) among those object-
ing to the model of natural selection was Chernyshevsky himself, to whom
the apparent sociological and political implications of Darwinian theory
were simply too unpalatable, and too much at odds with Chernyshevsky’s
own vision for the future course of development of Russian society.

Official interference in scientific debate was often a matter of the author-
ities’ unwillingness to regard scientific thought in isolation from its actual
or perceived philosophical, social and political implications; and
Chernyshevsky maintained in effect that very same view, though with his
own radical socialist agenda in mind: ‘Political theories, and all philosoph-
ical doctrines in general, have always been created under the powerful
influence of the social situation to which they belonged, and every philos-
opher has always been a representative of one of the political parties which
in his time contended for predominance in the society to which the
philosopher belonged.’35 In this spirit Chernyshevsky dismisses the
Darwinian model of the struggle for existence as no more than the apologia
of a complacent and comfortable English bourgeois for competitive capital-
ism, a model of social development that Chernyshevsky and many of his
fellow radical writers expressly wished to exclude from their programmes for
the social and economic development of post-1861 Russia.36 A particular
focus for the revulsion of Chernyshevsky and others towards Darwinism, as
Daniel Todes comprehensively examines,37 is the reference Darwin makes
in Origin of Species to the gloomy political economist Thomas Malthus:
‘A struggle for existence inevitably follows from the high rate at which all
organic beings tend to increase… It is the doctrine of Malthus applied with
manifold force to the whole animal and vegetable kingdoms.’38

This principle of the struggle for existence is to Chernyshevsky not only
morally repugnant, but scientifically unjustifiable in the face of his universal
anthropological principle. The argument from the anthropological princi-
ple appears to run something along these lines (although Chernyshevsky is
not always the most coherent of writers): the laws governing progress in
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nature are identical to those governing progress in society; all conduct in
society is governed by rational self-interest; the sum of the rational self-
interests of all members of a society is greatest where conflict between them
is least; societies naturally progress, or necessarily gravitate towards an
optimum; Malthus’s model of society is a model of conflict; so Malthus’s
model must be wrong; so the Darwinian doctrine of the struggle for
existence must be wrong. Simple as that. Instead of making his appeal to
a discredited political economist, says Chernyshevsky, Darwin would have
done better to have looked to the as yet unrefuted work of a biologist,
Lamarck. Indeed, in keeping with his dismissal of Darwinism as an apologia
for bourgeois capitalism, Chernyshevsky ascribes the rejection of
Lamarckian transformism in France to the greater acceptability, both on
political and religious grounds, of the Cuvierian anti-transformist doctrine
of essentialism in natural types.39

Aside from its not having any disagreeable Malthusian connotations, the
Lamarckian model of ‘soft inheritance’40 is appealing to Chernyshevsky in
that it proposes that changes in the form of an organism are driven by the
environment in which it lives, whereas in Darwinism they are random with
respect to the environment. The Lamarckian view is clearly consistent with
the finding of the ‘Anthropological Principle’ that human actions are
adaptive physiological responses to social circumstances. Better still, such
changes are invariably beneficial, whereas in Darwinism they are normally
the opposite and it is owing to natural selection that these are eliminated
and that only the occasional variations advantageous with respect to the
environment are preserved. Transferring Lamarck’s model to human soci-
ety – and remember that the essence of the anthropological principle is that
the same laws apply to man as apply to nature –Chernyshevsky can contend
that socialism is possible; that given the right social environment, man will
of physiological necessity evolve socialist inclinations. Chernyshevsky, then,
could not but reject the Darwinian struggle for existence on account of its
misguided or pernicious endorsement of Malthus, but writers of the same
generation, who broadly sympathised with Chernyshevsky’s moral and
political persuasions, made more of an attempt to accommodate their
views within the Darwinian model.
The so-called subjective sociologists, foremost among them Lavrov and

Mikhailovsky, remain respectably faithful, along with Chernyshevsky and
with Darwin himself, to the notion that life and behaviour, grounded as they
are in physiology, which is itself grounded in chemistry and more funda-
mentally even than that in physics and mathematics, are non-miraculous
processes amenable to scientific investigation and indeed at the time already
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yielding to the researches of natural scientists such as Sechenov and Pavlov.
They were, however, prepared to introduce other terms into the discussion.

cr i t i c a l thought and mutua l a i d

‘Any hypothesis of the creation of living beings by the supernatural powers
of a deity is just as unthinkable from the scientific point of view as is the
proposition of the existence of this deity in the first place.’41 So writes
Lavrov in his Essay on the History of Modern Thought, and in this unequiv-
ocal and incontrovertible declaration there is clearly no immediate point of
departure from what Chernyshevsky has contended. What the subjective
sociologists do introduce into the debate, and what Chernyshevsky by his
own confession cannot, is the element of critical thought (Lavrov’s term, but
a concept that Mikhailovsky will readily accept), which is the defining
feature of their ‘subjective sociology’ and is what distances them from the
‘objective materialism’ of Chernyshevsky. This capacity for critical thought
remains for them, though, a purely biological product, for that is all it can
be, in that in the nature of its origin it does not and cannot differ from any
other of the myriad characteristics that the (human) individual possesses.
However, in the nature of its performance, the capacity for critical thought
does differ qualitatively from the more brute physical characteristics of the
human organism, and in this sense it has become a separate category for
sociological, rather than biological, enquiry.

Critical thought is a property emergent from the evolutionary develop-
ment of increasingly complex forms of society, whereby once human society
has attained a certain level of complexity, there has needed to arise in the
human brain a level of complexity corresponding to that of the society its
possessor inhabits. Thus far this is impeccably Chernyshevskian. However,
this level of complexity brings with it, accidentally, or emergently, a capacity
to assess from without, rather than simply to behave within, society, and here
is the point where the subjective sociologists part company with
Chernyshevsky. That is, critical thought is the capacity, possibly for the
time being unique to humanity, to make judgements and to have prefer-
ences, whereby people can strive actively to define rather than merely
passively to receive the form that society takes, or, to use Lavrov’s expression,
‘to act in history’. In the brief illustrations that follow from each writer’s
work, it is clear that although the terminology they use may differ, and that
although they are arguing towards different but not incompatible conclu-
sions, the use to which they put this notion of ‘critical thought’ in their
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discussions of the sociological implications of Darwinian theory is essen-
tially the same.
‘And accepting the law of struggle from Darwinism as a fact, we must

impose on ourselves a moral law of a struggle against struggle, against
selection, against useful adaptations, against divergence of character.’42 This
is a central contention ofMikhailovsky’s ‘Observations onDarwinism’ (1870),
which is a critique of ‘Social Darwinism’, with Herbert Spencer as its chief
apostle,43 who had enlisted Darwinian theory in support of the capitalist
notions of competition and of the division of labour. Mikhailovsky is telling
us here that for all that Darwinism is true, the ‘subjective method’, emergent
from the evolutionary process, allows humanity to do something about it, to
kick against the pricks, to ‘struggle against the struggle for existence’ and to act
on its own behalf to bypass that which the SocialDarwinists proclaim to be the
natural and inevitable order of society. Critical thought enables mankind to
strive instead towards the goal of the subjective definition of progress in
human society with which Mikhailovsky concludes his essay What is
Progress? (1869):

To the question that we asked, ‘What is progress?’, we answer: ‘Progress is the
step-by-step approach towards the wholeness of the individual, towards the fullest
and most comprehensive division of labour between the organs [of the individual
body] and the least possible division of labour between people. Anything that holds
this process back is immoral, unjust, harmful and irrational. Only that which
diminishes the heterogeneity of society and at the same time increases the hetero-
geneity of its individual members is moral, just, rational or useful.’44

In biological terms, the increased complexity of the human organism is to
be welcomed, but in sociological terms the implied concomitant process of
capitalism and the division of labour is to be resisted, since this atrophies the
full potential of the human individual, and this is Mikhailovsky’s concern
about the sociological implications of Darwinism. The subjective method,
the struggle against the struggle for existence, must therefore be enlisted in
order to avert the vicissitudes of capitalism in general, and the division of
labour in particular, that Social Darwinists such as Herbert Spencer pro-
mote and misguidedly applaud as being inevitable.
Mikhailovsky’s ally Lavrov uses a very similar line of argument but less

with a view to opposing particular malign aspects of capitalism and its
effects upon the growth and fulfilment of the individual in society than
towards promoting the possibility of a more benign socialism. In his Essay
on the History of Modern Thought he contends that ‘It is quite proper to
recognise that biological processes are the starting-point for social processes,
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since communal life is one of the manifestations in which life is found and
one of the weapons in the struggle for existence between organisms.’45

Communal life has arisen from the struggle for existence. That much is
uncontroversial, but Lavrov has to go further in order to secure his desired
conclusion that the struggle for existence will favour a socialist form of
communal life. When he found that biological evolution by itself was
insufficient as a guarantor of progress towards ever more communal forms
of living, he identified the development of the capacity for conscious
thought in mankind as signalling a point of departure from this purely
biological process. This is a point at which biology begins to give way to
sociology, and where begins an analogous process of natural selection that
may take place between different forms of society according to the degree of
critical thought that takes place within them. This is, Lavrov proposes, a
process that may lead to the ultimate triumph of socialism, for instance, in
that a socialist society wastes fewer of its energies in the prosecution of
internal conflict. Lavrov is here faintly echoing Chernyshevsky and more
distinctly foreshadowing Kropotkin

Using the same apparatus of critical thought, of the struggle against the
struggle for existence or of biology giving way to subjective sociology, both
writers have reconciled their sociological science with Darwin’s biology,
adding to it a moral dimension that accords with their aspirations for the
future development of Russian society and to which there is no obvious
reason to suppose that Darwin himself would have objected. They have
come to terms with what had been at first sight the inconvenient and
unpalatable consequences of the theory of the struggle for existence that
had so troubled Chernyshevsky. The subjective sociologists’ accommoda-
tion with Darwinism is modest, reasonable and humane, and is surely
echoed in this more modern testimony: ‘We, that is our brains, are separate
and independent enough from our genes to rebel against them… There is no
reason why we should not rebel in a large way, too.’46 In a way that
Chernyshevsky could never have allowed, we can, at least to an extent, become
the masters rather than the servants of our physiological constitution.

The anarchist Prince Kropotkin was perhaps less in need of such testimony
than had been Mikhailovsky and Lavrov. With more conviction than Lavrov
could muster, Kropotkin in his Mutual Aid (1896)47 presents Darwinian
natural selection as a law of nature that when transposed on to human society
will necessarily favour a communal mode of living and penalise more com-
petitive forms of society. Kropotkin, unlike Chernyshevsky, Mikhailovsky or
Lavrov, had been a practising natural scientist, taking part in expeditions to
study the wildlife and other natural resources of Siberia. His experience of
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nature had differed significantly from Darwin’s, and this led him to draw
significantly different conclusions about the nature of the struggle for exist-
ence. Darwin had observed the struggle for existence in temperate and
tropical regions, in environments that seemed for ever to be filled to capacity
with living organisms. Within such environments it seemed natural to
suppose that the Malthusian population principle was at all times operating
with unrelenting force and that this would in large part be realised in the form
of direct competition. Were an additional individual or species to be able to
find a place in such a natural economy, it seemed inevitable that this would
have to be at the price of the death of an existing individual or the extinction
of an existing species. Kropotkin, on the other hand, had made his field
observations in the barren and sparsely populated landscapes of Siberia,
where the idea of competition born of overcrowding seemed to be quite
inappropriate, since species populations there evidently never attained num-
bers that got near to the capacity of the landscape to accommodate them.48

Instead of witnessing competition within animal populations, Kropotkin was
continually impressed by the mutual support he observed in their common
struggle against predators and against the vicissitudes of the abiotic
environment.49

Kropotkin’s analogous account of the course of human history describes
how periods in which mutual aid has predominated, where social arrange-
ments have proceeded according to mankind’s biologically inherited coop-
erative disposition, have been the most peaceful, productive and
progressive; but these have been punctuated by periods in which an author-
itarian state has predominated, the Russia of Kropotkin’s day of course
being a conspicuous example of this. During those periods when the state
arrogates to itself the rules by which its members cooperate, in the form of a
legislative apparatus upheld by actual or threatened violence, individuals are
left to exercise on their own behalf only the residual competitive aspect of
their evolutionary inheritance, and to Kropotkin the anarchist any such
social arrangement is unnatural and malign.50 Biology has told Kropotkin
that for cooperation to take place in human society needs no legislation, and
that it is periods of mutual aid in society that are the more consonant with
man’s evolutionary inheritance. In his eyes, it is the periods when the state
predominates that are the pathological condition. Kropotkin admits that he
cannot with scientific certitude extend the mutual aid principle to the whole
of mankind, but he still looks upon this ideal as being something more
substantial than a pious hope, as he tells us in the concluding passage of
Mutual Aid: ‘In the practice of mutual aid, which we can trace to the earliest
beginnings of evolution, we thus find the positive and undoubted origin of
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our ethical conceptions; and we can affirm that in the ethical progress of
man, mutual support – not mutual struggle – has had the leading part. In its
wide extension, even at the present time, we also see the best guarantee of a
still loftier evolution of our race.’51 Kropotkin hereby asserts that aspirations
for the development of Russian society to proceed along more communi-
tarian lines have in no way been confounded by evolutionary theory, and
that Darwinism understood properly, seen in the light of Kropotkin’s own
Siberian field evidence, by no means inevitably implies that competitive
capitalism is the natural order of modern society.

This greater concern of Kropotkin and of other Russian writers for the
political and sociological, rather than the religious (or straightforwardly
scientific) assumptions and implications of Darwinism, significantly differ-
entiates the debate in Russia from that in the West. It also goes some way
towards illustrating a more general distinctiveness in the attitudes of
Russians towards the place of science in their culture.

the d i s t i n ct i v ene s s o f the ru s s i an

s c i en t i f i c d eb a t e

The most impassioned and ‘non-rational’ criticisms came not from official repre-
sentatives of the church but from devout laymen [such as] Danilevsky and Strakhov
whose opposition to Darwinism was interwoven, not only with their religious
views, but, perhaps more importantly and directly, with their Russian nationalism
and anti-Westernism.52

Here George Kline observes that, unlike in the West (and particularly, even
unto this day, in the United States), there was no articulated tradition of
biblical creationism for the evolutionists in Russia to overcome. The writers
discussed above clearly identified that there was no religious case to be
considered, first in that none had been made by the Orthodox Church, and
then in that, as self-declared atheists all, they had no apologies to make in
that direction anyway. The lines of battle in the Russian debate were to be
drawn elsewhere, and at a place where a distinctive Russianness in science
confronts, and needs to be evaluated apart from, for instance British,
French, American or German science, which did not (at least until the
1930s in Germany) advertise themselves as being anything other than
universally applicable.

One of the foreign scientists to adorn the Academy in the dark days of the
reign of Nicholas was Karl Ernst von Baer, whose acolyte Danilevsky accom-
panied him on his expeditions of scientific research and was influenced by
von Baer’s teleological account of embryonic development.53 Von Baer’s
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teleology had furnished Danilevsky with a ready metaphor for his historical
treatise Russia and Europe (1869).54 In this work Danilevsky describes the
historical experience of Russia and Europe not as two manifestations of a
single process of development common to all human societies, which is what
might be a more natural application of the Darwinian principle of common
descent, but as two distinct processes of development –Cuvierian embranche-
ments, if you will.55 In common with the Slavophiles of earlier years,
Danilevsky cherished a belief in the innate superiority of specifically Slavic
virtues not present in western cultures, and to this he added the notion of
historical development as a teleological process analogous to that of von Baer’s
notion of embryonic development. Putting the two together, Danilevsky
could now advance the highly appealing prospect of a sort of Russian
‘Manifest Destiny’, of an ultimate triumph in history of Slavic cultural values
over decadent or degenerate western values and practices. Darwinian theory
Danilevsky dismissed as the morally flawed product of a vicious, competitive,
culturally inferior strand of historical development, here indeed having
Chernyshevsky as an unlikely and perhaps not altogether welcome bedfellow.
They had both demonstrated how the scientific debate in Russia could not be
divorced from wider concerns about the distinctive nature of Russia and of
Russianness.
Chappe in the 1760s identified in the Russian people no enthusiasm for

the pursuit of science. To the extent that this was to be attributed to the
dead hand of autocracy and serfdom dampening the Russian genius,
perhaps the burgeoning of internationally accredited Russian scientific
achievement from the 1860s onwards following the abolition of serfdom
might up to a point vindicate his case. Additionally, in the intellectual
ferment of the 1860s other previously dormant currents of Russian thought
were reasserting themselves with no less vigour, including a renewed
examination, reminiscent of the Slavophilism of the 1830s and 1840s, of a
notion of Russianness, of a Russian national destiny grounded in specifi-
cally Russian insight and experience for ever to be set apart from national
consciousnesses elsewhere. At the same time that science was reasserting
itself in Russia, such currents of thought were calling into question the
place of science in the Russian intellectual landscape, and the very
Russianness of science. Writers such as Dostoevsky and the yet more
explicitly religious commentators Berdiaev and Solovev, while not gainsay-
ing the value of scientific progress, contended that the specific Russian
cultural genius lay elsewhere than in science, in a realm of spiritual insight
such as western cultures had never known and could now never hope to
attain. Science remained to them an alien and inferior means of
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apprehending the truth about the world, just as it had been for the early
Orthodox missionaries to the Russian lands.

As Dostoevsky records in his Winter Notes on Summer Impressions (1863),
he found the products of scientific and technological progress on show at the
Great Exhibition in London awesome in both senses of the word – provoking
at the same time both wonder and dread. The wonder needs no explanation,
but what Dostoevsky dreads is how in the face of science rampant, any notion
of a spiritual dimension to the human personality is becoming marginalised.
The very question of how we should live, which ought to be the central focus
of human moral enquiry, is in danger of becoming reduced to a natural
scientific investigation undifferentiated in kind from any other natural scien-
tific investigation. This is a concern he further addresses in Notes from
Underground (1864).56 However, the truths and potency of science cannot
be wished away; and perhaps a more promising approach to Dostoevsky’s
anxiety than that of the Underground Man can be found in the writings
of the Russian chemist Mendeleev, who identified in 1869 the Periodic Table
of the Elements. Mendeleev’s contribution to the advance of the science of
chemistry was as ground-breaking as had been Darwin’s to the science
of biology ten years earlier.57 A liberal rather than a radical, Mendeleev pays
due tribute to the value in Russian culture of distinct but complementary
areas of enquiry such as religion and the arts, but insists that their findings are
valid only in so far as they remain consistent with the truths of natural
science.58 Scientific principles, as Dostoevsky regrets and Mendeleev justifi-
ably and confidently asserts, had by now become the primary standard for
validation of philosophical discourse.

s c i enc e unbound

The historian of Russian science Alexander Vucinich is little short of
exultant in celebrating how science in Russia has come of age: ‘The essential
change during the 1860s was that science ceased to be a secondary force in
Russian intellectual culture and became as important as the anti-rationalist
tradition in understanding the full spectrum of Russian thought.’59 Those
Russian writers who resisted this coming of age of science in Russia were
fighting a rearguard action. The most illustrious among them, Dostoevsky,
could not inveigh against science from any position of strength. The
wishfully thinking indignation of his Underground Man is readily to be
regarded as petulant, feeble and ultimately pathetic. Unlike in the eight-
eenth century, where the scientific debate had been isolated from the
political debate, in the latter half of the nineteenth century its horizons
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expand and it proceeds to become the leading factor in the re-examination
of long-held religious, political and sociological assumptions. Unleashed,
science was nevermore to be confined by medieval superstition or by
sentimental nationalism. From the 1860s onwards science in Russia had
achieved a momentum that was not to be arrested, and Russia, and later the
USSR, was to proceed to establish for itself a scientific tradition and
potential quite comparable with those of developed western nations, our
intrepid abbé’s own homeland not excluded.
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part iv

The afterlife of classical thought





chapter 1 4

Continuities in the Soviet period
Galin Tihanov

Intellectual history presents a bundle of continuities and discontinuities
enacted, sometimes simultaneously, within cultures that evolve over time.
In this essay I focus on the continuities that permeate – often hidden behind
dramatic political changes – the scene of philosophy and social thought in
the Soviet period, from the October Revolution in 1917 to the demise of the
USSR in 1991. Limitations of space mean that difficult decisions have had to
be made as to what ought to be included and what could be left out. Since
the dominant intellectual paradigm of the period was Marxism, it was
beyond doubt that any serious engagement with the question of continuity
must not simply address Marxism but should actually put it right at the
centre of attention. Ignoring Marxism and preferring instead to explore
solely various non-Marxist discourses would have resulted in a failure to
grasp the crucial place of Marxism in the often subterraneous dynamics of
stability and change which sustained and shot through the public discourses
of philosophy and the social sciences in the Soviet period. With reference to
Marxism, the continuity inscribed in this dialectic of permanence and
transformation had two important aspects: the self-awareness and position-
ing of Soviet Marxism vis-à-vis western non-Marxist philosophy, and
through this, but also independently of it, vis-à-vis pre-1917Russian thought.
The second part of the essay examines various discourses of exceptional-

ism, concentrating on the revival of Slavophilism, pochvennichestvo (a current
of thought that crystallised in the 1860s and displayed some affinities with
Slavophilism but was more unambiguously conservative and at times also
anti-Semitic) and Eurasianism. The emphasis here is deliberately on devel-
opments in the Soviet Union. I have elected not to include a separate
overview of émigré currents of thought, because this would have reproduced
the wrong notion of Russian émigré intellectuals as being the only heirs to
the pre-1917 tradition, thus also reinforcing the long-maintained – and rather
misleading – picture of a constant and unbridgeable chasm between Soviet
and émigré intellectual life. The diaspora and the mainland were involved in
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a historically changing dynamic of impact, with Soviet culture and thought
being more influential among the diaspora before the Second World War,
followed, especially since the 1960s, by an extended period in which émigré
thought (both of pre- and post-SecondWorldWar provenance) was increas-
ingly consequential for the Soviet debates. The detailed identification of the
impact of Soviet intellectual developments on the various émigré currents of
thought, as well as the thorough examination of the relevance of the latter for
Soviet intellectual life, are all tasks for the future (a comprehensive study, to
take just one important example, of the reception of Soviet Marxism in the
Russian diaspora before 1945 is yet to be written). Here I can only begin to set
the overall agenda, sketching very briefly the (dis)continuities revealed in
the revival of Eurasianism in the Soviet Union. (Other instructive cases,
well researched by now, concern the overlaps and exchanges between
émigré thinkers and intellectuals living in the Soviet Union involved in
the appropriation – in Harbin, Prague, Paris, Moscow, Kaluga, Petrograd
and Minsk (to name only a few of the locations) – of Fedorov’s ideas, as
well as the impact of Berdiaev’s émigré works, particularly hisNewMiddle
Ages, in the 1960s when, together with Djilas’s The New Class, they
became an inspiration for the opposition group VSKhSON (the All-
Russian Social-Christian Union for the Liberation of the People), estab-
lished in Leningrad in 1964.)1

Finally, for the purposes of this chapter I have decided to focus on the
continuities with pre-1917 Russian thought. This qualification is not trivial.
The seven decades of Soviet history were long enough for continuities to
begin to develop between focal points of thought elaborated after the
October Revolution. But this process was hampered by various factors
and, on the whole, began to come to prominence only at the very end of
the Soviet period, around 1990, reaching fruition in the years afterwards.
Thus throughout the formative stages of the Tartu–Moscow School of
semiotics and cultural theory neither Shpet (who in the 1920s published
important work foreshadowing various tenets of structuralism and semi-
otics), nor Losev (one of the first philosophers in the Soviet Union to
ponder concepts such as ‘sign’ and ‘structure’) were actively appropriated
by Lotman and his colleagues. Losev even complained in 1968 that he was
not being cited in their works.2 Only Florensky seemed to have been
received and appropriated more intensely by the Tartu–Moscow School.
Contrast this largely broken line of continuity in the 1960s with the impact
of Bakhtin towards the end of the 1980s. Not only did he leave a visible trace
in a string of more specialised historical and literary studies in the 1970s and
1980s by pre-eminent intellectuals such as Likhachev, Averintsev and
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Gurevich, but by 1991, the year of the collapse of the Soviet Union, his
theory of dialogism had become the cornerstone of Bibler’s doctrine of
‘dialogue of cultures’, which assisted Bibler and his associates in developing
new school curricula and a new philosophy of education.3 Thus, while in
the epilogue I add one more significant example of Soviet philosophy of
history and culture engaging with earlier Soviet thought, the exposition
remains largely concerned with continuities that form a bridge to
pre-revolutionary intellectual developments.

cont inu i t i e s w i th in sov i e t marx i sm

The political rupture of 1917 and the ensuing consolidation of Marxism as a
ruling ideology have long served to obscure several important points of
continuity with the past. To begin with, until 1930, when Losev’s The
Dialectics of Myth was published in Moscow (containing a qualification of
dialectical materialism as an ‘outright absurdity’),4 philosophising in a non-
Marxist key and publicising the results of such activity continued to be a
legitimate business. Second, the backbone of philosophical education con-
tinued to include, well into the 1940s, both pre-revolutionary textbooks and
the works of a significant number of non-Marxist philosophers (many of
them – but not all – drawn into the orbit of materialism and dialectics like
their predecessors). At the end of the 1920s even at the leading Institute of
Red Professors the old pre-1917 textbooks on the history of philosophy were
still being widely used;5 when logic was restored to the curriculum in 1946,
the use of a pre-revolutionary textbook by Chelpanov was permitted.6

According to figures supplied by Mitin, one of Stalin’s most powerful
official philosophers, in the period 1897–1916 Aristotle’s works were pub-
lished in a total of 1,000 copies, Hegel’s in 4,500 copies and Spinoza’s in
7,700 copies. In 1917–38 these figures rose, respectively, to 78,300, 200,500
and 55,200.7 As late as 1936 the required reading for the postgraduate oral
examinations in philosophy at the Institute of History, Philosophy and
Literature included – along with Marx, Lenin and Stalin – Kant, Hegel,
Aristotle, Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz and Hume.8

The only demonstrable weakness of the philosophy curriculum, apart from
the rigidly controlled ideological interpretation, was the neglect of
twentieth-century western philosophy. Even after the list of canonical
western names was extended further, following suggestions for a curriculum
reform in 1938, it still stopped with Nietzsche (whose year of death – 1900 –
appropriately indicated the disregard for twentieth-century non-Marxist
philosophy).9
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But most importantly, well into the 1920s Soviet Marxism still bore the
birthmarks of a tradition of thought originating at the crossroads of Russian
‘Legal Marxism’, ‘Christian socialism’ and various attempts to reconcile
Marxism with neo-Kantianism and the philosophy of Mach. Three of the
most illustrious representatives of Russian religious thought in the twentieth
century – Berdiaev, Sergey Bulgakov and Frank – had actually started their
intellectual careers as sympathisers of Marxism and the socialist idea. Others,
notably Lunacharsky and Gorky, had engaged with Marxism as part of a
social platform that presented a powerful mixture of religious idealism and
radical Nietzschean activism (the resulting doctrine, vestiges of which con-
tinued to be influential into the mid-1920s, is usually referred to as bogo-
stroitel’stvo (God-building)). Others still, especially Plekhanov and Bogdanov,
had anchoredMarxism in a paradigm of thought that was either more broadly
sociological (Plekhanov) or rooted in a more sympathetic appropriation of
contemporary western philosophy (Bogdanov). While Bogdanov was never
really admitted to the canon of official Soviet Marxism (he was criticised in
the 1920s for wishing to dissolve Marxism into his own ‘general science of
organisation’, the so-called tektology)10, Plekhanov, whose work fell almost
entirely in the pre-1917 period, enjoyed a more uneven reputation. It reflected
the waves of relaxation and ossification in official doctrine and the successive
mobilisations of Marxism for the purposes of establishing Stalin’s authority
and advancing the agenda of nation-building. For most of the 1920s
Plekhanov remained an authority for all those seeking to inscribe Marxism
in a materialist tradition of thought that could lay claim to a serious pedigree
going back to Spinoza. (Deborin even drew a distinction between Lenin and
Plekhanov, describing the latter – approvingly – as ‘the theoretician’, while
Lenin was praised for being ‘theman of action, the politician, the leader’.)11 In
the early 1930s, however, Plekhanov fell from grace for exactly the same
reason: he was chastised for considering dialectical materialism a mere strand
of materialism, not essentially different from other varieties of materialism in
western thought. At the same time, he became unacceptable also because of
his admonition (towards the end of his life) that Soviet Russia had not had a
sufficiently long capitalist evolution, and that therefore socialism had not
been allowed to emerge as the result of a natural process of radicalising the
contradictions of capitalism. Yet in the early 1940s, amid a new wave of
nationalist propaganda during the war, Plekhanov resurfaced once again as
part of the canon of RussianMarxist thought. Pavel Iudin praised him in 1943
as ‘the greatest and most distinguishedMarxist, after Marx and Engels, of the
pre-Lenin epoch’, a ‘great patriot’ and a thinker who had enriched ‘Russian
national culture’.12
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Plekhanov’s consistent and, in the 1920s, still influential attempt to
derive Marxism, including its understanding of society and social change,
from the tradition of western materialism is a helpful reminder of the larger
continuities characteristic of the Soviet period. The evolution of Soviet
Marxism was marked by an incessant need to deal with its presumed and
actual forefathers; the work of establishing the intellectual genealogy of
Marxism continued after 1917 and was the one aspect of Marxist thought in
the Soviet Union that did not lose momentum even in the decades of
Stalinism. Two figures of western philosophy became the main points of
reference in this debate, Hegel and Spinoza, although the search for
legitimate predecessors was often extended to encompass Feuerbach, as
well as the major representatives of nineteenth-century German idealism.13

Both Spinoza and Hegel have been generic concerns for Marxism (as the
work on Spinoza by western Marxists, notably Althusser and Balibar, and
on Hegel by Lucio Coletti and Antonio Negri among others, testifies), but
the Soviet debates were particularly intense. By the early 1930s Russian
literature on Spinoza exceeded in quantity that of any country in the
West.14 The publication of Lunacharsky’s From Spinoza to Marx (1925),
which restated some of Lunacharsky’s positions from the time of his
bogostroitel’stvo, was part and parcel of the growing polemic about
Spinoza that took place in the second half of the 1920s. Coming from
very different methodological perspectives, and reaching very different
conclusions, Liubov Akselrod (the major philosopher of the mechanists,
also known by the pseudonym ‘Orthodox’) and Deborin (the leader of the
opposite camp, which was to become known by his name) both sought to
determine the relationship between Spinoza’s philosophy and Marxist
materialism.Much later, Ilenkov re-engaged with Spinoza in his innovative
studies of Marx. He even planned to write a book on Spinoza, but the
project did not materialise.15

The persistent preoccupation with Hegel was of particular importance
for Soviet Marxism, because it would put it in an initially direct (then
increasingly mediated) contact with a very long tradition of Russian non-
Marxist philosophical appropriations of the German philosopher, stretch-
ing from the Slavophiles to Ivan Ilin, who just a year after the October
Revolution had published a two-volume study of Hegel and the ‘concrete-
ness of God and man’. Lenin, whose own Philosophical Notebooks (pub-
lished posthumously in 1929) contained ample evidence of his ambition to
master Hegel’s methodology, is said to have liked the book so much that he
decided to release Ilin from prison (which did not save him from deporta-
tion in 1922).16
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Interest in Hegel was further motivated by the necessity to gauge the
originality of the Marxist dialectical method. Deborin made the first sus-
tained effort to do that in his book Marx and Hegel (1923), which was later
criticised on the grounds that it overemphasised Hegel’s role. Realising
Hegel’s significance for the principles and even the vocabulary of Soviet
Marxism (the important concept of partiinost’ was little more than a replica
of Hegel’s Parteilichkeit),17 a Party resolution envisaged the speedy publi-
cation of a fifteen-volume edition of his works by 1932 (not completed, in
fact, until well after the Second World War).18 Hegel also figured prom-
inently in the famous third volume of the collective History of Philosophy
(1943), which gained the nickname ‘the grey horse’ (describing both the
colour of its binding and its intellectual power). The chapter on Hegel
occupiedmore than ninety pages (equalling the combined space allocated to
the five thinkers discussed under the heading ‘utopian socialism’), stressing
his central position in the pre-history of Marxism and arguing for Hegelian
dialectics as the ‘pinnacle of all bourgeois thought’ and the achievement of a
‘genius thinker’.19 As was the case with Plekhanov’s rising stock, the
nationalist ideological campaign of the war years clearly affected the fate
of ‘the grey horse’. Although seven volumes were conceived (and the
volume on Russian philosophy, number six in the series, was already in
preparation), and although the authors had been awarded the Stalin Prize in
1942 for the two preceding volumes, the Party in 1944 decreed that the third
volume had been a serious mistake, allegedly failing to expose the limita-
tions of Hegel’s idealist dialectics and to criticise his glorification of the
Germans as a ‘chosen people’. Thus the whole multi-volume project came
to an end.20 Lukács, a prominent exile in Stalin’s Moscow, at the end of
1942 defended a professorial dissertation on the young Hegel as an impor-
tant forebear of Marxism. After the Party resolution of 1944, attempts to
publish Lukács’s dissertation as a book in Russian invariably failed (it was
only in 1956 that a portion of Young Hegel appeared in Problems of
Philosophy; the book in its entirety was not published in Russian until
1987). In 1947 Zhdanov declared at an official gathering of Soviet philo-
sophers that the Hegel issue had been settled.21

Yet the need to keep alive the internal dialogue of Marxism with the
traditions of western thought – and through this also, if not always directly,
with pre-1917 Russian philosophy – was acutely felt once again during the
revival of Marxist philosophy after Stalin’s death. Beginning in the mid-
1930s and through to the early 1950s, the serious study of Marxism in the
Soviet Union had suffered neglect. In 1935 the ‘Marx, Engels, Lenin’
Institute suspended publication of the German-language edition of the
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collected works of Marx and Engels, with only twelve of the planned forty
volumes published. Work on the Russian-language edition continued until
1947.22The decade from 1947 (the year that saw the public condemnation, led
by Zhdanov, of G. F. Aleksandrov’s History of Western Philosophy) until the
mid-1950s, when the ‘thaw’ years began, could confidently be regarded as the
direst time for philosophy in the Soviet Union. When in the early 1950s a
group of young philosophers at Moscow State University (MGU), including
Ilenkov and the future dissident writer and sociologist Aleksandr Zinoviev,
began to study the logic of Marx’s Capital, both Hegel and Spinoza were
revived once again. Ilenkov and his colleagues were soon stigmatised as
‘gnoseologists’, for they believed that philosophy should above all be a method
of cognition rather than an all-encompassing outlook. Ilenkov was not allowed
to teach at MGU, and the publication of his dissertation was delayed until
1960.23 Two years later Ilenkov published his celebrated article ‘The Ideal’,
which tried to carve out a set of specifically ideal (as opposed to simply mental)
phenomena and to argue the case for their objective existence anchored in
human activity. (He expanded this thesis in the mid-1970s, without adding
significantly to the original forcefulness of the argument.)24 It was precisely in
the early 1960s that Ilenkov did his best work, persistently marked by a deep
interest inHegel. The starting-point of his study ofMarx’sCapitalwasHegel’s
question: ‘Who thinks abstractly?’ Ilenkov argued that our first encounter with
an object is always an encounter with the abstract (not with the concrete, as
the empiricist materialists believed), the result of an abstraction that categorises
the object without being able to penetrate into the multitude of forms,
processes and contradictions that the concrete life of the object involves.
Thus he described Marx’s thought as an ascent from the abstract to the
concrete, and as an oscillation between the historical and the logical.
While an innovator in the interpretation of Marx, Ilenkov had distinctly

conservative ideas in the realm of aesthetics. He was a lifelong admirer of
Wagner but rejected pop art and Andy Warhol (his mistrust of pop art was
shared by his older friend Lifshits). Having seen an exhibition of contem-
porary art in Vienna in 1964, Ilenkov came back subdued, his belief in the
ability of art to serve as the vehicle of humanism severely dented.25 Rather
than a dissident, Ilenkov was perhaps the best mind of the ‘people of the
sixties’ (shestidesiatniki), the generation that came on the crest of the short-
lived ‘thaw’ and suffered throughout the years of Brezhnev’s stagnation
without giving up its hope that the system could be reformed from within.
Having prepared in the mid-1970s a typewritten translation of Orwell’s
1984, Ilenkov still believed that this was a book tracing the latent tendency
towards totalitarianism in capitalist societies, not a communist dystopia.26
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Not much younger than Ilenkov, but with his formative years spent in a
very dissimilar way, Mamardashvili largely shared Ilenkov’s non-dissident
orientation, yet he did not intend his work in philosophy as a tool for the
renewal of Marxism. If anything, Mamardashvili’s philosophising (much of it
done in the form of lectures rather than in print) signalled the end of Soviet
Marxism’s claim to an intellectual monopoly. The gulf between his and
Ilenkov’s disposition probably stemmed from the fact that Mamardashvili
was still too young to be called up during the Second World War; further-
more, his Georgian upbringing and his early love for French culture were
reasons enough for him to be perceived as more cosmopolitan and less
prepared to get immediately involved in the civic agenda of Soviet philo-
sophy. Touched by privilege and luck, Mamardashvili served in the 1960s on
the editorial staff of the Prague-based journal Problems of Peace and Socialism.
He could travel to France and Italy, made the acquaintance of Althusser (with
whom he later corresponded andmet on occasion), and became an admirer of
jazz and Proust. Philosophically, too, Mamardashvili thought he had moved
away from Ilenkov by turning his back on the dominant influence of Hegel.
In fact, he referred to Ilenkov’s philosophy as ‘tooHegelian’.27This, however,
could not conceal the fact that Mamardashvili’s first book, Forms and Content
of Thinking (1968), drew inspiration precisely from Hegel in order to articu-
late an understanding of consciousness as a supra-individual phenomenon
that has its binding forms (objective Spirit), existing as it were in ‘estrange-
ment’ from the consciousness of the individual. Ironically, it was this anti-
psychologism, which Mamardashvili learnt from Hegel and Marx rather than
from Husserl, that later guided him to question their idea of ‘iron necessity’
and to ask how we can avoid nihilism if we admit that our actions are causally
determined. In the words of an astute Russian commentator, Mamardashvili’s
question became how to reconcile a scientific (Marxist) approach to history
and consciousness ‘with the phenomenon of freedom, the uniqueness of
our personality, our dignity’.28 In his bid to solve the conundrum,
Mamardashvili outlined a typology of rationality, which forms the focal
point of what is probably his best book.29 The ‘classic ideal of rationality’
separates the thinking subject from the reality he aspires to know. This is
meant to be a guarantee of the objectivity of knowledge, but it actually
amounts to a crippling dualism: the thinking human being is pushed as if
beyond and outside the world he strives to understand; all his subjective
experiences are also expelled in the process. The ‘non-classic ideal of ration-
ality’ restores to the individual his lawful place in the world. As the thinking
person gets reinstated as an integral part of reality, consciousness and cogni-
tion cease to be a reflection (and even refraction) of that reality; they are now
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seen ontologically, as events that take place and unfold in the world.
Consciousness becomes an effort, a creative act that no longer tries to
banish our subjective experiences; instead, it underwrites the existence of
freedom. In his lectures on Proust (1984–5) Mamardashvili took this argu-
ment further, demonstrating that in the creative event of consciousness the
past, present and future are no longer clearly demarcated. Were it not for
our effort, the future might not come to be; it is not simply available to us in
the mode of ontological certainty. On the other hand, in the act of a creative
effort (consciousness) the past may come alive once again. This is where
Mamardashvili begins to leave behind Soviet Marxism as a cultural and
social project. On the surface, his assertion of human effort and activity is
only a reformulation of Marx’s famous theses on Feuerbach. In truth,
Mamardashvili’s praise of effort is also an admission of uncertainty, an
embrace of open-endedness, coloured by an optimistic vision of self-
fashioning but equally tinged by an anxious realisation that the pursuit of
happiness cannot be a collective project.
What is even more significant for our argument is the fact that with

Ilenkov and Mamardashvili Soviet Marxism had once again reached the
point – for the first time since the 1930s – of self-reflexive engagement with
the non-Marxist philosophical tradition in Russia. (In 1943 the mediocre
but powerful Party philosopher Iovchuk had organised the first Soviet chair
in the History of Russian Philosophy,30 but this amounted to little more
than fuelling Russian nationalism while guarding the purity of Marxist-
Leninist dogma.) In the latter half of the 1950s Ilenkov was the centre of a
circle of young intellectuals – many of them later to confirm their creden-
tials as conservative and even nationalist thinkers – which included, among
others, Davydov, Kozhinov, Gachev, Bocharov and Palievsky.31 Ilenkov’s
essay of that time, ‘Cosmology of Spirit’ (first published posthumously in
1988), has been interpreted as exhibiting a number of parallels with
Fedorov’s anti-positivist and anti-individualist philosophy of nature,
although the question of whether Ilenkov had actually read Fedorov
remains open.32 It is well documented, however, that he was familiar with
the work of the Bakhtin Circle, displaying enthusiasm for Medvedev’s The
Formal Method in Literary Scholarship (1928) but remaining indifferent
towards Bakhtin’s Problems of Dostoevsky’s Poetics (1963).33

More importantly, while Ilenkov did not sympathise with the Slavophiles
and, provoked by Kozhinov, voiced disapproval of both Ivan Kireevsky’s
works and his countenance,34 his view of Marxism as the offspring of a long
western cultural tradition (he called Marx a ‘son of the West’ and described
Lenin in exactly the same words)35 no doubt implied a certain antagonism
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between Marxism and the currents of Russian thought whose legacy had
come to be tested after the Revolution. Unlike Berdiaev, Ilenkov did not
hold Communism to be the organic outgrowth of specific eastern (Russian)
circumstances; but in calling Lenin a ‘son of the West’ he nonetheless
evoked the old framework of opposition between Westernisers and
Slavophiles that had served to organise the discussion of Russian intellectual
life for several decades before 1917.

Mamardashvili shared Ilenkov’s suspicion regarding a Russian Sonderweg
in philosophy. He places Chaadaev at the beginning of modern Russian
thought, but notes at the same time that Chaadaev failed to generate a
tradition; his work faded without yielding further impulse. Philosophy as
an autonomous enterprise, Mamardashvili believed, commenced with
Solovev. Not unlike Shpet before him, Mamardashvili was convinced
that philosophy cannot exist and flourish where the struggle for social
justice takes the upper hand. This is why he contends that Russian
philosophy either never existed, or only began to emerge at the end of
the nineteenth century, denying Soviet philosophy autonomy and con-
sidering it part of what he terms, borrowing from Althusser, ‘the ideo-
logical state apparatus’. Mamardashvili was equally sceptical of the
time-honoured practice of substituting nineteenth-century Russian lit-
erature for philosophy; in particular, Dostoevsky was to him a helpless
‘idiot’ as soon as he moved on to the level of philosophical reflection.
Tolstoy, on the other hand, was granted the status of a great religious
thinker.36

The singling out of Solovev as the inceptor of autonomous Russian
philosophy is not accidental. While careful to distinguish between
Russian philosophy and Russian literature, Mamardashvili – despite his
pronounced secularism and predilection for western philosophy – is more
willing to see the complex mediations between philosophy and religious
thought in the Russian context. The two, he believed, intersected and
overlapped above all in the field of eschatology. The ‘eschatological note’
continued to be present into the 1920s, embodied by thinkers and writers
shaped by the Silver Age.37 In the same lecture, delivered in Leningrad on
2December 1988, Mamardashvili paid tribute to a host of Russian religious
thinkers, notably Berdiaev, Shestov and, above all, Rozanov, whose
Apocalypse of Our Time received special praise.38 Thus instead of drawing
an impenetrable boundary between philosophy and religious thought in
Russia, Mamardashvili essayed to see them as discursive formations that
often occupied the same territory and were involved in a dialectic of
exchange and competition.
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If Soviet Marxism was thus able to remain in dialogue with non-Marxist
Russian thought, or at least to exhibit a degree of self-awareness and
reflexivity vis-à-vis the traditions of pre-1917 Russian thought, other intel-
lectual currents were much more prominent in their role as guardians of the
tradition. In addition to a host of nineteenth-century intellectuals actively
appropriated and often interpreted in a rather strained fashion by Soviet
Marxism as early exponents of revolutionary thinking (Belinsky, Herzen,
Chernyshevsky, Pisarev), a wider alternative corpus of Russian thought was
gradually being reassembled in the Soviet Union. At first, this included
solely nineteenth-century thinkers and writers: five previously unknown
‘Philosophical Letters’ by Chaadaev were published as early as 1935, along
with Leontev’s autobiography (all in vols. 22–4 of the prestigious series
Literaturnoe nasledstvo). Later, during the ‘thaw’ years, Lossky’s and
Zenkovsky’s histories of Russian philosophy appeared in the Soviet
Union in small print runs (in 1954 and 1956, respectively); dissemination
was restricted on both occasions to people in the Party hierarchy and to
those entrusted with leading positions in Soviet ideological life.
The rediscovery of Russian religious thought began in earnest in the late

1960s and early 1970s, with a series of articles written for the five-volume
Soviet Philosophical Encyclopaedia by Losev, Averintsev, Asmus, Khoruzhy
and others. The article on Solovev in the final volume (1970) was, much to
everybody’s surprise, longer than even the entry on Engels.39 This particular
volume also contained articles on Khomiakov, Florensky, Shestov, Fedorov
and other religious thinkers, all of them written informatively and in a
respectful tone. A two-volume edition of Skovoroda’s works appeared in
1973, followed by a volume of Kireevsky’s writings in 1979. The first half of
the 1980s saw editions of some of the essays of Konstantin and Ivan
Aksakov, but probably the most tumultuous event of the 1980s, still before
Gorbachev commenced his reforms in 1985, was the appearance in 1982 of a
volume of selected essays by Fedorov, edited by the renowned Kant and
Schelling scholar Arseny Gulyga and withdrawn from the bookshops soon
after publication.40 Together with Losev (who by the time of his death in
1988 had managed to write a short introduction and a more extensive book
on Solovev),41 Gulyga had started work in the 1970s on a three-volume
edition of Solovev’s principal works, which was to materialise as a
two-volume selection in 1988. The same year saw a Politburo resolution
decreeing that a series of republications of Russian non-Marxist philosophy
be launched in 1989. Berdiaev, Shpet, Bakunin, Chaadaev, Florensky,
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Frank, Rozanov, Losev, Kropotkin, Ern, Iurkevich, as well as the important
collective volumes Landmarks and Out of the Depths, were all published in
this series in 1989–91.

Crucially, however, this chronology of rediscovery must not conceal the
fact that, as Vladimir Smirnov notes in his memoirs of Asmus, the pre-1917
editions of Russian philosophy had actually always been freely available in
the public libraries; they never formed part of the special depositories and,
what is more, in the years following the Second World War these pre-1917
editions could also be bought in second-hand bookshops.42 When at the
beginning of the 1970s clandestine religious circles began to be formed in
Leningrad, the works of Berdiaev, Florensky and Sergey Bulgakov were all
discussed in the meetings (attended sometimes by thirty to fifty people).43

Similarly, when the organised meetings of the Anthroposophical Society
resumed in Moscow in 1969, Russian and western pre-1917 works were
once again read and examined.44 Russian pre-1917 thought was thus
revived and studied in waves of appropriation and accommodation that
were no doubt politically conditioned and subject to considerable censor-
ship but had nonetheless been in evidence long before the more propitious
time of the 1980s.

Let me illustrate this argument with a brief look at the appropriation in
the Soviet Union of two powerful pre-1917 discourses of exceptionalism,
Slavophilism and pochvennichestvo. For some two decades after 1917,
Slavophilism seemed entirely forgotten; its conservative charge meant that
it was considered squarely incompatible with the tenets of Soviet ideology.
In the early 1920s, while ideological control was still rather lax, Shpet
famously claimed that it was the Slavophiles who had formulated ‘the
only original problems of Russian philosophy’.45 Bakhtin, in his lectures
on Russian literature given privately in the 1920s, recommended
Slavophilism as ‘a significant phenomenon in the history of Russian
thought’, calling Westernism ‘just a soap bubble that produced nothing
but phrases before bursting’.46 At the State Academy of Artistic Sciences
(GAKhN), where Shpet served as Vice-President from 1924 to 1929, Losev
gave in March 1928 an apparently intriguing paper on the aesthetics and
language theory of Konstantin Aksakov.47 Yet it was only in the late 1930s,
as Stalin’s politics of russification and nation-building gathered pace and the
discourse of narodnost’ surfaced once again in public discussions, that
Slavophilism was put on the agenda in earnest. The key issue was how
to evaluate Slavophilism historically, how to discern – from a Marxist
perspective – the progressive and the retrograde in the platform of the
Slavophiles. This debate began in 1939 with an article by Nikolay
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Druzhinin, on ‘Herzen and the Slavophiles’, in which he made the telling
(but inaccurate) claim that no research had been published on the
Slavophiles since 1917.48 Two years later Sergey Dmitriev contributed to
the same journal an article which, while branding Slavophilism ‘a variety of
reactionary-nationalist Romanticism’, took the liberty of noting some pro-
gressive features and concluded that, objectively, the Slavophiles were in
favour of a ‘Prussian route’ for Russian capitalism. This relativisation of the
opposition between Slavophiles and Westernisers was a novel element, and
it was unambiguously criticised in the ensuing discussion.49

The mainstream view of the Slavophiles as upholders of tradition and
thinkers with unmistakably conservative leanings was not overturned dur-
ing the 1940s, but it was defended with arguments that could potentially
destabilise the official ideology. Lidiia Ginzburg, one of the most distin-
guished liberal intellectuals of the Soviet age, turned her attention in a book
published in 1940 to Lermontov,50 who knew Samarin and Khomiakov and
whose poetry was favoured in Slavophile circles. In fact, Ginzburg produced
arguments undermining the case for affinity between Lermontov and the
Slavophiles. But while doing that, she arrived at a subversive version of the
official Soviet literary canon. According to Ginzburg, in the 1840s there was
a trend among the left-wing Westernisers to prefer Lermontov, in contrast
to a distinctive Slavophile preference for Pushkin.51 Thus in Ginzburg’s
account Pushkin’s supremacy and reserved seat in the canon were subjected
to scrutiny and put in question, becoming tainted by association with the
conservative Slavophile camp.
Ginzburg’s book is important in one more respect. It points to the fact

that debates on Slavophilism in the Soviet Union would begin, as was also
often the case before 1917, as debates on literature and aesthetics but would
end up as debates on ideology and philosophy. This was not just because the
Slavophiles were themselves literati (not very successful ones), but also
because questions of identity, culture and language were so central to
their endeavours and to those of the Soviet philosophers, historians and
literary scholars who examined their work. Literature and aesthetics became
the focal point of the second defining moment in Soviet debates on
Slavophilism, and a springboard for attempts to re-evaluate the overall
cultural and political significance of Slavophilism. This second discussion
took place at the end of the 1960s, starting in 1968 in Problems of Literature
and continuing in the same journal and in New World in 1969, the year that
saw the publication in Leningrad of a representative volume of Khomiakov’s
poems and plays.52 Among the participants were two literary scholars, Boris
Egorov and Vadim Kozhinov, representing two very different orientations in
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the Soviet intellectual landscape. While Egorov was close to Lotman and the
Tartu School (after Lotman’s death Egorov wrote his biography), Kozhinov
had already set off on a journey that would make him one of the principal
revivers of pochvennichestvo. In the wake of the discussion, Egorov con-
ceived an article that inscribed the culture and the outlook of the
Slavophiles and theWesternisers in a wider semiotic system, thus projecting
and emphasising a typological similarity rather than a set of non-negotiable
differences between the two.53Kozhinov, too, sought to relax the opposition
between Slavophilism and Westernism, but he went much further than
Egorov. Kozhinov saw the underlying characteristic of Slavophilism as its
insistence on Russia’s uniqueness and originality rather than as the espousal
of traditionalism and aristocratic values. He was adamant that this doctrine
had no ‘political colouration’; rather, it was shared by thinkers from across
the ideological spectrum: Populists, monarchists, socialists, aristocrats and
democrats alike. The same variety, Kozhinov believed, could also be
observed within Westernism. This invites the conclusion that no ‘ideolog-
ical watershed’ ran between Slavophilism and Westernism as such: they
both strove to ‘understand objectively the essence of Russia’s historical path
and culture’; each of the two grasped certain aspects of the truth, while
missing others.54 (This complementarity no doubt reminds the reader of
Berdiaev’s dictum: ‘both sides loved Russia; the Slavophiles as a mother, the
Westernisers as a child’.)55 Drawing on Kireevsky, Kozhinov submits that
the Slavophiles continued the Platonic rather than the Aristotelian line in
philosophy; their suspicion vis-à-vis the undivided authority of rationalism
and the seminality of abstract thought and their attention to a holistic
notion of the human being enabled them to foreshadow certain features
of twentieth-century Existentialism. On the other hand, their organic vision
of the people, of a historically evolving collectivity, and of the need to enrich
the life of the people with the practical benefits of philosophy separated
them clearly – and safely – from the Existentialists. The Slavophiles were
admittedly idealists, but that was no reason to disqualify and exclude them
from the history of Russian thought, where idealism (as opposed to materi-
alism) was the ground ‘on which a plethora of deep philosophical discov-
eries were born, which were needed by mankind’.56

This forceful rehabilitation of the Slavophiles at the end of the 1960s
marked at the same time the beginning of the revival of pochvennichestvo in
the Soviet Union, a process that by the end of the 1980s was drawing into its
orbit not just Kozhinov, one of the inveterate ‘pochvenniks or neo-
Slavophiles’ (as Bakhtin called Kozhinov, while trying to shield him from
accusations of anti-Semitism),57 but even the renowned historian of western
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(in particular German) philosophy Arseny Gulyga. During the late 1970s
and early 1980s Gulyga gradually refocused his attention on Russian
nineteenth-century thinkers (Fedorov and Solovev), joined the proponents
of Russian exceptionalism, contributing to the conservative periodical Our
Contemporary an essay that read at the time like a catalogue of nationalist
demands,58 and eventually arrived – while maintaining that he was no
religious ‘fanatic’ – at a preference for Russian Orthodoxy as a form of
Christianity that ‘endows man, more than western versions of Christianity,
with freedom of will’.59 In an article written in 1990, he asserted that the
philosophical centre of the world had been shifting towards Russia since the
1870s, a process that lasted until the 1920s, thanks to the universality of
Russian religious thought and its three distinctive features: love, faith-
informed collectivity (sobornost’) and cosmic addressivity.60

The reawakening of the conservative idea of Russian uniqueness some-
times drew explicitly on emblematic nineteenth-century Russian thinkers
and writers, chiefly Dostoevsky (although, as the work of the liberal Grigory
Pomerants demonstrates, Dostoevsky was not the exclusive property of the
exceptionalists).61 Iury Davydov, another intellectual who had begun as an
expert in, and connoisseur of, German thought and had written illuminating
pieces on Spengler and Max Weber, remobilised Dostoevsky’s well-known
praise for the Russian spirit as naturally – and uniquely – disposed towards
‘all-humanness’ (note the tension between universalism and uniqueness
in this claim). All nations, Davydov wrote in 1982, borrowing from
Dostoevsky’s arguments, are inherently orientated towards universality;
they all exist in a dual mode, poised between the native soil and the moral
absolute of ‘all-humanness’. Each nation has its own destiny and its own
path towards universality. From this Davydov inferred that different nations
are likely to travel at a different pace and to find themselves at different stages
on their journey to the moral absolute.62 TheWest, once united with Russia
by the sublime moral idea inviting self-sacrifice for the all-human good, had
long since given up the goal of attaining the absolute, and all that is left
behind are the dead monuments of its past greatness of spirit; this is how
Davydov (following here Spengler) interprets Ivan Karamazov’s desire to
visit Europe, that ‘dear cemetery’. Russia’s destiny, on the other hand, is to
complete the journey, to attain for the world the moral absolute that all
nations are called upon to seek, but only a few (one, in Davydov’s account)
can really reach. Turning to Dostoevsky’s The Devils, Davydov evokes
Shatov’s conviction of the uniqueness of the Russian people: ‘If a great
people does not believe that in it alone the truth resides (in it alone and
exceptionally in it), if it does not believe that it alone is able and called to
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resurrect and save all through its truth, then it ceases immediately to be a
great people and turns at once into ethnographic material rather than a great
people.’63Davydov’s messianism is thus nurtured by Dostoevsky’s appeal to
Russia as the sole surviving nation that is immediately involved in the
pursuit of the moral absolute; no one else accompanies the Russian people
on this arduous journey, and they alone are destined to a self-sacrificial
struggle on behalf of all other peoples. Davydov’s original (albeit not very
convincing) twist to this otherwise trite story is the attempt to revise and
smooth out the opposition between Dostoevsky and Tolstoy (the classic
statement of which was worked out in the Silver Age, notably by
Merezhkovsky, and had since become one of the topoi of aesthetic con-
servatism, not least in Germany, where it was adopted by Moeller van den
Bruck and Spengler). Tolstoy is now positioned not as an antagonist but as
the receiver of a set of shared values which his heroes materialise. The moral
resurrection that was beyond the reach of Dostoevsky’s ‘demonic’ characters
is achieved by Tolstoy’s protagonists, shot through by ideas of labour, soil
and solidarity.64 What is more, Davydov produces here a direct link
between Tolstoy and the ‘great moral philosophy’ that allegedly informs
the works of Astafev, Rasputin and other conservative writers of the ‘village
prose’ movement. In praising them, he declares himself against the
‘abstract-“globalist”’, or ‘universal-“cosmic”’, understanding of the world,
implying a move backwards to the time-honoured and ‘truly moral’ love for
the real (Russian) world of one’s neighbours, one’s kin and one’s colleagues
(Davydov chooses the obsolete form sosluzhivtsev).65

This elevation of Russian literature of the nineteenth century to a reservoir
of indispensable philosophical ideas, the desirability of whichDavydov notes
in his book66 (and the undesirability of which Mamardashvili, as we have
seen, highlights with reference to Dostoevsky), had been a feature of the
restoration of discourses of exceptionalism since the late 1960s. At that time
Georgy Gachev, drawing inspiration from Tiutchev (arguably the poet he
quotes most frequently), Danilevsky, Spengler, Gumilev and Dostoevsky
(whose ‘cosmos’ he discussed in an early essay),67 began to explore the elusive
entity that he termed ‘cosmo-psycho-logos’, an indivisible and primordial
unity of psychology, language and specific world outlook characteristic of
each nation and manifest in the various forms of national life. Starting in
January 1967, Gachev wrote down his lectures, in the form of dialogue, on
the everyday embodiments of national cultures (food, sound, bodily move-
ments, home interiors and exteriors, etc.). Earlier, in 1966, he had laid the
foundations of his long-term project with an article on ‘Language as the
Voice of a Nation’s Essence’. Gachev’s approach was disarmingly eclectic:
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a mixture of (implicit) Slavophile admiration for the Russian language, a
German Romantic confidence in language as capable of conveying directly
the original features of a nation’s psyche and a self-confessed revival of the
ancient Greek doctrine of the four elements (earth, water, air and fire),
which, in different combinations and with different specific weights, are
present in the metaphoric arsenal of each language, giving this particular
language its own uniqueness. Gachev’s work leaves the impression of an
uncontrollable play of associations. He is sometimes witty, sometimes
excruciatingly dilettantish (and often both). Among his signature ‘discov-
eries’ is the metathesis ‘mother-darkness’ (mat’-t’ma), establishing a rich field
of associations between femininity, birth and depth, night, opacity and
secrecy (ultimately their identity), of which the Swiss anthropologist
and cultural historian Bachofen would no doubt have approved. ‘“Matter”
(a philosophical category) originally means a beginning, maternal and dark’,
Gachev concludes, exploiting the alliteration built on mat’.68 Language is
seen by Gachev as a ‘portable cosmos’; one does not need to travel abroad to
‘grasp another nation’s mentality: one simply needs to listen to that nation’s
language’.69 He is thus torn between an ultimately soil-rooted view of
national cultures and a realisation of the potential of language to liberate
these cultures from the confines of their monadic existence.
Because nations present different cosmo-psycho-logic entities, they also

have different images of the world and of other nations. These images mirror
the claim to uniqueness that all nations seem to enjoy in Gachev’s cultural
theory. Gachev is not a straightforward exceptionalist. At first sight, Russia’s
claim to uniqueness is as legitimate as that of any other nation. Where
Gachev does part company with this tolerant view is in the adoption and
propagation of a xenophobic and at times anti-Semitic philosophy of Russian
history. He proffers a ‘negative’ version of exceptionalism: unlike any other
great nation, Russia has always been in need of a strong foreign ruler: Tataro-
Mongols, Germans (during Peter the Great’s reign), ‘the German-Jewish
socialism’ of Lenin’s time, ‘the Georgian Dzhugashvili’ and then a string of
Ukrainian leaders (khokhly-malorossy, in Gachev’s language), beginning with
Khrushchev.70 The collapse of the Soviet Union was judged by Gachev to be
both a loss (of empire) and a gain (of the autonomy of nationhood), a
dialectical give-and-take between Rossiia and Rus’.
This oscillation between empire and nation also marked the writings of

Lev Gumilev, especially during his later years. His work is important for our
argument, as it reveals the complex modifications of émigré Eurasianism and
the ensuing (dis)continuities informing Gumilev’s understanding of Russian
history. The son of Nikolay Gumilev and Anna Akhmatova (suffering
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over many years a traumatic estrangement from his mother), Gumilev was
arrested four times and spent years in the Gulag, eventually enjoying relative
stability and freedom of research after 1956 and even a spell of autumnal glory
during the late 1980s and early 1990s (still fostered today by his numerous
followers in Russia). Best known for his book Ethnogenesis and the Biosphere
of the Earth, defended as a second doctoral dissertation in 1974 but only
published officially in 1989,71 Gumilev owed much to Danilevsky and, with
considerable qualification, also to some of the inter-war representatives of
Eurasianism (mostly to Savitsky, Vernadsky and, to a lesser extent, Nikolay
Trubetskoy). Danilevsky’s line can indeed be traced throughout the history
of Eurasianism (originally an intellectual movement of Russian émigré
intellectuals founded in Sofia, influential at various points among segments
of the emigration in Prague, Paris, Belgrade, the Baltic and China (1921–38),
then resurrected in post-Soviet Russia in a version that exhibited only limited
similarity with the pre-Second World War Eurasian platform). Trubetskoy
took for granted Danilevsky’s fragmentation of history into relatively insu-
lated cultural types.72 He also shared Danilevsky’s scepticism regarding the
existence of ‘universal civilisation’ (‘Universal civilisation does not and can-
not exist’, Danilevsky wrote),73 developing this statement into a battle cry
against what he termed the ‘cultural imperialism’ of the Germano-Romanic
type. Savitsky, on the other hand, embraced Danilevsky’s interest in the
spatial aspects of history, introducing the concept of mestorazvitie (‘place of
development’ but also ‘place that develops’) to address the specific environ-
ment that enables the evolution of a given cultural-historical type and itself
changes with the latter’s development.74 Gumilev accepted Danilevsky’s
thesis of the essentially closed existence of the cultural-historical types,
although he did recognise that at times a symbiosis between different ethnic
communities is possible. But at the same time he distanced himself from the
very notion of type: the entity that conformed to the self-sufficient mode of
existence envisaged by Danilevsky was the ethnos, not the cultural-historical
type. This substitution signalled Gumilev’s determination to write from the
standpoint of the exact sciences, which he considered superior to the human-
ities. The introduction of the ethnos as the basic unit of analysis went hand in
handwith a staunch determinism that saw no room for free will, perfection or
modification. Unlike Savitsky (with whom Gumilev corresponded from
1956, two decades after Savitsky had ceased working actively on his
Eurasian doctrine, until the latter’s death, although they met only once, in
1966 in Prague),75 Gumilev was interested in the cosmic and biological
factors shaping history (or, more appropriately, the ‘course of events’),
much less so in the geographical environment or the economic framework.
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Gumilev inherited from Danilevsky (and Spengler) the belief that each
particular ethnos (cultural type; civilisation) existed only for a limited time.
The question for him was not whether an ethnos would fade away, but
rather how it came to be in the first place. The explanation he offers, despite
his claim to scientific rigour, cannot be tested or falsified, and it very much
betrays a style of reasoning characteristic of an essayist claiming for himself
the honourable title of ‘ethnosopher’ (Savitsky preferred to call himself not a
geographer but a ‘geosopher’). According to Gumilev, the ethnogenesis
should be attributed to a cosmic push that transmits ‘passionarity’ (passion-
arnost’), the creative energy that compels the human species to act against
the instinct of self-preservation and thus propels them into new, previously
unavailable and uncharted territories. The great conquests take place when
an ethnos is at the peak of its passionarity; then the phases of ‘inertia’ (much
like Spengler’s ‘decline’) and ‘obscurity’ follow, until in the end an ethnos
disappears altogether.76 None of this, of course, was part of classic
Eurasianism. Although he flirted with the title of ‘the last Eurasian’,77

Gumilev insisted that his theory of passionarity, combining as it did cosmic
impulses and genetic pools in order to explain the fate of different ethnic
collectives, was completely novel compared with the much more traditional
humanistic outlook of the Eurasians. In this respect, he was no Eurasian at
all, for his overall episteme was indeed rather different.78 And yet, like the
Eurasians, he believed in Russia’s suitability to develop as a complex ‘super-
ethnos’ (empire of different peoples and races, in the language of the pre-
war Eurasians); like Vernadsky, he also evaluated positively the Mongol
invasion, interpreting the ensuing regime not as a yoke but as a symbiosis
that proved beneficial for Russia (while discarding Kievan Rus as too
European). Finally, he, too, was full of suspicion when it came to the role
played by the West: while the Russian ethnos was compatible with the
Turkic, the West was no partner for Russia. Continuing Trubetskoy’s
assault on ‘Germano-Romanic’ civilisation, Gumilev prophesied: ‘The
Turks and the Mongols can be genuine friends, but the English, the
French and theGermans, I am convinced, can only be cunning exploiters…
Let me tell you a secret: if Russia is to be saved, then it will only be as a
Eurasian power, and only through Eurasianism.’79

e p i l ogue

Philosophy and social thought in the Soviet Union were, in the fitting
words of Evert van der Zweerde,80 the product of a specific historical
culture. When it comes to the social settings in which philosophy operated,
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the Soviet regime was justly criticised as oppressive.81 A look at the historical
durée, however, might suggest a rather dispiriting continuity. Examining
the processes of philosophical education, Frances Nethercott has established
substantive parallels between the Soviet Union and tsarist Russia. As in the
Soviet Union, the teaching and the study of philosophy in nineteenth-
century Russia was far from unconstrained. It was severely limited at the
universities following the Decembrist uprising of 1825, banned after 1848,
resurrected in 1863 and banned again in 1884, to mention only a few of the
disturbingly many milestones along the road.82 These successive ‘hot and
cold showers’, as Nethercott puts it, led to the spontaneous formation of
informal circles, of a philosophical ‘underground’, where the quality of
instruction, or of production for that matter, was not necessarily high.
The true legacy of the Soviet intellectual culture may thus be the cultivation
of an emerging civil society, the grass-roots reform of the public sphere that
at least two generations of dissidents have shouldered since the 1960s,
preparing Russia for the non-patriarchal age of freedom without guidance
or guarantees. As the post-Soviet years confirm, however, things have
proved to be much more complicated. The discourses of exceptionalism
continue to thrive, rivalled by the comparatively feeble voices of liberal or
democratic pluralism. At the same time, the intellectual attractiveness of
Marxism seems to have faded for all but a small minority.

Yet sifting through the debris of Soviet Marxism – or its illicit hybrids
that were undermining Marxist orthodoxy from within – one might still
stumble upon veritable examples of high intellectual endeavour that deserve
to survive the tectonic shifts of history. I wish to conclude by mentioning
briefly a fascinating and rare case of continuity, as early as the late 1960s,
between Soviet Marxism and earlier Soviet thought, a case where what was
meant as a bona fide piece of Marxist historical science ended up tran-
scending the boundaries of disciplines and crushing the shell of orthodox
Marxism. Boris Porshnev, arguably the most sophisticated Russian philos-
opher of history to emerge during the second half of the twentieth century,
wrote in the late 1960s On the Beginning of Human History, a book
published posthumously in an abridged version.83 With this book,
Porshnev, an early Soviet admirer of Foucault and at the time already
enjoying international recognition as a historian of seventeenth-century
France (more so abroad, where he had earned praise from Fernand
Braudel, than in the Soviet Union, where many of his colleagues considered
him a dogmatic, if not an outright, Stalinist, while others ridiculed him as
an indefatigable enthusiast for the Yeti),84 ventured into an area which he
termed ‘paleopsychology’. Designed as the middle part of a large three-part
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work to be titled A Critique of Human History,85 the book was intended to
address the question of anthropogenesis, thus establishing (in fact, short-
ening radically) the true duration of human history and using this new
premise to address the law of acceleration that Porshnev believed to be at
work, as well as its implications for Marxism and for communist society.
Although often questionable in its anthropological hypotheses, Porshnev’s
book – indeed his entire unfinished project – displayed a major forte: in
marrying history and paleopsychology, Porshnev was committed to histori-
cising the very foundation of history – the human species that had so far
been taken as an immutable substance. He found support in the work of
Nikolai Marr (whose semantic paleontology informed the study of lan-
guage, folklore and prehistoric artefacts in the 1930s, and whom Porshnev
praised openly at a time when Marr’s ideas had long been confined to
oblivion by the establishment),86 as well as in Pavlov’s theory of the ‘second
signal system’, Ukhtomsky’s ‘dominant’ and Vygotsky’s model of the
development of consciousness in the child. Yet Porshnev was interested
not only in historicising the human species, but also – equally important –
in locating the inner propeller and mechanisms of history. In an article
sketching what was envisaged as one of the central arguments of the trilogy,
Porshnev, drawing on his earlier work on social psychology, contends that
human history can be explained from the workings of suggestion (sugges-
tiia), the nuclear psychic activity (but also for Porshnev the nuclear act of
oppression) that made man distinguishable from the animal kingdom.
Human history is interpreted by Porshnev as an epic struggle between
consecutive series of socially produced suggestions (involving correspond-
ing acts of counter-suggestion).87 Not class struggle as such, but the push–
pull sequence of suggestion and counter-suggestion is the constantly
working engine of history. The alienation of man from man under capital-
ism is only a variety of a large-scale counter-suggestion, a manifestation of
which Porshnev sees in the introduction of more advanced money-based
(i.e. increasingly indirect) relationships. In this context, laughter, just as in
Bakhtin, has a dual nature for Porshnev, too: it acts as a mechanism of
suggestion (team- and nation-building, where Porshnev also notes the role
played by feasts, collective celebrations, excessive eating and drinking), but
also as a mechanism of counter-suggestion (parodying and excommunicat-
ing others, instilling suspicion or a sense of superiority against a rival
community or vis-à-vis a ‘sacred’ message), revealing its joyfulness and
oppressiveness in the same breath.88 This incessant struggle which man
has waged right from the start of history (in Porshnev, there is no ‘golden
age’ of primitive freedom and equality) is supposed to end only with
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communism, when science and the truthfulness of Marxism would finally
remove the need for man to sift the environment and the information one
constantly receives through the ‘filter of mistrust’.

If this sounds too optimistic or too naïve, it is no more so than any other
prophecy about the end of history – which might serve as a reminder that
the history of thought in the Soviet period, too, should remain open, as a
source of inspiration and admonition.
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chapter 1 5

Dialectical materialism and Soviet science
in the 1920s and 1930s

Daniel Todes and Nikolai Krementsov

With the Bolshevik coup in October 1917 and victory in the Civil War four
years later, the philosophy underlying Marxism, dialectical materialism,
became a cultural resource – not just a philosophy, but also a ruling ideology
and language of accommodation to the regime’s policies and priorities. State
officials, political figures, ideologues, philosophers and scientists all drew
upon this cultural resource to pursue their ends – to seek truth, to display
loyalty to the regime, to struggle for resources, power or survival. Dialectical
materialism itself became a terrain of contention and was constantly
redefined as it was incorporated into Soviet culture in the 1920s and 1930s.
A non-reductionist materialism that emphasises unceasing historical devel-

opment and the interplay and mutual transformation of opposites, dialectical
materialism provided numerous interpretative moments to those employing
it as a philosophy and ample flexibility to those deploying it as a language of
struggle, justification and accommodation. Being and consciousness, base
and superstructure, material continuity and dialectical discontinuity, neces-
sity and freedom, analysis and synthesis, theory and practice, philosophy and
science – all these relationships could be interpreted and deployed in various
ways. It is difficult, therefore, to imagine any scientific discovery or line of
investigation that would be acceptable in terms of the dominant philosophy
in western science – positivism – that could not be interpreted or justified
using the lexicon of dialectical materialism. Dialectical materialism proved
notoriously amenable to varied usages, including penetrating (but often
sharply differing) analyses and the justification of the morally unjustifiable.

Dialectical materialists manifested varying styles – defining and employing
central concepts and terms differently as a result of their differing biographical
trajectories, characters, interests and contexts. Engels was famously more
‘positivistic’ than Marx, Lenin was criticised by many ‘orthodox Marxists’
as insufficiently materialist (as voluntarist), and he himself famously charac-
terised leading Bolshevik theoretician Bukharin as not ‘fullyMarxist’ since ‘he
has never made a study of dialectics, and I think never fully appreciated it’.
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Stalin’s notoriously wooden style is often attributed to his seminary training
and psychological characteristics. Those who learnt their dialectical materi-
alism from Marx and Engels imbibed a very different doctrine than did the
much greater number of Russians who by the late 1920s learnt theirs from
Stalin’s Foundations of Leninism.
During the 1920s the regime promulgated dialectical materialism in

Soviet society; during the Great Break (1929–32) it imposed a particular
version of it, and in the aftermath of the Great Break it imposed yet another
version. During that first decade various versions of dialectical materialism
flourished, but the dominant, semi-official style (which suited the evolu-
tionary approach to socialist construction enshrined in Lenin’s New
Economic Policy, or NEP) favoured the materialist moment – emphasising,
for example, the continuity of humans and the animal kingdom, the
primacy of being over consciousness and of base over superstructure. The
official dialectical materialism of Stalin’s Great Break was imposed by
Communist Party diktat and, in keeping with the spirit of the Great
Break (‘there are no fortresses the Bolsheviks cannot storm’), emphasised
the dialectical moment (the qualitative differences between humans and
other animals, the sometimes decisive role of conscious human activity).
The Great Break ended with an affirmation of the central role of ‘practice’ as
the final arbiter of theory. That, in principle, could have a variety of
meanings, but in effect meant that the time for debating broad issues had
passed and that of simply deciphering and following directives from Stalin
and his minions had begun. Official dialectical materialism became a matter
of citing approved authorities and quotations. Yet whatever version of
dialectical materialism prevailed in specific periods, its commonly accepted
features provided the parameters for Soviet public discourse.1

How, then, did the Communist Party’s efforts to encourage the use of
dialectical materialism in the 1920s and to impose it in the 1930s influence
Soviet scientific thought? The most common reaction was that Soviet
scientists adapted rhetorically to official pressure by adding Marxist terms
to their scientific works, appeals for state support and explanations of their
research. Yet that research remained substantially unchanged and continued
to develop long-standing orientations and traditions. A few figures such as
the physiologist Pavlov and the biogeochemist Vernadsky, protected by
their privileged status, publicly denounced both Marxism and its imposi-
tion, and made no attempt to cast their work in terms of the official
ideology. Finally, some scientists, most frequently among the vydvizhentsy,
the new proletarian intellectuals nurtured and promoted by Soviet policies
in the 1920s and 1930s, sought genuinely to approach scientific issues from a
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dialectical materialist perspective. In this essay we will use our own research
and that of other historians to sketch the rhetorical and philosophical uses of
dialectical materialism and then to explore one case study of each.

s c i enc e and the bo l sh e v i k s

The Bolshevik coup of October 1917 replaced a Provisional Government
that enjoyed the enthusiastic support of Russian scientists with a regime
towards which they were almost unanimously hostile. Yet scientists were
‘bourgeois specialists’ especially important to the Bolsheviks’ vision and
plans for modernisation, so in the years of War Communism and NEP the
Bolsheviks sought to preserve, expand and co-opt this community while
preparing a successor generation through recruitment from the working
classes. Under NEP, the Soviet state funded science generously, purchasing
needed scientific equipment abroad, securing foreign publications, sponsor-
ing conferences and periodicals and creating by 1929 some 1,200 scientific
institutions.2

As the economy recovered under NEP, scientists who did not actively
oppose the regime were able to pursue their work under unprecedentedly
propitious conditions. The prestige of science soared, the number of
popular science journals exploded and items about science appeared fre-
quently in Pravda and Izvestiia. The Bolsheviks and Russia’s scientific
community, then, found in the NEP years a common language that
expressed broadly common beliefs about the key role of science in the
enlightenment of the population, the resolution of practical tasks and social
progress in general.3

A new element, of course, was the dialectical materialism promulgated
by the Bolshevik state. As Lenin put it in 1922: ‘No natural science, no
materialism can withstand the struggle against the pressure of bourgeois
ideas and the bourgeois worldview without a sound philosophical basis. In
order to be able to withstand the struggle and to accomplish it successfully, a
scientist must be an up-to-date materialist, a deliberate follower of the
materialism presented byMarx, that is, he must be a dialectical materialist.’4

The authorities actively propagandised dialectical materialism with the
help of the Communist Academy and various societies (the Society of
Mathematicians-Materialists, the Society of Biologists-Materialists, the
Society of Marxist-Agrarians and so on), and the adoption of Marxist
phraseology became one way for scientists to curry favour with the authorities:
for example, when seeking funding for a project or institution. The
militant, dogmatic culture within the Communist Academy and the nation’s
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educational institutions – where a new generation of scientists was being
prepared – contrasted sharply with the broad latitude within public discourse.5

The flexibility of dialectical materialism was fully displayed in discussions
of scientific issues in the 1920s, including those concerning the most
ideologically charged scientific subjects: quantum mechanics and relativity
theory, psychology and the complex of issues surrounding genetics, inher-
itance of acquired characteristics and evolutionary theory. Established
pre-revolutionary specialists Bekhterev (b. 1857) and Kornilov (b. 1879)
were almost certainly adapting rhetorically to their Bolshevik patrons when,
in 1925, they framed their long-standing, and very different, approaches
to psychology within a Marxist lexicon. The much different approach
espoused by Vygotsky (b. 1896) and his student Luria (b. 1902) clearly
resulted, on the other hand, from a genuine grappling with Marxist philos-
ophy. Vygotsky found in dialectical materialism a fruitful approach to
problematic antinomies in aesthetics, psychology and child development.
In psychology, for example, he creatively followed Marx’s lead in his
attempt to transcend disputes between psychologists and philosophers
who advocated a reductionist approach to mind and those who insisted
on the study of consciousness itself. Russia’s vigorous eugenics movement,
as Mark Adams has demonstrated, included both established pre-
revolutionary specialists such as Filipchenko and Koltsov, and younger
Bolshevik scientists such as Volotskoy (b. 1893) and Serebrovsky (b. 1892).
Committed dialectical materialists expressed the same diversity of views on
such subjects as the inheritance of acquired characteristics, the chromoso-
mal theory and approaches to eugenics as did older specialists – and differed
among themselves regarding the compatibility of eugenics with Marxism.
As David Joravsky has noted, in the 1920s Soviet Marxists proved ‘eclecti-
cally broadminded’ on other issues as well. In the pages of the Communist
Academy’s journal Under the Banner of Marxism, arguments about set
theory in mathematics, quantum physics and relativity, genetics, psychol-
ogy and Freudian theory were all couched in Marxist language – but were
no less varied than those expressed in the West.6

The lack of unanimity concerning the new physics is particularly reveal-
ing since Lenin himself had pronounced polemically and at length on that
subject in his Materialism and Empirio-Criticism (1908). Lenin had not
contested physicists’ findings themselves – these, he thought, constituted
exciting new scientific advances in understanding the nature of matter – but
polemicised against the relativist ontological and epistemological conclu-
sions drawn by some scientists and philosophers, most notably his
fellow Bolshevik Bogdanov, who had argued famously that ‘matter is
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disappearing’. For Lenin, such views constituted a new form of idealism, the
ideology of the class enemy. While recognising a connection between
science and philosophy, Lenin distinguished between science itself and
the philosophical conclusions drawn from it.7

In the 1920s, Marxist philosophers expressed a wide variety of views
about quantum mechanics and relativity. Arkady Timiriazev, a physicist
and mechanistic Party philosopher, rejected relativity on both scientific and
philosophical grounds, and intensified his criticism of quantum mechanics
at mid-decade when Nils Bohr’s principle of complementarity and Werner
Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle combined in the so-called Copenhagen
interpretation. On the other hand, Semkovsky, a Marxist philosopher at the
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, argued that modern physics confirmed
some basic Marxist concepts. As Joravsky puts it, he ‘felt that great revolu-
tions in natural science coincided with periods of great social revolutions,
and he recalled Engels’ insistence that materialism must take on a new form
with every advance in the scientific understanding of matter. Dialectical
materialism must accordingly absorb the new insights provided by the
theory of relativity.’ Einstein’s Relativity: The Special and General Theory
was translated into Russian in 1921 and reprinted four times over the next
two years, fuelling a great variety of views. As with quantum theory,
concludes Alexander Vucinich, Marxist philosophers proved ‘the most
active – and inconsistent – interpreters of Einstein’s theory’.8

Some Soviet physicists, such as Fock and Fridman, contributed to relativity
theory and quantum mechanics in the 1920s, and those who engaged the
philosophical issues raised by the new physics shared the ‘philosophical
turmoil’ and diverse responses of their colleagues in the West. Leading
physicists such as Ioffe and Sergey Vavilov occasionally made rhetorical
gestures in the direction of dialectical materialism, ‘obviously trying to placate
authorities and protect physics and physicists’, but physicists of the so-called
Leningrad school ‘produced many direct and indirect signals indicating
[their] firm belief that there was no way to establish sound cooperative
relations between modern physics and dialectical materialism’. Most
physicists had little contact with Marxist philosophy, took relativity and
quantum mechanics for granted or worked in specialities unaffected by
them, living ‘in amorphous isolation from ideological issues and activities’.9

Throughout the 1920s, Bolshevik leaders assured scientists that they need
not adopt dialectical materialism as long as they toiled loyally on their
research. Some established scientists tacked to the political winds, but
most seem to have taken the authorities at their word and proceeded in
their research much as they had earlier. They and their institutions were, as
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Joravsky has put it, ‘almost as little Bolshevik or Marxist at the end of the
twenties as they had been at the beginning’, and the much-vaunted new
generation of ‘red specialists’ had made very little progress.10

That changed with Stalin’s velikii perelom, the Great Break of 1929–32,
during which the Party tightened its control over every aspect of Soviet
society – suppressing the market, establishing a state monopoly of resources
and production and launching campaigns for rapid industrialisation, for-
cible collectivisation of agriculture and ‘cultural revolution’. The Great
Break in Soviet science involved a stunning increase in the number of
scientists and scientific institutions and the establishment of a centralised
system of bureaucratic control. The cultural revolution featured a ‘sharpen-
ing of the class struggle’ and broad campaigns against ‘bourgeois specialists’
in all fields and a concomitant promotion of the vydvizhentsy who had been
recruited and cultivated over the previous decade.
In April 1929 Pokrovsky, director of the Communist Academy, declared

an end to peaceful coexistence with non-Marxist naturalists and ‘fetishism
before bourgeois scientists’. Soon thereafter began the campaign against
‘mechanistic materialism and menshevising idealism’ – a campaign that
was personally endorsed by Stalin in philosophy and expanded into
mathematics, chemistry, geology, biology, psychology, history and other
fields. Stressing the ‘class nature of science’, this campaign identified the class
enemy with vaguely and flexibly defined philosophical and methodological
trends in scholarly fields. Insufficiently dialectical ‘mechanistic materialism’
was associated with the ‘right deviation’ of Bukharinism, while insufficiently
materialist ‘menshevising idealism’ was associated with the ‘left deviation’ of
Trotskyism. Conducted by such organisations as the All-Union Association
of Scientific and Technological Specialists for Assisting Socialist
Construction, these campaigns facilitated the politicisation of scientific
discourse, purges of scientific institutions and the imposition of dialectical
materialist language upon scientists. An important landmark in the estab-
lishment of the Stalinist science system was the Bolshevisation of the
Academy of Sciences in 1928–30, during which an aggressive public cam-
paign culminated in the expansion of the Academy and coerced ‘election’ of
Communist academicians, the institution’s first unified plan of work and the
adoption of a statute committing its members to dialectical materialism.11

Pressured and terrorised, ‘bourgeois specialists’ were also, as the State
Planning Commission put it in 1930, ‘dissolved in a sea of new forces’.
Higher education expanded at a staggering pace between 1928 and 1932, and
the vydvizhentsy now flooded scientific institutions. The academic year
1928–9 was ‘the year of the thousand’ youthful Communist militants who
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entered universities with little regard for academic prerequisites; they were
joined by 2,000more in 1929–30 and by still more in subsequent years. The
avenue for many of the vydvizhentsy into scientific employment was
aspirantura, the new expanded graduate training programmes that were
created, for example, at the newly Bolshevised Academy of Sciences. Many
of the most promising young militants supplemented that training with
programmes at Moscow’s and Leningrad’s Communist Academy, where
they learnt to apply dialectical materialism to their particular speciality.12

The cynical assessment of one militant that ‘the threat [to a professor] of
losing his academic ration can, in the time span of a single course, transform
even the most inveterate counter-revolutionary into aMarxist’was of course
true only in the most limited sense. As Pavlov put it in a letter to Molotov
objecting to the ‘cruel insult’ of requiring Russian scientists to use the
official philosophy in their scientific research: ‘Of course, [scientists] don’t
do this in their investigations, but introduce into the presentations of their
works slavish words and phrases about dialectical materialism.’ A scientist
could be compelled to adopt Marxist phraseology, but not to pursue a
Marxist approach to his or her subject; and the Party officials and philos-
ophers who thundered about ‘mechanism’, ‘dialectics’ and the partiinost’
(Party-mindedness) of science were not sufficiently familiar with the sub-
stance of scientific research to do so themselves.13

The most widespread result of the imposition of dialectical materialism
during the Great Break, then, was a set of political – fundamentally,
rhetorical – responses. Philosophers sought to establish their role as trans-
mitters and enforcers of official ideology in the scientific community, and
scientists adapted in various ways to this new political demand upon them.
All philosophers expressed the basic views enunciated in Lenin’s
Materialism and Empirio-Criticism: that modern physics represented a
dialectical leap in the development of scientific knowledge, that the physical
micro-universe of quantum mechanics was a true reflection of objective
reality, that historically bounded definitions of ‘matter’ were constantly
changing, but that matter itself, as an epistemological category with onto-
logical reality independent of consciousness, continued to exist and that the
idealist Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics reflected the
interests of the reactionary bourgeoisie in an era of capitalist crisis. Yet
within these parameters philosophers differed in their emphasis and assess-
ment of key issues, frustrating attempts to impose any uniform position.14

Leading physicists made good use of the flexibility of dialectical materi-
alism and their own mastery of esoteric knowledge to minimise intrusions
into their discipline while demonstrating loyalty to the regime. For
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example, Tamm, writing for Under the Banner of Marxism in 1933, com-
plained that the philosophers were much too ‘scientifically illiterate’ to
fruitfully apply dialectical materialism to modern physics. Vavilov and
Ioffe, both eminent physicists considered politically loyal, each delivered
papers to a conference of 1934 convened by philosophers on the twenty-fifth
anniversary of the publication of Lenin’s polemic to enforce ideological
uniformity in physics. Yet Ioffe’s contribution to that meeting was a defence
of Heisenberg’s principle of indeterminacy and Bohr’s complementarity
principle – each, he claimed, constituted a ‘brilliant confirmation and
enrichment of dialectical materialism’. Deploying Lenin, Ioffe criticised
those who allied modern science with bourgeois ideology, but also warned
Marxist philosophers against damaging science by crusading against phan-
tom idealist threats. At that same conference, Vavilov analysed the nature of
light (his speciality) as an illustration of both Bohr’s complementarity
principle and the dialectical materialist principle of the ‘unity of contra-
dictions’. On another occasion, Vavilov lauded Einstein’s conception of
space-time as both a turning-point for physics and a victory for dialectical
materialism. ‘In Einstein’s theory’, he noted, ‘space-time is an inseparable
attribute of matter, and cannot exist without matter.’ The attempt of Party
philosophers to purge physics of ‘idealistic rubbish’ through a campaign and
conference in 1937 foundered upon the same shoals.15

Yet, as Loren Graham has observed, dialectical materialism was no less
plausible than other philosophies of nature that have demonstrably influ-
enced scientific enquiry. Just as mechanistic materialism had inspired many
scientifically orientated Russian youths in the 1860s, so were many vydvizh-
entsy ‘attracted to the relationship of Marxism and science in the early,
idealistic period of Soviet history before Stalinist ideological controls
squeezed out much of the intellectual content in dialectical materialism’.
Graham has analysed their ‘authentic’ use of that philosophy in a broad
range of sciences. His most fully elaborated case study is that of the physicist
Fock, whose Marxism played a fundamental role in his defence of relativity
theory and the Copenhagen interpretation and in his development of an
idiosyncratic mathematical method (‘harmonic co-ordinates’) to separate
them from the idealist and relativist philosophical positions within which
they were often framed in the West.16

‘ m a r x i s t - d arw in i sm ’ a s a cu l tur a l r e sourc e

Despite the popularity of both Darwinism and Marxism in Russia, the
decades before the Bolshevik seizure of power witnessed few efforts to
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establish connections between the two doctrines. That changed dramati-
cally after the Revolution, as a result of the largely independent, but
converging efforts by both Russian biologists and Russian Marxists.

During the Civil War, Narkompros had already moved to reform exist-
ing curricula to include teaching of Marxism in every educational institu-
tion and sponsored the publication of countless booklets, pamphlets and
leaflets popularisingMarxism, including separate editions and excerpts from
and compilations of works by Marx, Engels and Lenin. State and Party
agencies established a number of specialised institutions of ‘Communist
learning’ – the Communist Academy, Communist universities and ‘insti-
tutes of red professors’ to prepare the cadres for disseminating Marxism.17

The Bolsheviks spared no effort to combat illiteracy and to ‘bring science to
the masses’.18 They supported the publication of brochures, books and
popular magazines which disseminated basic knowledge in various fields
of science, from astronomy and geography to chemistry and hygiene.
Biology became a particular focus of the new state’s educational efforts:
popular treatises on the chemistry and physiology of the human body, the
‘mechanics’ of mental processes, the origins of life and human origins
constituted an important part of the Bolsheviks’ militant anti-religious
campaign.19

It was within these huge educational/propagandistic campaigns that the
first systematic attempts to forge links between Darwinism and Marxism
took place. In 1923, in a series entitled Problems of Marxism, the Bolshevik
historian Ravich-Cherkassky published a compilation entitled Darwinism
and Marxism. In the preface, he explained the necessity of studying
Darwinism for any ‘conscientious Marxist’: ‘It is hardly possible to consider
the learning of Marxism to be not only completed, but even generally
serious and sufficiently deep, if one did not learn – at least on an elemen-
tary level – the historical and philosophical relation of Marxism to
Darwinism.’20 During subsequent years, a number of publications with
similar titles appeared in Russia.21 Many of them emphasised the parallels
between Darwinism and Marxism famously inaugurated by Engels, who in
his eulogy at Marx’s grave had equated Darwin and Marx as scientific
geniuses, each of whom had accomplished a revolution by bringing ‘histor-
ical method’ to his field. Trotsky reiterated in 1923 that ‘in relation to social
phenomena Marxism occupies the same position as Darwinism does in
relation to the plant and animal world’.22 Some propagandists moved
beyond simple parallels to incorporate Darwinism into Marxism. They
began to hail Marxism as a comprehensive ‘materialistic world-view’
(dialectical materialism) that explained not only economic and political
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developments, but any and every kind of development, including biological
evolution. Following the lead of Marx and Engels, who had portrayed
Darwin’s works as the ‘materialistic explanation’ of biological evolution,
they began to present Darwinism as an important component of Marxism
itself. As a result, Darwinism was included in courses on the history of
philosophy and on Marxism at educational institutions.
The Communist Academy became the main instrument for the intro-

duction of Marxism to the Russian scientific community. In 1922, in the
first issue of its mouthpiece, Under the Banner of Marxism, the editorial
board called upon Marxists to ‘unfold the banner of militant materialism’
and to launch a broad attack on ‘idealism’ in scientific research.23 The
journal’s third issue carried an article, ‘On the Significance of Militant
Materialism’, by Lenin himself, who charged scientists with the task of
‘the struggle against the pressure of bourgeois ideas and the bourgeois
worldview’ and insisted that every ‘scientist must be an up-to-date materi-
alist, a deliberate follower of the materialism presented by Marx, that is, he
must be a dialectical materialist’.24 Lenin’s article became the manifesto of
Communist scholars, and some took upon themselves the task of rooting
out ‘idealistic’ conceptions of biological evolution. By June 1925 a resolution
of the Central Committee of the Communist Party had recorded that ‘the
infusion of dialectical materialism into entirely new fields (biology, psychol-
ogy, natural sciences in general) has begun’.25

This early campaign for the ‘infusion of dialectical materialism’ into biology
was carried out primarily by professional Marxists, with one notable excep-
tion – ‘Darwin’s Russian bulldog’, Kliment Timiriazev, father of the physicist
mentioned above. In mid-1919, in the journal Proletarian Culture, Timiriazev
published an article, ‘Ch.Darwin andK.Marx’, which would become amodel
for many of the subsequent treatments of the issue.26 Timiriazev was the first
to note that Darwin’sOrigin of Species andMarx’s Contribution to the Critique
of Political Economy had appeared in the same year, 1859, and to maintain that
‘it was more than a simple chronological coincidence’. According to
Timiriazev, both Darwin and Marx based their theories not on ‘theology
and metaphysics’, but on science: on ‘scientifically explored’ and ‘material’
phenomena. Darwin studied the ‘economy of plants and animals’ and Marx
the ‘economy of human societies’. Both explained ‘evolution’ – Darwin,
biological and Marx, social – as the result of ‘material’, ‘economic’ conditions
and factors: ‘Both of them marched under the banner of natural sciences.’

Unlike Timiriazev, most Russian biologists greeted the Bolshevik
Revolution with distrust, suspicion and open hostility. Very soon, however,
they developed a functioning symbiosis with the new government.27 They
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joined the Bolsheviks’ campaign for the popularisation of science, produc-
ing popular accounts of various biological subjects, with the issues of bio-
logical evolution and heredity occupying a prominent place. Biologists
quickly capitalised on the Bolsheviks’ active science policy to increase
greatly their institutional base.

As part of this remarkable institutional growth, a new discipline of
genetics emerged in Soviet Russia. Three enterprising scientists,
Filipchenko, Koltsov and Nikolay Vavilov, mobilised the resources of
Narkomzdrav (People’s Commissariat of Public Health), Narkompros
(People’s Commissariat of Enlightenment) and Narkomzem (People’s
Commissariat of Agriculture) to organise research laboratories, convene
conferences, create periodicals, publish textbooks and train a new
professional generation. To legitimise their discipline-building efforts,
geneticists conducted a large publicity campaign, popularising both
the actual achievements of genetics in uncovering mechanisms of heredity –
including Mendel’s ‘hybridisation laws’ and T.H. Morgan’s ‘chromosomal
theory’ – and lauding their discipline’s potential for ‘gaining control over
the nature’ of plants, animals and humans. An important feature of this
legitimisation campaign was geneticists’ ‘contribution to Darwinism’.28

The first two decades of the twentieth century witnessed wide-ranging
international debates over the validity of Darwin’s views on evolution and
the proliferation of ‘alternative’ concepts, which historians have described as
the ‘eclipse of Darwinism’.29 Critics proposed several ‘alternative’ concepts
to correct the perceived deficiencies of Darwin’s natural selection: ortho-
genesis – evolution on the basis of regularities; neo-Lamarckism – evolution
on the basis of the inheritance of acquired characteristics; mutationism –
evolution on the basis of mutations; and isolationism – evolution on the
basis of isolation.

Russia’s biological community enthusiastically engaged in these debates,
with geneticists taking a very active part, particularly in their advocacy of
mutationism and their concerted critique of Lamarckism.30 In mid-1924
Koltsov published a long article advancing his arguments against
Lamarckian inheritance in general and its Russian proponents in particu-
lar.31 Soon Filipchenko joined the battle by publishing a booklet entitled
‘Are Acquired Characteristics Inheritable?’, which included a Russian trans-
lation of an article by the leading US geneticist T.H. Morgan and an article
by Filipchenko himself.32 Both articles answered the question posed in the
title of the booklet in the negative.

Although geneticists adamantly rejected the inheritance of acquired
characteristics, several Russian biologists defended Lamarckism. They
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launched a counter-attack on genetics, which they saw merely as a modern
version of preformationism, presenting their own views as a kind of
epigenesis.33 They regularly reviewed and abstracted works by western
proponents of Lamarckism, including the notorious experiments of the
Austrian biologist Kammerer.34 In 1925 Kammerer’s voluminous treatise on
‘General Biology’ appeared in Russian translation with a sympathetic
(though anonymous) foreword.35 In 1927 the entomologist Smirnov pub-
lished a lengthy survey of ‘the problem of the inheritance of acquired
characteristics’.36 The same year, two different publishers almost simulta-
neously released Russian translations of Kammerer’s book The Enigma of
Heredity.37Geneticists responded to the growing popularity of Lamarckism
by producing highly critical accounts of their opponents’ research and
publications. A student of Koltsov, Serebrovsky, offered a detailed critique
of major publications by Russian Lamarckists, while a student of
Filipchenko, Dobzhansky, provided an analysis of the concept of the
inheritance of acquired characteristics.38

Although the debates over ‘alternative’ evolutionary concepts had origi-
nated within the biological community, professional Marxists soon joined
the fray.39 In his 1923 edition of Plekhanov’s collected works, the Marxist
historian Dmitry Riazanov criticised Plekhanov’s supportive remarks on
mutationism.40 Another Marxist, Sarabianov, disagreed with Riazanov and
defended not only mutationism, but also orthogenesis and Lamarckism.41

Other Marxists soon joined the polemics, publishing arguments pro and
contra mutationism in Under the Banner of Marxism.42 Some criticised
Darwinism for its attachment to gradualism and neglect of the ‘revolutions’
embodied in sudden mutations, while others attacked mutationism for its
neglect of the environmental influences on evolutionary processes embod-
ied in the inheritance of acquired characteristics.
The Sverdlov Communist University, the Timiriazev Biological Institute

(renamed in 1924 the Timiriazev Scientific-Research Institute for the Study
and Propaganda of the Scientific Foundations of Dialectical Materialism)
and the Communist Academy constituted the stronghold of Lamarckism.
Two Marxist societies organised in 1924 under the auspices of the
Moscow University medical school, the ‘Circle of Materialist-Physicians’
and ‘Leninism in Medicine’, also lent support.43 In late November 1925
Professor Boris Zavadovsky of the Sverdlov Communist University deliv-
ered a long report to the Communist Academy on ‘Darwinism and
Marxism’, advocating a ‘synthesis’ of Lamarckism and genetics.44 The
Academy leadership even planned a special laboratory to prove the existence
of the inheritance of acquired characteristics and invited Kammerer to head
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it. Kammerer accepted the invitation, but on the eve of his departure to
Russia, faced with accusations of scientific fraud, he committed suicide, and
so the projected laboratory never materialised.

Several geneticists, notably Serebrovsky, joined the Communist
Academy to lead the criticism of Lamarckism from the inside. In January
1926 Serebrovsky delivered there a long talk on ‘Morgan’s and Mendel’s
Theory of Heredity and Marxists’, arguing that modern genetics repre-
sented a ‘truly materialist’, and hence ‘Marxist’, view of heredity and
variability, while Lamarckism was ‘anti-Marxist’.45 In subsequent years
geneticists and their critics regularly debated the interrelations among
genetics, Lamarckism, Darwinism and Marxism within the Academy,
with proceedings appearing on the pages of the Academy’s publications.46

The polemics over Lamarckism raged from 1924 to 1930. Geneticists and
their Marxist supporters clearly won the debate. Serebrovsky’s untiring
crusade against Lamarckism within the Communist Academy ‘converted’
to genetics a number of youngMarxists, including the founder of the ‘Circle
of Materialist-Physicians’, Levit, and the rising science administrator Agol,
who had previously subscribed to Lamarckism. Each of the ‘converts’
published extensive critiques of their former comrades ‘from the viewpoint
of dialectical materialism’.47 As a result, the supporters of Lamarckism
became marginalised and lost their institutional strongholds, most impor-
tantly the Timiriazev Institute (Agol became its director in early 1930) and
the Communist Academy, which came to be dominated by geneticists and
their Marxist allies.

The results of the 1920s debates over Lamarckism proved far more
profound than any simple victory for the geneticists. In the course of
these debates a group of Marxists specialising in ‘dialectics of nature’
attempted ‘to develop the dialectical-materialist methodology’ for bio-
logy.48 This group introduced a new ‘Marxist’ lexicon and a new polemical
style into discussions of evolutionary issues. Like similar polemics in other
fields of knowledge, the debates quickly moved from issues concerning the
validity of certain scientific concepts, such as Lamarckism and genetics, to
issues regarding which of the competing concepts (and, respectively, its
advocates) was more ‘Marxist’ – and hence more ‘Darwinist’ (or vice
versa) – than the other. As Agol stated in his 1930 monograph Dialectical
Method and Evolutionary Theory: ‘Darwinism is an intrinsic materialistic
dialectics of biology … Darwinism as a method of studying animal and
plant kingdoms is one of the areas of the application of the dialectical
method.’49 The actual content of competing biological concepts became
subordinate to their perceived philosophical/ideological foundations.
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In many polemical writings, references to ‘sacral texts’ by Marx, Engels
and Lenin replaced the invocation of scientific observations and experi-
ments. Professional Marxists with no biological training saw fit to enter the
debates and pass judgements on questions of biological evolution using only
Engels’sDialectics of Nature as a reference. In 1926 the director of the Marx-
Engels Institute, Deborin, published a series of articles in Under the Banner
of Marxism on ‘Engels and dialectics in biology’.50 Along with Marx, Engels
and Lenin, a number of Marxist polemicists began to hail Timiriazev as a
‘founding father of Darwinism’, using his statements to support their own,
often diverging, views on evolution, variability and heredity.51Thus, debates
began to revolve not around scientific facts, hypotheses and conceptions
per se, but rather around which concepts better corresponded to the pro-
nouncements of the ‘founding fathers’ of both Marxism and Darwinism.
Just as the two parallel systems of scientific institutions – ‘academic’ and

‘communist’ – coexisted in the 1920s, so, too, did traditional scientific and
‘Marxist’ treatments of evolutionary issues coexist in different settings: the
former appeared mostly in professional periodicals, the latter in Party
publications and the popular press. During the 1920s the majority of
Soviet biologists stayed clear of Marxist debates. At the three congresses of
Russian zoologists, anatomists and histologists (1922, 1925 and 1927), the
links between ‘Marxism’ and ‘Darwinism’ were completely absent from
discussions, although questions about evolution, heredity and variability
occupied almost half of their proceedings. Similarly, in a jubilee account of
the development of Darwinism during the first decade of the Soviet regime,
Russia’s leading evolutionary morphologist Severtsev did not even mention
Marxism.52 Furthermore, the first Soviet edition of Darwin’s collected
works issued in 1928–9 under the editorship of Russia’s foremost ornithol-
ogist, Menzbir, contained not a single reference to Marxism.53

One can see a clear generational divide in the involvement of Soviet
biologists in the discussions over ‘Marxism and Darwinism’: while older
scientists largely abstained from using Marxist vocabulary and adopting
‘communist’ polemical culture, many of their younger colleagues eagerly
entered the debates. It is indicative that not a single figure among the first
generation of geneticists, including Koltsov and Filipchenko, utilised the
Marxist lexicon or took part in the debates over ‘Darwinism and Marxism’.
In contrast, many of their students, including Serebrovsky, Boris and
Mikhail Zavadovsky, Agol and Levit, became actively engaged in
‘Marxist’ polemics. For some biologists, such as Serebrovsky and Levit,
dialectical materialism perhaps indeed became a genuine source of inspira-
tion and influenced their research programmes and scientific writings. But
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at the same time, for them as for many others, Marxism provided a
convenient rhetorical cover for advancing their personal research interests,
institutionalising their own approaches or simply promoting their own
careers within the Soviet science system. The younger generation of
Soviet biologists struggled to establish and maintain their own institutions
and careers when available institutional niches within the academic science
system had already been occupied by their older colleagues. References to
the philosophical/ideological value of their work may have helped younger
biologists to bolster their appeals for state support by displaying their loyalty
to their employer – the Bolshevik state.

Yet the 1920s debates over ‘Darwinism and Marxism’ produced more
than convenient rhetoric. The debates effectively ‘grafted’Darwinism on to
Marxism in Russia. The resulting hybrid – ‘Marxist-Darwinism’ – emerged
as a powerful cultural resource employed by every interested party for its
own advantage.54 ‘Marxist-Darwinism’ appeared very influential in intel-
lectual and institutional battles of the time owing to the considerable
flexibility of its constituent components, both Marxism and Darwinism.
The label ‘Darwinism’ covered a variety of theoretical constructions on the
issues of biological evolution, with adherents of every competing doctrine –
be it mutationism, isolationism, orthogenesis or Lamarckism – claiming
that their own views represented ‘true Darwinism’ while those advocated by
their opponents exemplified ‘anti-Darwinism’. Similarly, the label
‘Marxism’ covered a number of often contradictory statements, declarations
and assertions produced by various individuals and groups, each of which
claimed to advance dialectical materialism as originated by Marx, Engels
and Lenin. The fierce polemics over the content of Marxism that raged
within the community of Soviet Marxists during the 1920s added great
volatility to the actual contents of ‘Marxist-Darwinism’.
The debates over Lamarckism, coupled with the active propaganda of

both Darwinism and Marxism, transformed specialised, often esoteric
knowledge about the laws and principles of evolution, heredity and
variability into a public cultural resource – ‘Marxist-Darwinism’ – readily
available not only to professional biologists and professional Marxists, but
also to any graduate of the Soviet educational system and, most importantly,
to state and Party officials at all levels. The inclusion of Darwinism as a part
of Marxism in curricula of educational institutions helped disseminate a
simplified, stripped-down knowledge of evolution, heredity and variability.
Similarly, the inclusion of ‘Marxist evaluations of Darwinism’ in biology
curricula helped spread the particular Marxist lexicon that had emerged
within the 1920s debates over Lamarckism. Although the 1920s discussions
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of evolutionary questions in terms ofMarxism represented only a fraction of
research and publications on evolution, heredity and variability in the
country, they set definitive parameters for ensuing debates over these issues,
including the range of participants and the type of arguments used to
defend/attack particular intellectual positions and institutional actions.
The public nature of ‘Marxist-Darwinism’ made its meanings highly

dependent on specific institutional, intellectual and ideological contexts,
within which the competing groups exploited this cultural resource. In their
competition for resources interested parties deployed ‘Marxist-Darwinism’
as a convenient language shared by the biological community and its Party/
state patrons, defining and redefining its vocabulary according to the
current political, ideological and economic priorities of the regime.
Competition over which of the many interest groups would set the terms,
forms and norms of the meaning of ‘Marxist-Darwinism’ characterised
much of the subsequent development of Soviet biology. It was the ability
of Lysenko and his supporters to exercise their control over ‘Marxist-
Darwinism’ that secured their victory in competition with geneticists over
agricultural institutions during the 1930s.

p a v lov ’ s commun i s t s : d i a l e c t i c a l mat e r i a l i sm

a s me thodolog y and ph i lo so phy

Pavlov (1849–1936) was Russia’s sole Nobel prize-winner and the country’s
most internationally acclaimed scientist in the 1920s and 1930s. Having
seriously considered emigration after the Bolshevik seizure of power, he had
remained in Russia for a variety of reasons – his patriotism, the impossibility
of recreating his large laboratory enterprise abroad and Lenin’s pledge
(which he and his successors fully redeemed) of essentially unlimited
support. The Bolsheviks sought to reap propaganda value from having
this Nobel laureate flourish in revolutionary Russia and also valued his
scientific work as a contribution to the materialist world-view. Protected by
his special status, Pavlov cultivated contacts with the state that enabled him
to expand his scientific enterprise to an unprecedented degree while at the
same time constantly criticising the regime. A very rare voice of public
criticism throughout the 1920s, he lambasted the Bolsheviks in private and
semi-private forums in the 1930s, undeterred by his knowledge that these
were monitored by the secret police. To the end of his days, Pavlov criticised
the regime’s repression, dogmatism, persecution of religion and incompe-
tence; but in his last years, particularly after the Nazi seizure of power in
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1933, he changed his tone and also praised it for important achievements,
most notably its lavish support for science.55

Were it not for his special status, Pavlov would have provided an ideal
target for the Great Break’s campaign against mechanical materialism.
Constantly equating organisms with complex machines, and dogs with
humans, he insisted on the fundamental continuity between physical,
chemical, biological and psychological processes. He dismissed as ‘animism
and dualism’ the dialectical materialist view of emergent qualities at differ-
ent levels of organisation, and, when asked his opinion of that philosophy in
1935 by the visiting luminary H.G. Wells, he responded with ‘comic
gestures of disgust’. Pavlov was sharply criticised as a mechanist at the
Conference on Behaviour convened in 1930, but his defenders were also
quite vocal. In any case, the larger policy considerations behind his special
status prevailed over such relatively minor doctrinal issues.56

The Communists who entered Pavlov’s laboratories from the early 1920s,
and in growing numbers with the Great Break, were, then, unable simply to
impose dialectical materialist ideas or rhetoric upon their chief as did their
comrades in other venues. A number of them instead engaged him intellec-
tually by bringing their notion of dialectical materialism into close, creative
contact with the real substance of Pavlovian investigations – and they succeeded
to some degree in substantially influencing his investigations and views.

During the 1930s nine Communists worked regularly in Pavlov’s labo-
ratories. They represented the new generation of Soviet scientists that Lenin
had envisioned a decade earlier: working-class Party militants who had
taken advantage of educational opportunities in the 1920s to acquire the
necessary skills to replace their bourgeois predecessors. Dedicated and
competent young scientists, they earned Pavlov’s trust in the laboratory.
Some earned the chief’s high compliment of being ‘a thinking person’ and
contributed novel perspectives to laboratory research. Having mastered the
difficult lexicon and procedures of conditional reflexes research, they were
prepared, in the spirit of the Great Break, to push Pavlov beyond the
confines of what they saw as his bourgeois mechanist views.

One such figure was Maiorov (1900–64), who worked with Pavlov from
1925 until the chief’s death in 1936. The son of a cobbler, Maiorov had
joined the wave of Red Army veterans who flooded Petrograd’s Military-
Medical Academy after the Civil War. As a medical student, he worked in
Pavlov’s laboratory there, earning the chief’s offer of a precious paid position
as his assistant and then organising the physiological laboratory at Pavlov’s
new science village outside Leningrad, the Institute of Experimental
Genetics of Higher Nervous Activity in Koltushi.
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‘An active Party comrade well-prepared in Marxism’, Maiorov was dis-
patched by his Party cell in August 1929 to the Leningrad branch of the
Communist Academy. From 1929 to 1932 he combined his laboratory and
political work with graduate studies of the history of philosophy, theories of
knowledge, genetics, variability and evolution – all with an eye towards
Pavlovian experimental practice and doctrine. He completed his training by
writing two reports: Physiology and Psychology and A Critique of the
Methodological Foundations of the Pavlov School. These were circulated and
discussed among Maiorov’s comrades in Pavlov’s laboratories.57

Composed under the supervision of Communist Party instructors
charged with preparing new proletarian cadres to replace bourgeois special-
ists and revolutionise science in a Marxist spirit, Maiorov’s Critique offered
a detailed analysis of Pavlovian research and a programme of action for
Pavlov’s Communists in the era of the Great Break. For Maiorov, Pavlov’s
great service was developing a new branch of physiology that dealt a ‘fatal
blow’ to spiritualist views and revealed experimentally the material founda-
tions of psychic activity. Pavlov avoided philosophical discussions and
professed a positivist separation of philosophy and science. Yet the design
and interpretation of experiments were limited by his reductionism and his
conviction that the organism was but a complex machine.
Pavlov could, however, be moved by the ‘spontaneous dialectics of facts’,

especially if experimental results were forcefully called to his attention and
interpreted in correct dialectical fashion. So, for example, his long-standing
mechanistic notion of ‘the struggle and balance’ between excitation and
inhibition was yielding increasingly to the concept of ‘mutual induction’.
This principle had been urged upon him in the 1920s by Fursikov,
a non-Party dialectical materialist who later became director of the Institute
of Higher Nervous Activity at the Communist Academy. According to the
‘law of mutual induction’, the opposed processes of excitation and inhibition
interacted with and conditioned one another. So, for example, the effect of a
conditional exciter was often enhanced if it immediately followed a condi-
tional inhibitor, and vice versa. Fursikov had endured two years of the chief’s
hostility and ostracism before finally convincing him that experimental data
were better explained by the principle of ‘mutual induction’ than by that of
‘struggle and balance’. Fursikov’s law, which he had urged upon Pavlov
without any dialectical materialist phraseology, thereafter became central to
Pavlovian explanations.58

Maiorov identified three fundamental issues in the struggle between
mechanistic and dialectical approaches to Pavlovian research. First, the rela-
tionship between physiological and social phenomena: Pavlov and a number
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of his co-workers were guilty of ‘physiological imperialism’, that is, of reducing
social phenomena to physiological processes. Pavlov’s concepts of the ‘reflex of
goal’, ‘reflex of freedom’ and ‘reflex of slavery’ were notorious examples,
surpassed only by the unpublished but well-known public addresses in
which he had deployed his studies of conditional reflexes ‘to explain social
phenomena and to reach several reactionary political conclusions’. A number
of his co-workers had followed Pavlov’s lead, such as Savich, author of the
‘accursed book’ Foundations of Human Behaviour (1924, 1927), in which he
argued that ‘social relations are a consequence of reflexive reactions’, analysed
morality as a purely biological function and attributed revolutions to the
sexual instinct and compared them to amoeboid reactions.59

A second key issue was the relationship between physiological and
psychological phenomena, and the related question of the similarities and
differences between higher functions in dogs and humans. Here Maiorov
found Pavlov’s views insufficiently dialectical (of course), but free of two
errors manifested by many of his co-workers. In his essay on ‘Physiology
and Psychology’, Maiorov had developed the traditional dialectical materi-
alist view that the objective and subjective (i.e. physiological and psycho-
logical) processes represented a ‘dialectical unity’ – each was real and each
represented an aspect of the same unitary process. Pavlov, he noted, was in
basic agreement with this and, unlike some of his co-workers, did not deny
or discount the subjective realm, understanding that (as Pavlov himself had
put it) ‘the subjective world exists and that it is the task of science not to
ignore this subjective world but to learn how to explain it’. Pavlov also
recognised the highly developed cortex in man as the main feature separat-
ing humans from other animals. So, although he believed that the same
basic laws applied to both, he was more careful than many of his co-workers
in extending to humans the results of experiments on dogs. Yet Pavlov
understood the unity of physiology and psychology mechanistically,
thought naïvely that his conditional reflexes methodology would fully
elucidate the relations of mind and body and sought to avoid a metaphysical
commitment to materialism, characterising himself instead as a ‘monist’.60

The third fundamental problem concerned ‘analysis and synthesis’, both in
higher nervous activity and in scientific enquiry itself. For the dialectical
materialist, Maiorov observed, the brain and correct scientific investigation
each moved both from the simple to the complex (analysis) and from the
complex to the simple (synthesis). The understanding of any complex whole
required knowledge of its parts as well as of the whole (which, having its own
dynamics, was not the simple sum of its parts). As a mechanist, Pavlov had
pursued an almost entirely analytical path of research – breaking down the
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higher nervous activity of animals into its component parts (unconditional and
conditional reflexes and the laws governing them) and attempting mechanis-
tically to construct from these an understanding of the whole (higher nervous
activity). So, Pavlov’s conception of higher nervous activity rested almost
entirely upon experiments on the dynamics of individual conditional reflexes.

Recently, however, Pavlov himself had recognised the limitations of this
approach and the need to investigate more fully the synthetic qualities of the
cerebral cortex. This was clear, for example, in the emerging importance of
the concept of ‘systematicity’. If, for example, a series of conditional reflexes
was established (say, the buzzer as a conditional exciter, electrical shock as a
conditional inhibitor and the metronome as a conditional inhibitor) any
variation in the order of those exciters changed the response to each.
The cortex, in other words, responded not just to a single exciter but to
the system of exciters as a whole. This holistic moment resulted from the
interaction of the individual reflexes and constituted ‘one of the essential
qualities of cortical activity’. Pavlovian research had thus already revealed
‘much that is new and of fundamental importance’ about the synthetic
dimension of cortical activity, but progress was limited by the chief’s
one-sidedly analytical cast of mind.
For Maiorov, attention to this synthetic dimension was the great contri-

bution of modern Gestalt theory and, especially, of Wolfgang Köhler,
who insisted that the intelligence displayed by chimpanzees could not be
explained by simple reflexive mechanisms. Köhler’s one-sided Gestaltism and
preoccupation with ‘synthesis’ mirrored Pavlov’s one-sided associationism
and preoccupation with ‘analysis’. A ‘dialectically understood’ physiology of
higher nervous activity would synthesise the two on a materialist foundation,
a task that required both a more expansive investigative methodology and a
broader interpretative framework than Pavlov’s. Experiments on the condi-
tional reflexes of dogs could advance the study of higher nervous activity only
so far; other methods and other model organisms were necessary.
What, then, was to be done? Maiorov suggested three principal lines of

investigation through which Communists could educate Pavlov and his
co-workers while expanding Pavlovian investigations beyond the bounds of
its originator’s ideological convictions and methodological imagination:
first, to develop systematic investigations of higher nervous activity ‘below
and above the classical dog; that is, to develop in all possible ways the
comparative physiology of higher nervous activity of animals on the basis of
materialist dialectics’. Second, Communists should concentrate their efforts
on the Biological Station at Koltushi, where the research agenda was
conducive to pitting the ‘Marxist-Leninist worldview against the
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mechanistic conception of Pavlov’. Koltushi’s focus on the genetics of the
higher nervous activity of animals brought to the fore issues related to
genetics and the influence of the environment that ‘will lead the
Pavlovian school far beyond the boundaries of physiology to the sphere of
broad biological questions’. Communist leadership was also especially
necessary there to resist the ‘great danger of the mechanical transfer to
man of conclusions acquired in experiments and observations on dogs’.
Finally, Communists should initiate investigations of higher nervous activ-
ity in humans, which would ‘inevitably involve a rejection of outmoded
Pavlovian methodology’. This process, indeed, had already begun in a
division of Pavlov’s enterprise directed by his Communist co-worker
Dolin: ‘the Division of Pathophysiology of the Higher Nervous Activity
of Man organised by us, the work of which is built upon dialectical materi-
alist methodology’. In sum, by highlighting the ‘synthetic’ dimension of
cortical activity, the differences between this synthetic dimension in various
organisms and the role of the broader environment Communist Pavlovians
could expand Pavlovism beyond the chief’s mechanistic limitations.
In their scientific research, Pavlov’s Communists pursued precisely this

agenda. Maiorov himself capitalised on the chief’s long-standing interest in
the roles of nature and nurture in determining ‘nervous type’ (personality)
by collaborating with a non-Communist co-worker in experiments on dogs
at Koltushi that demonstrated to the chief’s satisfaction that the environ-
ment in which a pup was raised (whether ‘free’ to roam the fields or
‘imprisoned’ in a kennel) fundamentally influenced its nervous type.61

His comrade Denisov brought the chimpanzees Roza and Rafael to
Koltushi in summer 1933 and collaborated with Pavlov on experiments
that gradually forced the chief to appreciate the qualitative differences
between dogs and primates (and to amend his doctrine accordingly).
Pavlov had resisted repeated entreaties to study the conditional reflexes of
anthropoids at the primate colony in Sukhumi, Abkhazia, so Denisov
instead brought the mountain to Mohammed. Of the seven or eight
co-workers who researched conditional reflexes in anthropoids during
Pavlov’s lifetime, at least five were Communists – who also clustered
disproportionately around research on ‘systematicity’ and humans – and
two more were attached to the Communist Academy.62

The research interests of another Communist co-worker, Dolin, read like a
check-list of Maiorov’s priorities. Having studied primates at Fursikov’s
Institute of Higher Nervous Activity at the Communist Academy, he served
as senior assistant at Pavlov’s Nervous Clinic, directing a laboratory there
devoted to the investigation of higher nervous activity in humans. HereDolin
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attempted also to develop a new methodology for investigating conditional
reflexes in humans (since salivary fistulas were impractical). With Pavlov’s
support, he became head of the Division of Physiology of Higher Nervous
Activity at Leningrad’s Institute for the Study of the Brain, where he
continued the work on comparative physiology that he had begun at the
Sukhumi Primatological Centre and the Communist Academy. As assistant
to Pavlov’s long-time collaborator and lover, Maria Petrova, in her
Department of Physiology and Pathology of Higher Nervous Activity at
Leningrad’s Institute for the Improvement of Physicians, Dolin and his
co-workers elaborated the principle of cortical systematicity through studies
of nervous pathology and its treatment in humans. His experiments on
humans, together with Denisov’s and Pavlov’s collaborative experiments on
chimpanzees, proved instrumental in the chief’s abandonment of his long-
standing identification of ‘conditional reflexes’ and ‘associations’ – a develop-
ment that signalled important changes in Pavlov’s thinking about the
relationship of physiology and psychology in the final months of his life.63

The complex dynamics of the Communists’ intellectual influence on
Pavlov’s research and views cannot be discussed in this brief essay, but it was
clearly substantial. In the years 1929–36 Pavlov’s research featured an
increasing concentration on systematicity, the self-conscious combination
of analytical and synthetic approaches (which the chief came to justify in the
very same terms as in Maiorov’s Critique – as a synthesis of the elements of
truth in both associationism and Gestalt) and an increasingly pointed
comparison of results achieved upon dogs, chimpanzees and humans.
During his final months the preliminary results of these lines of investiga-
tion combined to raise in Pavlov’s mind some of the fundamental questions
that his Communists had hoped to bring to the fore – complicating his
views about the nature of the conditional reflex and the relationship
between physiology and psychology, and preparing the ground for a con-
siderable broadening of his doctrine to tackle and explain what he came to
see as important differences between dogs, chimpanzees and humans.64

Pavlov, however, died in February 1936. His Communists and his doc-
trine were gripped soon after by features of Stalinist culture far more
fundamental than dialectical materialist doctrine.

conc lu s i on

Our discussions of ‘Marxist-Darwinism’ and ‘Dialectical Materialist
Pavlovism’ have each emphasised one aspect of the complex use of dialec-
tical materialism as a cultural resource.
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Marxist-Darwinism was indeed a flexible cultural resource by which
biologists sought the favour of state patrons and protection from competitors
and demagogues, and through which Party officials informed the scientific
community of the latest twists in the Party line – yet for some scientists it
also provided a new way of thinking about evolutionary processes, finding
new approaches to their research subjects and resolving exciting intellectual
issues. In the 1920s Serebrovsky’s search for a non-reductionist solution to
the problem of integrating a population as a basic unit in evolutionary
processes and a gene mutation as a basic evolutionary event led him to
develop the concept of ‘gene fund’ (genofond) as a cumulative expression of
all the genes and their variants in a population. As Mark Adams has
convincingly demonstrated, this concept proved highly instrumental in
the ‘new synthesis’ of genetics and Darwinism in the 1930s and 1940s.65

Similarly, a decade later, the search for a non-reductionist explanation of
relationships among embryonic development, genetic transmission and
evolution led the prominent Soviet biologist Schmalhausen to his concept
of ‘norm of reaction’, as a range of phenotypic expression for any given
genotype in different environments. According to Garland Allen, this con-
cept helped Schmalhausen to formulate his ideas of ‘dialectical interaction’
between the ‘dynamic’ and ‘stabilising’ forms of natural selection, which
appeared very influential in the subsequent investigations of the issues.66

Pavlov’s Communists indeed used dialectical materialism authentically to
challenge their chief’s mechanistic and reductionist views, and to devise
specific lines of investigation that would broaden those views by engaging
them on a scientific terrain – but they also deployed it to demonstrate their
loyalty to the Party line, to defend themselves against the charges of
‘mechanism’ levelled against the chief and to prepare for the day when
Pavlov himself passed from the scene. Maiorov conceded to Marxist critics
of Pavlov during the Great Break that there was indeed a ‘crisis’ in Pavlovian
studies, but hoped that Communist attempts to broaden Pavlovism would
demonstrate that this was not the fatal crisis of a bourgeois doctrine but rather
a ‘crisis of development’. In other words, that the scientific orientation to
which Pavlov’s Communists had hitched their fates merited support even
after the chief’s death. The fate of these Communists’ scientific contributions
to Pavlov’s doctrine remains to be studied, but months after Pavlov’s death
the Great Terror transformed the terrain upon which they operated. Denisov
and his comrade Nikitin were both denounced as Trotskyists –Denisov was
shot and Nikitin cheated the NKVD by committing suicide. The genuine
intellectual issues raised and pursued in the 1930s would play little role in
public discourse amid the political struggle that culminated in the ‘Pavlovian
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session’ of 1950, which enshrined both Pavlov and his doctrine as icons in the
image of official late Stalinist dialectical materialism.67
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chapter 1 6

Afterword
James Scanlan

From the time of Peter the Great, Russian social thought has been persis-
tently both introspective and forward-looking – that is, it has been domi-
nated by attention to its own land and to that land’s future. However
disparate the world-views of the individual thinkers discussed in this vol-
ume, the progressives and the conservatives alike were preoccupied with
hopes, fears, dreams, warnings, forecasts and other anticipations of what the
future held in store for Russia. The progressives dreamt of achieving a
prosperous and powerful nation through enlightenment and modernisa-
tion, on the model of the western European states of the day. The con-
servatives, too, looked forward to a rich and strong nation, but one that, by
preserving and nurturing the distinctive features of Russian culture, would
avoid what they saw as the errors and diseases of the western world.

After all the attention in this volume to what Russia would, should or
might become, it may be worthwhile in conclusion to compare our
thinkers’ visions with what Russia has become in the three centuries since
Peter the Great’s modernising efforts began. How close did these thinkers
come to anticipating the subsequent development of their country? What
did they accurately foresee, and what did they miss? Which of their hopes
and fears came true, and which did not? Entertaining questions of this sort
may throw some light on the complex link between social thought and
historical reality, not only in the case of Russia but in regard to other
modernising nations as well.

This cannot be an effort to pronounce a definitive ‘verdict of history’ on
the Russian thinkers’ visions, for history, unlike courtroom trials, is
open-ended. It is said that Mao Zedong, once asked whether the French
Revolution brought humanity more good than harm, replied thoughtfully
that it was too soon to tell. Yet in the present case a qualified verdict, at least,
appears to be possible. Leaving aside the future still to come, let us ask how
today’s Russia compares with the imagined Russias sought or feared by the
thinkers of the past three centuries of the nation’s history. Which of those
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thinkers, if any, were right about the forces shaping their country’s future
and the results those forces would produce?
Virtually all of them – even Chaadaev, despite his gloomy ‘Philosophical

Letters’ (asWilliam Leatherbarrow explains in chapter 5) – correctly foresaw
a strong and flourishing Russia ahead, though few had any inkling of the
enormous human cost of that progress and none, with the possible excep-
tions of Dostoevsky and Danilevsky, anticipated the full global impact of
Russia’s power and resources. Peter the Great’s dream of an educated,
technically advanced, militarily powerful, wealthy and influential Russia
came true, not nearly as smoothly as he may have hoped but to a degree
surely unimaginable in his day.
As concerns military power and technological modernisation, even the

somewhat diminished Russia of post-Cold-War times remains an
undoubted global presence and force. One of the two nuclear superpowers,
with a large stockpile of ballistic missiles, the country is rivalled only by the
United States as a potential agent of destruction in the world. A pioneer in
space exploration, Russia is a partner of the United States in the construc-
tion and operation of the International Space Station – a partner on which
the American space-shuttle programme is heavily dependent. Moreover, as
Charles Ellis has described in chapter 13, Russia does not lag behind the
western world in the basic science behind the country’s military and other
technological achievements.
The material prosperity now increasingly seen in post-Soviet Russia, if not

yet broadly distributed or fully secure, is also something Peter the Great
would applaud. Granted, it has rested thus far in large part on what are loosely
called (by a linguistic coincidence Peter might enjoy) ‘petrodollars’ – the
income gleaned from the exportation to the West of petroleum and natural
gas; the country has huge reserves of both. According to one recent estimate,
roughly 60 per cent of the Russian government’s annual budget is covered by
the income from the export tax on oil and gas.1 But the growing prosperity is
also, of course, a function of the western-inspired privatisation and acceptance
of capitalist market mechanisms that followed the fall of communism and the
break-up of the Soviet Union.
Only now on the cusp of capitalist development in Russia is still another

great natural resource – arable land, in which the world’s largest country is
immensely rich, most of it under-used from an agricultural point of view and
a great deal of it not used at all. Legal institutions that facilitate the buying
and selling of land are finally being introduced, and the old collective farms
are being broken up and sold – not typically to individual farmers for private
family farming (as some of our nineteenth-century theorists would have
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hoped), but to investors, domestic and foreign, who are reassembling the
plots into large corporate factory farms to gain economies of scale and apply
advanced equipment and the principles of modern agronomy. With no
comparable mass of unused or under-used arable land available anywhere
else in the world, one specialist predicts that within ten or fifteen years,
if the capitalist reforms continue, Russia will be the leading force in world
agriculture.2

Since these successes are the fruits of modernisation, which in Russia
meant westernisation, we would seem obliged to give the palm to the
Westernist progressives as the best prognosticators of Russia’s future to the
present date. No doubt it was their science and technology and their
socio-economic reforms – most dramatically, the Great Reforms of the
1860s and the sudden restoration of capitalism at the end of the twentieth
century – that set the stage for Russia’s development in the twenty-first
century. It is certainly true that much of the Westernist agenda has been
achieved effectively and beneficially in Russia. And if we add to this picture
of progress the fact that the Russian state today enjoys broad public support
under a written constitution that has all the appearance of guaranteeing the
human rights and freedoms that Westernist liberals in Russia have champ-
ioned since the days of Radishchev, the triumph ofWesternist visions might
seem not only salubrious but complete.

But there is muchmore to the story. ‘Westernist visions’ is far too broad a
rubric to merit blanket congratulations for historical foresight and benign
influence on Russia. For one thing, it includes attractive but utopian
schemes that were never so much as tried, such as the programmes of
agrarian socialism advocated by the Populists and others under the influ-
ence of the French socialists. More darkly, it has produced schemes that
were tried but proved damaging and consequently had to be abandoned.
The most obvious and devastating example of the second category is, of
course, the whole, long Marxist experiment, which was grounded in the last
word in political economy as pronounced by one wing of western
socio-political thought. Over the course of a century, from Lenin’s youth
to Gorbachev’s overthrow, this attempt to follow in Russia a
western-devised socio-economic blueprint for universal human fulfil-
ment, despite some evident successes in industrialisation, literacy and
general education that cannot be denied, produced unprecedented brutal-
ity and suffering on a massive scale and eventually collapsed through its
own incapacity to change.

Most significant today, however, is still another category of Westernist
visions that have failed thus far – namely, the visions that have triumphed in
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form only, not in substance. Despite the overthrow of tsarist and commu-
nist autocracies, despite fundamental changes in the Russian economy and
despite the recent adoption of a constitution that explicitly endorses the
classic liberal socio-political programme advanced by the Russian
Westernisers, that programme is far from being realised in Russia.
Popular sovereignty, constitutional limits on the power of the ruler, indi-
vidual human rights and liberties, representative government, the separa-
tion of powers, the separation of church and state – these liberal ideals,
urged repeatedly by the Westernist thinkers discussed in this volume, have
been acknowledged in principle but not yet effectively institutionalised in
Russian socio-political reality.
The first attempt to preach liberal principles but practise authoritarian-

ism followed the elimination of Russia’s autocratic monarchy in 1917. The
Communist government promulgated a succession of ‘constitutions’, of
which the best known is the so-called ‘Stalin constitution’ (1936–77), which
gave ringing endorsements to a multitude of group and individual rights
and liberties (including freedom of speech, expression, religion and assem-
bly) and guaranteed ‘the inviolability of the person’ (Articles 118–33). Yet the
document itself provided clues as to how little it meant in reality when it
singled out ‘working people’ as those to whom printing presses and paper
would be made available (Article 125) and specified that the right to form
public organisations was to be exercised ‘in conformity with the interests of
the working people’ (Article 126) – as defined, of course, by the Communist
Party. And, under Stalin, to guarantee ‘the inviolability of the person’ can
only be considered a cruel joke.
The end ofMarxist rule and the collapse of the USSR gave Russia the best

chance in its history of achieving the goals sought by the liberal
Westernisers, and in 1993 the new Russian Federation, headed by a demo-
cratically inclined if impulsive Boris Yeltsin, announced a new constitution
that raised great hopes. Although the document provides for a relatively
strong executive, it explicitly circumscribes the government’s powers with
such declarations as ‘The bearer of sovereignty and the only source of power
in the Russian Federation shall be its multinational people’ and ‘Russia is a
democratic, federal, law-bound state with a republican form of govern-
ment.’ ‘The supreme, direct expression of the power of the people’, the
constitution affirms, ‘shall be referenda and free elections’ (Articles 1–3). It
goes on to proclaim freedom of conscience, speech, religion (an established
religion is prohibited) and association and in general makes it the obligation
of the state to recognise, observe and protect individual rights, including the
rights of judicial appeal and land ownership.
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Despite all these pious declarations, however, not long after Vladimir
Putin was elected president in 2000 we began to see formal and informal
changes in the structure and operation of the Russian government, all in the
direction of strengthening the Kremlin’s power. After 2004, in Putin’s
second term in office, the pace of such alterations quickened. Among the
more significant structural changes was the passage in 2004 of an amend-
ment to the constitution that eliminated direct popular election of the
governors of Russia’s eighty-eight provinces and republics and replaced it
with presidential appointment, thus giving the Kremlin direct control over
the administration of the regions. Other major changes were effected not by
amendment but by creative manipulation of the constitution’s existing
provisions. When, in 2008, Putin was approaching the term limit of his
presidency, there was much debate about whether he would in fact relin-
quish his position of power or would, rather, seek to have the constitution
changed to permit him to remain as president. In fact, he did neither. He
gave up the presidency but he remained in power by exploiting a convenient
loophole in the constitution. He endorsed for president his own loyal chief
of staff, Dmitry Medvedev, who upon election promptly appointed him
(with the consent of the Duma) to the position of ‘prime minister’ (offi-
cially, ‘Chairman of the Government of the Russian Federation’), with
constitutional duties sufficiently sweeping to give him enormous power
when serving under a compliant president and legislature.

Recent observers have catalogued a growing list of features that comprise
what the journalist David Remnick has called ‘the authoritarian eco-system
of Vladimir Putin’.3 Over and above adjustments and creative uses of the
constitution, these include less visible changes in the law and its admin-
istration, such as reducing the number of crimes that call for trial by jury
and extending the definition of treason (one of the crimes no longer eligible
for jury trial) to include any action that harms Russia’s ‘constitutional
order’, ‘sovereignty’ or ‘territorial integrity’ – all terms that are left unde-
fined.4 Economic levers, too, are freely used by the Putin administration to
maintain control, in a system that increasingly resembles state capitalism.
The great natural-resource firms such as Gazprom and Rosneft, as well as
virtually all of the major national and regional television networks in Russia,
are now owned by the government or its staunch supporters.

Economic control of television, along with other types of pressures on the
mass media generally – extending, some charge, to the elimination of
troublesome journalists (there have been twenty unsolved murders of
journalists in Russia since 2000) – helps the government to discredit and
stifle dissenting parties, allowing Putin’s party –United Russia – and others
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closely allied with it to govern without significant opposition.5 The liberal
parties taken together, polls show, are backed by no more than 20 per cent
of the population. One prominent liberal leader, Nikita Belykh, has been
neatly co-opted by Putin: weary of the arrests and other forms of intimi-
dation to which he and his now-disbanded party, the Union of Right
Forces, had been subjected, Belykh in late 2008 accepted Putin’s offer to
appoint him governor of the Kirov region in return for a pledge that he
would not work against United Russia.6

Putin’s authoritarian eco-system prospers by absorbing elements of
civil society into the body of the state, and no element has proved more
amenable to co-option than the Russian Orthodox Church. A special
church–state bond, as we have seen, has a lengthy history in Russia.
Forged by Peter the Great, it was developed by his successors in a way
that changed their autocracy into what David Saunders in chapter 2 calls ‘a
quasi-theocracy’. Nor did the wrenching shift from quasi-theocracy to
Communism in 1917 break that bond, for Stalin found a way to exploit
the connection even in an atheistic state. Now it is continued in still another
form in a state that, officially, advantages no particular faith or absence of
faith.
The post-Soviet (1993) constitution affirms that ‘The Russian Federation is

a secular state. No religion may be established as a state or obligatory one.’
‘Religious associations’, the text goes on, ‘shall be equal before the law’
(Article 14). ‘Equality before the law’, however, appears not to rule out an
intimate partnership between the RussianOrthodox Church and the Russian
state – sometimes described now as their acting ‘in symphony’ – that clearly
works to the advantage of Orthodoxy over other denominations. On the
national level, the principal voices in this ‘symphony’ have been Putin himself
and the late Patriarch Aleksiy II, who headed the Orthodox Church from
1990 until his death on 5 December 2008. Putin openly affirms his own
Orthodox faith and endorses legal restrictions on the missionary and other
activities of the non-Orthodox denominations. Aleksiy, for his part, publicly
supported Putin and praised him on national television for selecting
Medvedev to succeed him as president. Medvedev declared the day of
Aleksiy’s funeral a day of national mourning. For a three-day period, tele-
vision broadcasting was dominated by documentaries on the patriarch’s life,
talk shows discussing him, and live coverage of the elaborate funeral cere-
mony, which was attended by both Putin and Medvedev.7

Much of the day-to-day discouragement of other denominations takes
place at the regional and local levels, beneath the radar of the national and
international media, with the blessing and frequently the active support of
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the regional executives (appointed by the president) as well as of their
legislatures. In the Belgorod region, for example, new laws severely limit
Protestant proselytising and require that all children in state schools take
what is essentially a Russian Orthodox religion course. In many regions, the
national laws that require all churches to be registered and to have licences
for their land, buildings and activities are administered with particular
severity, amounting to the virtual limitation of their activities to prayer
meetings in private apartments. Often, local authorities will defer to the
Orthodox bishop of the region on disputed questions concerning religious
matters, and the bishop is typically not eager to see land allotted or
construction permits given to the congregations of other faiths.8

In general, there is no question but that Orthodoxy is flourishing in
Russia in the nurturing environment of the church–state symbiosis. Church
attendance remains low, but more andmore citizens of the recently atheistic
state identify themselves as not only believers but Russian Orthodox
believers: the number of those confessing Orthodoxy is up, according to
one survey, from 53 per cent in 2003 to 71 per cent in 2008.9 Growth of the
RussianOrthodox print media –magazines and newspapers published by or
about the church and its activities – has been exponential in recent years:
roughly 500 such publications now appear regularly. Nor is the Internet
untouched by the information explosion: there are an estimated 3,500
websites associated with the Orthodox Church, including blogs by individ-
ual priests. Commentators have also noted the extent to which
Orthodoxy has been embraced by influential figures well beyond the
political elite – film stars and other celebrities – and is promoted in glossy
magazines. As one critic observes: ‘Glamorous people must believe, go to
church, have icons and go on pilgrimages to places like Optina Pustyn and
Valaam and tell everyone about it.’10

Beyond religious feelings and fashion, however, there is still another
major dimension of the current vogue for Orthodoxy in Russia, and that
is nationalism. Russian nationalism, in the sense of a special devotion to the
interests of Russia as a nation and to Russians as people (at the expense of
others, if necessary), appears to be gaining force in the country, encouraged
by the leadership, from Putin downwards, and broadly welcomed by the
citizenry, or at least by the great majority who are of Russian descent. Such
devotion contributes to the power of Orthodoxy when the latter is viewed,
as increasingly it is, as bound up with Russian national identity. As a
Russian Baptist minister put it recently, describing prevailing attitudes:
‘This is how they think: If you are a Russian person, it means you have to
be Russian Orthodox.’11
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For some seventy years the rulers of the USSR made an effort to transfer
the nationalistic sentiments of Russians from Russia to the Soviet Union,
but their attempts to create a ‘Soviet people’ to replace the Russian people
were so half-hearted that they had little effect, and the sense of national
humiliation produced by the loss of their empire in the late twentieth
century was virtually guaranteed to promote attitudes favourable to the
restoration and flourishing of a proudly Russian nation. The Putin admin-
istration’s defence of all things Russian, from Russian Orthodoxy to the
Russian-majority populations of South Ossetia and the Crimea, is an
integral part of that broad pattern.
Another part of the pattern is the contribution of Russian nationalism to

the strengthening of authoritarian tendencies. In its most disingenuous
form, this may be seen in the unquestioning acceptance of the country’s
autocratic past as a standard of judgement concerning social policy. A
revealing moment came in a recent press interview when Putin was asked
how he would respond to charges of stifling the Russian media: ‘Very
simply’, he replied. ‘We have never had freedom of speech in Russia, so I
don’t really understand what could be stifled … there must exist certain
boundaries.’12 The fact that restrictions on the press have been normal in
Russian history is considered justification in itself for continuing them, as if
they reflect something endemic to the land and its people. This is partic-
ularly evident in the case of authoritarian practices associated with things of
which today’s Russians can be proud, above all the defeat of Nazi Germany
in the ‘Great Patriotic War’, as the Second World War is called in Russia.
For his role in that heroic Russian triumph, Stalin, despite his crimes and
mistakes, is still revered as a great leader by millions of Russian citizens.
Jonathan Brent’s book Inside the Stalin Archives (Atlas, 2008) describes

the extent to which, despite the reopening of many Soviet archives, nation-
alistic impulses continue to have a dampening effect on historical scholar-
ship. Scholars, both Russian and foreign, still often face insuperable
obstacles in seeking access to archives that might throw light on uncompli-
mentary aspects of tsarist and Soviet rule, and those researchers who succeed
are subject to further pressures. Some report, as Joseph Tartakovsky writes,
being ‘bullied over insufficient reverence toward the Red Army’. One
scholar concludes from his experience that ‘the order has been given to
rehabilitate Russian and Soviet statehood in all epochs’.13

If this pattern of interlocking authoritarianism, Orthodoxy and nation-
alism in the socio-political culture of Putin’s Russia looks familiar to readers
of this volume, they have only to return to Leatherbarrow’s description in
chapter 5 of the doctrine of ‘Official Nationality’ in order to be reminded of
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the paradigmatic statement of this value-system in nineteenth-century
Russia under Nicholas I. In many ways, Uvarov’s slogan – ‘Orthodoxy,
autocracy, nationality’ – applies just as well to Putin’s Russia as it did to the
Russia of Nicholas. One cardinal difference, however, is that then, the
elements of the tripartite formula were explicitly endorsed, without
apology, as state policy. Now, the aim appears to be to promote these
same features of Russian reality while at the same time claiming allegiance
to their opposites – secularism, democracy and internationalism.

Of course, the authoritarian dimension of the Putin regime today is no
match for the undisguised autocracy of Nicholas – or of Stalin after him.
Neither Nicholas nor Stalin would have tolerated the Internet, as Putin
thus far has done, and Nicholas and Stalin had more efficient ways of
neutralising political opponents than bribing them with regional gover-
norships. Yet the parallels are unmistakable, and one advantage of reflect-
ing on them is that it suggests the enduring significance of traditional
patterns of culture – in this case, the elements of ‘Official Nationality’ (by
whatever name) – as organic features of a culture, not simply options that
might or might not be promoted, depending on one’s interests.

Scholars and statesmen of a Westernist bent have tended to view
Uvarov’s three principles as describing accidental, deliberately changeable
features of Russian culture that conservatives, in their own interests, wished
to make permanent. But what if, in view of the apparent recurrence of
Uvarov’s pattern over the centuries and into the present, we focus on its
elements as deeply rooted, enduring facts about Russia, resilient features of
Russian culture and mentality that antedated and long outlived Nicholas I
and cannot be treated as simple social options like items on a menu? Uvarov
himself, of course, regarded the three principles not as optional choices for
Russia but as features that defined Russia. He called them, as quoted by
Leatherbarrow above, ‘principles which form the distinctive character of
Russia, and which belong only to Russia’ – that is, a unique set of features
that describes the essence of the Russian nation.

The nineteenth-century liberal Westernisers largely agreed with Uvarov’s
characterisation of the Russia of their day as Orthodox, autocratic and
nationalistic, but their failure to appreciate the endurance of these features
is illustrated by such things as Belinsky’s belief that the Russian common
people were really not fundamentally religious. TheWesternisers for centuries
have underestimated the power of cultural inertia – the burden of history – in
undermining their reforms. In the case of secularisation, for example, even the
most severe and massive campaign to wipe out religion in the USSR did not
destroy the attraction of Orthodoxy, and the Communist rulers were
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eventually forced to enlist its support; the present generation of rulers con-
tinues that tradition without being forced. The Westernisers were wrong
about the staying power of all three of Uvarov’s quintessential, organic
features of the Russian nation, most dramatically in believing that autocracy
could be surgically excised from Russia, at any time, by revolution or reform.
The substantial and apparently growing evidence of the survival of

Uvarov’s three marks of Russianness in twenty-first century Russia under
Putin clearly necessitates a reassessment of the degree to which today’s
Russia has been transformed or foreseen by Westernisers. Scientific, tech-
nological, educational and economic modernisation are undoubted fruits of
westernisation that bear out the Westernisers’ hopes and predictions. In the
socio-political sphere, however, Russia remains a mere approximation or
semblance of the liberal, secular, constitutional state that many of the
thinkers discussed in this volume imagined for Russia. Each side has had
some successes – the liberals in the realms of intellectual enlightenment, the
Great Reforms of Alexander II and the capitalist revolution of the 1990s; the
conservatives in the preservation of major cultural and institutional ele-
ments of ‘Official Nationality’.

The ideas of the liberals have not died in Russia. Public expression of
them continues, especially on the Internet and in the print media, where
pressures, official and unofficial, are not as severe as in broadcasting.
Opposition political parties still exist, however hobbled by the over-
whelmingly dominant party, United Russia. Yet these other parties have
little influence. Trying to explain the weak appeal of Solidarity – a liberal
movement organised by chess champion Garry Kasparov and Boris
Nemtsov – one Russian scholar offers a simple explanation: ‘The problem
that Solidarity faces is that, while many of its criticisms are true, its leaders
are not perceived by the vast majority of the population as representing the
average person’s interests.’14

Does this mean that westernisation in Russia has permanently stalled at
the point of technical, educational and economic modernisation, without
achieving the socio-political reforms championed by the liberals? To echo
Mao, it is too soon to tell. Cultural patterns do change. But Russia has been
modernising for three centuries now without eliminating authoritarian rule.
Modernisation took place haltingly under tsarist rule, rapidly but disas-
trously under Communist rule and now is continuing with some promise
on a capitalist basis – but still without the law-governed state and the
effective constitutional protection of civil liberties that characterise capitalist
societies in the West. Is there any reason to expect a paradigm shift that will
bring Russia into line with the western experience?
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One such reason offered by some western scholars today is applicable not
only to Russia but to all authoritarian societies in the process ofmodernisation.
These scholars argue that it is not possible to sustain technical, educational
and economic progress without eventually ‘completing’ westernisation – that
is, without abandoning an essentially authoritarian political structure. The
educated, informed and relatively prosperous citizenry that an advanced
market economy requires and nurtures, the argument goes, will eventually
refuse to tolerate the corruption, inefficiency and restrictions on initiative that
authoritarianism generates, and hence will demand political reforms. As
applied to Russia, the conclusion is that the modernisation already achieved
in the country has made westernisation of the political variety very likely.
The economist Anders Åslund, for one, endorses this argument, contending
that what he calls (according to a published summary of a 2008 address) the
‘fragile authoritarian government’ of Putin is no match for the ‘strong and
growing market economy’ of Russia.15 If Åslund is right, we can reasonably
expect that something close to full westernisation will be achieved in Russia,
sooner rather than later.

These remarks were made, however, earlier in 2008, before it became
evident later that year that a deep global recession was under way. Since that
time we have seen a precipitous drop in the world prices of oil and gas,
Russia’s principal money-makers, and we have seen turmoil in the Russian
currency and share markets – turmoil created in part by the Kremlin’s
continuing push to renationalise the great petroleum and natural gas firms
to bring them under Kremlin control.16 If the same state-capitalist approach
that is being taken to the oil and gas companies should be taken to the
recently freed agricultural lands as well, those lands may not live up to their
full economic promise. Add to this the many signs of creeping autocracy in
the socio-political and cultural spheres that we have seen above, and we may
suspect that the contest between free-market capitalism and authoritarianism
might better be characterised as the reverse of Åslund’s formula. Perhaps what
is ‘fragile’ in Russia is the market economy, not Putin’s authoritarian govern-
ment, and what is ‘strong and growing’ is that government, not the market
economy. If so, what we may expect is not the extension of westernisation to
the political sphere but its retrenchment in the economic sphere. Even if we
grant the principle that economic and political liberalisation go hand in hand,
in the light of history it seems at least as likely that, in Russia, an authoritarian
government will hobble economic potential as it is that a vibrant capitalist
economy will produce political liberalisation.

Thus the issues concerning modernisation that have animated the
debates between Westernisers and conservatives discussed in this book
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have by no means been resolved. The social realities that have provoked the
intellectual confrontations of three centuries are still present in Russia
today, albeit in different forms. At the moment, evidence points to the
persistence of some variety of authoritarian rule, to the detriment of both
liberal political values and further economic progress. The spirit of Count
Uvarov’s trilogy remains a force to be reckoned with in twenty-first-century
Russia.
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Biographical details of thinkers and writers

Dates of works by the thinkers and writers described in the following entries are
dates of first publication unless otherwise stated.

The references at the end of the entries are to items cited in the bibliography.
Most of these items are to be found in the sections of the bibliography containing
secondary sources, especially the sections on studies of thinkers or on the history
of the revolutionary movement or the literary context, but a few are to be found
among the translations of primary sources cited there. In the case of scholars who
have authored more than one work cited in the bibliography we give the date of
the relevant publication in brackets in the biographical entry.

We do not cite in the biographical entries the following major reference works
on Russian literature: Cornwell (1998), Mirsky, Moser (1992), Terras (1985, 1991).
However, material on all of the imaginative writers to whom a biographical entry is
devoted will be found in most of these works, and in Terras (1985), which uses a
broad definition of ‘literature’, material on most of the thinkers will be found
as well.

Aksakov, Ivan Sergeevich (1823–86). Brother of Konstantin Aksakov (q.v.).
Journalist, editor and publisher; Slavophile and, in the 1870s and 1880s,
Pan-Slavist. Ivan Aksakov edited the first volume of the Moscow Miscellany
(1852) and was de facto editor of the journal Russian Colloquy in 1858–9 and
subsequently publisher and editor of various Moscow newspapers, including
The Day (1861–5) and Rus (1880–6). He was also one of the leading figures of
the so-calledMoscow Slavonic Benevolent Committee (1858–78), of which he
took over the presidency from Pogodin (q.v.) in 1875. Aksakov sought to apply
the ideas of the early Slavophiles in the post-reform conditions, hoping for a
rapprochement of the various social strata in a society that he conceived as
organic. See Lukashevich (1965), Riasanovsky (1965), Walicki (1975).

Aksakov, Konstantin Sergeevich (1817–60). Brother of Ivan Aksakov (q.v.).
Historian, philologist, poet, playwright and journalist, and, together with
Khomiakov and Ivan Kireevsky (qq.v.), one of the most important early
Slavophiles. In 1855 Aksakov submitted a ‘Memorandum on the Internal
State of Russia’ to the new tsar Alexander II. In 1857 he edited the short-
lived Slavophile journal The Rumour. His particular interest was the character
of the Russian common people and their supposedly communal way of life in
pre-Petrine times, when he imagined that the state and the people had
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coexisted in harmony. He also wrote extensively on the Russian language. See
Christoff (1982), Rabow-Edling, Riasanovsky (1965), Walicki (1975).

Annenkov, Pavel Vasilevich (1813–87). Nobleman, dilettante and a leading figure
among themid-nineteenth-century liberalWesternisers. In the 1840s Annenkov
wrote minor works of short prose fiction and rather colourless travel sketches of
journeys to western Europe (Letters from Abroad (1841–3) and Parisian Letters
(1847–8)). In 1855–7 he published a seven-volume edition of Pushkin’s works,
including an introductory biography, which was emblematic of the views of
those older members of the intelligentsia who continued to commend art as an
end in itself. His memoirs, Literary Reminiscences (1880), provide one of the
most important accounts of mid-nineteenth-century Russian cultural and
intellectual life, especially of the role and personality of Belinsky (q.v.). See
Offord (1985).

Bakhtin, Mikhail Mikhailovich (1895–1975). Philosopher, philologist, theorist of
literature, language and culture. Bakhtin has become established as one of the
foremost critical theorists of the twentieth century, whose influence is dis-
cernible in practically all disciplines of the arts and humanities, yet he defined
himself as a philosopher first and foremost, and for much of his time lived a
politically precarious life in isolation as an unpublished educator in the
provinces of the Soviet Union. A precocious intellect and fluent in German
from childhood, Bakhtin familiarised himself with the German philosophical
tradition as a youth, but trained as a classicist under Zelinsky at university in
Petrograd. After the 1917 Revolution he became the intellectually charismatic
leader of philosophical discussion groups based successively in Nevel, Vitebsk
and Leningrad, the last of which, attended also byMedvedev and Voloshinov,
became primarily Marxist and linguistic in orientation. Paradoxically, but not
without reason, Bakhtin was arrested in 1929 as a religious intellectual and
lived in official and unofficial exile thereafter, returning to Moscow only as a
result of ill health in 1969. The rediscovery of his 1929monograph Problems of
Dostoevsky’s Art in the late 1950s, its republication in 1963 and the publication
of Rabelais and His World in 1965 marked the beginning of the belated but
extraordinarily rapidly expanding recognition of Bakhtin’s theoretical genius,
first in Russia, then in the West. See Brandist, Clark and Holquist, Coates,
Morson and Emerson.

Bakunin, Mikhail Aleksandrovich (1814–76). Anarchist thinker and revolutionary
organiser and agitator. From a privileged noble family of Tver province,
Bakunin abandoned a military career and threw himself into the study of
German philosophy. In the 1840s he became prominent both in Russian
intellectual life, being associated with the radical Westernisers, and in the
European socialist movement. In 1849 he participated in revolutionary upris-
ings in Prague and Dresden, where he was arrested. In 1851 he was extradited
to Russia and imprisoned in St Petersburg, where he wrote a ‘confession’ to
Nicholas I. In 1857 the new tsar, Alexander II, commuted his sentence to exile
in Siberia, from where he escaped in 1861, travelling via Japan and North
America to London. There he began to collaborate with Herzen (q.v.), with
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whom, however, he soon came to disagree over revolutionary strategy. From
1864 he lived mainly in Italy and then, from 1867, in Switzerland. In 1869–70
he was associated with the Machiavellian conspirator Nechaev and may have
lent a hand in the writing of the notorious ‘Catechism of a Revolutionary’,
which upheld the axiom that for the revolutionary the end justifies the means.
In the years 1868–72 he clashed with Marx over the direction of the First
Workingmen’s International. Bakunin invoked the peasant revolts of Russian
history as manifestations of a rebellious spirit among the Russian people,
which he urged revolutionaries to rekindle. He was the author of numerous
articles and pamphlets, many of them fragmentary. His most important work
was perhaps the tract Statism and Anarchy (1873). His writings and revolu-
tionary career, notwithstanding its conspicuous failure, were inspirational to
the Populist revolutionaries of the 1870s. See Berlin (2008), Carr (1961),
Copleston, Kelly (1982), Lampert (1957), Leier, Shatz’s introduction in
Bakunin (1990), Venturi.

Belinsky, Vissarion Grigorevich (1811–48). Son of a naval doctor, brought up in
Penza province. The leading literary critic of the reign of Nicholas I, Belinsky
profoundly affected the development of Russian imaginative literature and
thought in its golden age. In 1838–40, while under the influence of Hegel, he
briefly took a conservative position, advocating ‘reconciliation with reality’,
and demanded that artists eschew a partisan view of reality, thus furnishing a
basis for a view of art as an end in itself. However, he subsequently came to
oppose the autocratic regime, aligning himself with the radical wing of the
Westernisers and espousing utopian socialism. In the last five or six years of
his life he accordingly demanded that art play a civic role. His major essays
include ‘Literary Reveries’ (1834, written under the influence of Schelling),
‘On the Russian Novella and the Novellas of Mr Gogol’ (1835), ‘Menzel, a
Critic of Goethe’ (1840), two essays on Lermontov (1840–41, written as
Belinsky was freeing himself from Hegelianism), ‘Nikitenko’s Speech on
Criticism’ (1842), a cycle of eleven essays on the work and literary-historical
significance of Pushkin (1843–6) and annual surveys on the state of Russian
literature (1840–7). His famous ‘Letter to Gogol’ (1847), in which he attacked
Gogol for allegedly betraying the vocation of the writer in Russia, was
considered his testament (he died of lung disease at the age of thirty-six).
He was acknowledged by contemporaries to have played the leading role in
shaping the character of the Russian intelligentsia as a morally intense group
committed to promotion of social justice and fulfilment of a national mission,
variously conceived. See Berlin (2008), Bowman, Copleston, Freeborn
(2003), Lampert (1957), Offord (in Rydel 1999), Proctor, Randall (1987),
Terras (1974).

Berdiaev, Nikolay Aleksandrovich (1874–1948). Religious Existentialist philoso-
pher. Berdiaev was an aristocrat of mixed Russian and French descent who
rejected the court career intended for him for an independent academic life.
In his youth he became a Marxist and joined the Social Democratic Party.
His studies in law at Kiev University were brought to an end in 1898 by a
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two-year stint in exile in Vologda for illegal political activity. From about
1900 his Marxism evolved into philosophical idealism and eventually
Orthodox Christianity, though he prided himself on remaining intellectually
independent of the church. For a time he moved between Symbolist and
academic circles. He worked as a freelance philosopher and journalist until
the October Revolution: his intellectual evolution can be traced in several
collections of articles (e.g. Sub Specie Aeternitatis (1907) and The New
Religious Consciousness and Society (1907)) and in his early philosophical
works (e.g. The Meaning of Creativity (1916)). After 1917 Berdiaev briefly
headed a Free Religious–Philosophical Academy in Moscow before being
expelled from the Soviet Union in 1922. In exile he became a prolific religious
Existentialist philosopher and Russian intellectual historian, attracting an
extensive non-Russian readership. See Berdyaev, Pyman, Zernov.

Botkin, Vasily Petrovich (1811–69). Son of a tea-merchant, Botkin was a central
figure in mid-nineteenth-century Russian cultural life. Although he was
particularly close to Belinsky (q.v.; their correspondence is a valuable source
for Russian literary and intellectual history), Botkin was one of the more
moderate, liberal voices in the Westernist camp. He was the author of an
important example of travel writing (Letters on Spain, 1847–51) and of essays
on music and painting as well as literature. He also translated Thomas
Carlyle’s On Heroes, Hero-Worship and the Heroic in History (his translation
was published in 1855–6), which seemed emblematic of an elitist and poetic
view of the world in the utilitarian industrial age. When views on literature
polarised in Russia in the late 1850s, Botkin became a leading representative of
the art for art’s sake tendency (the ‘Pushkin school’ of Russian literature). See
Moser (1989), Offord (1985, 2005).

Bulgakov, Sergey Nikolaevich (1871–1944). Political economist, philosopher, the-
ologian. Bulgakov was born into a priestly family in Orel province but, follow-
ing an established intelligentsia tradition, left the seminary upon conversion to
atheism and studied economics and law at Moscow University as a Marxist.
Subsequently, he pursued an academic career as a political economist, first at
Kiev Polytechnic, later at Moscow University’s Institute of Commerce, from
which he resigned in protest at government interference in 1911. However,
Bulgakov early became critical of thematerialistic basis ofMarxist ideology, and
for a time sought a synthesis of Marxist economic theory and idealist episte-
mology: this was expressed politically as Christian socialism (Bulgakov was an
elected representative of the Second Duma in 1907). Bulgakov’s intellectual
output prior to 1917 largely took the form of scholarly journal articles, some of
which appeared in the collections From Marxism to Idealism (1903) and Two
Cities (1911), but after his ordination as a priest of the RussianOrthodox Church
in 1918 and subsequent expulsion from the Soviet Union in 1923 (after which he
served as Dean and Professor of Dogmatic Theology at the Institute of
Orthodox Theology in Paris), he wrote extensive and doctrinally controversial
theological works in which Sophia occupies a central place. See Evtuhov,
Valliere, Williams, Zernov.
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Chaadaev, Petr Iakovlevich (1793 or 1794–1856). Son of a nobleman and grandson
of Prince Shcherbatov (q.v.), Chaadaev was an important thinker who helped
to precipitate the debate of the 1840s between the so-called Westernisers and
Slavophiles. He took part in the Battle of Borodino (1812) and other late
battles in the Napoleonic Wars. In the years 1823–6 he travelled in western
Europe. He was attracted to Catholicism and to the philosophy of Schelling.
He was the author of eight witty, jaundiced ‘Philosophical Letters’, written in
French. The first of these letters (written in 1829 but not published until 1836,
and the only one of the cycle to be published in Chaadaev’s lifetime)
represents a landmark in Russian thought. It poses the question of Russia’s
relationship to the West and takes an unremittingly bleak view of Russia as a
nation outside the mainstream of civilised humanity. The authorities declared
Chaadaev insane on account of these views and placed him under house
arrest. His ‘Apologia of a Madman’, written in 1837, in which he protests that
he does have faith in Russia’s future, is perceived as a partial recantation. See
Copleston, Freeborn and Grayson, McNally (1971), Walicki (1979).

Chekhov, Anton Pavlovich (1860–1904). Major short-story writer and dramatist.
Chekhov was the grandson of a serf and the son of a brutal Taganrog shop-
keeper who became bankrupt while Chekhov was still at school. He began to
write in order to support his family and himself while studying medicine in
Moscow (1879–84), being paid by the line for satirical sketches for humour
magazines such as The Dragonfly and Fragments. As he gradually came to take
himself seriously as a writer, the thematic range, complexity and length of his
stories increased: he began publishing in newspapers, notably Suvorin’s New
Time, and in 1886 dropped his use of pseudonyms. His prose evolved from
satire to nuanced psychological observation; his narrators became increasingly
objective as his characters began to reveal themselves in all their ordinary
moral ambiguousness, inconclusiveness and, frequently, unhappiness:
Chekhov famously resisted solutions, answers and closure. While continuing
to mature as a writer of short prose, from 1887 (with Ivanov) he established
himself also as a dramatist, and by the time of his premature death from
tuberculosis had produced four great plays – The Seagull (1896), Uncle Vanya
(1899), Three Sisters (1901) and The Cherry Orchard (1904). In these Chekhov
elaborated an innovative (and initially mistrusted) approach to theatre, elim-
inating the melodramatic and heroic and focusing on the minutiae of personal
relationships, the predominant failure of people to communicate with each
other. See Rayfield (1997, 1998).

Chernyshevsky, Nikolay Gavrilovich (1828–89). The son of a priest from the
provincial city of Saratov on the Volga, Chernyshevsky was the leading
Russian radical thinker of his generation. He studied at St Petersburg
University from 1846 to 1850 and after a brief spell teaching in a school in
Saratov returned to St Petersburg in 1853. He then began to contribute to
The Contemporary, of which he shortly became the guiding force. He
demanded that artists treat contemporary reality and that art serve social
and political ends. He propounded Benthamite utilitarianism (to which,
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however, he gave a socialist orientation) and a crude philosophical materi-
alism, denying the existence of a spiritual dimension to human beings. He
wrote extensively on the practice of communal landholding, which he fav-
oured, helping to lay foundations for the later Populist movement. Through
articles on French politics he obliquely attacked the advocates of liberalism in
Russia in the years leading up to the emancipation of the serfs in 1861. In 1862
he was arrested on suspicion of complicity in the organisation of revolutionary
activity. While in prison he wrote his influential novel What is to be Done?
(1863), in which he propagated his rational egoism in fictional form. The novel
also provided inspirational portraits of the ‘new people’ who would help
to usher in a utopian, cooperative society, and depicted a wilful proto-
revolutionary figure, Rakhmetov, who would later make a profound impres-
sion on Lenin. In 1863Chernyshevsky was exiled to Siberia, where he remained
until 1883, when he was allowed to move to Astrakhan. His major works, apart
from What is to be Done?, include his dissertation ‘The Aesthetic Relations of
Art to Reality’ (1855), a cycle of ‘Essays on the Gogol Period of Russian
Literature’ (1855–6) and his articles ‘A Critique of Philosophical Prejudices
against Communal Landholding’ (1858) and ‘The Anthropological Principle in
Philosophy’ (1860). See Copleston, Lampert (1965), Paperno (1988), Pereira,
Proctor, Randall (1967), Walicki (1979), Woehrlin.

Chicherin, Boris Nikolaevich (1828–1904). Nobleman from a high-ranking family
of Tambov province, historian, legal philosopher and one of the most important
nineteenth-century Russian liberal thinkers. Chicherin’s major works include
Russia’s Regional Institutions in the Seventeenth Century (1857), Essays on the
History of Russian Law (1859), Essays on England and France (1859), The History
of Political Doctrines (5 vols., 1869–1902), Science and Religion (1879), On
Popular Representation (1899) and Philosophy of Law (1901). Chicherin took
the étatist view commonplace in Westernist historiography, according to
which the state had played the decisive role in Russian history. He was
influenced by the German notion of a Rechtsstaat, or constitutional state.
His contemporaries, even those liberals to whom he was intellectually close, felt
there was something cold and alien about him. On the whole, it became
conventional in twentieth-century scholarship to disparage him as a blind
believer in Hegelian teleology and to view him as a conservative thinker,
although in his time he offended the authorities as well as the radical and
liberal intelligentsia. See Hamburg, Kelly (1998), Lampert (1965), Schapiro
(1967), Walicki (1979).

Danilevsky, Nikolay Iakovlevich (1822–85). Conservative thinker, Pan-Slavist and
natural scientist (ichthyologist). In his major work Russia and Europe (1869)
Danilevsky dealt with the subject of the relationship between Russia and
western European civilisation in the light of his theory of distinctive culturo-
historical types. (His theory foreshadows twentieth-century writings by
Oswald Spengler, Arnold Toynbee and Samuel Huntington.) Presenting
the western character as aggressive and the Russian character as peaceable,
and rejecting the notion that a successful universal civilisation was feasible,
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Danilevsky anticipated an inevitable struggle between Russia and Europe and
looked forward to the establishment of a Slav federation in which Russia
would enjoy hegemony. See Macmaster, Thaden, Walicki (1979).

Dobroliubov, Nikolay Aleksandrovich (1836–61). The son of a priest, Dobroliubov
was the most influential literary critic of the early years of the reign of Alexander
II. From 1856 until his death, from lung disease, at the age of twenty-five,
Dobroliubov wrote for The Contemporary and from 1857 was in charge of its
critical section. He worked closely with Chernyshevsky (q.v.), with whom he
had a great intellectual affinity. His many essays include famous reviews of
Goncharov’s Oblomov (‘What is Oblomovism?’, 1859), Ostrovsky’s plays (‘The
Kingdom of Darkness’, 1859), Turgenev’s On the Eve (‘When Then Will the
Real Day Come?’, 1860) and Ostrovsky’s Thunderstorm (‘A Ray of Light in
the Kingdom of Darkness’, 1860). Dobroliubov interpreted works of literature
as a reflection of social conditions and processes, irrespective of their authors’
intentions, and he used criticism to bring these conditions and processes to
light, interesting himself particularly in what could be considered typical of
contemporary society rather than idiosyncratic or coincidental. He set no store
by art whose significance he considered purely aesthetic, such as the lyric poetry
of Fet. See Lampert (1965), Moser (1989), Proctor, Walicki (1979), Wellek in
Simmons.

Dostoevsky, FedorMikhailovich (1821–81). One of the great classical novelists and
also, in the last twenty years of his life, a prolific journalist and conservative
nationalist thinker. Dostoevsky won glowing praise from Belinsky (q.v.) for
his first work of prose fiction, the epistolary novel Poor Folk (1846). In 1849 he
was arrested for participation in the Petrashevsky circles, which discussed
utopian socialism, and, with others, he was sentenced to death for allegedly
plotting against the government. The sentence was commuted at the last
moment, as the execution was about to take place, to imprisonment in
Siberia, where Dostoevsky spent the years 1850–4, and then exile as a soldier
in Semipalatinsk (in modern Kazakhstan, 1854–9). Following his return to
St Petersburg, Dostoevsky founded and became de facto editor of the journals
Time (1861–3) and The Epoch (1864–5). He now became one of leading
exponents of Native-Soil Conservatism (pochvennichestvo). His post-Siberian
prose writings include: a semi-fictional account of his years in prison (Notes from
the House of the Dead (1861)); an account of his first journey to theWest in 1862
(Winter Notes on Summer Impressions (1863)); the short novels Notes from
Underground (1864) and The Gambler (1866); the long novels Crime and
Punishment (1866), The Idiot (1868), The Devils (1871–2; also translated as The
Possessed), A Raw Youth (1875; also translated as An Accidental Family) and The
Brothers Karamazov (1879–80); and some shorter prose fiction, including
‘Bobok’ (1873), ‘A Gentle Creature’ (1876) and ‘The Dream of a Ridiculous
Man’ (1877). In the 1870s, still intensely interested in topical social, political and
moral questions, he devoted much energy to a further journalistic enterprise,
theDiary of a Writer (1876–81; also translated as AWriter’s Diary). In his fiction
Dostoevsky catches individuals at moments of spiritual crisis in their lives,
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exploring with profound psychological insight such matters as loss of faith and
the importance of belief, ideological delusion, crime, madness, suicide, human
motivation and freedom and responsibility for moral choice. At the same time,
his treatment of these questions of universal importance is firmly rooted in
sharply focused consideration of the problems confronting Russia in his age.
Dostoevsky’s political beliefs, after his youthful flirtation with socialist teach-
ings, are conservative and intensely nationalistic, although he perhaps always
remained, in his own phrase, a ‘child of [his] age of unfaith’. See Carter,
Copleston, Dowler (1982), Frank, Malcolm Jones, Jones and Miller, Jones
and Terry, Leatherbarrow (1981, 1992, 2002), Masaryk (vol. III), Mochulsky,
Peace (1971), Scanlan (2002), Ward, Wasiolek (1964).

Florensky, Pavel Aleksandrovich (1882–1937). Physicist, theologian, philosopher,
philologist. Born in Azerbaidjan and educated in Tiflis (Tbilisi), Florensky
graduated in 1904 from Moscow University’s Department of Physics and
Mathematics. A convert to Orthodoxy from 1899, he went on to study at
Moscow Theological Seminary in Sergiev Posad and was ordained in 1908.
His reputation as a polymath and as a uniquely gifted new kind of Orthodox
theologian was established by the publication in 1914 of his epistolary work,
The Pillar and Ground of the Truth, a development of his doctoral dissertation.
In the period up to 1921 Florensky served as priest to the Church of St Mary
Magdalene in Sergiev Posad, simultaneously lecturing in philosophy at
the Seminary and in mathematics and cosmography at the Women’s
Gymnasium. After the October Revolution, he was employed as a scientist
by the Soviet regime, working for the Soviet Electrification Plan and for
GlavELEKTRO on the development of insulation materials. Though he
famously came to work in his priest’s cassock and cross, he escaped final arrest
until 1933. He was moved between three prison camps, the last of which was
Solovki Monastery on the White Sea, and was executed by firing squad at
Levashovo near Leningrad in December 1937. See Kornblatt and Gustafson,
Pyman.

Fonvizin, Denis Ivanovich (1745–92). Russia’s leading dramatist in the age of
Catherine the Great. In his satirical comedies The Brigadier (completed 1769)
and The Minor (1782) Fonvizin satirises philistine provincial nobles who do
not understand the obligations to their nation that nobility entails and seek to
evade service. His many other writings include two cycles of letters on travels
to theWest and a daring treatise on the fundamental laws of state (in which he
envisaged laws that might avert the despotism towards which he and his
patron, Nikita Panin, thought Catherine was inclining in the later years of her
reign). He also translated French works on the subjects of Confucianism and
Stoicism, by which he was much attracted. See Moser (1979), Offord (2005).

Frank, Semen Liudvigovich (1877–1950). Frank was Jewish by birth but converted
to Orthodoxy and was baptised in 1912. As a youth he was active as a Marxist,
and his arrest in 1899 for engagement in anti-government propaganda forced
him to abandon his study of law at Moscow University. He finished his
education in Germany, where he studied economics and philosophy, and
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Kazan. As with Bulgakov (q.v.), neo-Kantian idealism facilitated Frank’s
transition from Marxism to Christianity. From 1901 he devoted himself to
philosophy: he collaborated with Struve (q.v.) in a variety of publishing
projects, including the editing of the journals The Pole Star, Freedom and
Culture and Russian Thought (1905–6); he contributed to all three of the
symposia Problems of Idealism (1902), Landmarks (1909; also translated as
Signposts) and Out of the Depths (1918); and taught philosophy at the
Universities of St Petersburg, Saratov and Moscow (1912–22). In 1922 he
was expelled from the Soviet Union. Frank’s mature philosophy, articulated
in The Object of Knowledge (1915), The Ineffable (1939) and Light in the
Darkness (1949), is a metaphysics of total-unity that owes its greatest debt to
Neoplatonism and to Solovev (q.v.). See Boobbyer, Zenkovsky, Zernov.

Gogol, Nikolay Vasilevich (1809–52). Son of minor land-owning Ukrainian gentry,
one of the major imaginative writers of the age of Nicholas I. Gogol’s writings
include the collections of short stories Evenings on a Farm near Dikanka
(1831–2), Mirgorod (1835) and Arabesques (1835), the short stories ‘The Nose’
(1836) and ‘TheOvercoat’ (1842), and the playThe Government Inspector (1836).
His masterpiece is his novel Dead Souls (1842), conceived as the first part of a
Dantesque trilogy that would point the way to Russia’s moral regeneration. The
central character of the novel, Chichikov, travels through provincial Russia
attempting to buy up the entitlement to serfs (‘souls’) who have died since the
last census, with a view to relocating and fraudulently mortgaging them.
Gogol’s depiction of his trivial characters (themselves ‘dead souls’ of another
sort) and their stagnant environment was taken as a bitter indictment of Russian
reality. Unable to make progress with the second part of the novel, Gogol
attempted to articulate his moral message, including his view of the Russian
nobleman’s responsibilities, in his Selected Passages from Correspondence with
Friends (1847). However, his defence of the Orthodox Church and the institu-
tion of serf-ownership caused outrage, prompting Belinsky (q.v.), who had
previously championed him, to write his famous testamentary letter to him. In
continuing spiritual torment, Gogol starved himself to death during Lent. See
William Brown (1986, vol. IV), Erlich, Fanger, Maguire, Nabokov, Peace
(1981).

Goncharov, Ivan Aleksandrovich (1812–91). Major classical novelist, travel writer,
critic and memoirist; also a civil servant from 1835–67 and official censor.
Goncharov wrote three novels: A Common Story (1847),Oblomov (1858–9) and
The Precipice (1869). In Oblomov, which was famously reviewed by
Dobroliubov (q.v.), he portrayed in his eponymous hero the literary type of
the ‘superfluous man’ at his most indolent and ineffectual. The character
came to be perceived as a metaphor for the inertia that prevented the nobility
from taking decisive action. Goncharov also wrote a notable account of a
voyage that he made to the Far East as a member of a Russian diplomatic
mission (The Voyage of the Frigate Pallada; first published in 1855 as Russians in
Japan at the End of 1853 and the Beginning of 1854, revised edition under new
title in 1858). See Ehre, Freeborn (1973).
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Granovsky, Timofey Nikolaevich (1813–55). Historian who occupied the chair of
World History at Moscow University from 1839 to 1850 and the leading liberal
Westerniser of the age of Nicholas I. His public lectures on medieval European
history in 1843–4 were a major cultural event, for they had resonance for an
audience living in a society in which serfdom persisted. Granovsky believed that
western civilisation had gradually progressed through the spread of enlightened
ideas into law and government. Hewrote in praise of themedieval institution of
knight-errantry as a source of refined values. At the same time, he admired the
powerful visionary ruler with a unifyingmission, such as Alexander the Great or
Charlemagne. Himself a quixotic figure (but also prone to gambling), he served
as a model for Stepan Verkhovensky, the embodiment of the free-thinking
‘man of the 40s’ whom Dostoevsky portrayed, for the most part, in cruelly
negative terms in his novel The Devils. See Offord (1985), Roosevelt (1986),
Schapiro (1967), Walicki (1979).

Grigorev, Apollon Aleksandrovich (1822–64). Major literary critic of the early
years of the reign of Alexander II and, together with Dostoevsky (q.v.), one of
the leading exponents of Native-Soil Conservatism (pochvennichestvo). In
1851–5 Grigorev played a major role on the editorial board of the conservative
nationalist journal The Muscovite, which was edited by the historian Pogodin
(q.v.). In 1858–9, after travelling in Italy, France and Germany, he edited The
Russian Word and then contributed, in 1861–3 and 1864 respectively, to
Dostoevsky’s journals Time and The Epoch. Grigorev developed a type of
criticism that apprehended art as the ‘organic’ product of a particular people
and their age and culture. He wrote influentially about contemporary writers
such as Nekrasov, Ostrovsky, Tolstoy and Turgenev (qq.v.) and also about the
literary-historical significance of earlier writers such as Pushkin and Gogol
(qq.v.). Some of his views (e.g. on the assertive character of western peoples
and the meek nature of the Russian people) strongly affected Dostoevsky. See
Dowler (1995), Moser (1989).

Herzen (Russian Gertsen; father’s surname Iakovlev), Aleksandr Ivanovich
(1812–70). Social and political thinker, essayist, writer of prose fiction,
journalist and autobiographer. Having suffered periods of internal exile as a
result of his political views in the 1830s and early 1840s, Herzen emerged in the
mid-1840s as one of the radical Westernisers, but his later idealisation of the
Russian peasant also lends him some affinity with the Slavophiles. In 1847 he
travelled with his family to the West, where he immediately began vehe-
mently to attack the bourgeois economic and social order and, in 1848,
witnessed the revolutionary events in Italy and France. His radical political
sympathies made it impossible for him to return to Russia after 1848. In 1852,
following the defeat of revolutionary forces in France and personal losses
(the death of his mother, one of his sons and his wife, Natalie), Herzen settled
in England, where he founded a free Russian press. From 1857, together with
Ogarev, he edited The Bell, a periodical publication which served as a mouth-
piece for uncensored news and debate in the years when major reform was
being discussed in Russia. In 1865 he returned to continental Europe and
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settled in Switzerland. By the 1860s Herzen’s thought seemed outmoded and
elitist to the radical younger generation of the Russian intelligentsia, and his
standing and influence declined. His major works include: Dilettantism in
Science (1842–3); Letters on the Study of Nature (1845–6); the novel Who is to
Blame? (1845–6); Letters on France and Italy (first Russian edition 1854; this is
his account of the western bourgeois order before, during and immediately
after the revolutions of 1848); a cycle of essays on ‘Russian Socialism’ (1849–54,
which laid the foundations for Populism); From the Other Shore (original
German edition 1850, first Russian edition 1855, in which Herzen argued, on
the whole, against historical inevitability and a teleological view of history);
Ends and Beginnings (1862–3); Letters to an Old Comrade (published posthu-
mously in 1870), in which he distanced himself from Bakunin’s revolution-
ism; and his autobiography,My Past and Thoughts (only partially published in
his lifetime). See Acton, Berlin (2008), Copleston, Aileen Kelly (1998, 1999),
Malia (1961), Venturi, Walicki (1979).

Karamzin, Nikolay Mikhailovich (1766–1826). Major writer, journalist, thinker
and historian of the late Catherinian and Alexandrine ages. In the 1790s
Karamzin wrote popular short prose fiction in the sentimentalist (Pre-
Romantic) manner, especially ‘Poor Liza’ (1792) and ‘Natalia, the Boyar’s
Daughter’ (1792) and a Gothic tale, ‘The Island of Bornholm’ (1794). He also
produced a seminal work of travel literature, Letters of a Russian Traveller
(1797–1801), loosely based on his journeying in the German states, France,
Switzerland and England in 1789–90. He compiled various anthologies and
almanacs and in 1802–3 edited The Messenger of Europe. From 1803, when he
was appointed court historian, he devoted himself to the study of Russian
history. The fruit of this labour was hismonumental, though unfinished,History
of the Russian State (vols. I–VIII were published in 1816–18, vols. IX–XI in 1821–4
and vol. XII posthumously, in 1829). Karamzin argued in this work that firm
autocratic government was necessary in Russia. He also wrote a Memoir on
Ancient and Modern Russia, an essay in political thought of a conservative
complexion which he presented to Alexander in 1811. See Black, Cross (1971),
Kochetkova, Martin, Offord (2005).

Kavelin, Konstantin Dmitrievich (1818–85). Son of a Russian nobleman and a
Scottish mother, Kavelin was a historian, jurist, academic lawyer and philos-
opher, and one of the leading liberal Westernisers of the 1840s. His ‘Brief
Survey of the Juridical Way of Life of Ancient Russia’ (1847) articulated the
Westernist view of personality. In the new climate after the death of Nicholas
I, Kavelin wrote a ‘Memorandum on the Emancipation of the Peasants in
Russia’ (1855). He was a leading representative of the moderate intelligentsia
who wished for reform from above but were loath to press the government to
introduce sweeping change for fear of causing instability. His caution was
reflected in his tendency always to seek compromise between opposing points
of view and doctrines (e.g. idealism and materialism). His most important
works in the post-reform period were Problems of Psychology (1872) and
Problems of Ethics (1884). See Offord (1985), Walicki (1979), Zenkovsky.
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Khomiakov, Aleksey Stepanovich (1804–60). Together with Konstantin Aksakov
and Ivan Kireevsky (qq.v.), one of the leading early Slavophiles and the main
theologian among them. Khomiakov served in the army in his youth and
fought in the Russo-TurkishWar of 1828–9. He believed that only Orthodoxy
maintained the freedom and unity of the early Christian Church, whose spirit
was manifested in the principle of conciliarism (sobornost’). In Catholicism, on
the other hand, freedom had been sacrificed for the sake of unity, Khomiakov
believed, while in Protestantism unity had been sacrificed for the sake of
freedom. In both cases rationalism had triumphed. Khomiakov produced
several tragedies and much poetry (of a philosophical, patriotic and even civic
nature), as well as theological and philosophical essays. He also wrote some
unfinished Notes on Universal History (three volumes were published post-
humously, in 1871–3), in which he distinguished between peoples whose
civilisations were supposedly based on the principle (which he termed
‘Iranian’) of inner freedom and peoples whose civilisations were based on
the ‘Kushite’ principle of coercion. He died of cholera contracted while
treating peasants during an epidemic. See Christoff (1961), Copleston,
Rabow-Edling, Riasanovsky (1965), Walicki (1975).

Kireevsky, Ivan Vasilevich (1806–56). One of the leading early Slavophiles and the
most accomplished philosophical writer among them. In the 1820s Kireevsky
was one of the founder-members of the circle of Wisdom-Lovers (liubomu-
dry), who admired the philosophy of Schelling. In the reign of Nicholas I,
having begun to view European civilisation through the prism of Orthodox
religiosity, Kireevsky wrote some of the most important expositions of
Slavophile ideas, such as ‘A Reply to Khomiakov’ (1839), ‘On the Nature of
European Culture and Its Relation to the Culture of Russia’ (1852) and ‘On
the Need for and Possibility of New Principles for Philosophy’ (1856). A
fragment of an unfinished utopian story, ‘The Island’, written in the late
1830s, also survives. See Christoff (1972), Copleston, Gleason (1972), Rabow-
Edling, Riasanovsky (1965), Walicki (1975).

Kropotkin, Prince Petr Alekseevich (1842–1921). Geographer, zoologist, historian,
revolutionary of international standing and a leading anarchist thinker. From
1862–7 Kropotkin served as an army officer and took part in geographical
expeditions in the Far East. In the late 1860s and early 1870s he served in the
Royal Geographical Society in St Petersburg. Following a visit to Switzerland
in 1872, where he was impressed by the voluntary associations of the Swiss
watchmakers of the Jura Mountains, he participated in circles conducting
revolutionary propaganda among the workers in St Petersburg. In 1874 he was
arrested but in 1876 escaped abroad. He remained in exile until 1917, mainly in
Switzerland, France and, from 1886, England, where he befriended George
Bernard Shaw and William Morris and made many contributions to The
Times and Encyclopaedia Britannica. His major expositions of anarchist doc-
trine include Conquest of Bread (1892), Fields, Factories and Workshops (1899)
and Mutual Aid: A Factor of Evolution (1902), in which he argued, pace
Darwin, that cooperation rather than competition is the chief factor in
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species’ evolution. See Avrich, Cahm, Miller, Woodcock, Woodcock and
Avakumović.

Lavrov, Petr Lavrovich (pen-nameMirtov; 1823–1900). Professor ofMathematics,
philosopher, sociologist and political thinker who exercised a strong influence
on Populist revolutionaries in the 1870s. Together with Mikhailovsky (q.v.),
Lavrov represented a ‘subjective’ school of sociology that contrasted the
objective method of the natural sciences with the method of the social
sciences, in which thinkers could not help promoting their ideals and indeed
had a duty to promote them. In his Historical Letters (1868–9) he argued that
the ‘critically thinking minority’ had a moral debt to the masses on whose toil
over many generations the minority’s privilege rested. Having escaped from
internal exile in Vologda in 1870 he went abroad and, in 1873–7, edited a
journal, Forward! (first in Switzerland, then in London), thus helping to
stimulate and guide the movement ‘to the people’ in the 1870s. His other
major writings include ‘Knowledge and Revolution’ (1873–4), From the
History of Social Doctrines (1873–4) and The State Element in the Society of
the Future (1875–6). See Copleston, Pomper (1972), Scanlan’s introduction in
Lavrov (1967), Venturi.

Leontev, Konstantin Nikolaevich (1831–91). Writer of prose fiction, and social and
political thinker of extreme conservative complexion. Leontev served as a
military surgeon in the Crimean War and from 1863 to 1873 as a Russian
consular official at various places in the Ottoman Empire. In essays that were
eventually collected in the volume The East, Russia and Slavdom (1885–6), he
deplored the effects of industrialisation and democratic levelling on
European culture. He regarded European civilisation as in a state of terminal
decline and considered this decline inevitable because of the laws by which
civilisations grew, blossomed and decayed. Resisting the further incursion of
this civilisation into post-reform Russia, he advocated authoritarian monar-
chic government and rigid social stratification and explored the possibility
that Russia could find an alternative based on a Byzantine tradition with
which it was losing touch. From 1887 he lived near the Optina Pustyn
hermitage, where he secretly took monastic vows. See Copleston, Freeborn
and Grayson, Thaden.

Lomonosov, Mikhail Vasilevich (1711–65). The outstanding figure in Russia’s
mid-eighteenth-century Enlightenment. Son of an entrepreneur from the
port of Kholmogory near the White Sea, Lomonosov became a polymath: a
scientist of international reputation who wrote on physics, astronomy, chem-
istry, metallurgy, geology and geography, but also a student of Russian
history, prosody and language. In an ode of 1739 celebrating a Russian military
victory, he applied new rules of versification that he himself outlined in an
epistle written at the same time. His writings also include: two meditations on
the majesty of the universe (written in 1743); a further ode, of 1747, celebrating
the anniversary of the accession of the Empress Elizabeth to the throne (in
gratitude for her increased financial support for the Academy of Sciences); an
‘Epistle on the Value of Glass’ (1753); a eulogy to Peter the Great (1755); a
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scurrilous ‘Hymn to the Beard’ (written in 1756–7), in which he attacks
the resistance of the church to Enlightenment values; and an essay ‘Preface
on the Value of Church Books in the Russian Language’ (1757), which
codified the embryonic Russian literary language. He played a major role in
the founding of Moscow University in 1755. See William Brown (1980),
Menshutkin, Rogger, Vucinich (1963).

Merezhkovsky, Dmitry Sergeevich (1865–1941). Poet, novelist, dramatist, literary
critic and religious philosopher. Husband of Symbolist poet Gippius.
Merezhkovsky was one of the most influential figures of the Silver Age. He
came to prominence not so much as an artist but as a propagandist for the new
literary movement of Symbolism, the metaphysical idealism of which he
extolled in the manifesto-like essay ‘On the Reasons for the Decline and on
theNewTrends in Contemporary Russian Literature’ (1893). In 1899 he and his
wife embraced a highly idiosyncratic version of Christianity, which preached
the reconciliation of the pagan principle of the flesh with the Christian principle
of the spirit in a new synthesis which would characterise the fast-approaching
era of the Third Testament. The Religious–Philosophical Meetings of 1901–3,
instigated by the Merezhkovskys to proselytise for their new church, were
landmark events that brought together members of the Orthodox Church
hierarchy with the intelligentsia in debate for the first time. After the 1905
revolution, Merezhkovsky became politicised, writing in sectarian spirit of the
unholy alliance between church and tsar that would be swept away in the
revolution which he viewed as the apocalypse that would inaugurate an era of
spiritual anarchy. Ardently opposed to Bolshevism, the Merezhkovskys left
Russia in 1919. See Matich, Pyman, Rosenthal (1975).

Mikhailovsky, Nikolay Konstantinovich (1842–1904). Journalist, literary critic,
sociologist and political thinker whose writings helped to drive the revolu-
tionary movement of the 1870s and 1880s. Like Lavrov (q.v.), Mikhailovsky
represented a ‘subjective’ school of sociology, resisting the rational egoism of
Chernyshevsky and Pisarev (qq.v.) and arguing, for example in his essay
‘What is Progress?’ (1869), that the work of the social scientist should be
informed by ideals. He also promoted the major tenets of Populism, insisting
that Russia needed to avoid a capitalist phase of development and that
socialism could be built on the institution of the peasant commune. From
1869Mikhailovsky was a contributor to the journalNotes of the Fatherland and
from 1877 until its closure by the authorities in 1884 he was one of its editors.
In the early 1880s he was close to the leaders of the revolutionary organisation
The People’s Will and he was the author of ‘political’ letters published in two
numbers of the organisation’s journal, in which he urged the government to
grant political freedoms. From the early 1890s until his death he contributed
to the journal Russian Wealth. See Billington (1958), Proctor.

Nekrasov, Nikolay Alekseevich (1821–78). One of the major nineteenth-century
poets; also an important journalist and editor, whose political sympathies
were radical. Nekrasov was one of only two poets who continued to write
successful verse in the age of Alexander II, when the intelligentsia was
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demanding that writers address topical issues in a realistic manner. Unlike
the other poet active in that period, Fet (who wrote personal lyric poetry
devoid of topical content), Nekrasov addressed civic issues, especially the
character and plight of the peasant masses, in such works as his narrative
poems ‘The Pedlars’ (1861), ‘Red-Nosed Frost’ (1864) and the unfinished
‘Who Can be Happy and Free in Russia?’ (1866–76). In 1847, together with
Ivan Panaev, he took over The Contemporary, which after the Crimean War
became the leading organ for the expression of radical opinion. In 1868,
following the closure of The Contemporary by the authorities in 1866,
Nekrasov took over Notes of the Fatherland, which he managed until his
death. See Birkenmayer.

Novikov, Nikolay Ivanovich (1744–1818). Son of a middle-ranking nobleman;
journalist, publisher, educator, freemason, philanthropist and one of the main
contributors to the Russian reception of the Enlightenment in the age of
Catherine the Great. Inspired by the eighteenth-century English practice,
Novikov published satirical journals. In The Drone (1769–70) he raised the
issue of the injustice of serfdom and drew attention to official corruption, and
in The Painter (1772–3) he debated with Catherine herself (who had set up her
own paper, All Sorts) whether satire should be denunciatory or simply playful.
In 1777 he published the weekly St Petersburg Learned Gazette, devoted to
literary and scientific topics, and then, from 1777 to 1780, the didactic
Morning Light, the proceeds of which were devoted to the establishment of
primary schools in St Petersburg. In 1779 he moved to Moscow to rent
Moscow University Press and greatly intensified book production there, as
well as expanding the book trade and overseeing several new periodical
publications. He fell into disfavour after the outbreak of the French
Revolution in 1789 and when Catherine ceased to tolerate freemasonry, into
which Novikov had been initiated in 1775. In 1792 he was arrested and
sentenced to fifteen years’ imprisonment. In 1796 he was released by
Catherine’s son Paul on his accession, but he retired to his estate and did
not resume his broad cultural activity. He had, however, played a major role
in promoting reading and in bringing public opinion into being in Russia. See
Gareth Jones (1984), Marker.

Odoevsky, Vladimir Fedorovich (1804–69). Writer of short prose fiction, music
critic and minor composer, amateur scientist, educationist, philanthropist
and salon host. Prince Odoevsky was an eccentric dilettante but also a well-
connected cultural figure who played an important role in the transmission of
German Romanticism to Russia in the age of Nicholas I. In the 1820s he
co-edited the almanac Mnemosyne, acquired extensive knowledge of German
Romantic philosophy and began to write short prose fiction, much of which
would be innovatory in form. In the 1830s and 1840s he published satirical
tales (e.g. ‘The Brigadier’, 1833), society tales (e.g. ‘Princess Mimi’, 1834),
‘artistic biographies’ (e.g. ‘Sebastian Bach’, 1835), Gothic stories (e.g. ‘The
Kosmorama’, 1840) and wrote proto-science fiction (e.g. The Year 4338 (first
published in 1926)). He produced two collections of tales, Variegated Tales
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(1833), which combines satirical and fantastic elements, and Russian Nights
(1844). In the latter collection, sometimes described as a ‘philosophical novel’
or ‘philosophical frame-tale’, various short stories (most of them previously
published) are held together by discussion of aesthetic and social matters and
by consideration of the possibility that Russia might refresh the dystopian
utilitarian civilisation of the West. See Cornwell (1986).

Ostrovsky, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (1823–86). Major dramatist whose many plays
include It’s a Family Affair: We’ll Settle it Ourselves (1849), The Poor Bride
(1852), Keep to Your Own Sledge! (1853), Poverty’s No Vice (1854), A Profitable
Position (1857), The Thunderstorm (1859; famously reviewed by Dobroliubov
(q.v.) and the basis for Janáček’s opera Káťa Kabanová), Easy Money (first
performed 1870), The Forest (first performed 1871) and Without a Dowry
(1878). In the main, these plays deal in a remorselessly realistic way with the
life and mores of the materialistic Muscovite merchantry, among whom
Ostrovsky was brought up. In the early 1850s Ostrovsky helped to edit The
Muscovite, an organ of Official Nationality managed by Pogodin (q.v.), and
later, in the early 1860s, he was close to the Native-Soil Conservatives,
Dostoevsky and Grigorev (qq.v.). Besides greatly enlarging the Russian dra-
matic repertoire he was active in theatre management, being closely associated
with the Malyi Theatre in Moscow. In 1874 he founded an Association of
Russian Playwrights and Operatic Composers, of which he was president
until his death, and in the last year of his life he was appointed director of the
Moscow imperial theatres. See Dowler (1982, 1995), Hoover.

Petrashevsky (more accurately Butashevich-Petrashevsky), Mikhail Vasilevich
(1821–66). Son of an eminent surgeon and a god-child of Alexander I,
Petrashevsky was an eccentric nobleman who from 1845 propagated the
teachings of French utopian socialists, especially Charles Fourier, at weekly
social gatherings at his house in St Petersburg. Petrashevsky’s ‘Fridays’ were
frequented by men of letters, government officials, artists, teachers and
students. (Danilevsky and Dostoevsky (qq.v.) were among the guests.)
Petrashevsky contributed to the compilation of A Pocket Dictionary of
Foreign Words That Have Entered the Russian Language (1845–6), through
which radical ideas could be explained in apparently innocent entries in a
compendium. In 1849 he was arrested, the authorities having placed an
informer in his circle. He was among twenty-one people sentenced to
death; the sentence was commuted to indefinite exile in Siberia, where he
died. See Evans, Frank (1976), Seddon, Venturi, Yarmolinsky.

Pisarev, Dmitry Ivanovich (1841–68). Literary critic, radical thinker and leading
representative of the ‘nihilism’ that affected the radical intelligentsia in the
1860s. Pisarev’s work appeared in The Russian Word from 1861 until the
authorities closed the journal in 1866. For most of that time (1862–6),
Pisarev was in the Peter and Paul Fortress, where he was imprisoned for
writing a pamphlet in which he welcomed the prospect of the overthrow of
tsarist government. He shared the enthusiasm of Chernyshevsky (q.v.) for the
method of the natural sciences. He also subscribed to Chernyshevsky’s
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utilitarian view of art, his materialism and his rational egoism, which he, too,
expounded in articles such as ‘Scholasticism of the Nineteenth Century’ (1861),
‘The Destruction of Aesthetics’ (1865) and ‘The Thinking Proletariat’ (1865), a
review of Chernyshevsky’s novel What is to be Done? However, Pisarev lent
Chernyshevsky’s ideas a more impatient and destructive tone. He also champ-
ioned the individual rather than the collective. In his articles ‘Bazarov’ (1862)
and ‘Realists’ (1864) he favourably reviewed the novel Fathers and Children
(1862) by Turgenev (q.v.), which he saw as depicting the sceptical, practical
younger generation as he himself wished it to be. He was drowned bathing in
the Baltic at the age of twenty-six. See Lampert (1965), Moser (1989), Proctor,
Venturi, Wellek in Simmons.

Plekhanov, Georgy Valentinovich (1856–1918). Revolutionary who played the main
role in introducing Marxism to the Russian intelligentsia in the late nineteenth
century. In the 1870s Plekhanov participated in the Bakuninist Land and
Liberty organisation (1876–9), and in 1876 he was one of the chief organisers
of a demonstration outside the Kazan Cathedral on Nevsky Prospekt in
St Petersburg. He then became one of the leaders of the organisation The
Black Partition (founded in 1879) but was forced to flee fromRussia after arrests
weakened that organisation. In 1880 he settled in Switzerland, where he became
the leader of the small so-called ‘Emancipation of Labour’ Group, founded in
1883, which set about promoting Marxism to a Russian readership. In Socialism
and Political Struggle (1883) and Our Differences (1885) he attempted to demon-
strate the applicability ofMarxism to Russia as well as to themore industrialised
countries of western Europe. Plekhanov split with Lenin following the division
of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party into Bolshevik and Menshevik
factions after its second congress in 1903, and he failed in subsequent attempts
to reunite the party. See Baron, Copleston, Harding, Offord (1986), Walicki
(1969, 1979).

Pobedonostsev, Konstantin Petrovich (1827–1907). Son of an Orthodox priest;
government official and extreme conservative political thinker. From 1859 to
1865 Pobedonostsev occupied a chair of Civil Law inMoscowUniversity and
in 1865 moved to St Petersburg to serve as tutor to the sons of Alexander II.
(Later he would also serve as tutor to Alexander’s grandson, the future
Nicholas II.) In 1880 he was appointed Chief Procurator of the Holy
Synod, i.e. lay head of the Russian Orthodox Church. After the assassina-
tion of Alexander II by terrorists of The People’s Will on 1 March 1881 he
played an important role, during the reign of his former pupil, now
Alexander III (1881–94), in shaping the government’s reactionary policies.
He sought to bolster autocracy and defend Orthodoxy from all rival beliefs,
pressing for the Russianisation of ethnic and religious minorities in the
empire. He resisted social mobility and opposed aspirations to constitu-
tional and democratic government. His advocacy of authoritarian rule was
based on a deeply pessimistic view of human nature. His religious, social and
political ideas are most fully expressed in his Moscow Collection (1896). See
Byrnes, Thaden.
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Pogodin, Mikhail Petrovich (1800–76). The son of a serf emancipated by his
master in 1806, Pogodin is chiefly remembered as a historian, journalist and
conservative nationalist thinker. He was a member of the Wisdom-Lovers
(liubomudry), who studied the philosophy of Schelling in the years 1823–5. In
the period 1827–30 he edited The Moscow Messenger and, from 1841 to 1856,
The Muscovite, in which the doctrine of Official Nationality was propagated.
From 1835 to 1844 he also occupied a chair of Russian History at Moscow
University. He was a prolific, if unaccomplished, writer, producing short
prose fiction, historical dramas, an account of his extensive travels in western
Europe and many articles on political topics, as well as a large corpus of
scholarship on early Russian history, which he viewed as characterised by a
harmony between rulers and ruled that was lacking among the western
peoples. See Offord (2005), Riasanovsky (1959).

Prokopovich, Feofan (1681–1736). Churchman and prolific writer who played a
major role in establishing the supremacy of secular over ecclesiastical power
and in founding a western literary and intellectual tradition in Russia.
Prokopovich was born in Kiev and studied in Rome as well as his native
city, becoming exceptionally widely read, for a Russian of that time, in
classical, theological and philosophical literature. As an ardent supporter of
the reforms of Peter the Great, he was called to St Petersburg in 1715. In 1718
Peter appointed him Bishop of Pskov and in 1720 Archbishop of Novgorod.
His Ecclesiastical Regulation prepared the ground for the establishment in
1721 of the Holy Synod, of which Prokopovich himself was effectively the
first head. In his play Vladimir (performed in 1705) he used the historical
account of the conversion of Russia to Christianity by the Kievan Grand
Prince in the tenth century as a means of ridiculing the opponents of change
in Peter’s time. His treatise The Justice of the Monarch’s Will (1722) dealt with
the law of succession. He was also the author of various orations that
celebrated Peter’s achievements or asserted the need for enlightened abso-
lutism in Russia and of a funeral oration to Peter in which he eulogised the
late monarch in biblical terms. Prokopovich influenced the satirist Kantemir
and the historian Tatishchev, with whom he tried to defend Peter’s reforms
during the constitutional crises after Peter’s death. See William Brown
(1980), Cracraft (1971).

Pushkin, Aleksandr Sergeevich (1799–1837). Almost invariably acknowledged as
Russia’s greatest poet and a seminal influence on classical Russian literature.
Pushkin’s poetic oeuvre spans numerous genres. He wrote a large number of
lyric poems and a dozen narrative poems, of which the most renowned are
the light-hearted fairy story ‘Ruslan and Liudmila’ (1820), the Romantic
‘southern’ poems ‘The Prisoner of the Caucasus’ (1822), ‘The Fountain of
Bakhchisaray’ (1824) and ‘The Gypsies’ (1827), the historical poem ‘Poltava’
(1829), which concerns Peter’s decisive battle of 1709 with the Swedes in the
Great Northern War, and ‘The Bronze Horseman’ (written in 1833; first
published in 1841), in which he explores the plight of the little man in the face
of great forces of nature and historical destiny. His masterpiece is perhaps the
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‘novel in verse’ Eugene Onegin (1823–31), whose eponymous hero came to
be seen as one of the prototypes of the ‘superfluous man’. He also wrote a
historical drama, Boris Godunov (1831; written in 1824–5), which was set at the
beginning of the Time of Troubles in the early seventeenth century, and a
number of ‘little tragedies’, most notablyMozart and Salieri (written in 1830).
Towards the end of his life Pushkin turned from poetry to prose, in which he
aspired to conciseness. His main works of prose fiction are a group of five light
stories under the title The Tales of Belkin (1831), the tale ‘TheQueen of Spades’
(1834) and the historical novel The Captain’s Daughter (1836), set at the time of
the Pugachev Revolt (1773–4). He also left a travel sketch, A Journey to Arzrum
(1836), literary critical essays, some historical writing, especially a History of
Pugachev (1835), and much elegant correspondence. Pushkin’s writings pro-
foundly affected the development of the nineteenth-century Russian literary
language. Exiled to the southern borderlands in his twenties and often at odds
with the court, where he was given a minor position in his last years, Pushkin
was killed at the age of thirty-seven in a duel with the adopted son of the
Dutch ambassador. See Briggs, William Brown (1986, vol. III), Todd (1986),
Vickery.

Radishchev, Aleksandr Nikolaevich (1749–1802). Nobleman sent by Catherine
the Great to study law in Leipzig (1767–71), where he was affected by western
Enlightenment notions which led him on his return to question the legiti-
macy of the political and social order in his native land. Influenced by the
theories of natural law and social contract, Radishchev wrote a fictional
travelogue in the Sentimentalist manner, A Journey from St Petersburg to
Moscow, printed on his private press in 1790. In this tract he railed against
numerous abuses of autocratic government and Russian officialdom (espe-
cially arbitrariness, lawlessness and corruption) and put forward economic
and moral arguments against the institution of serfdom. For publishing his
Journey (which appeared shortly after the outbreak of the French Revolution),
Radishchev was tried and sentenced to death, then exiled to Siberia. After
Catherine’s death he was allowed, in 1797, to return to European Russia.
However, crushed by his experiences, he committed suicide a few years later
by drinking sulphuric acid. Radishchev subsequently served as a model of
what came to be known as the ‘repentant nobleman’ (kaiushchiisia dvorianin)
plagued by a sense of guilt towards his social inferiors. See William Brown
(1980), Clardy, Lang, McConnell.

Rozanov, Vasily Vasilevich (1856–1919). Writer, literary critic, journalist. Rozanov
was born in Kostroma province into an impoverished family. He was rescued
from life as a provincial school-teacher by the influential critic Strakhov, who
was impressed by the potential of his first work (the obscureOnUnderstanding)
and secured him a post in the Civil Service in the capital. Rozanov eventually
earned his living as a journalist, selling his work unscrupulously to both reac-
tionary and liberal journals. He became a central figure in the Symbolist circle
of Merezhkovsky (q.v.) and his wife and was one of the most prolific and
provocative contributors to the Religious–Philosophical Meetings of 1901–3.
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Rozanov’s themes were sex and religion. He opposed what he saw as the ascetic
foundation of Christianity and the Russian Orthodox Church (which he
accused – in Apocalypse of Our Time (1917–18) – of enfeebling Russian culture
and making possible the Revolution), in the name of a mysticism of sex, family
and nation inspired by pagan fertility cults and Old Testament Judaism. His
most remarkable and, from a formal point of view, original works are Solitaria
(1911) and Fallen Leaves (1913–15). See Matich, Pyman.

Samarin, Iury Fedorovich (1819–76). Son of a wealthy noble family, one of the
leading early Slavophiles. Samarin studied philosophy at Moscow University
before entering government service. He was the author of an essay published
in 1847 that was seen as the Slavophiles’ riposte to the étatist conception of
Russian history outlined by theWesterniser Kavelin (q.v.). In 1853–4 he wrote
a proposal for the emancipation of the serfs, a project to which he gave much
thought after his retirement from government service in 1853. He also wrote
on numerous other subjects, ranging from Russian relations with other ethnic
groups in the Baltic region of the Russian Empire to Prussian finance. A man
noted for his integrity, Samarin remained active in public life, taking part in
his later years, for example, in the organisation of popular education and
discussion of reform of the poll tax. See Christoff (1991), Riasanovsky (1965),
Walicki (1975).

Shcherbatov, Prince Mikhail Mikhailovich (1733–90). Descendant of an ancient
noble family, statesman, defender of the privileges of the upper nobility,
historian and conservative political thinker. Shcherbatov wrote A History of
Russia from the Earliest Times (seven volumes published between 1770 and
1791, covering the subject up to the early seventeenth century), using numer-
ous primary sources that he himself had brought to light. He also wrote an
unfinished utopian tract, A Journey to the Land of Ophir (written in 1783–4), in
which he imagined a strictly policed state governed by a monarch with the aid
of the hereditary upper nobility. In his jaundiced treatiseOn the Corruption of
Morals in Russia (probably written in 1786–7 and first published posthu-
mously, in expurgated form, in 1858) Shcherbatov deplored the decadence
that he believed had taken root in Russia since the seventeenth century and
which he attributed in particular to the introduction of foreign goods and
customs. See Lentin in Shcherbatov, Madariaga (1981, 1998), Walicki (1979).

Solovev, Vladimir Sergeevich (1853–1900). Both as religious philosopher and poet,
Solovev was one of the most significant intellectual influences on Russian
Symbolism and the Silver Age. He achieved considerable recognition in his
lifetime despite the fact, or perhaps because of it, that his religious belief,
philosophical methodology and political convictions ran counter to the
prevailing culture. Solovev devoted his life to the Christianisation of culture
in pursuit of the ideal of a divinised humanity, or mangodhood (articulated
most clearly in a celebrated series of public lectures published as Lectures on
Divine Humanity (1878)). The son of the prominent historian Sergey
Mikhailovich, he initially pursued this ideal as an academic philosopher,
building on the work of the Slavophiles Ivan Kireevsky and Khomiakov
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(qq.v.) and also on Hegel and Schelling, in his elaboration of a historico-
cultural-religious theory of total-unity in Philosophical Principles of Integral
Knowledge (1877) andCritique of Abstract Principles (1880). In 1881 an appeal to
Alexander III to show clemency to the assassins of his predecessor forced
Solovev’s departure from academia, after which he directed his attention
towards the reunification of Eastern and Western Christianity. This phase
of his career took him away from Slavophilism: he conducted a polemic
against religious nationalism in the thick journals and cultivated a relationship
with the Catholic Church through the Croatian Bishop Strossmeyer, which
led him to be accused of apostasy from Orthodoxy. In the last decade of his
life Solovev abandoned his ecumenical project and returned to philosophy
(The Justification of the Good (1897)) and esoteric mysticism, his poetry and
prose (A Short Tale of the Antichrist (1900)) taking on increasingly apocalyptic
tones. See Copleston, Kornblatt and Gustafson, Sutton, Valliere, Zenkovsky.

Struve, Petr Berngardovich (1870–1944). Influential political journalist, econo-
mist. Struve came from an outstanding academic family. He studied law at the
University of St Petersburg, but following the publication of The Economics of
Prices (1913–16) obtained a doctorate in economics and became a professor at
the Moscow Polytechnic Institute and a member of the Academy of Sciences.
He became a Marxist at university. His first monograph, published when he
was just twenty-four, was a Marxist critique of Populist economics; he wrote
the first Manifesto of the Russian Social-Democratic Party, and he collabo-
rated on the translation of Marx’s Capital into Russian. AbandoningMarxism
in 1900 for philosophical idealism and political liberalism, Struve moved
gradually towards the political right. From Germany between 1901 and 1905
he published the journal Liberation, which led to the formation of the
Constitutional Democratic (Kadet) Party. He returned to Russia in 1905,
became the editor of Russian Thought, and, like Bulgakov (q.v.), was elected to
the Second State Duma. After the Revolution he joined theWhite movement
and after its defeat fled to western Europe. See Pipes (1970, 1980), Zernov.

Tiutchev, Fedor Ivanovich (1803–73). Major poet and representative of conserva-
tive nationalism who was close to Gogol and the Slavophiles. Tiutchev served
as a diplomat from 1822 to 1841 (much of this period he spent in Munich and
Turin). He also served for long periods as a censor. The surviving corpus of his
verse (he destroyed some of his poems in 1833) consists mostly of short lyric
poems, of which ‘Silentium’ and ‘A Dream at Sea’ are among the best-known
poems in the Russian language. Affected by the philosophy of Schelling,
Tiutchev reflects on love, nature and the transcendent. In the late 1840s and
early 1850s he also wrote political verse, in which he expressed Slavophile or
Pan-Slav views and contrasted the revolutionary West with conservative
Russia and published a number of articles of similar complexion in French.
See William Brown (1986, vol. IV), Conant, Gregg.

Tkachev, Petr Nikitich (1844–85, or 1886 NS). One of the leading radical political
thinkers and revolutionary strategists in the age of Alexander II and also a
prolific literary critic of the utilitarian school. In 1868–9 Tkachev was associated
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with the political conspirator Nechaev and in 1869 he was arrested. In 1873, after
his release from prison, he fled to Switzerland. Like other revolutionaries of his
time, Tkachev believed that it would be increasingly difficult to introduce
socialism as capitalism took hold in post-reform Russia and that a revolution
therefore had to be carried out urgently. He differed, though, from most of his
radical contemporaries in refusing to pin any hopes on the Russian peasantry,
arguing instead that revolution could be effected only if the revolutionary
minority created a highly centralised and disciplined clandestine organisation
and carried out a coup d’état. He expounded this view, known as ‘Jacobinism’ or
‘Blanquism’, in numerous articles in his journal The Tocsin, which was pub-
lished first in Geneva and then London over the period 1875–81. In 1882
Tkachev was admitted to a home for the mentally ill in Paris and there he
died. See Hardy (1977), Venturi, Weeks.

Tolstoy, Lev Nikolaevich (1828–1910). One of the great classical writers of prose
fiction, dramatist, essayist and, during the last thirty years of his life, an
exponent of a pacifist variety of anarchism. After service in the army (1852–6),
including participation in the Crimean War (1853–6), and foreign travel (1857,
1860–61), Tolstoy settled at his estate at Iasnaia Poliana, near Tula. His shorter
prose writings include a trilogy of autobiographical reflections, Childhood,
Boyhood, Youth (published separately in 1852, 1854, 1857), ‘Sebastopol Stories’
(1855–6, based on his experience in the Crimea), ‘Family Happiness’ (1859) and
‘The Cossacks’ (1863). The first of his novels is War and Peace (1865–9), in
which he deals with the life of the Alexandrine nobility against the backcloth of
the Napoleonic Wars and Napoleon’s invasion of Russia in 1812 and addresses
the question of historical causation, musing on the role of ‘great men’, provi-
dence, chance and necessity. In his second novel, Anna Karenina (1875–7), the
adultery and ostracism of his eponymous heroine occasion a contrast of the
shallow, hypocritical values of high society with the supposedly authentic life to
be lived on the rural estate, close to the peasants and the land they cultivated.
After the publication ofAnna KareninaTolstoy spurned the life he had led as an
aristocrat and began to offer a more explicit, unsubtle critique of his society. He
wrote a self-analytical Confession (1879–81) and moralising tracts such as ‘What
Men Live By’ (1885) and urged that evil be resisted by non-violent means.
Abjuring art produced for aesthetic pleasure, he alsomade a plea, inWhat Is Art?
(1896), for didacticism. His most substantial work in this later period was his
novel Resurrection (1899), in which he attacked his society’s institutions, notably
its judicial and penal systems and the Orthodox Church (from which he was
excommunicated in 1901). He also now wrote some of his finest works of
shorter prose fiction, including ‘The Death of Ivan Ilich’ (1886), ‘The Kreutzer
Sonata’ (1890) and ‘Khadzhi Murat’ (published posthumously in 1912), in
which he again attempts to make readers recoil from the horrors and sense-
lessness of war. Tolstoy’s advocacy of a simple and peaceful life attracted many
followers in the guilt-ridden intelligentsia. Disciples also set up communities
inspired by his teachings in foreign countries. In 1910, at the age of eighty-two,
shortly before his death, he abandoned Iasnaia Poliana in a final act of
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self-rejection. See Avrich, Berlin (2008), Christian, Copleston, Freeborn (1982),
Gifford, Jones andMiller, Kalb andOgden, Layton,Masaryk (vol. III),Morson
(1987), Orwin, Wasiolek (1978), Woodcock.

Turgenev, Ivan Sergeevich (1818–83). One of the major prose writers of the
classical age and a moderate Westerniser who was close to Annenkov (q.v.)
and, in the late 1840s, to Belinsky (q.v.). His main works are A Sportsman’s
Sketches (1847–52; also translated as Sketches from a Hunter’s Album), the
novellas ‘Asia’ (i.e. the name of the heroine; 1858) and ‘First Love’ (1860),
the play A Month in the Country (1855) and the novels Rudin (1856), A Nest of
Gentry (1859), On the Eve (1860), Fathers and Children (1862, which he
dedicated to Belinsky), Smoke (1867) and Virgin Soil (1877). Turgenev’s novels
were felt vividly to portray the dilemmas and changing character of the mid-
nineteenth-century Russian educated class. Nevertheless, Turgenev always
aspired to create art of timeless beauty and resisted the utilitarianism pressed
upon writers by radical critics such as Chernyshevsky andDobroliubov (qq.v.)
in the reign of Alexander II, when most of his major work was written. He
spent the greater part of the last thirty years of his life in western Europe. See
Freeborn (1963), Schapiro (1978).
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